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Preface 

This dissertation has been written from 2004 to 2008 in Amsterdam, which I think of as one 

of the very few metropolitan towns on earth. It is a place of privilege; not because both the 

town and its country are small and wealthy – because they are not remarkably so and neither 

would such features necessarily make it a good place to live. What it offers me are the 

concentric rings of its old centre – like the rings of a tree, the city tells time by its filtering, 

folding and shaping of the layers of its history around the passers-by. The town is 

metropolitan in how it shows off its leisure and affluence in its disinterested absorption of 

contemporary cultures and life styles.  

This is my description for my years of circling the rings in between home, university and 

elsewhere even though these years began at the end of 2004 when there was an instant when it 

was not easy to identify with the town’s own notions of time and wellbeing. Just some days 

into the PhD., when almost everything in this text was still unknown, the good life within the 

concentric rings got interrupted by the second of two political murders in the country. The 

first, however, in the metropolitan town.  

To most, this event had something to do with strangers that failed to adjust to the 

wellbeing of this society. In my mind, however, town and country have gotten used to identify 

themselves and the others in terms of the standard of the facilities, social services, and human 

development. By that measure it looks as if the instant when the differences among its 

inhabitants become visible – that had been there all along – an escalation of catastrophic 

proportions has been set in motion. 

The concentration on material wellbeing is pervasive throughout the society and it 

comprises many other fields. For example it includes the domain that manages practical 

solutions to the problems that are raised by certain ‘new things’. There is quite some socially 

and policy relevant PhD research being done on “new things” – most of it in line with the 

well-being of this “Society” and its “People”. The descriptions and cases that the PhD 

candidate is supposed to look into are conveniently linked with the “new things” that this 

society has under development; why not, for example, study these in intricate detail or make a 

comparison of a handful of them? Or, why not select some that are close by and some others 

that are elsewhere but are obviously related?  

After having studied their various contexts in intricate detail, there might be, with the 

appropriate reservations, a practical observation or two to be made on safeguarding the 

wellbeing of this place. It would be entirely fitting that the PhD projects will end with a mere 

whisper about how the new things need to be dealt with by the same political society that set 

the terms of the investigation in advance. From the onset – when everything still has to be 



 

learned – this is the premise that saturates the desire to learn about new sciences and 

technologies with the terms for its preferred outcome. There are exceptions, of course, there 

might have to be exceptional cases where the prescribed methodology did not quite work in 

making the theme disappear in its particulars. In that eventuality there is always the 

appropriate shout to be heard: ‘the king is dead, long live the king!’ A change might be 

needed; the knowledge that ruled might need to be changed because the centre might 

otherwise not hold unless the most acute of measures is taken: incorporation of the 

catastrophic event as a new theme into the agenda managed by Dutch corporatism.  

In brief, a new seat is placed at the round table whereby ‘the new things’ are mediated on 

behalf of its ‘People’. Moreover the usual reflex in the Netherlands to this sort of change is to 

instantly add another bullet-point to the already absurdly detailed ‘what-to-do-list’ for less 

fortunate countries. It speaks for itself that this is only done on an explicit request coming 

from such places. In fact, this is what I found out: it is already quite something in social 

studies of technology if some sort of developmental consideration is taken into account. It 

quickly becomes quite unreasonable to require that investigation of the ‘new things to come’ 

is also critical of that development-practice. Before starting my PhD, however, I got to 

witness a few too many culturally blind development projects in various countries that made 

little sense and no difference beyond the technicalities of these countries’ ‘development aid 

games’. I got to appreciate that there are irreducible cultural differences in the world and 

spend my master’s thinking about the historical terms and conditions whereby certain groups 

get recognized as peoples while others do not. In brief, I came to think that the ‘aid game’ and 

the ‘great game’ are inseparable and what I quickly figured was that this also includes many 

of the ‘new things’ that I was going to study for the next four years.  

When digging only a little further than the international news on the range of 

catastrophes – those that I like to summarize as food, health, wealth, empty fuel tanks and the 

weather – there is a technology push and a development pull that presuppose each other. What 

is notable is not only that both are premised on the terms and conditions that are set by those 

that get to do the changing; more important to me is that, from the onset, my limited grasp of 

the history of political theory and international thought – my background – showed me that 

much more historical biases are being rehabilitated. I spend my time before beginning with 

this dissertation on thinking about the cultural origins to the contemporary international state 

system of geopolitics and I cannot ignore how these play out and are magnified when very 

‘new things’ are being pushed as the solutions for the global problems of poor and unstable 

areas.  



 Simultaneously, however, I have set out to write a PhD to challenge my knowledge, my 

limited experience and opinions. Therefore I gave the ‘new things-in-the-making’ the benefit 

of the doubt. Nevertheless I suppose that for quite some time I made eyebrows rise by being 

so doubtful and indirect about things that I knew very little about. This eyebrow raising 

occurred especially when moving in academic cultures that study these and that showed their 

generosity by engaging with awkward PhD students that are yet to be initiated into the ways 

of their circles. Quite understandably there is little patience for the intellectual extravagance 

of thinking that even the best intended ‘new things’ are – at bottom – like the town and its 

concentric rings.  

 Ultimately this is what I ended up liking best about my text: my ‘new things’ – instead of 

becoming a linear account, have become nicely interwoven in my text, with shadows of the 

foundations of yesterday’s societies that I find lingering around everywhere. Of course this is 

not quite a claim to quality – I would not dare anymore. I found out that there are norms on 

clarity and familiarity to be insisted on – every single line – and I am no good at that, so I 

know now. Personally I am convinced that what is made out to be difficult is often the shock 

of reading something that is not recognizable in more conventional symbols. Science in 

general is a consensus business with very strict linguistic requisites and this applies in 

particular to the very settled specializations and group identifications of a town and country 

that are somewhat small. I don’t have a problem with scientific norms being arbitrary, nor 

with anybody else’s commitment to the author as the gatekeeper of meaning. Indeed the 

author is the one that is responsible to bring the various aspects of a text together in a 

message. However, this gets out of hand, however, when (inter-) disciplinarity is made to ring 

true in an astounding depreciation of the variety in styles of reading and writing that are not 

like its own.  

 This is especially counterproductive in the humanities. Nobody who is writing or reading 

academic texts for a living or out of vocation is being done a favor by dismissing unfamiliar 

styles of reading and writing that might take some time to settle. Certainly my text shows 

what is true: that I cannot write in such a way that every single line is instantly recognizable 

for specialists that read and write about my topic or about the nearest fields. This always 

leaves plenty of space for criticism – it implies a risk that a PhD. student can ill afford. I think 

it is a good thing that creative energy could go into learning to read and write many academic 

languages that were as foreign to me as English. Of course I do agree that I have to show that 

I know about these symbols when I choose to mobilize them. However it is a problem that it 

seems to be considered a good thing that most creativity and concentration goes into hiding 

the process whereby comprehension is acquired line by line – by line.   



 

 I do not think that it is a negative quality of my text that it still shows interruptions in 

between the fragments that I selected out of the vast ocean of academic writings. Those are 

the traits and threads which show that a learning process took place beneath the symbolism of 

the procedure. I have no problem with those who immerse themselves deeply in academic 

feasts of recognition – however, I find it perfectly normal that there is no such recognition in 

reading because it is an illusion that such a feast produces texts that are coherent to anyone 

who did not attend the party. In fact, the large majority of academic titles in my book case – 

individually and in their variety – could be made to testify to the great arbitrariness of making 

such coherence into the principle criterion for a PhD thesis in the humanities.  

 Perhaps this might be useful in some disciplines that adhere to more rigorous scientific 

principles, in case of which the problem might take on a different appearance out of necessity. 

Also then, however, it would be wrong to keep young people, who want to think (who choose 

to go through all that trouble instead of making it easier for themselves) in line with the 

expectations of what is at best an overestimated procedure of academia. At worst the 

procedure asserts the disinterestedness that is the last trace of what academia once aspired to, 

which is to say that it is becoming more and more alike with a wider culture that obligates 

linear thinking and prefers smooth surfaces. When ordered to supply mirrors that reflect this 

society and its well-being – for example as the recipient of the charity of being allowed to 

write a PhD about its ‘new things’ – there is little room left for other kinds of thinking and 

writing. I needed that room to be able to investigate my object of study, which is a moving 

target that is almost as elusive as PhD existence.  

 This is, in fact, its principle characteristic and I find it important that it keeps moving. 

The topic has some of the characteristics that are the stuff of specialists but for the most 

important part my assignment deals with expectations and desires for social change. This is 

what made it a topic for a PhD and I would find it a shortcoming to write for a reader that 

expects me to skillfully box, silence and diminish the noise made when a ‘new thing’ brings 

so many broad topics together. Hence I have not written to show that my topic can be 

interpreted as a new sub-domain that is perfectly in synch with technical detail and general 

argument as placed at the centre of the self-defined fields that I got to encounter. If this is a 

flaw in a PhD thesis then it is a necessary one, for what I dare hope, which is a ‘take on 

things’ that might animate the movement further; a movement that is already there whether I 

write about it or not.  

 What I wanted is a ‘take on things’ that weaves together its web-like and multifaceted 

characteristics in an imaginary that is animated enough to have some modest life span of its 

own and on its own terms. Perhaps, despite of this, I have delivered some temporary shape 



and form that will do for academic specialty and PhD titles; in any case I favor its less-than-

even surfaces above those features that make it recognizable because of the appropriate 

references. In other words: I favor flaws – flaws that I make visible on purpose in my 

associations, concepts and theories as characteristics whereby to identify what is at stake. I 

aim at a critique that is unprotected by discipline or other types of consensus and finds its 

direction like a living creature that moves around in the world in its imperfection but with a 

radical openness that allows for new friends, preferably improbable friends.  
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                     Science and technology came from man’s question about Nature.  

It was from this revealed knowledge about the riddle of Nature that  

technology was produced. Since then – for about a century now –  

the riddle of science and technology has tended by its development  

to replace the riddle of Nature.  

 

Technology is our new Nature?  

 

It is our Nature. And there are no scientists or technicians to  

answer this riddle. More than that, there aren’t any because they  

refuse; because the scientists and engineers, claiming to know, don’t  

allow anyone to inquire into the nature of technology. And so the  

riddle of technology becomes more fearsome or at least as fearsome  

as the riddle of Nature.  

 

Thus your work, which is epistemological, or rather “epistemo-technical”. 

 

                                        Paul Virilio | Sylvère Lotringer – Pure War 1983: 36 

    
 
 “Biology had to take a leap into molecular biology, or dispersed life regroup in the code.  
 
   Dispersed work had to regroup in third generation machines, cybernetics and  

   information technology.  
    
 
   What would be the forces in play, with which the forces within man would then enter  

    into a relation?  

 
    It would no longer involve raising to infinity or finitude but an unlimited finity, thereby   

    evoking every situation of force in which a finite number of components yields a   

    practically unlimited diversity of combinations”.                            

                                                                                      Gilles Deleuze – Foucault 1988: 109 
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One: proto & post-nature 
 
 
         “Finally, it has not escaped our notice that the more we learn about the human genome,  

                       the more there is to explore: ‘We shall not cease from exploration and the end of all our  

                       exploring will be to arrive where we started. And know the place for the first time’”. 

 
T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets, as quoted in the report of the International Human Genome 

Sequencing Consortium on Initial sequencing and analysis of the human genome, in Nature, 15th 

of February 2001, 409 (6822). 

 

Introduction 
It is certainly appropriate that the authors of the report on the completion of the map of the 

human genome to have mentioned that there is always more to explore. They did not cease 

their exploration; there are by now thousands of maps of mammal, plant, bacterial or microbial 

genomes as well as hundred thousands parts of maps containing billions of base pairs. Still it 

was quite preliminary to have even hinted at an ending to their exploration. Such genome 

maps cover only a fraction of everything that has not yet been mapped and they are, obviously, 

not what T.S. Eliot was referring to.  

Most likely the document on the sequencing of the human genome concluded with this 

quotation to present itself as a new beginning to an unfinished exploration that began one 

hundred years ago with the discovery of Mendel’s laws. This is one way ‘to arrive where we 

started’ and yet another arrival might be the resemblance of genome maps without ending with 

those blanks in the middle of familiar shorelines that fill up a large part of colorful picture 

books on the history of mapmaking. Page by page more natural harbors and inland-rivers 

become visible - space yielding to the various explorers and missionaries and revealing a 

world without endings, photographed from outer space and someday the last pages of such 

photobooks could show the human or rice genomes. Indeed this latest exploration even brings 

back strange fruits and artifacts as well as tales of riches, miracles, and distant peoples.  

The exploration mentioned in the quotation of T.S. Eliot, however, is not merely about 

the exterior and interior spaces of the natural world; it is a reference to Dante: the emissary of 

the living who was guided by Virgil and Beatrice through the rings of heaven, purgatory and 

hell. The obvious place to arrive might therefore be to associate genomics – the study of genes 

and their function with how doctor Frankenstein observes on his creation that ‘it became a 

thing such as even Dante could not have conceived’ (Shelley [1818] 2006: 61). Obvious 

examples might be to associate it with the eugenics of embryo selection, the disruption of the 

natural integrity of seeds or the plunder of biological wealth. Dante’s voyage, however, only 

begins in hell; hell is not the place of arrival that needs to be known ‘as if for the first time’.  
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The theological details of “la divina commedia” are beyond most of today’s reading 

public and similarly also the technicalities of genomics are difficult for non-specialists 

academics to grasp. What matters about this similarity is the recollection that the unmapped 

and uncategorized natural world was also the world of the cosmological order of Dante 

wherein everything is assigned its place. It is by analogy that the genes and genomes that were 

mapped so recently are being rediscovered in progressively more complex models without 

ending. The journey that started with the rediscovery of Mendel’s peas involves an entire 

spectrum of overlapping sub-disciplines in biology, the so-called “-omics” – like genomics, 

proteomics, spliceomics and metabolomics that involve an increasingly complicated and 

interrelated understanding of genomics space.1 It is in this sense that Eliot’s mystical assertion 

of the interconnection of the past, present and future could not have been more appropriate as 

an ‘end’ to the initial sequencing of the human genome. 

Not only are there various sub-disciplines about maps of genes and genomes as well as 

other biological entities, the on-going rediscovery is that these are interdependent in networks 

and interrelated within various levels of biological hierarchy. In this dissertation this is no 

unlocking of the secrets of the natural world (“as if for the first time”) but an indicator of what 

also the terms in the title of this chapter – “proto- & post-nature” – refer to. It illustrates how 

Paul Virilio wrote most succinctly about how: ‘the riddle of science and technology has tended 

by its development to replace the riddle of Nature’ (Virilio & Lotringer 1983: 36). The crucial 

element in this sentence is that science and technology has ‘tended to replace’ the riddle of 

nature; this means that ‘science and technology came from man’s question about Nature’. 

There is an unsolved riddle of nature that has an unavoidable tendency to be replaced but has 

not yet been definitely replaced. Instead of a definite breach, the new riddle tends to become 

‘as fearsome as the riddle of Nature’ from before (ibid). 

These fearsome versions of the riddle of nature are very easily identifiable by looking at 

biological engineering and life sciences that suggest an inevitable ‘end’ to nature. This 

‘ending’ is found in the lamenting of a signature that is supposed to have been put under 

nature’s death certificate as well as in the celebration of the upcoming biogenetic 

transcendence over natural limitations. Both these ‘ends’ are perfectly symmetrical in their 

mobilization of high-tech biological engineering on an ever smaller scale that might solve or 

be the cause of disaster. What is fearful about these logically opposite qualifications of genetic 

promise and genetic threat is how they come together in a false dilemma. The terms “post-

Humanism” and “post–Modernism” show the self-referential loop in their prefixes. It shows 

the proximity of a kind of ‘humanism’ that feels threatened by what is modern to the material 

emancipation of a ‘humanism beyond humanism’. Both are ‘endings’ rather than ‘ends’; and 
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such endings are false because the inbuilt belief in a subject who at some point became 

modern and human, and who will sooner or later become something else. Instead of this 

human and modern subject with some sort of ending, there is still the riddle of nature or rather 

a subject that is permeated with the terms, conditions and definitions of its own ‘proto-nature’.  

This term can be understood in line with how Max Horkheimer an Theodor Adorno – in 

dialectic of enlightenment – describe a comprehensive transformation of modern thought that 

is taking on the appearance of a “retreat to the state of nature, [a] calling of itself, as in its 

pre-modern times, [whereby] enlightenment is more than enlightenment – nature, becoming 

visible alienation’ (Horkheimer & Adorno 1983 [1944]: 55 emphasis added).2 The passage is 

particularly revealing for its conception of the term state of nature – which is a most proto-

natural concept that is at the basis of the riddle of nature as it preoccupied its enlightened 

protagonists. Mostly likely “visible alienation” is a Marx inspired term that is more modern 

than early modern. Marx was a modern unlike the most famous example of a state of nature 

theory – the one of Thomas Hobbes who coined the term. Although Hobbes’ state of nature 

does not refer to alienation, it does resemble the idea with its description of life in nature as 

‘brutish, nasty, solitary and short’ (see Hobbes [1657] 1985 chapter xiii).  

Consequently Hobbes’s descriptions of the state of nature as a ‘state of war’ would 

suggest a particularly fearful version of the riddle of nature that is being replaced. It is a 

fearful qualification of “proto-nature”, which becomes something negative, teleological and 

static in line with how genetic engineering could be staged as exemplary for the human efforts 

to “control” nature as well as for how nature goes ‘out of control’ and needs to be escaped. 

Such an exponential and unchecked increase in human control is, however, not what 

Horkheimer’s and Adorno’s ‘retreat to the state of nature’ needs to imply. Instead of Hobbes’s 

description of the state of nature, their reference could be re-interpreted to resemble one of 

many such theories that described society in terms of its natural foundations. There were only 

very few early modern theorists who did not have such a theory – Louis Althusser mentions as 

its only exceptions the early example of Vico and much later Montesquieu’s histories 

(Althusser [1959] 1970: 25).  

What is crucial to incorporate is that state of nature theories were similar to that of 

Hobbes in certain respects but they were also specific. This more various conception of state 

of nature theories can be considered as a ‘critical methodology’ whereby to investigate how 

the grafting and modifying of bodies and plants in the life sciences is saturated with ‘proto-

natural returns’. The more various conception of state of nature theories can make a 

difference by not making the human efforts to control nature into something that is 

unassailable while not avoiding what is fearsome about such control. On the one hand 
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biological engineering is being intensified in line with the particularly fearful version of the 

riddle of nature that it is trying to replace. This would make it become as fearsome a 

development as any other theory on a post-nature that support the belief in a human and 

modern subject that might be displaced at any time. On the other hand a focus on the 

rediscovery of genes and genomes can show an ‘impossibility of leaving the natural state’ (see 

Virno 2008: 37). It is in this regard critical to focus on the more various genes, proteins, cells 

and so forth, being discovered in line with a convergence of biology and informatics. This 

literally resets the usual understandings of ownership – as intellectual property protections 

without ending.  

When debating ‘endings’ –of nature, of the human or of modernity – it might not appear 

very substantial to prioritize the more various, interrelated and complex biological entities that 

are being rendered as informatic datasets, quantifications and simulations. However this is 

beginning to show another round of biological engineering and high-tech promises to 

overcome the limits to growth and natural scarcity. It could easily get as ‘out of control’ in its 

attempt to replace previous riddles of nature with its own. A more informatic version of the 

riddle of life science and biotechnology might become as fearsome in how it involves 

shareable, translatable and tradable genetic information and genetic information technologies.  

As a concept this is simply a logical consequence of the on-going efforts to translate genetic 

materials into formats that are amendable to information technologies.  

What is of critical importance about this hard and intricate work is that it demonstrates 

how difficult it becomes to establish ownership. The early modern craft of asking and 

answering the riddles of life and nature is exemplary in this regard: sometimes it described life 

and nature as something to escape from (similar to Hobbes), sometimes as a paradise lost or to 

be gained but always is it formulated in terms of ownership. In other words: this dissertation 

approaches the changing matters of fact, like those of the life sciences, by drawing on the most 

sophisticated language about the terms and conditions whereby life and nature can be made 

into a matter of ownership or not.  

 

1. 
One very familiar state of nature theory is that of John Locke. His natural foundations are 

captured in the famous notion of man’s “innate rights of life, health, liberty and possessions” 

(Locke [1689] 1970 §6). These natural foundations are, however, usually left aside in the 

contemporary Lockean shorthand – ‘if you make it you own it’ – that is applied to intellectual 

properties.  
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Of course this prescription has been slightly modified for intellectual properties because 

these are only granted for a limited amount of time. Therefore intellectual properties are 

usually considered separately from what is supposed to be ‘innate’ about property. However 

this ‘innateness’ is unavoidable and it becomes especially acute when considering the 

extension of intellectual property to the life sciences. On the one hand Locke derived 

ownership from man’s possession of his body and its strengths and it is only afterwards that 

the body began to become ‘the quintessence of all property’ – as Hannah Arendt explains in 

‘on the human condition’ ([1958] 1997: 112-115). What went on ‘within the confines of the 

body’, she explains, was considered as the most securely shielded from the world. Its 

pleasures, its pains, its laboring and consuming could not be shared ‘even if one wanted to’ 

and its ownership follows from how there is nothing that ‘ejects one more radically from the 

world’ than some concentrated effort to take the body away from someone, like in the case of 

torture or slavery (ibid). On the other hand, the extension of patentability to the life sciences 

demonstrates how very little flesh there is on the bones of Locke’s body-labor relationship. 

The ownership of the body and its strengths becomes quite arbitrary when its biological 

properties could belong to someone else with another claim. And it has become less than 

obvious who owns the biological properties of a body or a plant.  

Since a few decades the biological properties of a person’s spleen, for example, might be 

considered novel and useful enough to be owned by others (see Boyle 1996).3 Similarly there 

are ready-made microscopic properties for digestion that can be patented. Such owners are no 

longer necessarily the owners of the organs in the body, of the bodies that consume the food or 

of the farmer that cultivated the crops that went into the food. It might be that some 

consortium has been granted a patent or has purchased it. Furthermore there is even less flesh 

and bones to be owned when the patentable genes and genomes are no longer the privileged 

units of the exploration. The Lockean body-labor relation becomes even further unsettled 

when considering more complex, interrelated and varied biological entities that are 

simultaneously more and more informatic.  

Such informatic and yet life-like entities are the beginning of the possibility that the 

current owners in the foreseeable future might be outperformed – both the owners of the 

bodies or plants and those of biological things that can be patented. This ‘outperforming’ is 

about how the other major justification of intellectual property is undercut: the one that argues 

that they are incentives to encourage creations, inventions and innovations that are eventually 

released into the public domain. 
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When intellectual property protections were expanded to comprise genetic materials in the 

early eighties this was simultaneous with another extension: patents on mathematical 

algorithms. In brief, it became possible to own source code and genetic code.4 This is 

increasingly important because the greatest challenge to the idea that intellectual property 

rights are incentives that encourage innovation is in informatics. Little by little the challenge 

reappears in biology.  

Both genetic code and source code were integrated into market relations by means of 

intellectual property laws that declared these ‘no longer free to all men and reserved 

exclusively to none’ (Parry 2004: 84, 85). Some three decades after this event, there is no 

more dividing line that separates the experimental inventions in biology that were made 

patentable, from the protection of source code in informatics by intellectual properties. On the 

one hand, there have been a series of reforms on the character and scope of intellectual 

property in this regard, for example there are software patents, database patents and copyright 

extensions. On the other hand it is already insufficient to add the story of intellectual property 

in informatics to the one about how intellectual property was introduced to biology. This is not 

any longer an adequate entry point whereby to consider a convergence of biology and 

informatics that involves the demands for uninhibited access, copying, coding, distribution, 

downloading and programming.  

It is no longer self-evident that a stronger protection of intellectual property incentives 

will result in the production of more inventions or knowledge and that these will be released 

eventually into the public domain when the temporary privilege expires. One of the main 

arguments against intellectual property protection has been that too many patents and too 

many different types of patents can frustrate innovation. This is an instance of the tragedy of 

the anti-commons that occurs when as a consequence of too many property rights and too 

many different types of property rights the usage of a resource is obstructed. One example of 

this is that patent-holders who can veto the usage of a technology or resource obstruct its 

development (see Heller 1998; Heller & Eisenberg 1998).5 The drawbacks of so many and so 

many types of intellectual property protection are already becoming visible in the various new 

sub-disciplines of biology. There are many biologists that are no longer as convinced as before 

of intellectual properties as a functional mechanism that encourage innovation.  

Furthermore this is especially the case in those sub-disciplines where the understanding 

of biological life becomes closely interrelated to informatics. Basically the representations, 

simulations and models are themselves informatic datasets and databases that are closely 

related to biological experimentation. The representational value of the various informatic 

models is relative to different research groups with varying skills and expertise that are using 
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different tools, concepts, theories and so forth. This limits the scientific validity of the 

representations when specific data becomes a theory. However it is exactly because biology is 

such ‘a fragmented science’ that is rarely inclined ‘towards general theoretical narratives’ that 

its disciplinary unity can be said to be captured better in the models that it studies than via 

specific approaches or results (Leonelli 2008: 20, Keller 2002).  

What counts as scientific knowledge and understanding becomes intricately connected 

with these virtual cell models, images of folding proteins and the like that represent life in 

some digital or electronic form. By extension, biology increasingly involves ownership issues 

that are similar to those of informatics. It is against the background of informatics that genetic 

material is made increasingly amenable to information technologies. That such amenability 

becomes a part of experimental set ups or of genetic engineering techniques is not so 

surprising – this is no different from the increasing role of information technologies elsewhere. 

Therefore it is useful to refer to genetic information technologies rather than to 

biotechnologies, as the former shows that the use of information technologies in biology is 

indistinguishable from more common usage elsewhere. Like anyone with more and more 

information on a PC, it is necessary to guarantee, manage and accelerate the exchange of the 

genetic information. However this is not what makes the increasing demand for access to data 

in biology – uninhibited by intellectual property protections – an interesting matter. What 

requires critical attention is that ownership is coming to a full circle in regard of what was 

declared a non-natural substance in the early eighties (see Parry 2004: 85, 86).  

 

Instead of debating whether data should be patentable or not, it is Chakrabaty’s genetically 

engineered bacteria and its successors can be reviewed again. The Charabaty patent was the 

first patent application that was granted and to roll back the pervasive effects of such patents 

in the life sciences begins by scrutinizing the implications of the massive quantities of 

information about genes, proteins, cells and so forth. In other words: the prescription “when 

you make it you own it” moved from the body and its strengths to bacteria, which is to say that 

there remains little flesh on the bones. Now, the data that is being made freely available 

unsettles the prescription of the Lockean shorthand even further.  

Of course, it is usually merely a matter of degree what will be made freely available and 

what not. The point is different. Instead of patents on bacteria, the bacteria are put on-line and 

are made available as the basic resources of the perfect ‘market beyond the patent’. In a truly 

perfect market there would be a free circulation of information. Patents are temporary 

privileges that intervene in the perfect market to encourage this circulation – for example 

information about more complex biological entities. What could be ‘more natural’ than an 
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equilibrium of supply and demand that involves the even more objective rediscovery of the 

functions of genes and genomes that are made available as freely circulating information? 

What could be more natural than an economic prescription for an equilibrium that gets its 

evolutionary credentials from biology in its prescription of removal of the obstacles to 

innovation – whether patents or natural limitations to growth? This even ‘more natural’ 

equilibrium of supply and demand promises to begin, at long last, to address the world’s 

predicament with its food, health, wealth, empty fuel tanks and the weather. On the other 

hand, also this promise will not be delivered – as labor and the body will continue to be 

bought and sold under the management of the invisible hand. More specifically the ownership 

of the body by property owners is affirmed in certain domains while in others the body is 

known in terms of biological entities that are being made freely available as raw materials. In 

brief, the genetic materials of bodies and plants are made to disappear into the category of 

freely available information as a nascent ‘free market for genetic information’.  

The concept will be explained in the next section – its intention, however, is to already 

caution about the celebration of openness in line with how many sweeping critiques have 

turned upside down the status of intellectual property as an incentive for innovation. These 

critiques showed intellectual property as one of the most visible features of the expansion of 

the scope and reach of the invisible hand in the world today; and now there seems to be a 

possibility for a roll-back of the intellectual property laws as these have become the norm in 

the life sciences. What matters now – because the situation has changed – is that it has become 

necessary to be much more cautious with such critiques. Critiques of intellectual property 

were formulated some time ago when it was not yet important to concentrate on the analyzes 

of the highly selective round of exemptions going on in the name of accelerating “innovation” 

without detailing what kind of innovation is necessary, where, when and how.  

This will be explained further in the next section by tying the concept of a ‘free market 

for genetic information’ to a convergence of biology and open source informatics. Open 

source is the most exemplary alternative to the quantities and many types of intellectual 

properties and in that capacity it is an alternative method whereby to manage the exponential 

growth of data. This is feasible – as will be explained later on. However, it is also possible and 

necessary to think about open source as a “counterbalance” – an alternative to how the body 

that was owned becomes a body that is ‘common’ – it is common but not necessarily in any 

other sense than that of a shift in the terms and conditions of the logics of the free market. 
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2. 
The most typical story about open source is probably about Richard Stallman who 

successfully insisted on releasing the source code he programmed. This tale of origins became 

iconic when Linux got released and it is the most general background whereby an open source 

analogy with biology and biotechnology can begin to be considered. 

Stallman found a way to guarantee not to use his copyright. There is copyright on the 

programming of source code like there is on literary works or songs. Stallman objected to how 

this inhibited the availability of source code to others who would then continue to share, 

develop and modify the software. He founded the Free Software Foundation (FSF) that from 

1984 began to release software in a project they called GNU – the acronym for “Gnu’s Not 

Unix”. Unix is a particular operating system that can be run in command line mode (C:\\) and 

GNU is Unix – the acronym is intentionally not true: Unix and the programs it includes are 

trademarked and therefore could not be used when coding a Unix operating system from 

scratch that would be free. As Neal Stephenson explains, “they simply could not claim that it 

was Unix, and so, to be extra safe, they asserted that it wasn’t” (Stephenson 1999: 34).  

Most operating systems that can be run in command line mode are made to be 

inseparable from their interfaces, for example the Windows or Mac versions that are visible on 

most computer screens. These interfaces have been kept incompatible in order to sell copies 

and the same applies to the many inconvenient formats of their software programs. This is 

done because it is much easer to distribute source code than to sell it. The ones and zeros of 

source code can be copied infinitely without additional costs and therefore there are 

intellectual property protections to authorize that source code is kept inaccessible to its users. 

This enables copies to be sold, but has as the drawback that each new version of an operating 

system – like those of Windows or Mac – is designed in a way that includes many of the errors 

and unnecessary complexity of older versions in order to be marketable to its previous 

customers. Moreover, additional features are included to prevent the source code from being 

copied, modified and distributed. Without such measures the new releases have to compete 

with improved but “unauthorized” versions of itself that might not include any of these 

additional complexities. 

It is nothing too fundamental that many “free” programs and programming routines had 

been developed within a decade. Many software programs have been developed without 

intellectual property, as well as the internet itself. Similarly the free availability of source code 

is a familiar theme to anyone who has a computer and an interest in the movies, games and 

music that are available all over the internet. Downloading these is, to many, closer to 

convenience than to mischief and the same goes for free operating systems. Stephenson 
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explains that ‘a proprietary, closed and secret operating system is a contradiction in terms. It 

goes against the whole point of having an operating system. And it is impossible to keep them 

secret anyway – […] it is the fate of operating systems to become free’ (Stephenson 2003: 36-

40). 

The FSF’s problem was not to code an operating system; this is something that had been 

done many times at modest proportions. It is inevitable that operating systems are developed 

to reduce the complexity of computing and to avoid unnecessary duplication of programming. 

Simplicity in programming is important because most programs run on the same basic 

operations. What is a different matter entirely is to make a functional equivalent to proprietary 

versions of Unix on a voluntary basis: making functional operating systems that can handle the 

latest requirements is ‘by far the largest part, and by far the most expensive and difficult part 

to create’ (ibid). This Unix-like alternative to proprietary operating systems is Linux. Its 

creator is Linus Thorvalds, who made it possible by using GNU tools, to develop the most 

successful hacker implementation of a PC-compatible core of an operating system. This is 

called a kernel, which is what provides basic services for all other parts of the operating 

system, including those that respond to user commands.  

After its release many Internet hackers began to help developing Linux into a ‘full 

featured UNIX with entirely free and redistributable source code; by late 1993, the program 

could compete on stability and reliability with many commercial UNIXs and hosted vastly 

more software’ (Hope 2004: 84). Today Linux remains ‘the key working example, a collective 

project that has been shared and worked on freely’ (Berry 2004: 80).  

 

Furthermore an analogy between open source in informatics and open source in biology and 

biotechnology can be drawn. What open source does is to guarantee that the source code 

wherein software and operating systems are programmed can be copied, distributed and 

improved by anyone. This is its main attraction in biology where it has become most notable 

that the inventions often do not end up rewarding individual inventors but mainly legal 

persons like universities or corporations. Along such lines most commentators have focused 

on the question whether and to what degree it might allow for an alternative model or a 

complementary method to patents and other obstacles to innovation in biology and 

biotechnology.  

Janet Hope, for example, has a chapter called ‘an irresistible analogy’ in her book 

“BioLinux and the bazaar” (Hope 2008, see also 2004). Her commercial release and her earlier 

PhD thesis on open source biology and biotechnology are the most specific and detailed 

example of an innovation perspective that asks questions like: ‘why would anyone contribute 
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software to an open source project for free? How are contributions integrated into the program 

as a whole? Why don’t open source development efforts fall apart before they get started?’ 

(Hope 2008: 13-18). It is a very useful study because of its detail in trying to understand open 

source principles in terms of its possible application in biology and biotechnology. Her aim is 

to discuss the ‘generic open source principles and the realities of biotechnology research and 

development’ and to try and ‘debunk a number of common objections to the feasibility of 

open source biotechnology that are based on either factual misconceptions or faulty logic’ 

(ibid). 

More specifically open source is a possible solution to what she calls an ‘innovation lock 

down’ – as a solution to this problem she proposed that ‘open source principles might be 

translated into a new context; that of biotechnology and its close industrial relations, 

pharmaceuticals and agriculture’ (ibid). In other words the parallel between biology and open 

source informatics that she draws is about the many different examples and types of open 

source in biology that might be possible by comparison with the thousands of examples in 

informatics. In brief: biology might learn from informatics where there are more than a million 

developers who have already demonstrated the efficiency that is possible on the basis of the 

contributions of time and effort to programming that are innovative even without intellectual 

property grants. This is certainly the case.  

Furthermore the examples in biology that illustrate the analogy with open source in such 

an interpretation are also the distinctive applications in a more general trend that has been 

occupying many economic and legal specialists. These ask “how it is possible that so many 

contributions are made to projects that do not award efforts – either with money or with 

intellectual property rights?” Also this dissertation shows that there is a great variety of open 

source examples in biology and biotechnology and this will only increase. However the 

purpose of showing this is different. Open source in informatics has illustrated in informatics 

that obstacles to innovation can be circumvented – however, this illustration does not explain 

what makes it ‘an irresistible analogy’ for biology and biotechnology.  

For example it took over a decade before what makes open source irresistible at this 

moment was there. In the meanwhile there was largely skepticism of the idea that less 

intellectual properties would better encourage innovation, as is the case in biology and 

biotechnology at this moment. A different interpretation, however, would focus on the 

conditions that made open source informatics possible – practical and feasible in a self-evident 

way. These are best explained by Neal Stephenson who argues that it was the making of 

‘cheap hardware’ that allowed for Linux. He writes: 
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‘the only way to make hardware cheap is to punch out an incredible number of copies of it, so that the unit 

costs eventually drops. (..) The only reason Torvalds had cheap hardware was Microsoft. Microsoft 

refused to go into the hardware business, insisted on making its software run on hardware that anyone 

could build, and thereby created the market conditions that allowed hardware prices to plummet’ 

(Stephenson 2003: 90).  

 

This observation refers again to Linus Thorvalds, the maker of Linux. It explains that the most 

successful example of an operating system that is made and maintained by sharing its source 

code required the availability of cheap hardware.  

This cheap hardware is not the consequence of a problem with having too many 

intellectual property protections as obstacles to innovation. Quite the contrary: the condition 

whereby Linux became an equivalent to proprietary counterparts is about a change in 

commodity logics. Linux runs on the same cheap hardware that could be duplicated and 

reconstructed as easily as most proprietary operating systems and software programs. 

Consequently the efficiency of open source in biology and biotechnology cannot merely be 

explained by the fact that also the life sciences are bothered by having too many patents. The 

“Linux-Microsoft moment” suggests that the conditions, upon which open source would be 

possible in the life sciences, are closely related to a change in its commodity logics.  

The biology equivalent to a software market was already mentioned – this is the ‘free 

market for genetic information’ that was outlined in the previous section and that like 

Microsoft comes into view at the very moment wherein open source becomes possible in the 

life sciences. This is not an irresistible analogy; what it shows is that there is a convergence of 

biology and informatics. Instead of a useful alternative to patenting in the life sciences, open 

source is a consequence of genetic materials being rendered informatic entities. There is a 

“Microsoft-Linux” moment in biology that is about a similar shift in commodity logics. The 

convergence involves a revaluation of intellectual properties relative to an accelerated 

circulation and turnover of information about biological entities like genes, proteins, cells and 

so forth.  

At this point – as mentioned before – it is no longer acceptable to be indiscriminate in the 

usual sweeping critiques of intellectual property about the examples of open source biology 

and biotechnology. For example, it is not enough to follow most of the enthusiastic legal and 

economical protagonists of open source in informatics that too readily enlist the examples in 

biology among the wider efforts to advocate the many different and interrelated demands for 

access and collaboration (see Benkler 2006, Boyle 2003a, 2003b, Henkel & Maurer 2007, Rai 

& Boyle 2007, Kumar S. & A. Rai 200 Burk 2002; Reichman & Uhlir 2003; Boettiger & Burk 

2004; Operdeck 2004). Of course also this dissertation focuses on collaboration and open 
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source principles in quite some detail and it draws extensively on information law and 

economics – it does not, however, embrace the move from the anti-commons to the pro-

commons tout court.  

The greatest threat to the potential for open source in biology and biotechnology is that it 

gets restricted from the very beginning to one question only: whether and where innovation 

requires less restrictive rather than more restrictive intellectual properties. Open source has 

potential but this is neither about a very general type of bottom-up innovation with a greater 

promise of some sort nor is it about a humanitarian approach to solve anything from food 

shortages, health, old age, empty fuel tanks to the weather. It might be that a practical analogy 

of open source in informatics with biology that has that kind of orientation is irresistible and 

the point is not that such aims are objectionable. Yet there is little that is desirable about 

analogies with open source informatics that are too general in their technical imaginaries about 

a better world. These would touch on the question of an alternative without answering it – 

open source why? Open source to what end? What would be desirable about an analogy with 

informatics that might as well result in an equivalent to the cheap hardware that made Linux 

possible?  

Open source in biology could be seen as analogous to open source in informatics in the 

sense that it channels all the energy into equalizing more or less intellectual properties to 

innovation. This is exactly what happened in biology and biotechnology during the endless 

discussions about intellectual property reforms and access arrangements in international 

politics – at the World Trade Organization (WTO), the Food and Agricultural Organization 

(FAO) and in the context of the Convention on Biodiversity (CBD). Instead, the aim of this 

dissertation is to show a social potential that is more specific in how it is essentially a political 

condition. The major difference this makes is that the changing status of genetic materials is 

not left out of consideration.  

On the one hand, this is a predicament wherein open source in biology shares its moment 

with a ‘free market for genetic information’. This can be illustrated with countless examples of 

open access and open source in biology that stay close to informatics (bio-informatics) and by 

showing that these instances are rapidly increasing. On the other hand, the ‘irresistible 

analogy’ becomes less obviously feasible and practical when moving further-a-field, for 

example when it involves experimentation in the laboratory. This is only logical; it is only a 

nascent development that open source for the life sciences can be considered by analogy to 

what made it famous. What it made famous is its innovation as a consequence of using 

intellectual property rights in a different manner than prescribed and expected. Open source is 

about finding ways in which to bundle the creativity to innovation in such a way that at the 
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moment when critique of intellectual property begins to ring true – now – innovation gets 

configured differently and with the aim of moving in a different direction than intended by the 

managers of the invisible hand of ‘biotechnology and its industrial relations’.  

There’s time. There was a period before it became self-evident how innovative Stallman 

had been – after Linux, when free software came to be described as open source. Similarly 

there is a period to put to good use wherein the topic picks up its pace and becomes inevitably 

feasible and practical. There is time to turn open source in the life sciences into something that 

is not only doable but also desirable. 

 

3. 
Michael Hardt & Antonio Negri have also observed – in Multitude (2004) – that the protection 

of intellectual property is: 

 
‘undercut by the same logic that supports it because the labor that creates property cannot be identified 

with any individual or even group of individuals. (…) Who, for example, produces the information of 

genetic code? Or who, alternatively, produces the knowledge of a plant’s beneficial uses?’ (Hardt & Negri 

2004: 187). 

 

They argue that these examples – genetic information and the knowledge of plant’s beneficial 

uses – correspond to ‘new informational networks’ and ‘communicative and cooperative 

forms of labor’. What they demonstrate, they argue, is the ‘spiral movement’ that is based on 

how ‘everyone, from agriculturists who develop the specific properties of seeds to software 

programmers, relies on common knowledge passed down from others and in turn creates new 

common knowledge’ (ibid).  

 Of course the examples that were quoted are also different from each other. On the one 

hand, ‘the knowledge about plants’ beneficial uses’ shows an instance of what they call ‘the 

common’ – which is about the social life that remains common, like the majority of the 

world’s wealth and life that has not become a subject of expropriation. On the other hand, the 

expropriation of such “life in common” also relies on the same spiral movement. It includes 

the new goods that involve a continuous introduction of more ‘collaborative forms of 

production’. This is most explicit when they write that collaborative new goods such as 

‘genetic information, knowledge’s, plants and animals are becoming private property’; which 

is to say the ‘wealth produced by the workers becomes the private property of the capitalist’ 

(ibid). 

 What has been described in the previous sections is no different. Hardt & Negri’s 

emphasis on how intellectual property is being undercut shows the ambiguity of the escape 

from the tragedy of the anti-commons into a much more fortunate “pro-commons”. Most 
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telling, they prefer ‘the common’, the singular form of ‘commons’. Hereby what is ‘common’ 

is not as neatly separated from capitalism as when arguing ‘a return to the commons’ without 

addressing its political ambiguities. In other words: the singular form includes any commons –

whether it is ‘life’ as a common condition that is not outside of the scope of expropriation or a 

resource that has been declared common even though it is specifically arranged as the basis for 

commodification later on.  

 As argued already: it is necessary to go further than analyzing the proliferation of 

intellectual property rights without being able to distinguish between the various common 

property types. In specific it is necessary to distinguish carefully between these ‘new 

enclosures’ – such as intellectual properties – and the so-called ‘enclosure of the commons’ 

(see May 2000, Boyle 2003a). Its point of reference is the early modern fencing off of 

common land in England and Scotland that was so much discussed by the political economists 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth century. Hardt & Negri very explicitly state that, to them, 

the commons are ‘pre-capitalist-shared spaces destroyed by the advent of private property’ 

(Hardt & Negri 2004: xv, 2000: 300-303). It is by analogy to this destruction that many 

critiques of intellectual property consider open source technologies as the modern equivalents 

of such enclosed lands. Doing so, however, endangers the possibility of specifying and 

investigating the more ambiguous relations within the production of new goods that are 

becoming increasingly ‘common’.  

 There are plenty of candidates to consider by analogy to the destruction of the historical 

commons. Any of the natural resources that are getting scarce or are near to depletion will do, 

and more specifically it could involve the biodiversity that is being lost when forests are cut 

down, species that go extinct, or crop diversity that is lost as a consequence of cash-cropping 

for global markets. However, what also occurs in such instances is that these very resources 

are made into common properties that support the making of commodities elsewhere. When 

the logical opposites of the enclosures – intellectual properties or fenced off lands – are the 

instances of the commons that were destroyed, that persist or that reappear then it becomes 

impossible to identify the conditions for a more social and political potential for collaborative 

innovation models like open source.  

 The most immediate example is the widespread expectation that genetic materials that are 

increasingly scarce will also be increasingly valuable; the general idea is that it is important to 

conserve the world’s remaining biodiversity, which incidentally feature as the material that is 

still the basic resources in the life sciences. The expectation is, then, that there could be a 

compensation for the usage of genetic materials – either financial or otherwise. This involves 

legislation by many governments who want compensations to be paid in exchange for the 
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access to scarce genetic materials on their territories. To that end they try to restrict access to 

genetic material, which makes biologists very uneasy. A range of international mandates is 

already busy with arranging and negotiating compensations for carefully selected sets of 

humanitarian exceptions to intellectual property rights and trade relations.  

 From the viewpoint of trying to get developing countries some sort of compensation, it 

might not appear very helpful that more and more genetic materials are being made freely 

available on-line as sequential alphabetic expressions. No patents – no compensation. 

However such compensations simply do not need to come into view any longer when 

considering how the status of genetic materials is changing. Certainly biodiversity will be 

explored as a commercially valuable genetic and bio-chemical resource wherever possible 

(Reid et al. 1993). There is no reason to assume that a more collaborative turn in capitalism – 

wherein intellectual property is undercut – will result less of a demand for genetic materials. 

Similarly it is not the case that less genetic material be expropriated, nor will the 

intensification of biological engineering slow. Yet the accelerated turnover of biological 

entities that are more and more informatic undercuts the premise of a biodiversity market.  

 It is by way of the goods of innovation that are increasingly made common – as 

information resources that are freely available – that the more and more valuable patents are 

kept in place that are involved in the expropriation of genetic material as well as in the reform 

proposals that aim to make industry pay for its raw materials. This is the trick: information 

resources are being released at one point while the political energy goes into questions of more 

or less intellectual property protections and compensations for the usage of genetic material. 

Increasingly it will be this genetic information that is made freely available that will be the 

raw material for commodities that can be owned, protected and sold. Therefore it is a matter of 

some urgency that open source is launched as an alternative to a kind of biology that remains 

in line with the spiral movement of new goods that are made common as future commodities.  

 In brief: it becomes necessary to begin considering open source in biology as a specific 

approach to address the expropriation of ‘life in common’ – with or without the involvement 

of intellectual properties.  

 

Such an argument about open source will have to take into account what it is already in 

informatics, it will have to take into account what it might be in biology, and it will have to 

take into account what it needs to be as an alternative. What it needs to be is an alternative to 

what is feasible about open source in biology.  

 Hardt & Negri most encouragingly make the suggestion to go beyond the debate over 

more or less intellectual properties. Instead they call for a ‘new legal theory of the common’ 
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and describe it as a passage from Res-publica to Res-Communis (Hardt & Negri 2004: 205, 

206). In brief: life in common comprises the desire for a new and ambiguous form of 

sovereignty, ‘or, more precisely, a form of social organization that displaces sovereignty’ 

(ibid). Such a proposal for a new kind of sovereignty is likely to be misunderstood as an end to 

the state. It does not, however, refer to ownership that has been relocated beyond sovereign 

societies – it is, for example, a mistake to consider the recognition of intellectual properties in 

international law or the global liberalization of trade relations as an end to the state. Instead 

the point is no different than that of the critical studies of biotechnology in the eighties and 

early nineties; these studies singled out the social relations whereby seeds and farm products 

were being transformed into marketable products. This was never about intellectual property 

protections alone, their role was relative to the expansion of markets and to how exclusivity 

was being built into the modified living organisms (see Goodman, Sorj and Wilkenson 1987, 

Ruivenkamp 1989, Kloppenburg [1989] 2005).  

 Such a process of commodification goes further than the debate over patents or no 

patents. In addition to the intellectual properties as the main legal mechanism for 

appropriation, Guido Ruivenkamp referred to the ability to modify the biological properties of 

seeds as a ‘control at a distance’ and Jack Kloppenburg titled his book ‘first the seed’ to 

indicate that commodification of the seed involves control over farming and agriculture (ibid) . 

This in-build dimension to the commodity – its embodiment – is not captured when 

considering only patents although it was already characteristic for the plant biotechnologies 

introduced to agriculture in the eighties. When the usual equation of ownership in biology to 

intellectual property protection is undercut, this more critical view becomes even more 

indispensable than before. 

  

Lastly, Kloppenburg describes in his conclusion that the techniques that are generally grouped 

as biotechnology are about building bridges to ‘the agricultural sector from the capitalist 

mainland’. He refers to how ‘capitalism’s engineers have tried to bridge those straits’, making 

it possible to build bridges to the island empire (ibid: 280-290).  

 This ‘island empire’ is not an enclosed commons– it is actually being accessed. It is made 

accessible by bridging what separates the agricultural sector from ‘the capitalist mainland’. 

This involves enclosures like intellectual properties but only after biological engineering has 

made it possible to overcome the principle biological obstacles to the progressive 

commodification of agriculture: the seed. Some two decades later it has become harder to 

consider agriculture as an ‘island empire’ and Kloppenburg recognizes this when he observes 
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that how the ‘nature of property is in question’ is not limited to food and agriculture 

(Kloppenburg 2008: 9-10). 

 He points to ‘the energy, thought and political capital’ that has been invested by farmers’ 

groups, indigenous peoples and their allies in civil society in: 

 
‘establishing (maybe) their rights (partial and precarious) to exclude others from access to genetic resources 

that may legally be defined as ‘theirs” (whose?) so that they can sell them (for a pittance)? (ibid) 

 

Instead he proposes to consider seeds similar to the efforts to make software, music, ideas, 

images and writing ‘as free as possible’. He describes open source as a scheme that allows 

‘sharing among those who will reciprocally share, but excludes those that will not’ (ibid). This 

does not imply that there are no rewards – it implies that open source principles could be used 

‘to look beyond the constraints of the taken-for-granted, dominant system’. He proposes open 

source principles as an alternative to the various social movements that are involved in a more 

just and sustainable agriculture. With their support it might become a way to combine resisting 

the concentration of corporate power with the creation of spaces for alternatives to the 

dominant system (ibid: 20). 

 This is where a ‘theory of the common’ becomes indispensable – alternatives to what was 

once an ‘island empire under siege’ need to be constructed politically within the spiral 

movement that is ‘the common’. Otherwise what spirals and that has something to do with 

justice and sustainability in agriculture will become shrouded in the less and less thing-like 

things that the life sciences are calling out of the natural world and that are spiraling along. 

 

4. 
It was already mentioned that there was very little flesh on the bones of the Lockean body-

labor relationship. For a while flesh and bones were the quintessence of all property; however, 

the biological properties of bodies and plants that can be owned as commodities illustrate its 

contemporary unsettlement. In addition to the previous discussions, a ‘critical method’ is 

possible.  

 

Firstly, the body and its labor became quintessential for property after Locke. A rereading of 

the famous chapter on property in Locke’s second treatise on government shows this.  

  His labor law of property was defined in regard of those that live in nature – those who 

live in a condition where goods are a ‘common rights of every one’ – he calls nature a gift to 

‘Mankind in common’ (Locke [1689] 1970 §30). Locke’s argument about man’s possession of 

his body and his strengths justifies property as a state of nature theory that is premised on a 
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world that he understood to exist outside and without society: a world in common. Its 

inhabitants were the representatives of what was innate about property:  

 
“the Law of reason makes the Deer, that Indian’s who hath killed it; ’tis allowed to be his goods who hath 

bestowed his labour upon it, though, before, it was the common right of everyone. And amongst those who 

are counted the Civiliz’d part of Mankind, who have made and multiplied positive Laws to determine 

Property, this original Law of Nature for the beginning of property, in what was before common, still takes 

place (Locke 1970 §30, see also §26). 

 

He could not be more literal and specific about his body-labor relationship as a natural law of 

property. It is premised on a state of nature that is inhabited by Indians who are the 

representatives of the entire world, outside of civilization. His state of nature theory has as its 

function to simultaneously separate and interrelate the Indians and the ‘Civiliz’d part of 

Mankind’. This has as its purpose to show a specific sort of common property that is the 

‘beginning of private property’ and that draws in an entire world that can later be 

distinguished from the ‘positive law to determine property’. 

Rather than selectively defining the terms of enclosures and commons, matters of fact 

and ownership in the life sciences blend “nature, world and body”. On this basis, it can be 

possible to reconsider contemporary intellectual property issues and open source arrangements 

in the life sciences.  

 

Secondly, common properties like those in the life sciences are not about common land in 

England or fencing off of common lands anywhere else, as already Locke’s state of nature 

theory shows. 

On the one hand Locke’s mankind in common is a world that mediates its own 

replacement by the body. Hannah Arendt knew this already when she argued – in the fabulous 

‘the human condition’ – that Locke ‘remained in contact to the common world’ and its pre-

modern tradition. Locke’s “world in common” and his body-labor relationship are indicative 

of the disappearance of such a “common world”. What is momentous is not the world 

becoming round and mapped, but how ‘space yields to the unconquerable body’ (see Arendt 

1997: 112-115 emphasis added).  

On the other hand ‘world yields to body yields to life’ – this is the body that is made 

common and that yields to the spiral movement of ‘life in common’. The sequence begins 

before Locke and will go further than the body that is made into more complex and 

interrelated biological entities. Of course, Locke’s state of nature theory is not useful as a 

single linear analogy that departs from some sort of a-priori unity that is natural and that 

subsequently gets to determine either a negative or a positive teleology of human ends – 
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dystopia or utopia. What makes Locke indispensable – methodologically speaking – is that his 

notion of property literally goes further than the moral question: to own or not to own things 

that are made in the life sciences? Instead the strange fruits and species of his times that in 

these times are becoming more and more dissimilar to products of labor that can be traced to 

someone in particular as their maker. In brief: the products of labor in biology become ‘much 

more social, much more fabricated, much more collective than their designation as ‘natural 

objects’ would make them into (see Latour 1993: 55).  

The philosopher and anthropologist Bruno Latour insists that science and technology are 

not separable from social relations in any absolute sense – historically or philosophically. Such 

a separation of science from the social leads into a problem of a scope that can have no 

solutions. Latour is right to emphasize the inseparability of science from things and from 

people and to propose a constitution that does not leave the body politic to a slow decay in its 

denial of the things that made modern society possible. Latour has proposed a constitution that 

is only for one third about the usual rights and duties of citizens and the state. The remaining 

part is split between the privilege of scientists to represent the nature of things and the 

proliferation of scientific objects and devices that change societies and that are changed by 

their societies (ibid: 14, 15 & 142). However, the body that is becoming common is 

particularly difficult to be considered within the constitution. Whatever works in nature and 

that is not yet subject to expropriation is also too lively and too worldly to be included within a 

social contract that regards a single society or the thing-like things made by science that 

Latour’s constitution would include.  

What is called out of the natural world as freely available cannot be declared 

constitutional in terms of the self-referential loops of separations and interrelations of science 

and society. There are matters of fact that are beyond constitutions because these are too 

worldly and lively in how they are a freely available subject matter even though they break 

down the walls of ‘island empires’ that remained enclosed by natural and cultural boundaries.  

In this regard the more complex and comprehensive understandings of life are particularly 

effective and feasible at once. At once this involves a biological understanding of life that is 

more scientific than previous conceptions of genes and genomes and yet it remains at some 

distance from intellectual properties. What makes this distance interesting is that it involves a 

change in the approach of the management and the access of the raw material for trading and 

commodity-making. What makes it a mess is that a Lockean move is to be expected that 

redefines what is natural in science as a ‘commons’ that supports ownership and 

commodification elsewhere. 
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 This move would imply that the very practical and inevitable analogies between open 

source in informatics and biology might make little difference even when these would aim at 

making artifacts that are technologically feasible and have the best of intentions for society. 

When its innovations rest upon an uncritical acceptance of scientific naturalness – whether 

‘thinking like a patent or not’ – it becomes more difficult to identify the social potential for 

such an affirmation of sharing and collaboration because it is made much more difficult to 

identify with. In brief, it separates what is feasible in technical terms from what is desirable. It 

is a mistake to reconsider scientific “project nature” as a matter of fact and ownership in the 

life sciences as if such matters were separable from ‘life in common’.  

 

5. 
The ownership that is being undercut by how the body is being made common can be tracked 

and detected as ‘proto-natural returns’. Its aim is to begin making possible a ‘recoding of life 

in common’.  

This ‘recoding’ resembles how the logic of the state of nature, like that of Hobbes and 

Locke, reached its limits with Jean-Jacques Rousseau. He knew about its potential for trickery 

and decisively split citizens and savages. It is with him that the citizens in their civilized 

societies began to mirror themselves in their loss of their natural freedoms. This is personified 

by “Robinson Crusoe”, which was Rousseau’s favorite novel, the only book that he would 

allow his imaginary pupil “Emile” to read (Defoe [1719] 2007, Rousseau [1762] 1993b: 187). 

Crusoe is a civilized man that had to survive on an abandoned island and learns of the 

advantages of life in nature. Until, that is, the day that Crusoe begins to feel threatened by 

savages coming to his ‘island empire’ and force him to abandon his two decades of isolation.  

Rousseau’s famous proposal for a social contract was supposed to combine the benefits 

of the state of society with the advantages of the dependencies of the state of nature. It 

represented to Rousseau that civilized man could regain his natural freedom and equality that 

he was losing in society. When today civilization gets replaced with progress then also the 

proposal changes – the social contract becomes that of Latour even though we are really 

returning to Rousseau’s aim to take the best of nature to make life in society possible. In brief: 

Latour is not unlike Rousseau – in many regards it follows how some fifty years after 

Rousseau’s social contract theory, Robinson Crusoe turned into Frankenstein (Shelley [1818] 

2006: 61).  

Mary Shelley’s famous story is about more than scientists’ ambitions to transform life 

creating monsters that go out of their control, and more than, to put it more romantically, the 

inability to see past their ugliness. Only after the sophisticated scientist called Frankenstein 
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has already rejected his creation of the monster and its attempts to prove his humanity he 

begins his chase to destroy the monster that he made. After bringing him to life in his 

laboratory he gets to hunt him to the end of the earth. The story of Frankenstein is told in the 

isolation of the Artic where doctor Frankenstein is hunting the monster which is only slightly 

different from how Crusoe is stuck on an ‘island empire’ in the Atlantic where he is threatened 

by the savages form the neighboring islands.  

Both novels take place at the edges of the world and the savage that echoes the citizen in 

the story about a tropical island became the monster that echoes the scientist in the Artic. The 

scientists as well as the savages/monsters end up on the outside of society which is to say that 

the monstrosities and savagery combine to show the proximity of the noble scientists and the 

righteous citizen within society. What is tragic about both is that their idealized separations 

and interrelations of science and society end up being surrounded with the colonial bodies of 

uncivilized commoners. There are monsters and savages on the outside of society where the 

civilized citizens and scientists are. Out of the common world that still has a foothold in state 

of nature theories came those that were to be excluded in order for the promise of progress that 

binds science and society to be upheld. The scientist called Frankenstein comes some fifty 

years after Rousseau had left the citizen without the uncompromised consolation in 

civilization as a somehow superior destiny to man’s origins in nature, like with Hobbes or 

Locke. In turn, Latour’s proposal for a constitution takes away the consolation of progress and 

the superiority of scientific knowledge in its attempt to combine the advantages of science and 

society.  

Rousseau’s inversion of civilization and nature would in the centuries that followed exert 

great influence on romantics who sought a return to nature; and who’s to say that this patching 

up of science and society will not be considered in the near future as a twenty-first century 

romance?   

 

Lastly, the Crusoe-Frankenstein stories are important because they indicated at a world that 

once existed beyond society and that still casts its shadow over blind believes in science. 

There was a world that came to be considered as external to social relations; and its colonial 

origins are retained in how modern science and modern society are together presented as 

matters of civilization and progress. It is not sufficient to consider the social contracts – like 

those of Rousseau or Latour – as mediations. It is also necessary to specify this mirror wherein 

citizens and scientists are reflected as savages and monsters in a manner that is able to focus 

on whatever might become of the world that yielded to the body – as Arendt put it when 

describing Locke’s body-labor relationship.  
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 It is indispensable to draw in the very early modern craft of distinguishing the terms and 

conditions whereby life and nature are made matters of ownership in order to begin making it 

possible to identify what can made of an ‘island empire’ and its alternatives within the spiral 

movement of ‘life in common’. To that end it is possible to mobilize Hobbes’ state of war, 

Locke’s world in common and Rousseau’s tragedy of civilization as a ‘critical methodology’. 

They are then to be considered as a part of a ‘theory of the common’ and in line with Hardt & 

Negri’s proposal that this might imply an ‘open source society’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 337-

340).  

 Their definition is about a potential for a release of the  

 
‘source code of society so that we can work collaboratively to solve its bugs and create new, better social 

programs’ (ibid).  

 

Such ‘bugs’ do not refer to software bugs such as the compatibility problems of particular 

software programs and similar problems in bio-informatics that can get quite massive. What is 

being ‘bugged’ is the potential for goods and services that involve plants and bodies that are 

increasingly common. Hardt & Negri mention open source as a potential of those that would 

be ‘able collaboratively to organize society themselves’ by way of a ‘common participation in 

the management of goods and services’ (ibid).  

 Such a notion of “debugging” applies to the analogies with open source informatics in 

biology that are about its possible feasibility but that conveniently avoids the suspicions that 

have come to surround some of the more controversial innovations in the life sciences. That 

kind of an alternative to intellectual property protections would redefine the problems to go 

away – by way of a conception of an alternative to patents aimed at solving how ownership is 

being undercut. This needs debugging itself. What this dissertation proposes is to take the 

decade it took before Linux was released and to put to good use the time wherein the topic 

picks up its pace in direct proportion to how intellectual property is being undercut. The 

contribution that is the purpose of this exercise is to make a contribution to a reconsideration 

of the open source coding of bits, genes and more various and interrelated biological entities 

as an equivalent to Richard Stallman’s intention to write programs that would create a 

community of cooperating hackers.  

 These hackers are not those whose proposal for open source in biology would only focus 

on volunteer-biologists, volunteer-biotechnologists and other experts from a narrowly defined 

scientific domain. Just as Stallman began developing a free operating system based on a 

license that would emphasize ‘the rights of software users instead of software owners’, open 

source in biology can be reconsidered in terms of the ‘users of genetic materials’ (see Hope 
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2008: 11). This might involve those that use genetic materials after they have been rendered as 

genetic information – what is important is the willingness to share innovations without doing 

so while owning the patents or owning the bodies whose strengths were dedicated to making 

what was common into commodities. The life sciences uses genetic materials to innovate –

how these are made available is secondary to the possibility for an open source approach 

wherein users of genetic materials can share and create in support of those that want to live 

and work with genetic materials on their own terms.  

 In brief, the users of genetic materials are those that are growing it, eating it when 

hungry, when sick or with a healthy appetite and even those that might one day be innovative 

only because they – by virtue of how their bodies are being made common – are it.  

 

Outline 
The discussions in this chapter are indicative of those in the remainder of the dissertation. It 

has three parts. Part one continues in the next chapter. It is an in-depth elaboration of the 

theoretical points that have already been introduced above. Part two is the analysis of open 

source in biology, it investigates the questions: what is open source in biology and what are 

the alternatives to ownership in the life sciences that it might make possible? Part three is a 

combination of the analysis (part two) and the theoretical approach (part one). It draws on the 

analysis and the theory in its investigation of the futuristic imaginaries that accompany the 

convergence of biology and informatics.  

 

Chapter two is called ‘the state of nature as a critical method’.  

The entry point of the chapter is to identify Michel Foucault’s description – in the order 

of things – of a “classical space of representation” with a range of early modern state of nature 

theories (Foucault [1966] 2002). This makes a critical method possible that is derived from the 

various descriptions of life and nature in the writings of political theorists like Thomas 

Hobbes, John Locke and Jean Jacques Rousseau. These do not only show inaccurate origins of 

the social contract, but are also highly colonial in their description of the natural world. 

Furthermore in exactly same period scientific knowledge is attributed a privileged relationship 

to the laws of nature that would last whereas the state of nature theories did not. This allows 

for a critical method that is derived from a quintessentially modern space that remains tied to 

the ‘classical space of representation’ that preceded it. By linking nature-world to nature-

science (the state of nature theories and scientific knowledge) it becomes possible to 

investigate also how life and nature are being rendered as information resources in the life 

sciences.  
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Chapter three is called ‘the market beyond the patent’ and it investigates the convergence of 

biology and informatics as a change in property relations. The chapter highlights that the 

arrangement of patents, open access and open source projects that is being proposed in the 

sub-disciplines of bio-informatics, genomics and systems biology.  

There many straightforward examples of open source in these fields. It is highlighted that 

these are not so much an alternative to business as usual in the life sciences as a lively trade in 

hardware and software development. In brief, the life sciences are already a part of 

informatics. There are many projects in the life sciences to demonstrate that a much more 

flexible arrangement is being put in place wherein it is negotiable ‘where’, ‘when’ and 

‘whether’ data should be patentable. On the one hand, this flexibility is closely related to the 

production of information on more complex, various and interrelated biological reactions and 

frequently involves open access and open source models. On the other hand, it marks a form 

of political re-organization and the flexibility is also a characteristic of Hardt & Negri’s 

explanation of how ‘the body is becoming common’ – as mentioned above.  

 

Chapter four is titled ‘gene regimes’. It highlights that the exceptions to and reforms of 

intellectual property that are possible in the life sciences are much less self-evident as a topic 

in the international negotiations about access to plant genetic material. 

The last decades there has been increasing effort in international negotiations to arrange 

open access to plant genetic material. This is often considered as a break with the preceding 

period wherein there was a continued emphasis on intellectual property protections and the 

recognition of state sovereignty over genetic material. However, it is a specific kind of access 

that is arranged: access in international negotiations is mainly about ‘donations’ of intellectual 

property on new varieties intended for usage in developing countries and the availability of 

databanks that store crop diversity for life scientists. This assumes that addressing the food, 

biodiversity and climate crises requires new varieties – even though these require extensive 

adaptations of local conditions, like irrigation schemes, expensive chemicals and that lead to a 

further loss of crop diversity in the field. There is no comparable arrangement of protections 

and access to support those that live and work with rare varieties.  

 

Chapter five is called ‘open variety rights’. It proposes a modification of the so-called copyleft 

licenses in support of the freedom to save, select, exchange and replant seeds.  

Copylefts were first used in informatics to prescribe that the source code that has been 

made available cannot be used in products that subsequently make this source code 

unavailable. To this end, existing provisions that restrict access are used in order to lift these 

restrictions, which is already being pursued in music, with images, in architecture and so forth. 
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Similarly, there are attempts to make biotechnologies available in the public domain on 

condition that subsequent adaptations are made available as well. There are, however, not 

many references that elaborate on the similar possibility that access to plant genetic material is 

guaranteed by using copylefts.  

The main benefit of introducing copylefts is these arrange access to crop material by 

reinterpreting existing intellectual property rights. It is a simple principle: every variety that is 

the outcome of crosses with varieties that are freely available has to be made available again 

under the same conditions, which is to say without restrictions on further breeding. Until very 

recently this was exactly what plant variety rights prescribed and breeders could begin to make 

their crosses and germplasm available under a copyleft license with the same effect. 

Furthermore it is also possible to reinterpret the intellectual property rights that are 

continuously privileged in lengthy and stagnated international negotiations. Copylefting 

existing provisions requires no new international treaty because it could reinterpret existing 

intellectual property rights – plant variety rights, patents and others – in support of the 

freedom of those who life and work with rare varieties.   

 

Chapter six is called a ‘free market for genetic information’. It is about synthetic biology, a 

new sub-discipline that aims to make biological parts, devices and systems. Most notably it 

includes an open source initiative to make these parts available over the internet for further 

development. Synthetic DNA is made under laboratory conditions on the basis of the 

information on genes and genomes that is already stored in databases and that is being made 

freely available. This is the basis on which efforts are underway to make living synthetic 

organisms. There are business venture that attempt to do this but also an open source approach 

that similarly seeks to exercise more control over biological reproduction.  

The chapter compares two attempts to engineer living synthetic organisms; one for 

market purposes and another that has an open source design. It is argued that this open source 

approach is kept in line with how biological entities are being made available as information 

technologies while not considering the possibilities for a ‘free as in freedom approach’. The 

open source model aims for predictability over biological reactions as well as greater safety 

and humanitarian applications. However, this promise of openness does not comprise the 

environmental effects of the modified crops and the organic materials that will have to 

produce the biofuels, bioplastics, hormones and vaccines. Moreover it is also not included that 

patenting the applications remains possible as long as the information resources are kept 

available for further research. 
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Chapter seven is called ‘science fact as science fiction’. It draws on some of the vigor and 

urgency of the discussions of the dystopian and utopian connotations of biology in science 

fiction literature.  

 Its viewpoint is the convergence of biology and informatics as it appears in recent science 

fictions and the fading difference between science fictions with the many promises about food, 

empty fuel tanks and the weather that are attached to life science. This is what the title of the 

chapter refers to: there is fiction in science and there are many science fictions that 

demonstrate an admirable proximity to the contemporary issues in biology as well as to its 

convergence with informatics. A selection of science fictions has been made, some of which 

engage with issues in biology while others might pay less specific attention to biological detail 

but are most effective in their dramatizations. The aim of the chapter is to chart the narration 

of the convergence of biology and informatics, which allows for a further reinterpretation of 

the changing property relations that were investigated in the preceding chapters. 

 

Chapter eight is called ‘common genomes’, like the title of the dissertation. It elaborates an 

analytical representation of a variety of early-modern state of nature theories as a background 

whereby to reconsider the sophisticated debate in ‘information law and economics’. This sub-

discipline proposes some of the most popular common property metaphors – for example the 

“the tragedy of the anti-commons” and “common-based peer production” (see Heller & 

Eisenberg 1998, see Boyle 1996, 2003a, b and see Benkler 2002, 2006).  

On the one hand, the political thought of Hugo Grotius, Thomas Hobbes, Samuel 

Pufendorf and John Locke renders the natural world as a common property. The origin is 

Grotius’ ‘law of the sea’; he claimed that the oceans were accessible because it cannot be 

occupied and protected by any state or individual. In other words, the sea is accessible as a 

common property that belongs to no one. Subsequently Hobbes, Pufendorf and Locke claimed 

its opposite. While they disagreed about the characteristics of the natural world and its 

consequences for ownership, they agreed that it is a common property that belongs to 

everyone.  

On the other hand, these four notions of common property make more sophisticated 

distinctions possible in comparison with the common property theories from information law 

and theory. Instead of representing the convergence of biology and informatics as a more 

efficient information exchange, an alternative is necessary for the kind of openness that is kept 

in close correspondence with existing intellectual property protections. In this regard many 

examples in the life sciences have been discussed throughout the book and in this chapter 

these examples support the comparison with the political theory. For example, the ongoing 
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patent-race resembles Grotius notion of property; the state-sovereignty over genetic material 

fits Hobbes’ ideas about ownership while the arrangements made for life scientists resemble 

how Locke stressed that access and property belong to those that work with nature. Moreover 

the alternative comes from Pufendorf. He was the one to emphasize that no property can be 

deduced from definitions of life and nature and by comparison also the relationship of life 

science and economics can be questioned.  

In brief, there is no scientific approach of life and nature that is so innovative that its 

information exchange can be differentiated from the common property that it is derived from. 

Any research commons that is accessible to life scientists remains tied to the genetic material. 

It remains a common property that belongs to everyone, which is to say that access remains 

conditional on its availability to everyone else.  

 

Finally, the message of the closing remarks is that the feasibility of open source in biology as 

an alternative to intellectual property is entirely relative to its desirability as a positive 

condition for an ‘open source society’. This is no different than what was mentioned already 

and it will be made specific throughout the book how open source in biology, like in 

informatics, could be aimed at users instead of owners. In the closing remarks this is 

highlighted a last time by outlining an open system as a condition for the availability of 

genetic material to life scientists and the further development of genetic techniques. Access 

and availability are conditional on a less possessive understanding of life and nature. A brief 

synthesis of the analysis of open source in biology will be presented after the principle 

theoretical observations have been summarized as a ‘more than modern space of 

representation’.  

To that end, however, the next chapter will first need to elaborate this concept. 
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Two – the state of nature as a critical method 
 

 
‘Every one knows that the learned societies of Europe are mere schools of falsehood, and there are assuredly 

more mistaken notions in the Academy of sciences than in a whole tribe of American Indians. (..) A savage 

will not turn his head to watch the working of the finest machinery or all the wonders of electricity. (..) 

Everything matters to us, as we are dependent on everything, and our curiosity naturally increases with our 

needs. This is why I attribute much curiosity to the man of science and none to the savage. The latter needs 

no help from anybody the former requires every one, and admirers most of all. 

  

           Jean Jacques Rousseau – Emile, Book III - [1762] 1993b: 200 

 

Introduction 
The savage that is mentioned in the quote above is a most likely candidate to end the period 

wherein there were hardly any exceptions to state of nature theories. Rousseau’s savage came 

approximately one hundred years after Thomas Hobbes had coined the concept as a 

description of life in nature as characterized by: the ‘continual feare, and danger of violent 

death; And the life of man, solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short’ (Hobbes [1657] 1985 

chapter xiii). Such a definition of the state of nature shows none of the independence that Jean 

Jacques Rousseau ascribes to savages. They are diametrical opposites in that regard – it is 

another matter, however, to also include Hobbes’ view of the man of science.  

 The difference is then less pronounced – as can be learned from Shapin & Schaffer’s 

‘Leviathan and the air-pump: Hobbes, Boyle and the experimental life’ (1985). This fabulous 

study in the sociology of science is about Hobbes’ controversies with Robert Boyle, who is 

generally remembered for the law of gases, but was also crucial for the nascent laboratory. 

Hobbes is staged as an anti-experimentalist whose objections to the then-new idea of an 

experimental community demonstrate the main message of the sociology of knowledge. This 

message is that:  
 

‘solutions to the problem of knowledge are embedded within solutions to the problem of social order, and 

that different practical solutions to the problems of social order encapsulate contrasting practical solutions 

to the problem of knowledge. That is what the Hobbes-Boyle controversies were about’ (Shapin & Schaffer 

1985: 13-14).6 
 

 This chapter goes into some detail on scientific knowledge as a problem of social order 

and vice versa by reconsidering the two most diametrically opposed views of life and nature of 

Hobbes and Rousseau in line with Foucault’s description of a ‘classical space of 

representation’. More specifically, the state of nature theories – including Hobbes’ objections 

to experimentation and Rousseau’s low opinion of men of science – can be described in line 

with how Foucault explains this concept in the opening chapters of ‘the order of things’ 
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(1966) with a remarkable interpretation of Las Meninas, the famous painting by Velázquez 

(Foucault 2002: 16-18). 

 Foucault explains the painting as the ‘manifest essence’ of representation because the 

work ‘undertakes to represent itself in all its elements’ (ibid).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                          

 

 

 

 

 

When looking at the canvas, most of the immediate attention goes to the little girl in a white 

dress that is surrounded by the other figures that are visible. However she is not at its centre. 

As any observer will notice, the painting has at its centre the reflection in a mirror of two frail 

images. This mirror reflects the Spanish monarchs and is surrounded by a self-portrait of the 

painter at work on a canvas, a royal household observing the monarchs and an incidental 

observer looking through a door in the background.  

On the one hand the sovereigns reflected in the mirror could be interpreted in line with 

Hobbes’ famous Leviathan, especially because the great painting and the classical work in 

political theory are practically of the same year (1656 / 1657). On the other hand, this is a 

mirror that does not reflect who is directly in front of it or who are in front of the observers of 

the painting. The mirror reflects the sovereigns in a way that cuts straight through of the rest of 

the representation on the canvas. The exceptionality of the painting, as Foucault explains, is 

that it represents how the ‘entire picture is looking out at a scene of which it is itself a scene’ 

(ibid). It is the superimposed mirror that restores ‘visibility to that what resides outside its 

view’. Instead of the faded images of the sovereigns that are shown, it is this invisible centre 

that is ‘symbolically sovereign’ (ibid).  

 

Velázquez’ 1656 ‘Las Meninas’ 
also know as the maids of honor 
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Most specifically, the mirror has a triple function. It allows ‘three points of view come 

together’: the gaze of observers of the painting, of the painter as he was painting this scene and 

of the Spanish sovereigns that are reflected in the mirror (ibid). Taken together these points of 

view form: 

 
‘a point exterior to the picture, an ideal point in relation to what is represented, but a perfectly real one too, 

since it is also the starting point that makes the representation possible. Within that reality itself, it cannot 

be invisible’ (ibid). 

 

What is reflected in the mirror represents what would otherwise be invisible on the canvas and 

this is not only about the presence of the sovereigns. This invisibility is being looked at by the 

figures on the canvas and simultaneously the canvas is being contemplated by the invisible 

observer who is looking at the painting in that very space. This is what makes possible a 

representation of an ideal point that is visible within the reality of the painting, including the 

representation of its ‘interruption’. This interruption, Foucault describes, shows what is drawn 

into ‘the interior of the picture what is intimately foreign to it: the gaze which has organized it 

and the gaze for which it is displayed’ (ibid). 

 In brief, it is this ‘residuum’ that makes representation possible by ‘the space it opens up 

to us’ and what it implies is that in representation there is ‘an essential void: the necessary 

disappearance of that which is its foundation’ (ibid).  

 

This chapter begins with reconsidering the most different state of nature theories of Hobbes 

and Rousseau in line with Foucault’s explanation of the space of representation. These 

‘representations’ demonstrate a ‘disappearance’ in two ways. Hobbes and Rousseau’s state of 

nature theories are defined as foundations that came to be considered as archaic and 

teleological, in line with how at the end of the order of things Foucault explains that the 

external points of view disappear within the modern space of representation. The state of 

nature theories show this disappearance in the interruptions that are visible in their 

representation of the passage from life in nature to life in society.  

The next section will begin with reconsidering Hobbes’ state of nature theory in line with 

Foucault’s idea of the centre that is symbolic sovereign; subsequently Rousseau will be 

discussed. The first and the second sections will elaborate two aspects:  

 

1) Hobbes’ world and Rousseau’s world 

2) Boyle’s victory over Hobbes and Rousseau’s man of science 

 

In brief, there are two paradoxes. One is about how science got to be considered as separated 

from other social relations ever since the seventeenth century. This is what Shapin & Schafer 
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explain. It is a paradox because it implies – as the Hobbes-Boyle event shows – that the cracks 

in the privileged status of scientific knowledge were already there all along. The other, is a 

paradox that involves what is only allegedly the same society as the one that Hobbes and 

Boyle were considering – but that Hobbes and Rousseau describe as separated from the rest of 

the world. Consequently: science, society and world are included in Hobbes’ ‘state of war’ 

wherein life is miserable and Rousseau’s most different view of life in nature is no exception 

to Hobbes’ prescription that: ‘where there is no common power there is no law’ (Hobbes 

[1657] 1985 chapter xiii, see Tuck 1999). 

The third and fourth parts of the exercise will bring together the two paradoxes (science-

society and society-world) in a modern counterpoint. It will elaborate what Foucault called a 

‘modern space of representation’ in regard of human labor and humanity as the ‘species-

being’ that was described in the early work of the much more modern Marx (Marx [1844] 

1961). On the one hand, the concept was used by Marx in a critique of the discipline of 

political economy – to demonstrate that his predecessors continued to rely on the same 

teleological natural foundations as in earlier times. On the other hand, the concept itself still 

retains a trace of the state of nature theories that he would later try to leave behind entirely. 

The modernist focus on human labor and the survival of humanity can be re-read as a 

viewpoint on the genomic technicalities whereby life and nature become life science. The aim 

is to find a focus that can critically analyze what the life sciences represent as known, altered 

and put to work in name of “the life-process of mankind” (see Arendt [1958] 1997, and 

Thacker 2003).  

This modern counterpoint makes it possible, it will be argued, to focus on the life 

sciences in a way that draws into its modern representations the historical conditions that are 

intimately foreign to them. Like the imposition of the mirror over the representation opens up 

a space, it is possible to focus on the residuum to what is made visible as more scientific, more 

objective and a more empirical reality than previous realities. The interruptions of scientific 

representation are not are about scientific knowledge being nothing else than a social order –

that of Hobbes or of someone else – it is about scientific knowledge that has always already 

having been much more lively and much more worldly than is visible in a modern space. This 

is of critical importance because it opens up for the rest of the analysis a more than modern 

space of representation. 
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One: Hobbes and Rousseau 
 

1. 
At the centre of ‘Las Meninas’ is the mirror image of the Spanish monarchs. This reflection 

does not merely represent the sovereignty of those that are made visible, as was explained; 

similarly, Hobbes’ Leviathan does not represent what his famous theory of sovereignty 

attempts to show. Hobbes meant his idea about a sovereign that rules and the citizens that are 

ruled exactly as the image on the cover of Leviathan shows it. There is a city that is ruled by a 

king whose body unifies the countless figures and who holds a sword and a scepter to illustrate 

his earthly and divine right to rule. What matters, however, is that Hobbes’ ‘body politic’ can 

also be explained in line with Foucault’s explanation of what is visible on the painting and 

what is not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Hobbes’ theory is a representation wherein ‘civil society’ is on display alongside the 

mirror image of their sovereign. In other words, Hobbes shows the king and the city in a way 

that is very similar to how the princess and her maids of honor are displayed for their 

sovereigns. They are visible in the mirror and are probably there for a painting that is being 

made for them. What is not visible, however, is how they – so to say – represent an invisible 

exterior that is symbolically sovereign in how it makes representation possible. In Hobbes’ 

account, it is sovereignty and ‘civilized society’ that are made visible as the outcome of an 

escape from the natural condition of man in nature. This is what is not made visible on the 

cover of Leviathan and – as explained below – it forms the foundation of his theory of 

sovereignty. 

 

Firstly, Hobbes’ theory prescribes that the multitude of savages that inhabits the state of nature 

has no other choice than to escape. To escape is the obvious choice because in nature there is 

                  

 

The cover of Leviathan (1651) by Thomas Hobbes 
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only a life in fear and dread. Furthermore to escape out of a state of nature requires the transfer 

of the natural right to life that is, according to Hobbes, man’s sole possession in nature. It is by 

having transferred this natural right in its entirety that Hobbes gets to argue that nothing else 

than absolute sovereignty qualifies as the just rule of society (Hobbes [1657] 1985 chapter 

xiii).  

Secondly, there is also an ‘essential void’. The security that exists only in society comes 

at the price of a transfer of the natural right of life that is the sole possession of war-like and 

fearful multitudes. This external point made up of natural foundations was not considered by 

Hobbes as a thought-experiment – a take it or leave it hypothesis; to make possible his 

representation of society he draws in life in nature in the wider world. As he puts it: 

 
“It may per adventure be thought, there was never such a time, nor condition of warre as this; and I believe 

it was never generally so, over all the world: but there are many places, where they live so now. For the 

savage people in many places of America, (..) have no government at all; and live at this day in that brutish 

manner” (ibid).  

 

Consequently his natural foundations are literal – his representation of the relationship of the 

sovereign and ‘civilized society’ is derived from an outside world. It is not the case that there 

once was a state of nature and now there are sovereigns and civilization. With Hobbes there is 

a sovereign power that separates civil society from its outside. After Hobbes’s transfer of 

natural rights – which ‘in many places in America’ still exists – there is a world with many 

sovereigns, with many savages but without any citizens. In brief: sovereigns and savages exist 

in the state of war but citizens do not because they have transferred their right to life.  

 Furthermore Hobbes’ world is not only an ‘essential void’ that is external to the 

representation but it is also internal to a space of representation. With Hobbes, everything on 

its outside has to remain invisible or be distorted unless illustrative of his dictum that: ‘where 

there is no common power there is no law’ (ibid). Only on this premise can civilized society 

be subsumed in its entirety within Hobbes’ preferred type of sovereign rule. When considered 

in line with Foucault’s description, this representation has as its ideal point the natural 

foundations. In other words: Hobbes’ state of nature is on the outside of the representation of 

sovereignty; other than the savages that live in a ‘brutish manner’ – as the quote above 

describes them – whatever else there might be in the world is made invisible in its entirety.  

 

This point remains identical with contemporary commentators. Hobbes’ theory of the world 

beyond society comes in two variants – with or without a literal version of Hobbes’ world.  

The version without a literal outside of society can take the shape of a comment like that 

of Kenneth Waltz who observes that: ‘the state of nature, among men is a monstrous 
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impossibility. Anarchy breeds war among them, government establishes the condition for 

peace’ (Waltz [1954], 2001: 227). Waltz is probably the most prominent neo-realist scholar of 

international relations and in that capacity denies that a theory wherein state sovereignty is the 

foundation of the international system would require a natural foundation. The quotation, 

however, shows that this relies on the same resolute insistence on the undesirability of the 

absence of government that was the consequence of Hobbes’ miserable political anthropology 

of life in nature. Such a representation without natural foundations implies with Waltz that 

there is no outside of government that is not about war, which becomes even more explicit 

when considering the pervasive appeal of Hobbes’ world in its more literal form.  

This is about theorists of a ‘global state of war’ that they would demonstrate by 

exclusively pointing at the world’s terrorism, failed states, ethnic violence, nuclear deterrence 

and so forth. Its message is the same as that of Hobbes: there is only one option, to escape to 

the security that can be guaranteed by doing away with limitations on government powers (see 

Kaplan 2001, see Huntington 2002). Ironically Hobbes’ literal description of the state of war – 

as quoted above – already emphasized that the state of war is to be found in the Americas. 

What is tragic, however, is that his foundations are retained in such mirroring of its society 

and its sovereign as if separable from the misery of the multitude in the state of war. Its 

essential void is still there: it relies on the same literal and discriminatory premise that shows 

nothing of the world wherein sovereign power exists except when this might characterize the 

world as a state of war.  

This is not merely an inaccurate depiction of the world; such inaccuracies become 

pervasive when followed to the multitude of demands for accommodation, recognition and 

self-rule within societies that could qualify as contemporary equivalents to those that Hobbes 

placed outside of civilization. Hobbes is at the roots of the social contract and his 

discriminatory premises remain important when questioning to what extent modern versions 

can or cannot accommodate such demands (see Tully 1995).7 To put it differently: when 

demands for recognition are accommodated within modern versions of the social contract this 

continues to resemble the distinction made by Hobbes. Demands for recognition are 

reformulated as a choice between the meaningless right to life of natural men in a state of war 

and inhabitants of civilized society that know peace but have neither freedoms nor natural 

rights.  
 

Lastly, Hobbes’ representation remains pervasive and no explicit theory of natural foundations 

is necessary for a ‘remake of Hobbes’ world’. Nevertheless it is remade to sustain sovereignty 

by keeping the wider world as invisible in its representation as possible. Like the void that 
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surrounded the image in Velázquez’ mirror – it makes visible only the superimposition of the 

mirror that reflects the sovereigns showing themselves to their court. As was mentioned, the 

court is on display similar to Hobbes’ city on the cover of Leviathan. However, it is not ‘the 

kings and nothing else but the kings’ what makes this display possible; Foucault’s explanation 

suggests otherwise. The natural foundations that are Hobbes’ ideal point make invisible, 

distort and separate what cannot be represented – this is the condition that makes his 

representation possible.  

Of course Hobbes’ world it is only one instance among many that could illustrate 

Foucault’s description of the classical space of representation. Another is Rousseau’s view of 

life and nature, which can be discussed in a similar fashion. Also Rousseau’s view is only a 

particular representation. Its importance, however, lies in it being the most different state of 

nature theory in comparison to that of Hobbes.  

 

2. 
Rousseau’s savage frequently goes under the misnomer of the ‘noble savage’. This is, 

however, not a term that he used. He does not claim nobility for the savage but isolation and 

independence. Until then the savage was a figure who was staged to elevate civilization above 

life and nature – in Grotius, Hobbes, Locke and others (see Tuck 1999, Keene 2002, Pagden 

1994, Todorov 1999, 2002). After Rousseau made what is uncivilized reflect the loss of 

natural liberty and equality of civil society and its citizens, savages were no longer useful for 

the justification of civilization. The civilized man became unlike the savage who knows: ‘no 

law but his own will; he is therefore forced to reason at every step he takes’ (Rousseau [1762] 

1993b: 98). This representation split modern man into a savage and a citizen.  

Hannah Arendt observes this when she writes that: ‘it was as though Jean-Jacques 

rebelled against a man called Rousseau’, which is to say that man could neither be expected to 

live in modern society and its endless conflicts as a citizen, nor could he live on its outside 

(Arendt 1998: 39). Such a split is not the same as making a choice between nature and society 

– as with Hobbes. The difference follows from Rousseau’s explanation in Emile when he 

writes that when leaving the state of nature:  

 
‘we compel others to do the same, no one can remain in a state of nature in spite of his fellow-creatures, 

and to try to remain in it when it is no longer practicable, would really be to leave it, for self-preservation is 

nature’s first law’ (Rousseau [1762] 1993b: 187).  

 

It is impossible to remain in nature from the moment when leaving it becomes possible. 

Moreover what it has to do with ‘self-preservation’ can be most concisely illustrated with an 
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important scene of Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson Crusoe’ – which was Rousseau’s favorite novel 

and the only book that he would have his ideal pupil ‘Emile’ read (ibid).  

Some time after being stranded on the island Robinson Crusoe finds a footstep in the 

sand. His reaction is typical for a state of war because he reacts with fear and his concern 

makes him double his work on the protection of his life and possessions. The very possibility 

of an attack by the savages from neighboring islands – ‘on the account of the Print of a Man’s 

foot’ – preoccupies him more than anything else that used to interest him. Robinson Crusoe 

prepares for violence, as might have illustrated – in Hobbesian terms – the essential 

characteristic of the natural condition of mankind. However Crusoe decides to hide from the 

savages – ‘neither in Principle or in Policy’ he thinks he has a right to attack them (Defoe 

[1719] 2007: 138 - 146).  

 Crusoe goes into hiding, which is in line with Rousseau’s view on the natural foundations 

of society. He only leaves his isolation in nature when others come to his island – his self-

preservation requires him to prepare as much as possible for the possibility of violence.  

Notably this is still about war and self-preservation – as with Hobbes – but it is not any longer 

the perpetual war of Hobbes’ world. The state of war is forced upon Crusoe like the 

dependency on the society of men is forced upon Rousseau’s imaginary pupil Emile. To both 

Emile and Crusoe it applies that natural freedom and equality only characterize the state of 

nature for as long as a man is by himself – not only outside of society but outside of the 

company of others.  

 The point is not that in nature no other men might be encountered. What Rousseau denies 

is that cooperation among early humans was essentially different from that among animals in 

the state of nature. For example, he argues: ‘it is impossible to imagine why, in that primitive 

state, a man would sooner have need of another man than a monkey or a wolf of its fellow 

creature’. His claim that men are naturally good is misunderstood if the distinction between 

Rousseau’s state of nature and his state of society is not made – ‘to say that man by nature is 

good is to say that man was good while he remained natural’. Today, man is no longer natural 

and therefore ‘he is corrupt and corrupts all he touches’ (Cooper 1999: x, 2 see also Rousseau 

1993b: 205).  

 

Consequently Rousseau’s representation of the rule of society is not about an escape from the 

state of nature. On the contrary, Rousseau deplored how early moderns like Hobbes had 

conceptualized nature in terms of self-preservation and insecurity. One of the aims of his 

famous social contract theory is to allow a way out of the misery of the society which results 

from the behavior of the supposedly civilized man.  
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 As Hannah Arendt explains, it was not against the rule of society that Rousseau rebelled 

but against ‘the leveling demands’ of society itself – against its ‘intrusion upon an innermost 

region in man which until then had needed no special protection’. She calls this leveling ‘the 

rise of the social’, which had become visible in Rousseau’s times and intensified as societies 

became nations. As nations, the societies began to demand ‘that its members act as though 

they were members of one enormous family which has only one opinion and one interest’ 

(Arendt 1997: 39). Moreover this leveling of the social also explains Rousseau’s fictional view 

of the state of nature. His ideal pupil Emile who he has educated ‘a la Jean Jacques’ and a 

novel like Robinson Crusoe demonstrate the disappearance of the literal descriptions of the 

world beyond society that were still a part of Hobbes’s state of nature theory.  

 It is in this sense that Rousseau’s representation is the most different instance to how 

Hobbes coined his state of nature theory; a century after Hobbes had began to consider nature 

and society as totally separated, Rousseau brings them back together, but he has to turn to 

fiction. Such lengths had become necessary to internalize a representation of life in nature that 

remained essential to life in that society.  

 

Lastly, Rousseau’s view of life and nature as the outside of what became overly expansive and 

leveling could also be described as an accusation of what was too strict a focus on the 

mirroring of the court and the sovereigns and nothing else.  

 This was explained earlier in the discussion of Hobbes’ transfer of the natural right to life 

to the sovereign, which represents society as internal to sovereign rule. With Rousseau, 

however, the representation becomes different from how Hobbes’s representation makes 

invisible anything except a state of war. It is different from how the space of representation of 

the court and its display in front of the sovereign end up making the natural foundations of 

sovereignty invisible. Quite the contrary: what is visible with Rousseau’s representation can 

be described as a court that can display itself to its sovereigns because their existence is not 

derived from them but from the observers of the painting that are in their place – in other times 

and places.  

 When Rousseau’s savage managed to get into the doctrine of natural law, he did so at the 

very last moment before such natural foundations became fictional or disappeared entirely. 

Such a disappearance of state of nature theories in their entirety implies that – despite the 

differences in their representations – both Hobbes and Rousseau remain within the classical 

space of representation. Furthermore, the last instant when Rousseau had the opportunity to 

represent his outside point on the inside of a space of representation corresponds to Foucault’s 

description of how the classical space of representation itself was about to disappear. Hence it 
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is possible to consider Rousseau’s ideas about the state of war and his dislike of men of 

science against the background of the Hobbes-Boyle controversy of a century earlier.  

 This is the topic of the next sections and subsequently the modern space of representation 

will be described by two further reinterpretations of Las Meninas by Salvador Dalí. 

 

Two: life in nature as a matter of fact 
 

1. 
The instant wherein Rousseau represents the savage to accuse society is also an instant that 

includes both the state of war and his dislike of men of science.  

 Firstly the quote that began the introduction (from Emile) already showed that Rousseau 

considers his savage as the opposite of the learned societies of falsehood. Such a 

representation of life and nature also shows his view of the state of war. He writes:  

 
“if the law of nations, like the laws of nature, could ever be broken by any human power, dependence on 

men would become dependence on things; all the advantages of a state of nature would be combined with 

all the advantages of social life in the commonwealth’ (Rousseau [1762] 1993b: 58).  

 

What this quotation shows is that the state of war is not a consequence of the natural condition 

of mankind; quite the contrary, it is a product of the state of society that prevents the 

combination of the advantages of both. It turns upside-down Hobbes’ perspective because 

natural laws are regularly broken rather than written in stone as exclamations of reason. 

Moreover, the law of nations is the maximum expression of the man-made restraints on the 

conditions whereby man could live in a state of society without losing his natural liberty and 

equality. Only once this restraint is broken would it be possible to retain all the advantages of 

natural life while living in a state of society. This is why it needs to be broken.  

 The problem is, however, shown in the quotation. It not only refers to the law of nations 

as a product of society, it also refers to the advantages of the state of nature as the benefits of 

dependencies on things. In brief, Rousseau associates things with nature and not with the 

dependencies on men or with men of science and their learned schools of falsehood.  

 

This is the second point. Rousseau’s savage is unlike the man of science – he is independent 

rather than dependent on everything like the scientist. In other words, he sides the dependency 

on things with the isolation of the savage in the state of nature and not with the men of 

science. 

 Another remarkable observation can show this in detail. In the beginning of a discourse 

on the origin of inequality he writes that his own state of nature theory is comparable with 
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scientific hypotheses. Despite his dislike of the schools of falsehood he writes about his own 

fictional views of life and nature that: 

 
“the investigations we may enter into, in treating this subject, must not be considered as historical truths, 

but only as mere conditional and hypothetic reasoning, rather calculated to explain the nature of things, 

than to ascertain their actual origin, just like the hypothesis which our physicists daily form respecting the 

formation of the world” (Rousseau [1755] 2003a: 50, 51). 

 

In this quote Rousseau acknowledges that his state of nature theory is similar to the 

hypotheses of physicists. This is quite remarkable when recalling how he thought about the 

man of science as a member of a school of falsehood. Its implication is that: scientific 

hypotheses about the natural world are no different from the fictional characters that Rousseau 

staged, like Crusoe and Emile. Not only is science, like the rule of society, an instance of the 

dependency on ‘men’ – the quotation shows that Rousseau does not consider that scientific 

hypotheses are calculated to ‘explain the nature of things’. By contrast, his own efforts try and 

combine the benefits of the state of society with the advantages of the dependencies on things 

of the state of nature.  

 

Lastly, this parallel between Rousseau’s viewpoint on things in nature and things in science 

can be traced back to the representation on the canvas.  

Many things are visible on the canvas of Las Meninas; like the dresses of the maids of 

honor, an easel, many canvases, doors and windowpanes. However, these ‘things’ are not what 

Rousseau was referring to. What Rousseau aims to represent is a dependence on things in 

nature that is simultaneously characterized by its independence from men. With Rousseau it is 

life in nature – including its things – that is internal to man, while what is external is the rule 

of society. Society is superimposed like the reflection in the mirror of the painting. There is 

even a tame dog in the painting to represent how nature turns into dependence on men. The 

things he considers as natural are other things than those of science. These other things that he 

considers as dependencies on ‘things’ in nature are, for example, important for his pupil 

Emile’s education. These things would have to become visible rather than invisible within the 

space of representation.  

As mentioned, Rousseau represented for a last time the foundations and ideal points of a 

classical space of representation that was about to disappear. What is important is that a 

century earlier this disappearance had been announced – by how Velázquez painted his 

painting but more specifically by how Hobbes has unsuccessfully tried to impose his view of 

life in nature on the new community of experimentalists. Instead of a theorist of social order, 

social contracts and a state of war, Hobbes was also staged in ‘Leviathan and the air-pump’ by 
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Shapin & Shaffer. He turns out to have been a sophisticated philosopher of science that was 

critical of experimentation. 

In the next two sections this fabulous demonstration of the sociology of knowledge will 

be discussed and subsequently the separations and interrelations of science, society and world 

will be elaborated in regard of Foucault’s modern space of representation. 

 

2. 
Hobbes and Rousseau as state of nature theorists are diametrical opposites when considering 

the question whether society is an exclamation of reason as dictated by natural law. Hobbes 

would prescribe that it is and he would justify rule accordingly while Rousseau would say it is 

not and accuse society. What is notably less diametrical are their view of state of war and the 

law of nations – as discussed above – in conjunction with their viewpoints on science. 

 On the one hand, Robinson Crusoe’s reaction to a footprint showed the difference in 

regard of the state of war. This is only a question of attacking the savages immediately or 

hiding from them – not exactly a fundamental breach when considering that Crusoe does 

attack when he can thereby save innocence (Friday) while simultaneously protecting himself 

and his possessions. On the other hand, Hobbes and Rousseau would also share a dislike of 

science. Rousseau thinks science is a characteristic of society rather than of nature – the nature 

of scientific things is really a matter of the dependency on men. In turn, Hobbes dismissed the 

privileged relationship between science and nature – which is to say that nature can be 

represented as scientific fact.  

 However a crucial difference needs to be made explicit. Hobbes did not think that his 

state of nature theory was a hypothesis that could be considered in parallel to the hypothesis of 

scientists; unlike Rousseau, he thought that it was literal and its status was to him 

incomparable to the experiments of Robert Boyle. 

 

Firstly, Hobbes is remembered as a political philosopher and not as a scientist and therefore it 

might therefore be considered self-evident that he would lose an argument over scientific fact 

and method from Robert Boyle.  

 As Shapin & Schaffer explain, Boyle is remembered as a ‘paradigm of experimental 

procedure’ and his air pump experiments and their design are considered a heuristic model of 

lasting importance for ‘how authentic scientific knowledge should be secured’. He is at the 

origins of the experimental world in which scientists now live and operate (Shapin & Schaffer: 

1985: 3-4). However it would be a mistake to consider that Boyle’s victory over Hobbes was 

self-evident. His victory was not about who was right about scientific method and who was 

not. It is not likely that either of their positions would pass today’s criteria – as Shapin & 
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Schaffer explain – and neither was it self-evident that Hobbes has lost and was written out of 

the history of science.  

 Hobbes refused to accept that it was possible to establish that there was no invisible ether 

present in the air-pump. He disputes the construction of the instrument in detail and after 

improvements are made he continues to reject the vacuum on political and philosophical 

grounds. For example, he argued that the air-pumps leaked and he offered another explanation 

of why there is no vacuum. Ultimately Hobbes maintained that these experiments were ‘not 

philosophy’ – which is to say that experiments did not have the same status as his own causal 

philosophy (ibid 19-20). Furthermore, Hobbes’ anti-experimentalism is a primary example of 

the controversy that surrounded the early experimental community. Boyle replied by 

defending the air-pump as a means of generating legitimate scientific knowledge – as a natural 

foundation for what counts as ‘proper scientific knowledge’ (ibid 3-4).  

 While his victory was not self-evident, Boyle was successful in establishing a privileged 

relationship between nature and scientific fact. Such a paradigm made it possible to regard 

other discursive traditions as if they did not exist – this notably applies to Hobbes’ objections 

and presumably also to the comparison that Rousseau made of his own theory of nature and 

that of physicists. In the time that separates Hobbes and Rousseau the representation of nature 

as scientific fact had advanced. Even though Rousseau considers them schools of falsehood, 

he does make his comparison rather than contesting the status of scientific knowledge as 

Hobbes did. This change is already indicative of Boyle’s victory, which then represents the 

origins of the paradoxical relationship between social rule and the authority of scientific facts.  

 Scientific knowledge came to be organized as separate from social rule and with it nature 

came to be represented by scientific fact rather than in state of nature theories. The Hobbes-

Boyle controversies show that this representation of nature in scientific fact is itself a social 

institution – the privilege of being considered separated of other social institutions. As Shapin 

& Schafer argue, the Hobbes-Boyle controversy represents ‘the origins of a relationship 

between our knowledge and our polity that has, in its fundamentals, lasted for three centuries’ 

(ibid: 344).  

 

Secondly the outcome of the controversy over experimentation was decided by social context. 

Shapin & Schaffer acknowledge that Hobbes’ anti-experimentalism found little support at the 

time or later times but emphasize that this is beside the point. Science as social context, they 

argue, implies that under other circumstances: 
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‘Hobbes’ view might well have found a different reception. They were not widely credited or believed–but 

they were believable; they were not counted to be correct–but there was nothing inherent in them that 

prevented a different evaluation’ (ibid 13-14). 

 

There is nothing ‘inherent’ in how Boyle managed to acquire a social space for experimental 

knowledge that determined the outcome of the controversy with Hobbes. Shapin & Schafer 

explain that the outcome relied on how questions of order in society were a part of the 

program of the experimental community. Like Hobbes’ view of the Republic implied a 

particular solution to the disorder of the times of the English Restoration, so did the program 

of the experimental community. Its legitimacy involved the usage of the ‘scientific method as 

crystallizing forms of social organization and as a means of regulating social interaction 

within the scientific community’ (ibid: 15). 

 In other words, Boyle’s victory was the outcome of its solution to the problem of order in 

society. There was nothing inherent about this solution – it involved an approach of life and 

nature as separate from social context even though they are not. Furthermore, it was 

organized. A special community of practice was set up that relied on technical devices to 

produce the scientific facts that could represent nature – the air-pump and its vacuum. The 

investigation shows this in detail, for example how no one could build the pump without 

Boyle’s help, how more observers were needed to attest to the matters of fact and explain 

away the anomalies and how Boyle distributed the air-pump throughout Europe in order to 

expand his community.  
 

Lastly, what Shapin & Schaffer set out to do was to ask why and how experimental practice 

came to be considered as ‘proper scientific knowledge’ that yields ‘reliable knowledge’. They 

show how eventually Boyle was successful; he got the objectivity of his observations on the 

vacuum accepted as scientific facts by organizing its acceptance as a social entity - 

institutions, networks and so forth. In other words, they catch the ‘aura of self-evidence 

surrounding the experimental way of producing knowledge’ in the act – at its origins it breaks 

down and the cracks that become visible demonstrate the main message of the sociology of 

knowledge: that solutions to the problem of knowledge are embedded within solutions to the 

problem of social order and vice versa (ibid).  

 On the one hand, they demonstrate that the outcome of the controversy might have been 

different. They demonstrate this in line with how they wrote most succinctly that: “one can 

either debate the possibility of the sociology of knowledge, or one can get on with the job of 

doing the thing” (ibid). On the other hand, the final result was Boyle’s victory: the paradoxical 

acceptance of the privileged relation of scientific fact to the laws of nature as well as a social 
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order that had been organized by the members of the natural philosophical community. In 

brief, sovereigns might represent humans but the Leviathan was not to interfere in the Royal 

Society of Boyle.  

 Such social acceptance of the separate status for science blocked the application of 

Hobbes’ theory to knowledge but, as the previous discussions showed, it left his paradoxical 

separation of society and the world on its outside. Boyle’s victory defeated Hobbes in regard 

of knowledge, not anywhere else. As mentioned there are two paradoxes – science as 

considered separately from society and society as separated from world. This was already 

observed by Rousseau and what now needs to be done is to consider how the other paradoxical 

relationship might have had another outcome: the one between Boyle’s victory and Hobbes’ 

world. 

 

3. 
The origins of experimentation relied on the acceptance of the air-pump as a mediator of 

social organization and interaction. This is what Shapin & Schaffer demonstrated. 

Furthermore they make a convincing case that this job has a wider significance. They argue 

that ‘the form of life in which we make our scientific knowledge will stand or fall with the 

way we order our affairs of state’ (ibid: 344). However the authors conclude with a very 

particular message about Hobbes. The last line of the book reads:  

 

“knowledge as much as the state, is the product of human actions. Hobbes was right” (ibid).  

 

Was Hobbes right? They did demonstrate that natural scientists got to represent nature 

separately from society but what the last line of the book seems to say that is that they should 

do this in the service of the Leviathan.  

 In fact, this is what is illustrated on the cover of the book, which shows Hobbes’ 

Leviathan holding an air-pump.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     

           

 The cover of Leviathan and the Airpump (1985)  
by Shapin & Schaffer     
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 This sovereign still unifies the multitude of war-like savages that left the state of nature but 

rather than a scepter he carries an air-pump; rather than the symbol of his divinity he carries a 

scientific tool. “No, Hobbes was wrong” Bruno Latour replies in ‘we have never been modern’ 

(1993). He answers Shapin & Schaffer’s last sentence by writing:  

 
‘No, Hobbes was wrong. How could he have been right, when he was the one who invented the monist 

society in which knowledge and power are one and the same thing? How can such a crude theory be issued 

to explain Boyle’s invention of an absolute dichotomy between the production of knowledge of facts and 

politics?’ (Latour 1993: 26) 

 

 Also Latour emphasizes that the relationship between knowledge and polity is a paradox 

that has lasted for three centuries. He discusses the Boyle-Hobbes controversies as 

representations of the origins of the paradoxical relationship between science and society, 

which he describes as representative of the ‘entire modern paradox’ (ibid). However he also 

argues that it is not only Boyle’s paradigm that is the entirety of the paradox – not only 

science, also Hobbes plays his part. Hobbes is not right because he did not accept that the 

knowledge generated by the experimental community of natural philosophers was to be 

considered separate from the order in society. The problem, Latour explains, is that Shapin & 

Shaffer end up privileging society over science. Its implication is that the experimental 

paradigm is, then, nothing else but another social institution within Hobbes’ monist society 

wherein knowledge has a place only in support of social order.  

 Consequently Latour follows Shapin & Schaffer in considering the Hobbes-Boyle 

controversy as representative of the social origins of a symbolic ‘division of power’ between 

science and society. This does not imply, however, that knowledge only serves social order – 

as was what Hobbes proposed. The problem is with how Boyle was ‘creating a political 

discourse from which politics is to be excluded’ as well as with how ‘Hobbes is imagining a 

scientific politics from which experimental science has to be excluded’ (Latour 1993: 26).  

 

Latour describes this as a division of power that is of consequence, for matters of science and 

technology in later times. However, it is quite notable that he does so with Hobbes’ monist 

society at its basis, not Hobbes’ world. Only one single sentence in ‘we have never been 

modern’ acknowledges that Hobbes represents the intellectual tradition that is ‘at the root of 

the entire modern Realpolitik’, which is to say the root of the neo-realist approach to 

international relations that maximizes state sovereignty (see Latour 1993: 26). Latour does not 

elaborate further how Hobbes’ monist society had its own privileged relationship to nature 

‘out there’ – that, like the separation of science and society, required its own division between 

the same society and the rest of the world.  
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 This is a problem of some significance when both separations (society/nature and 

science/nature) are traced to the global dimensions of science and technology. When today’s 

descendents of the airpump get to mediate social interaction and social organization – for 

instance in case of the ozone layer, carbon emissions or genetic engineering – it is crucial to 

recognize that this worldly-dimension was there already in the time of the Leviathan. What 

this shows is how also today problems are defined and redefined to fit the same old solution: 

redefining, for example, climate change, nuclear energy and biotechnology in a way that 

stages these as causes of enough insecurity to require sovereign rule as an escape from lives 

that would otherwise be as miserable and insecure as in Hobbes’ state of nature. The solution 

would be to mobilize knowledge in support of the same old maximization of state sovereignty. 

In fact the air-pumps were the “Big Science” of their time and in that capacity is the ancestor 

of more recent instruments of sovereign rule that are to deter a Hobbesian return to catastrophe 

and his political anthropology of misery.  

 Also Rousseau’s solution can be considered. He saw his own hypothesis about life in 

nature in parallel to scientific hypothesis with the difference that the scientific hypothesizing 

about catastrophe is a product of life in society. In this instance it would be science that leads 

further into the entanglements of societies wherein everyone is dependent on everyone else. 

The predicament with Hobbes then becomes a problem because the hypothesis and solutions 

of men of science and their tribes of falsehood – as Rousseau put it – are not allowing 

independent men to be dependent on things in nature. To put it differently, science gets men to 

be entirely caught up in the dependencies on men in society, including social rule and the law 

of nations. In line with how it was mentioned above that the law of nation should be broken as 

the ultimate restrain on independence, the dependencies on science and technology should be 

broken for the same reason.  

 

Lastly Rousseau proposed a social contract to guarantee natural freedom and equality in 

society; this might also be adapted to comprise the proliferation of air-pump and its many 

descendents.  

 Certainly, Rousseau did not consider that scientists might also come to represent things, 

like Hobbes had realized a hundred years earlier. He thought that the scientific hypothesis 

where ‘hypothetic reasoning’ while Hobbes had not thought so and recognized its possible 

implication. Rousseau no longer considered that science might also have or get a privileged 

relationship to the independent things in nature, let alone consider that modern societies would 

become communities of those scientific things that continue to unfold within the world as it 

had been made possible and constrained in the times of the doctrine of natural law.  
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 Still this does not imply that Hobbes is right – or that there is no option but to have the 

Leviathan exchange its scepter for a scientific instrument. Latour has proposed another 

contract; one third is about the rights and duties of citizens and the state, one third covers the 

privilege of scientists to represent the nature of things and one third is on newer things than 

air-pumps that change their societies and are changed by their societies. This third part would 

address the enormous mass of what Latour calls the ‘non-humans that allow the Leviathan to 

hold up’ (Latour 1993: 14, 15, 142).  

 As mentioned, such a contract leaves in place the other paradox: how science and society 

are made possible and constrained by their separation from a wider world. This division of 

power precedes the times air-pumps began to change society and when science and society 

began to change the world. Furthermore, the difficulties with such representations of science, 

society and world begin when considering how Foucault explains the disappearance of 

external points and natural foundations from the modern space of representation. This will be 

illustrated by two further reinterpretations of Las Meninas by Salvador Dalí which will be 

elaborated in the next section. The subsequent sections will explain in more detail what it 

implies as a critical methodology when not only science as a social sphere is considered on its 

own terms but also its relation to the wider world. 

 

Three: a modern space  
 

1.  
In the image below the infanta looms large in the light. Dalí shows only the artist and the 

infanta – with light radiating from the princess. In this painting by Dalí, there are no 

sovereigns and maids of honor like in Las Meninas – only the silhouette of a painter is left, 

seen in the light of the glory of his creation. On its outside there are, however, their admirers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Salvador Dalí. ‘Velázquez Painting the Infanta Margarita  
with the Lights and Shadows of His Own Glory’ 
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Here the representation is too small to show that in the background there is the actual 

location of Velázquez’ great painting – suggestive of a central position at the Prado gallery in 

Madrid. This is important because hereby Dalí’s picture of the princess includes the observers 

of the painting in a way that can be considered against the background of Foucault’s 

description of Las Meninas in ‘the order of things’. Without the mirror to reflect any 

sovereigns or a court that is displayed to them, there is nothing but the princess and the 

shadow of the painter on display for their observers. In other words, there is no more classical 

space of representation – no more points of view coming together as an exterior.  

 When Foucault describes the modern space of representation, the observer of the painting 

no longer makes possible the classical space of representation. Instead he calls him the 

‘enslaved sovereign, observed spectator’ that 

 
‘appears in the place belonging to the king, which was assigned to him in advance by Las Meninas (..) and 

as though by stealth, all the figures (..) (the model, the painter, the king, the spectator) suddenly stopped 

their imperceptible dance, immobilized into one substantial figure, and demanded that the entire space of 

the representation should at last be related to one corporeal gaze’ (Foucault 2002: 340). 

 

This quote could have been about Dalí’s shining princess because she reappears from these 

lines as the ‘one substantial figure’ that has stopped the ‘imperceptible dance’. Moreover it is 

the ‘observed spectator’ that is mentioned, who goes to the painting’s gallery where it is 

possible to gaze at the glorious infanta and the shadow of the painter in admiration. Most 

importantly the quote explains that these visitors had already been assigned the place of the 

sovereigns – they were observed spectators in advance.  

The Dalí no longer shows them the imperceptible dance of the original – instead they 

themselves reflect the glory of a painting of a princess and a painter. Furthermore the princess 

resembles the previous discussions of Las Meninas. Instead of the mirror image that showed 

sovereigns like Hobbes’ Leviathan that rose over the city, the princess has become like the 

Leviathan with an air-pump. As a substantive figure she then represents the synthesis of the 

Leviathan and Boyle’s victory in line with the closing remark of “Leviathan and the Air-

pump” suggesting that Hobbes is right because knowledge and the state are products of human 

actions.  

In fact, this understanding of the image could almost have been the topic of how Donna 

Haraway writes that scientific facts are like ‘clear mirrors, fully magical mirrors, without once 

appealing to the transcendental or the magical’ (Haraway 1997: 23-27, also Shapin & Schaffer 

1985: 39). Her magical mirrors resemble the reflection of the Leviathan with the air-pump in 

the mirror of Las Meninas as well as the reinterpretation by Dalí where the fully magical 
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mirror reflects observed spectators to whom the dance of the classics has become 

imperceptible.  

 

A second reinterpretation by Dalí does not show the substantial figure of the shining princess 

but neither is there a superimposed mirror like in Las Meninas.  

             

    

Whereas the previous reinterpretation made the imperceptible dance of the original 

invisible, this time almost nothing of the original remains visible. In fact there are strings, 

nails, many other materials and a last window of the original painting that is about to 

disappear in a vortex. This is not only about Las Meninas but, as the title of the painting 

indicates, also about another of Velázquez’ most famous works: the Portrait of Juan Pareja 

who was his assistant and whose mandolin is still discernable even on this small image.8  

What is important, however, is that the sovereigns and the maids of honor of the original are 

gone and so is the glory of the painter and la infanta. Only the outline of the mandolin is still 

there along side the incidental observer at the door, through a door that might just be opened 

or is about to close.  

What he is looking at is still the ‘incidental spectator’ who became an ‘enslaved 

sovereign’. Their exchange of glances is their last before disappearing into the vortex in the 

background. The incidental observer looking through the door in the background in the 

original and the observer in other times looking at each other a last time, before the ideal 

 Salvador Dali Portrait of Juan De Pareja Repairing a mandolin string (1960) 
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points that made possible the classical space of representation disappear entirely. What could 

better illustrate how the classical space of representation became modern than the 

disintegration of the painting itself? The imperceptible dance of the past is still faintly there 

with the strings, the nails and so forth but it is just about to disappear into a vortex, which Dalí 

superimposes instead of the mirror that showed the residuum that made the classical space of 

representation possible. There used to be a residuum, which is no longer a mere interruption 

that makes representation possible and sovereignty symbolic – the residuum is now what is 

superimposed as a vortex that represents the disappearance of whatever is pre-modern.  

The figures of the original danced and looked into the invisible space where the sovereign 

and the observer in another time and place were to be found while in this reinterpretation there 

is a vortex to suggest that the dance has not only become invisible but impossible. This is what 

the quote by Foucault mentions: the entire space of representation was at last ‘related to one 

corporeal gaze’. Furthermore the state of nature theories that were discussed already can be 

considered also in this regard. While previously they were discussed as internal to the classical 

space of representation, Dalí’s vortex represents how the observers – both us and the 

accidental passenger – are there at the last instance when their natural order disappears out of 

sight. The representation of man’s relationship to nature is not any longer possible – neither 

when as literally as with Hobbes nor as the fictional endpoint of Rousseau. These have 

disappeared together with the classical space of representation that made them possible. The 

vortex would suggest that this displacement of the conception of life and nature out of which 

came science, society and world has become decisive.  

 Furthermore, the state of nature theories became unnecessary as representations of nature 

at the same time as the rise of science, which is to say nothing else remains to represent but a 

self-referential science-society relationship. Even Latour’s additional constitutional guarantees 

are not able to represent how science and society can be joined together within a wider world 

that makes these possible and that is itself a representation. Also his version of the social 

contract tries to represent what was concealed: the mass of newer versions of air-pumps that 

are at the centre of what can be ‘symbolically sovereign’. However its guarantees are not 

checks on what used to be only a residuum – they need to check a void that became vortex. 

 Latour observes that when we leave behind the modern world there is no given 

durability, solidity and permanence to rely on; instead the starting point will have to be 

passage, process, relation (Latour 1993: 129). As a void that became a vortex this recalls 

Zygmunt Bauman’s ‘Liquid Modernity’. He recalls that Marx and Engels’ ‘melting of the 

solids’ was about their ‘wish to discover or invent solids that would last’. As Bauman 

explains, such solids are no longer possible when the ‘overall order of things is not open to 
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option’ (Bauman 2000: 3, 5). With Bauman it is ‘liquidity’ that can no longer be made solid, 

which – unlike how Latour mentions passage, process and relation – captures that the ‘vortex’ 

superimposes an overwhelmingly invisible dimension to the disorder of things that is not open 

to option and that therefore is always in part beyond any kind of social contract.  

 In brief: it ‘liquidates’ the possibility of constitutionalism proposed by Latour. More 

specifically the third part of Latour’s constitution draws in three dimensions rather than two – 

science, society and world – and is itself superimposed over a disorder of things that is a 

matter of social order by not being susceptible to constitutional reform. When proposing a 

constitution for the contemporary predicament with the paradox of a society that is kept 

separate from science than this proposal inherits what once was only the residuum of the 

symbolic sovereignty of the classical space of representation. This residuum was always 

already beyond the paradox at the origins of science as described earlier on in the description 

of the worldly dimension of the state of nature theories of Hobbes and Rousseau.  

 The next observation will reconsider this move from residuum to vortex – wherein 

representation is no longer open to option – by elaborating a counterpoint: Foucault and 

Arendt’s explanations of Marx as a modern. That Marx – the one they explain – does not 

provide the ground for a constitution but for a method whereby to make it possible to 

investigate life and nature in the life sciences as a ‘more than modern space of representation’. 

 

2. 
Marx was acutely aware of state of nature theories. In his early critique of political economics, 

Marx argued that such theories were no longer required and he used the ‘species-being’ – 

gattungswesen – to emphasize this. This concept from his unpublished economical and 

philosophical manuscripts of 1844 still captures a trace of them, but has replaced life and 

nature for ‘the life process of man-kind’ (Marx [1844] 1961: 94).9 

Later he would drop the concept from his work because it tied his analysis to the 

unnecessary descriptions of life and nature of his predecessors while his analysis is about the 

self-realization of man. As Erich Fromm explains, it is instead about how man makes his own 

history, how he ‘is his own creator’. On the one hand ‘man, at the beginning of his history is 

blindly bound or chained to nature’; on the other hand ‘he transforms his relations to nature, 

and hence himself’ (see Fromm 1961: 11, 12). More specifically, however, Hannah Arendt 

explains the species-being when discussing Marx’s transformation of the self-interest and 

scarcity of the economics of his predecessors into the forces of interest that move society as a 

whole. To her, it shows that there is a similarity between Marx and the ‘cruder notion of 

classical economy’ he criticized in how his ‘system of labor’ is the ‘climax’ to Locke’s 
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discovery of labor as ‘the source of property’ and Smith’s argument that labor is ‘the source of 

all wealth’ (Arendt 1997: 101).10  

In her description the species-being shows a man that ‘no longer acts as an individual, 

concerned not only with own survival but as “a member of the species” as is possible ‘only 

when the reproduction of individual life is absorbed in the life process of man-kind’ (ibid: 

116-118). It is then Marx’ focus on ‘labor as such’ – as a system of labor – that determines the 

‘life process of mankind’ – the ‘survival of the animal species man’. She calls it the ‘worldless 

specimens of the species mankind’ from which everything that is not necessitated by ‘life’s 

metabolism with nature’ has been removed as superfluous to the survival of man as an animal 

species – it ‘could be justified only in terms of a peculiarity of human as distinguished from 

other animal life’ (ibid).  

In brief, what makes Marx a modern is that he made labor into the pinnacle of man’s 

capacities and Arendt emphasizes that with him labor and life’s fertility would come to 

overrule all other considerations. In that capacity Arendt’s re-reading of the species-being is 

crucial for her remarkably ready-made language of life and labor. Her description makes it 

possible to consider the species-being as a crucial counterpoint. Her explanation of the concept 

provides a seamless combination of terms with the separations and interrelations of science, 

society and world that was not yet modern. She has the species-being retain something of the 

early-modern detail and specificity in the debate about life and nature. On the other hand she 

argues that it is a problem that the modernist belief in labor and humanity no longer needed its 

recent past. Arendt places Marx’ labor in a wider history of how it was ‘only natural’ that the 

‘biological process within ourselves’ would become a model also for economics and history - 

since:  

 
‘we know of no other process but the life process within our bodies, as the only activity into which we can 

translate it and that corresponds to it is labor’ (ibid).  

 

While this quote is about economics and history as modeled on biological process, it makes 

explicit the history of the state of nature theories, as these were still retained in Marx’ species-

being.  

Furthermore, its reverse is also possible. It applies to times when biology becomes life 

science as Eugene Thacker has recommended in the global genome that the species-being can 

be a lens whereby to focus on the life sciences with the aim of: ‘frustrating any attempt to 

isolate a state of nature separate from society’ (Thacker 2003 29-36, 298; 2005: 40).11 This 

makes specific a version of the species-being that retains the linkage to labor when life 

becomes biology. Both of these – economics/history and biology – come together in life 
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sciences in line with Foucault’s analysis. In ‘the order of things’ both directions are 

inseparable: how natural history became biology and how wealth became political economics 

are mutually constituted within what he calls a modern space of representation.  

Foucault only made a single observation on Marx in that regard, which is quite similar to 

Arendt’s and can help to polish the species-being as a lens whereby to focus on both the 

directions. Like Arendt, he emphasized that Marx’ radical economics are not separate from 

those he criticized. He argues that Marx’ critique of the bourgeois economists before him and 

his system of labor take place within what he calls a ‘rigorous and general epistemic re-

arrangement’ (Foucault 2002: 180-182). Marx’ system of labor ‘found its place without 

difficulty’ because it became a part of ‘an epistemological arrangement that welcomed it 

gladly’ (ibid). More specifically Marx’ economics were a part of the rearrangement of money, 

price, value and circulation in the nineteenth century alongside those he criticized because in 

earlier times it would not have been possible. It is not possible ‘to discover the link of 

necessity that connects the analyses of money, prices, value and trade if one did not first 

classify this domain of wealth’ (ibid). 

In other words Marx’ system of labor is comparable to bourgeois theories of economics 

in that it has as its premise a specific domain for wealth as proper to man while: ‘any 

possibility of a Classical science of man’ had been inconceivable (ibid).12 He mentions no 

more about Marx in the order of things but elsewhere puts it most succinctly when writing 

that: ‘it is not so long ago – when the world, its order and human beings existed, but man did 

not’ (ibid: 349-351).  

 

Lastly, what can be learned from Foucault’s explanations of Marx is that the trace of the state 

of nature theories that was retained in the species-being disappeared with the belief in life and 

labor. Foucault discusses the formation of political economy and biology in great detail and at 

length – he does not argue the non-existence of man before modernity but its opposite: he 

demonstrates the conditions that were required for the historical affirmation of modern man’s 

existence. Critique as well as positive knowledge became possible at the same time; they were 

mutually constitutive, and brought into existence a subject that he calls: an ‘emperico-

transcendental doublet’ (ibid). 

Kaushik Sunder Rajan is exemplary in his explanation in biocapital that there is no 

incompatibility between Marx and Foucault. Both can be considered in combination, he 

argued, with the aim to investigate the ‘rapidly emergent political economic and epistemic 

structures’ of the life sciences. It is simultaneously empirical/epistemological as well as 

transcendental in its political economics in line with how Foucault and Marx can be read as 
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methodologists. This makes it possible to comprehend the mutual constitution of knowledge 

of life and the labor of economics as it is being ‘made specific because of emergent 

technologies and epistemologies’ (Sunder Rajan 2006: 7-13). He explains:  

 

‘what Foucault does explicitly is what (..) Marx does implicitly, which is to consider political economy as 

consequential because it is a foundational epistemology that allows us the very possibility of thinking about 

such a system as a system of valuation’ (Sunder Rajan 2006: 7-13).  

 

Consequently Foucault makes explicit what Marx does implicitly; both focused on life and 

labor with the difference that Foucault showed as emergent and mutually constituted in the 

nineteenth century which was when Marx made his analysis of political economy. Foucault 

made it possible to think of life and labor as systems of valuation and this comprises how 

Marx’ critique of political economy can be made specific for the life sciences.  

Marx is indispensable but not only Marx is indispensable. His species-being and Arendt’s 

explanation of the concept are important because of how they retain traces of the state of 

nature theories that disappeared. When life becomes life science, however, this reveals the 

worldly origin of science and society that was invisible with the classical space of 

representation. The concept can be re-read to operate as a part of a critical method for the 

investigation of how matters of fact (epistemology) become matters of ownership (political 

economy). The closing section makes two observations. It reinterprets the interrelationships 

and separations between science and world, which can then be reconsidered as a critical 

method. 

 

Four: a critical method  
 

1. 
There are two paradoxes to reconsider on their own terms. On the one hand there is science as 

a social sphere; on the other hand there are society and a wider world wherein air-pumps and 

newer devices can circulate. Both were elaborated already in line with Hobbes and Rousseau’s 

state of nature theories; what remains is to propose a more sophisticated understanding of 

‘science, society and world’ in alignment with the investigations in the rest of the dissertation. 

Firstly it is almost self-evident that science has had its impact on the wider world when 

considering its origins in regard of the early colonial voyages. This has been explained in an 

exemplary fashion by Parry in ‘Trading the Genome’. She emphasizes that only at that time 

the study, classification and categorization of samples, specimens and artifacts could become 

more than the ‘culture of collecting’ it had been before (Parry 2004: 20-22). When collecting 

got ‘the status of a science’, it began using successive search missions to refine its focus and 

scope by how: 
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‘each voyage brought back a systematically organized body of information about the coastlines, flower, 

fauna, language and cultures of distant peoples. This information could be employed to recreate within 

particular dedicated spaces in Europe – such as museums and laboratories – a scaled down version of the 

world that could be surveyed panoptically’ (Parry 2004: 20-22). 

 

These voyages returned with knowledge about events and places elsewhere as well as with the 

materials that were to be concentrated in collections.  

Of course not all materials where brought back in their original form; this was neither 

possible nor useful; a coastline, for example, was better ‘translated into an artificial form’ like 

a map. Similarly, there were botanical illustrations, stuffed animals and tropical plants that 

could not be transported, but could be described and categorized in a way that could 

“effectively ‘stand in for’ or ‘represent’ the organism in question” (ibid). Parry refers to 

Latour to explain what was required to transfer stabilized and combinable materials from the 

centre to the periphery. This was the function of many different technologies: ‘bringing in 

natural entities - or at least some of their key properties – home’ (ibid).  

 

Secondly, such an understanding of the origins of science is immediately about a worldly 

dimension that can also be considered on its own terms. The three hundred years of the 

symbolic division of power between science and society do not capture the historical 

conception of the world wherein it was made possible and constrained. It is too general to 

refer to scientific knowledge as separate from social relations; such a modern paradox was 

made possible by and constrained in its historical interrelations and separations with the wider 

world.  

Therefore contemporary science needs to be considered as a sphere that exists within a 

range of concentric spheres with similarly historically-enduring-yet-contingent notions of 

legitimacy as those whereby scientific knowledge is produced. Furthermore Hannah Arendt’s 

analysis in the human condition demonstrates such a more sophisticated understanding of the 

separations and interrelations of science, society and world. Her remarkable view of science is 

best presented in her own words: 

 
Compared with the earth alienation underlying the whole development of natural science in the modern 

age, the withdrawal from terrestrial proximity contained in the discovery of the global as a whole and the 

world alienation produced in the twofold process of expropriation and wealth accumulation are of minor 

significance. At any event, while world alienation determined the course and development of modern 

society, earth alienation became and has remained the hallmark of modern science. (Arendt [1958] 1997: 

264-265 emphasis added) 
 

What Arendt names as ‘earth alienation’ is ‘the hallmark of modern science’ and it refers to a 

process that she considers of greater significance than the other process wherein an earth-wide 
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continuous space became available for the expropriation and accumulation of wealth. She 

argues that it involves an ‘altogether novel way of meeting and approaching nature in the 

experiment’ and calls it ‘a freedom won from the shackles of earth-bound experience’. Its 

consequence has been the ‘astounding human capacity to think in terms of the universe while 

remaining on earth’ which is turned into the ‘guiding principles for terrestrial action’ (ibid).  

Such an external point can easily be misunderstood. She does not go into as great and 

intricate social detail of the practice of experimentation as is the business of many science 

studies. Her observations on nature in the experiment would then imply a conception of nature 

that is too abstract or even teleological to understand the proliferation of modern artifacts like 

Latour does. This should not, however, be considered as ready ground whereby to dismiss 

such an ideal point but its exact opposite; such ideal points are important because of how they 

make possible the representation of intricacies that were not visible until then. It is a 

misunderstanding of some proportion that when not explicitly addressing how human relations 

are intertwined with things in networks or the proliferation of the nature-culture hybrids that 

are produced by science, the result has to be some sort of clinging to purity. This might 

sometimes be the case – for example when an analysis would assert the importance of nature 

or society without considering either as objects and subjects of scientific research. However 

the opposite is also a problem. There is a clinging to the impurity of science so that the purities 

involved in separating society and world are left implicit. A belief in progress might be 

misplaced but so is a belief in a world that is made up of sovereign societies – as was already 

shown above when discussing the state of nature theories.  

What Arendt did not do is to investigate some part of science on its own terms 

(Achterhuis 1995). Whereas perspectives that investigate science on its own terms might be 

very useful – for example they might show the reality behind ideal points such as those that 

Arendt posits – these studies have thereby not somehow captured or solved the predicaments 

that they might reveal. It is not necessarily the case that ideal points like world alienation and 

earth alienation end up purifying the proliferation of technical artifacts as natural object and 

objective matters of fact. Arendt might not describe science and technology on its own terms 

like Latour and yet this does not imply that studies of technoscience can do without the 

rigorously critical analysis that makes it possible to even consider the ideal points she 

proposes. Their significance goes beyond the impure process of making scientific tools and 

technical artifacts; her viewpoint is unique in the way it shows the relationship of scientists 

with nature and world. In fact, her approach is in every way historically and theoretically 

informed about science and technology as mutually constitutive with human relations, for the 

very reason that she did not identify science and technology as the single most crucial aspect 
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in comparison to the many other elements of the human condition and its long historical 

development.  

Such a position does not thereby affirm or deny that there was no early-modern breach 

between science and society – wherein the division of power was paradoxical. In fact her 

description can recognize the worldly dimension to the freedoms of experimentation. As was 

mentioned above, these were ‘won from the shackles of earth-bound experience’. This aspect 

is not present in the quite similar observations by Shapin & Schaffer. They refer to a ‘nascent 

laboratory’ that becomes ‘a public space, but a restricted public space’ while Donna Haraway 

describes the laboratory as a space that is ‘private, or even secret and not a civil public space’ 

(Haraway 1997: 23-27 also Shapin & Schaffer 1985: 39). In brief: they can represent public 

and private alienation but not world or earth alienation.  

A more worldly paradox is needed. In line with Arendt’s world and earth alienation it 

would make more specific the world that made possible and constrains the separation of 

science and society. Her ideal point on science would open up the space for a successive and 

yet interrelated space of representation. In general, it would regard a world wherein some 

societies have been made possible by science and its devices while others were made 

impossible. With the state of nature theories and the species-being as the background this can 

be considered in terms that are more specific for life and nature as matters of fact and 

ownership.  

 

2. 
It was already explained that Rousseau’s view of the law of nations is not that different from 

Hobbes’ state of war. More precisely both converge in the assumption that ‘by nature men are 

not sociable’ – the claim which all contemporary readers associated with Hobbes (Tuck 1999: 

20, 132). Rousseau’s savage is not social but isolated and is compelled to leave its isolation 

and enter society to be corrupted. This implies that Rousseau acknowledged most of Hobbes’ 

viewpoint. Whether natural men escape or are compelled to leave nature makes little 

difference – either in nature or in society they cannot but be ‘led into conflict by their differing 

judgments about what will best protect them’ (Tuck 1999: 132, 207).  

More generally Richard Tuck, in his brilliant ‘the rights of war and peace’ (1999), 

demonstrates that the modern individual emerged within at least three spheres – early-modern 

society, a family of sovereign states (as bounded by a volatile law of nations) and, lastly, the 

rest of mankind as a subject to natural law in a state of nature. It is this last sphere that is also 

shown in the state of nature theories – as literal descriptions of the rest of the world. Tuck’s 

analysis is crucial because of how it demonstrates that this wider world was itself described in 
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a way that places persuasive cultural constraints and limitations on how the separation of 

science and society can be imagined. This is not only about Hobbes and Rousseau, he argues 

that there is: 

 

‘no powerful theorist of a rights-based liberalism [like Kant and Rousseau] who has not subscribed to the 

basic account of the liberal agent which appeared in the early seventeenth century’ (Tuck 1999: 14). 

 

This liberal agent is about the exclusive capabilities and freedoms that were reserved for 

independent states and sovereign individuals in the early-modern period. These were a kind of 

agent with jurisdictions that we would not like to encounter in today’s international affairs. 

This was shown already in the state of nature theories of Hobbes and Rousseau but it also 

applies to Kant. Tuck shows that Kant ‘remained hemmed in by the Hobbesian dilemma about 

international relations’ (ibid).  

In ‘perpetual peace’, Kant hardly concerns himself with the literal definitions of the 

natural world on the outside of his society. Occasionally he observes its existence as a sub-

clause to his prescription of the ‘perpetual peace’ as the supreme political good for those 

societies that can act as if this perpetual peace ‘could really come about’. Consequently, 

Kant’s prescription only applies to sovereign states that behave independent from natural 

foundations and interdependent with each other as a loose federation of Republics. Therefore 

Kant’s state of nature is quite a particular version when considered in line with the earlier state 

of nature theories, since only societies are to act as members of what Kant calls the ‘state of 

nature among nations’ (see Reiss 1991, Tuck 1999 see Kant [1795] 1991: 171-175). In other 

words, there are quite some historical limitations to a notion of sovereignty that would 

correspond to Kant’s prescription of how the road to perpetual peace is to be paved. His ‘state 

of nature of nations’ either has very few members or its members behave as liberal agents that 

subscribe to an account from the early seventeenth century, which is to say that the range of 

behavior has little to choose between the asocial view of nature of Hobbes and Rousseau as 

the exclamation of reason.  

Consequently Kantian Republics might behave to each other as if they are independent 

from nature and history but they nevertheless exist in Hobbes’ world as does Kant’s famous 

argument that reason is independent from the natural and the historical foundations of society. 

More specifically, Tuck’s discussion of the historical formation of liberal agency shows that 

this included the new world beyond its boundaries that was ‘discovered’ at the time. Tuck 

explains that the Europeans ascribed expansive rights to themselves overseas and that these 

rights got bound up with the ideas about rights and social contracts in Europe. Not only was 

there a more expansive definition of rights in the new world, these more expansive rights are 
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inseparable from the conception of rights in Europe. More important than Kant’s perpetual 

peace, however, is his analysis that shows the enduring commitment to the seventeenth 

century political anthropology that persists with those that would argue that also today’s war is 

perpetual and irreducible. The scope of the jurisdictions that the sovereign state or individual 

were granted when going beyond their own boundaries – as in the early state of nature theories 

– are no longer permissible in today’s international life.  

Instead of an enduring state of war, the consequence of the new rights of sovereign 

societies and their citizens in Europe has been an enduring entanglement with the conditions 

of the nascent colonialism of the time. Its implication is shown in how Tuck quotes Max 

Weber to argue that: 

  
‘in our whole economic life even today this breeze from across the ocean is felt…but there is no new 

continent at our disposal (Tuck 1999: 15).13  
 

This sentence shows that it is not the Hobbesian dilemma that is perpetual but ‘our economic 

life’ in today’s world which remains intricately tied up with the discovery and conquest of 

new territories in the early seventeenth century. For Tuck, this is about geographical 

expansion that is no longer possible and hence threatens the basis of rights within societies. 

However, this is where science and technology come in: the descendents of air-pumps, that are 

both natural and social, make a lack of continents a much more relative matter.  

Their scope reaches well beyond the boundaries of modern societies, whether liberal or 

not, wherein they can be addressed locally. On the one hand there were the colonial conditions 

that make modern society possible and that are closely related to the nascence of science – as 

matters of social order; on the other hand this resulted in ready-made and far-reaching 

jurisdictions for the sovereign state and the sovereign individuals that reappear as a global 

predicament with science and technology. In this regard, Arendt’s description of the species-

being is exemplary for how it absorbs three hundred years of symbolic divisions of power 

between science, society and world. She goes beyond these divisions by suggesting an ideal 

point whereby to open up a space of representation for the interrelations of scientific 

knowledge and world. This ideal point opens up a space of representation in regard of the new 

interior spaces of the natural world wherein matters of fact and ownership are as characteristic 

as with the misrepresentations of a world of unknown continents of previous times.  

In other words: new continents can be described by way of recalling the earlier 

descriptions of Hobbes, Rousseau and Marx. Using these theorists of life and nature, in their 

different ways, makes it possible to represent the three spheres that Tuck identified – modern 

society, the law of nations, and mankind in the rest of the world as subject to natural law.  
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Now it is possible to reconsider the modern space of representation that Foucault explains as 

characterized by a ‘withdrawal of knowledge and thought outside the space of representation’. 

(Foucault 2002: 263). Instead of superimposing the reinterpretations of Las Meninas by Dalí, 

it becomes possible to propose a critical method that comprises the state of nature theories and 

the species-being.  

The method can be demonstrated in theory – to pave the way for its application in the rest 

of the dissertation – by how Foucault describes the classical space by writing that: 

 
‘The very concept of human nature and the way in which it functioned excluded any possibility of a 

classical science of man. It is essential to observe that the functions of nature and human nature are in 

opposition to one another in the classical episteme: nature, through the action of a real and disordered 

juxtaposition, causes difference to appear in the ordered continuity of beings; human nature causes the 

identical to appear in the disordered chain of representations’ (Foucault 2002: 336,337). 

 

Firstly the quote applies to Hobbes and Rousseau. In Hobbes’ theory of absolute rule all 

‘disorder’ and ‘difference’ is located in nature, while Rousseau’s ‘savage’, when leaving 

nature, does the same for the ‘state of society’. Inversely put, Hobbes ‘fearful savage’ enabled 

a naturalization of the ‘ordered continuity of beings’ and Rousseau’s savage takes fault with 

this order. The transfer from nature to society, in both accounts, demonstrates how ‘human 

nature causes the identical’ and it is accordingly that their perspectives might be extended as a 

characterization of contemporary equivalents to the insecurities of climate change, 

biodiversity, hunger and disease.  

 Such global themes might be a function of the disorder of nature to be solved by a 

governments’ rule over science and technology, as with Hobbes. Of course Hobbes knew 

about the possible ‘disorder of things’ – his view of science did not consider men of science as 

opposites to his state of nature theory, like Rousseau. Nevertheless Rousseau’s view might be 

traced to a disorder of things that is the consequence of society. In that capacity science and 

technology would then be about the dependency on the society of men and as the solution 

would require a social contract to guarantee natural freedom and equality in line with Latour’s 

version. Most important, however, these most different views for qualifying science and 

society – their symbolic division of power – were derived from an external point. In 

Foucault’s modern space of representation there is no such point.  

 Whereas the reinterpretations by Dalí superimposed the absence of any external points 

from the modern space of representation – wherein the imperceptible dance had finished – a 

critical method makes it possible to consider a ‘more than modern space of representation’. 

As explained, Arendt’s concept of ‘earth alienation’ was not defined in a way that goes into as 

great and intricate social detail of the practice of experimentation as is the business of many 
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science studies. This should not, however, be considered as ready ground whereby to dismiss 

such an ideal point – it makes possible the representation of its intricacies while these were not 

visible until then. Without ideal points there is no notion of the essential void that makes 

representation possible – as Foucault explained about the classical space of representation. It 

denotes a disorder of things that is not open to option like the vortex of Dalí’s reinterpretation.  

 This involves those descendents of air-pumps that can be represented as both social and 

natural as long as they are in line with sovereign individuals and societies. Latour refers to 

‘quasi-objects’. He explains that science makes objects as real and objective as it can – these 

objects need to be so hard and strong that they can pass as matters of fact about natural objects 

rather than as ‘quasi-objects’ that have been made by men. Simultaneously, however, they 

have continued to proliferate and multiply within society which socializes these facts as they 

attach men to each other. This not only makes modern society possible, it also makes scientific 

facts ‘much more social, much more fabricated, much more collective than they were when 

produced as ‘hard’ parts of nature’ (Latour 1993: 51-55). What Arendt’s description of ‘earth 

alienation’ can represent is another paradoxical separation; the intimately foreign territories of 

what was once the new world can be followed to the quasi-objects that change and are 

changed – like the air-pump – by natural order and social order. In fact her language of life 

and nature wherein she describes the species-being can be slightly modified for the term quasi-

objects, which does not very well apply to the study of biological entities. These are better 

described as ‘quasi-organisms’ (ibid).  

 This is a better label because ‘quasi-organisms’ are not only released into the world as 

man-made matters of fact but also because they were alive already. What is ‘quasi’ about them 

is not only that they are man-made and in that capacity artificial but they are also living things 

– that is what makes them important to own, as well as important beyond their applications in 

terms of the life-process of mankind. Arendt explained the species-being as an illustration of 

how Marx understood that man’s life process is tied to labor which gets to overrule all other 

considerations. With quasi-organisms, however, it is a defining characteristic of its matters of 

fact that they exist as ‘embodied speculation’ about man’s life process.  

 What is embodied in these quasi-organisms is the lively trade wherein value is assigned 

to expectations that would require more biological engineering – in other words, financial 

speculation. It is at various points mutually constitutive of the inflated bubbles on the stock 

markets – in how many of its companies are financed and, for example, by speculating with 

new scientific approaches to biological engineering on promises of wealth that are no longer 

inhibited by the natural limits to growth and scarcity (see Cooper 2008, Sunder Rajan 2006; 

Best & Kelner 2000, Thacker 2005 and also Žižek 2004, 2006). It is in two senses that ‘quasi-
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organisms’ are also being speculated on in regard of biological entities. On the one hand it was 

the purpose of Marx’ species-being to allow for a critique of economics. Such a critique also 

applies to quite different evolutionary templates than the natural equilibriums that were the 

more gradual evolutionary model of Adam Smith’s market such as those in the life sciences as 

it exists today. On the other hand ‘embodied speculation’ also refers to ‘speculative fiction’ – 

to a fading difference between science fact and science fiction in the life sciences that sets the 

conditions whereby more than lively devices get to live together with the rest of the natural 

and human world.  

 The next chapter will investigate ever more complex, various and interrelated biological 

entities in some detail and there are increasing references throughout the dissertation to the 

speculative side to science fact. Such speculation should cause little surprise considering the 

social dimension of the origins of ‘science, society and world’ – what needs to be made 

specific is how ‘intimately foreign’ the life sciences are with the historical and global 

conditions that make its genomic space possible. What could be a better ending to the 

description of such a separate space than science fiction? Especially in chapter seven this is 

made explicit by using the dramatization and imaginations about the near future in science 

fiction as an end to how the chapters until that point have focused on matters of fact and 

ownership in line with the state of nature theories and the species-being.  

 In brief, science fiction and state of nature theories are brought together to show what 

Foucault put most succinctly when he wrote that: ‘pre-critical naïveté holds undivided rule’ 

(see Foucault 2002: 349-351, see also the closing remarks of the dissertation; italics added).  

 

Conclusion 
This chapter began with some of the most naïve theories of rule – those of Hobbes and 

Rousseau. It made the observation that the contrast between Hobbes’ and Rousseau’s views of 

life and nature was not so diametrical any longer when considering their viewpoints on the 

wider world and on men of science. First Hobbes has been described in line with the mirror 

that was symbolically sovereign in the centre of Las Meninas and secondly Rousseau’s 

fictions about life in nature were described as a representation that was less centered on the 

reflection of the kings than the observers of the painting. This is the essential background 

whereby to open up a space which is a “more than modern” space of representation.  

What is ‘more’ about it is that “uncritical naïveté rules undividedly” over what is modern 

and what is human. The point is not that such natural foundations and external points are 

particularly strong in the analytical representations of the “power-knowledge” of science and 

society – quite the opposite: what rules over these is a void of pre-critical inaccuracies that 
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saturate the belief in what is modern and human. Such inaccuracies are always being 

denounced implicitly and explicitly everywhere where they can be found – in liberal politics, 

economic theories, in the studies of high-tech and technoscience, international relations and so 

forth. It is not surprising that there are so many ‘proto-natural returns’, what is an occasion for 

surprise is the idea that a denial is deemed sufficient to get rid of the consequences of being 

premised on the early-modern foundations of science, society and world.  

 The most persistent of these denials is the popular idea that society is founded upon a 

social contract. To make a social contract possible – as Rousseau tried – is the usual 

understanding of why state of nature theories were necessary but nowadays such natural 

foundations are usually dismissed in modern liberal and humanist theories. These generally 

disregard such a-historical methods and teleological foundations when considering social 

contracts and there are few exceptions. The best known of these exceptions is Rawls’ ‘original 

position’ (Rawls [1971] 1999). Rawls defines this original position – in the ‘theory of justice – 

by a ‘veil of ignorance’ that is required to deliberate the most basic liberal commitment to 

individual freedom and equality. Notably, however, he also takes the trouble of explaining that 

it concerns ‘a purely hypothetical situation characterized so as to lead to a certain conception 

of Justice, not as an actual historical state of affairs, much less as a primitive condition of 

culture’ (ibid: 12).  

Other liberals have described this ‘original position’ as a ‘weak’ or ‘irrelevant’ additional 

moral claim about the absence of natural subordination (see Kymlicka 2002: 60). However 

such original positions are exactly what Rawls says they are not – they show that liberal theory 

is not separate from the actual historical state of affairs that is its origins. The assumptions 

about primitive condition of culture that were commonplace at the time of the origins of 

liberalism and humanism are inseparable from the universal language of social contracts. 

There are now, as before, many efforts to make Hobbes’ world invisible along the lines of the 

long tradition of fictional idealizations of society with Rousseau at its roots. In that regard 

Rawls’ justice is no divergence from its opposite: those that emphasize sovereignty and 

nothing else – such as Kenneth Waltz. Both share a denial of the pervasive influence of these 

natural foundations and reject these as having any bearing on their theories. Neither allows 

anything to be mirrored except the sovereigns and the city. In fact, you either look at the 

lovely princess and her court or you look at the reflection in the mirror – either choice distorts 

what is represented on the canvas as well as what is invisible and that makes possible the 

space of representation from which both of them are derived.  

 Latour’s constitutionalism is an exception to this idea that society and its terms of social 

rule mirror each other like the Spanish sovereigns and their court. This is because it remains 
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open to the proliferation of air-pumps and other quasi-objects. It does, however, open up the 

space beyond the self-referential discussion of science and society. On the one hand, it is able 

to go beyond the magical mirror – as Haraway put it – wherein the experimental relation to 

nature reflects as progress and reason. On the other hand, it does not include the worldly 

implications that are left outside of the mirror’s origins in the paradoxical separation of 

science from social relations. 

 Latour is correct in making Hobbes’ theory of sovereignty into a problem – Hobbes’ 

politics should not be made into the only source of explanation about society and knowledge. 

Even today when knowledge is revealed as a matter of social order this is too easily equated 

with Hobbes’ theory of social rule rather than its world of insecurities. Shapin & Schaffer 

show its implication when arguing that Hobbes rejected the vacuum because its privileged 

relationships to nature rivaled his own solution to the problem of the disorder in society. Order 

should not ‘be produced on a scale other than that of the Republic as a whole’ without any 

dissent from anyone. All groups in society were to be subjected to the rule of society, which 

includes natural scientists no different than communities of lawyers, clerics and especially 

priests. Hobbes’ solution to the problem of order is a philosophy that allows for no dissent on 

‘boundaries between the natural, the human and the social’ (Shapin & Schaffer 1985: 21).  

 This is not desirable, not even when revealing the proliferation of quasi-objects 

throughout society. Latour’s proposal is to place constitutional guarantees over Hobbes’ ideas 

about knowledge and over Boyle’s ‘political discourse’ as they persist today, which is 

commendable. However it is also an effort to represent and make representative things in a 

manner that might not turn out to be more than an appendix to Rousseau’s social contract. 

Rousseau did not consider things in relation to scientists, he did, unlike Latour, consider the 

Hobbesian dilemma of the separation of society and world. Neither Rousseau’s nor Latour’s 

understanding of the dependencies on the nature of things considers science and technology in 

terms of a dual paradox. As a consequence the natural things covered in social contracts 

become the characters of fictions like those of Rousseau that represented nature by imagining 

Emile and drawing on Robinson Crusoe.  

 This is not a problem in itself – it might be highly effective also when the aim is to 

question what counts as proper and objective scientific knowledge and how it is organized as a 

social sphere. It is a problem when and wherever the disorder of things comes in one single 

package with too singular an understanding of society. Instead it has been proposed to 

reconsider the iconic air-pump that is natural and social at once, in line with the three spheres 

that Tuck identified – modern society, the law of nations, and mankind in the rest of the world 

as subject to natural law. These dimensions were already present in the literal descriptions of 
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the state of nature theory of Hobbes at the time when air-pumps began to proliferate and had 

already become much more entrenched at the time of Rousseau. What is necessary is to trace 

the experimental life from its origins to the worldly spaces inhabited by masses of air-pumps 

and newer devices.  

 In that regard the “species-being” of the very modern and very young Marx brings into 

focus some of the unexamined conventions that govern. What this does not suggest is that the 

usual history wherein Rousseau’s inversion of the relationship between nature and society (as 

Hobbes and others had represented it), is really a Marxian critique of the political economics 

of his contemporaries in the nineteenth century. Marx’ species-being is a methodological far 

end to the contingency of state of nature theories along the lines of Arendt’s processes of 

world and earth alienation. These were explained as the ideal points that are useful in how 

they specify the global dimensions wherein quasi-objects circulate and ‘quasi-organisms’ 

speculate. It allows to incorporate a critical distance in a study of high-tech and 

overwhelmingly sophisticated science in detail and on its own terms. This is helpful to 

overcome those set terms that predetermine the kind of spaces that are too local to be anything 

except publicly or privately alienating while excluding world or earth alienation.  

 It is a straw man that ‘pre-critical’ political theories cannot take into account the 

multiplication of quasi-objects or quasi-organisms. Quite the contrary, such theories are very 

much absent from the theorizing about science studies as well as about three hundred years of 

symbolic divisions of power between science, society and world. There is no candidate like 

the early-modern craft of defining and redefining the state of nature to approach the 

contemporary predicament with life science and biotechnology. The differences and 

similarities of the state of nature theories can be mobilized to allow for specificity in how 

quasi-organisms are put to work as well as retain a critique of how these are forced to labor. 

More importantly still it makes it possible to interrelate the various spaces wherein to observe 

that nature and life are discontinuous, contested and relational.  

 

Lastly, Donna Haraway observed that scientific facts are like a fully magical mirror that 

reflects reality without transcendence, much like the superimposed mirror of Las Meninas.  

 It might sometimes be possible and desirable to superimpose a constitution over the 

reflection when its things are otherwise not open to option – wherever such things can be 

made susceptible to constitutional reform this might be a good idea. However it should also be 

clear that this magic mirror has the curious ability to be able to reflect such efforts when they 

are caught in the self-referential loops of symbolic separations and interrelations of science 

and society. It can be demonstrated over and over again that science is made up of social 
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relations – that it is constituted by way of a plurality of narratives on its objectivities without 

ending – yet this mirror is magical enough to deflect such ‘self-critical techno-science’ 

(Haraway 1997: 33-39). Telling about the mirror does not seem to help at all – which becomes 

especially urgent when investigating the more complex, and interrelated ‘quasi- organisms’ 

that are being called forward out of the natural world. With full confidence they are assigned 

to another term of forced labor under the claim that: ‘nature is the program; we replicated it; 

we own it; we are it’ (Haraway 1997: 8).  

 It is to address such obviously proto-natural returns that some proto-natural thinking is 

in order when studying science and technology on its own terms. The usefulness of detail in 

science is entirely relative to doing the same for society and world. The chapters that follow 

are set up in line with different theoretical aspects from this chapter. These allow for separate 

investigations that can later be recombined in the analysis of chapter eight and the conclusion 

will reconsider it in terms of a ‘more than modern’ equivalent to how Velázquez’ original 

incorporated us - viewers from elsewhere in other times yet to come. 
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  The genome is all the chromosomes in a cell. A chromosome is a long DNA molecule and some    

  associated proteins. It is conventionally divided into genes. A gene is a section of DNA that is  

  used in producing a particular protein. (…) The genome is 3 million base pairs long. These form    

  2000 – 30000 genes. In each gene, the chemicals are arranged in specific ways to facilitate the  

  production of specific proteins. Every time a protein is needed the appropriate chemical ‘code’ is  

  ‘read off’ the gene; this gives the pattern of chemical elements that will make that protein what it  

  is. Our genes encode the sequences of the 10000 or so proteins that makeup the human body. No  

  protein is made that is not coded for by a gene.  

                

 So the genome is important 

                 Denis Noble - The Music of life 2006: 3-4 

 

Part two: 

Genomics, economics and the commons 

 

   When each of the fluorescently stained terminating nucleotides is separated out into a single  

   lane of gel, they can be read by the naked eye – the sequence can be determined by observation  

   of the highlighted arrangement of the nucleotides. This engineered artifact is, simultaneously,   

   corporeal and informational. It remains unquestionably a form of matter, and yet it also offers  

   itself as a source of immediately decipherable information that can be rendered in a textual  

   form. It is suddenly not at all clear what the term ‘genetic information’ means in this context.  

   (..) However, it is also clear that the term information can also be used entirely appropriately,  

   in my view, to describe the very real products of these other complex processes of material     

   transformation. What begins as a thick, messy, whole organism – something unquestionably  

   corporeal in form – becomes, through this process, progressively decorporealized, existing in the  

   final analyses as what could only be described as a body of information, an archive of stored  

   data or images.  

                                                                            Bronwyn Parry - Trading the Genome 2004: 68 
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Three – the market beyond the patent 
 
‘the genome is like an immense organ with 30000 pipes. The larger the organ, the more pipes it has, and 

the wider the range of pitch, tonality, and other musical effects it can be made to produce. The music is an 

integrated activity of the organ. It is not just a series of notes, but the music is not itself created by the 

organ. The organ is not a program that writes, for example, the Bach fugues. Bach did that. And it requires 

an accomplished organist to make the organ perform.  

            Denis Noble - The Music of Life (2006: 31) 
 
 

Introduction 
The term ‘gene expression’ might suggest, as Dennis Noble explains it in the music of life, that 

DNA does something. That it ‘expresses’ rather than actually ‘just sits there’ until 

‘occasionally the cell reads off from it a sequence that it needs’. Rather genes behave, Noble 

argues, ‘as though they are being played’. The genome is like an organ played by an organist, 

as the quote above mentioned, or more accurately still: it is ‘as if’ life forms have a conductor, 

– ‘like some orchestra that plays without a separate conductor’ (Noble 2006: 53, 54). 

Such an orchestra without a conductor is literally echoed by Hardt & Negri when they 

observe about ‘the innovation in networks’ that this: 

 
‘might be thought of as an orchestra with no conductor – an orchestra that through constant 

communication determines its own beat and would be thrown off and silenced only by the imposition of a 

conductor’s central authority’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 338-339). 

 

They propose that innovation is increasingly thwarted by external authorities that impose their 

order on society from above. To them this orchestra is not only a model: it is ‘itself becoming 

political decision making’. The determination of its own beat is then similar to Noble’s 

orchestra that never stops playing - ‘lasting as long as life itself’ (ibid, see also Noble 2006: 

60).14 

The term ‘common genomes’ – the title of this dissertation – brings both ‘orchestras 

without conductors’ together. On the one hand ownership in the life sciences can be 

investigated in terms of how ‘labor is becoming common’ throughout the global economy – as 

is Hardt & Negri’s thesis; on the other hand what is becoming common includes the behavior 

of the gene or the genome when there are no longer the privileged levels of biological 

causality (see also chapter 1 §3) 

 

This labor that is becoming common already shows in the collaboration that is a part of 

Noble’s reply to the selfish gene statement of Richard Dawkins. He explains that the ‘selfish 

gene’ as a self-interested entity that is competing for survival could as readily be reformulated 
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through the metaphor of the ‘gene as prisoner’, than genes would have to cooperate to 

generate biological functions (Noble 2006: 13, see also Dawkins 1976: 21).  

As Noble notices, the simplistic view that genes ‘dictate the organism and its function is 

just silly’, it ignores the process ‘that determines which proteins are produced’ and it is ‘a 

paradox’ because genes cannot do what they do without the proteins that are required to read 

the code. In brief, genes are not free agents (ibid: 7, 34). The matter is not to what degree a 

gene determines the behavior of life forms. As Noble explains, ‘the genome is important’. It is 

by mistake that Dawkins’ ‘selfish gene’ has become associated with genetic determinism; both 

sides are valid biological view points. It is just not for biological science to tell you which one 

is correct (ibid: 4, 15).  

While biology does not tell you which one is correct, the gene as prisoner is no different 

from how David Harvey observes about the ‘selfish gene’ that: 

 

“the language of ‘the selfish gene’ or ‘the blind watchmaker’ provide equally vivid social referents of 

scientific argumentation and Dawkins (…) quite unselfconsciously, uses the metaphor of survival 

conditions for Chicago gangsters as a convenient metaphor to explained the basic logic of genetic 

selection. Rousseau interestingly spotted the trick long ago (while in his characteristic way making active 

use of it) when he wrote of ‘the blunder made by those, who, in reasoning on the state of nature, always 

import into it ideas gathered in a state of society’ (Harvey 1996: 163, see Rousseau 1993a: 65). 

 

The quotation shows that there is more to genes than whether or not they determine behavior – 

in addition there is the trick that Rousseau spotted. As Harvey put it, there is no way of 

knowing the values that reside in nature ‘independently of the values implicit in the metaphors 

deployed in mounting specific lines of scientific enquiry’ (ibid).15 Like the ‘selfish gene’, also 

its opposite already shows similar leanings. In other words: the trick applies to how DNA is 

increasingly considered to do nothing outside of the context of the cell. The trick that 

Rousseau spotted is about how ideas gathered in a state of society are imported into the more 

various ways to look at how the development of living organisms involves interactions and 

integrated activities at all levels.  

 This shows in Noble’s polemical account. For example, he argues that the lowest levels 

of the biological hierarchy and the various networks wherein genes are incorporated can be 

considered as showing ‘a form of democracy with every element at all levels having to change 

to be part of a regulatory network’ (Noble 2006: 53-54). Noble turns the gene dogma around 

and proposes open and distributed networks which are somehow a form of democracy and in 

that capacity begin to coincide with Hardt & Negri’s hypothesis on the formation of the 

common. Also Hardt & Negri consider innovations in networks and its self-organizing 

capabilities in terms of decision making ability in common as ‘making democracy possible for 
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the first time today’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 340). However, there is a difference with such a 

reversal of the selfish gene metaphor resembling the self-interested individual of rational 

choice theories. The difference is in the trick that Rousseau noticed.  

 It is also possible to consider the ‘gene as prisoner’ that is forced to cooperate and its 

supposedly more democratic character in line with state of nature theories. Like the self-

interested individual is often considered in line with Hobbes’ state of war, this would be a 

state of nature theory wherein man’s interest is characterized by his dependency on other men 

(see Pasquino 2001).16 The point is not that this is what Rousseau argued. Rousseau’s state of 

nature was characterized by isolation and independence and those in nature are likely to lose 

their freedom and equality when entering society. The famous first line of the Social Contract 

describes this when it argues that: ‘man is born free; and everywhere he is in chains’ 

(Rousseau [1762] 1993a: 181). The point is, as Harvey notices, that Rousseau uses the trickery 

himself – also his own formulation makes explicit that any description of nature imports ideas 

gathered in society.  

 It will be argued in this chapter that the more interrelated understanding of life in the life 

sciences is not particularly democratic but that it shows a model of political decision making 

wherein social ideas are imported and can be made active use of. The chapter will begin with 

an observation on patents in the life sciences. Secondly, it will be demonstrated that there is a 

‘convergence of biology and informatics’. This shows the multiplication of types of 

intellectual properties, open access arrangements and open source approaches. These are 

becoming an integral part of bio-informatics, genomics and systems biology. Thirdly, it will 

be argued that intellectual property reforms and open source-like examples in the life sciences 

are being arranged to fit the conditions of its nascent ‘market beyond the patent’ – the title of 

this chapter. In the conclusion it will be emphasized that this demonstrates the trickery that 

Rousseau spotted and it will be proposed to make active use of it in line with Hardt & Negri’s 

hypothesis about the common.  

 

1. 
It might not be in terms of patents that one makes sense of the incredible amounts of sequence 

data that are being produced. This was most directly visible with the sequencing of the human 

and the rice genomes.  

Typically these two projects were depicted as a race between two sides, private and 

public efforts to complete draft maps – the “book of life” and the “Rosetta stone” of crops. On 

the one hand the contenders were companies like Craig Venter’s Celara, Monsanto and 

Syngenta and also there was Cereon’s sequencing of arabidopsis, a model plant organism. On 
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the other hand there were many public scientists and institutes that objected to how the private 

companies that were making their own maps of genomes were much less precise and 

comprehensive in their sequencing methods. This precision is not necessary when the aim is to 

get patents or when creating subscription databases that serve that purpose; it is necessary 

when releasing genetic sequence data into the public domain in order to make a public 

resource. By now there is quite a lot of publicity that regularly goes to the release of sequence 

data into the public domain when this involves biotech or genomics companies. It might, 

therefore, appear that there has been a victory for the public scientists when access was 

eventually granted and because it is by now the norm for genome projects. However, such a 

focus on the public domain obscures the simultaneous steep rise, particularly from 2000 until 

2003, in the amount of patent applications and grants corresponding to the acceleration of the 

various genome projects.  

What is patentable about a sequenced stretch of DNA is its isolation in a purified form, in 

accordance with the familiar terms like for example the novelty/ non-obviousness/ usefulness 

in the US and the novelty/inventive step/industrial application in the EU (see below). Basically 

the patent is granted if it involves a claim – (1) that was not yet made or it does something that 

could not be done before; (2) when it is understandable to a sizable group of specialist that 

represent those ‘skilled in the art’, and (3) when it has some kind of recognizable utility, 

industrial or otherwise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

European Patent Convention 
Chapter V 
Biotechnological inventions 
 
Rule 26 
(2) "Biotechnological inventions" are inventions 
which concern a product consisting of or containing 
biological material or a process by means of which 
biological material is produced, processed or used. 
(3) "Biological material" means any material 
containing genetic information and capable of 
reproducing itself or being reproduced in a 
biological system. 

Rule 27 
Patentable biotechnological inventions 
Biotechnological inventions shall also be patentable 
if they concern: 
(a) biological material which is isolated from its 
natural environment or produced by means of a 
technical process even if it previously occurred in 
nature. 

 
35 U.S.C 103 Conditions for patentability; non-obvious subject matter 

(3) For purposes of paragraph (1), the term “biotechnological process” means- 
(A) a process of genetically altering or otherwise inducing a single- or multi-celled organism to- 

(i) express an exogenous nucleotide sequence, 
(ii) inhibit, eliminate, augment, or alter expression of an endogenous nucleotide sequence, or  
(iii) express a specific physiological characteristic not naturally associated with said organism; 

(B) cell fusion procedures yielding a cell line that expresses a specific protein, such as a monoclonal  
antibody; and 
(C) a method of using a product produced by a process defined by subparagraph (A) or (B), or a  
combination of subparagraphs (A) and (B) 

 
Quoted from http://www.epo.org/patents/law/legal-texts/html/epc/2000/e/r26.html  &     
                      http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/consolidated_laws.pdf (last checked November 2008). 
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For example, when isolating something that already existed in nature in a purified form its 

utility might allow for a patent grant if it was not purified before. It makes no difference that 

the living form from where the DNA was taken might have existed for quite a while. 

Furthermore there is a difference between ‘product’ and ‘process’ patents. The identification 

of how a particular kind of DNA is involved in the making of certain kinds of protein is an 

example of a process patent, which is therefore more narrowly specified. Its scope is more 

restricted than a product patent, which is classified as a ‘composition of matter’ similar to 

chemical compounds. A product patent applies to any activity that uses the gene or genes 

involved, unauthorized usage will infringe the patent.  

What matters here is that patent systems parallel the gene-centric understanding of 

biological life that was discussed in the introduction. Patent systems do not automatically 

reflect the more sophisticated understandings of gene function in genomics and systems 

biology (Calvert 2007, see also O’Malley et al. 2005). There is a discrepancy between what 

can be granted with patents and the on-going revision of biological understanding of life in 

regard of the quantity of patents, the scope of patents and the quantity of the data involved. 

 

Firstly, the patent system is itself a matter of quantity in the sense that it is difficult to pinpoint 

the contribution to biology of the nearly five million patents in force in 2005 and the rapidly 

increasing amounts being filed at patent offices.17 By now, this requires its own highly 

specialized research. For example, an OECD study from 2004 speaks of a rise from a thousand 

to ten thousand DNA patents that include the term ‘nucleic acid’ for the early years of this 

decade. Paul Oldham, however, discusses patents in biology in numbers that are a factor ten 

higher. In between 2000 and 2003, he argues, the main biotechnology subclass in patent 

databases – C12n of the WIPO registry – has gone from below 200.000 to above 300.000 

patent publications, with a large amount of patents pending (OECD 2002: 8, 33-38; Oldham 

2004: 30, 31).  

Of course, the factor ten in between the OECD report and Oldham’s study shows a 

difference in their choices about definitions and statistical methods. A subsequent OECD 

document, for example, observes that after 2003 the rate of growth is slowing, which is 

entirely relative to the previous increases at the time of the completion of the primary genome 

projects. Furthermore it has replaced the usual single patent count that showed a steep increase 

for a count of ‘patent families’. These count only the original patent application that can be 

associated with other patents throughout the world (OECD 2008).18 What such methodological 

reforms leave out – while Oldham does not – is that patent systems operate on a much simpler 

understanding of gene function. When correcting the patent count for families it is not shown 
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how it is established practice that an inventor is allowed to claim further patents within the 

original scope of the patent claim; this makes it possible to further consolidate the grant.  

Secondly the scope of patents has changed. This appears most immediately against the 

background of the ‘genetic similarity’ between different life forms - the overlap between and 

within ‘genotypes’ which might still display very diverse ‘phenotypes’. There were, for 

example, Syngenta’s ‘mega-patents’ on the flowing process for 34 crops based on its sequence 

of rice, one of which got branded the ‘daisy cutter’ patent (ETC Group 2005, Trippe 2005). 

More illustrative still would have been a successful attempt to claim DNA sequences with 

expressed sequence tags that have no known function - a ‘junk DNA patent’ (Nottenburg 

2004).  

While such suggestive examples of the broad scope of patents based on genetic similarity 

have been withdrawn or challenged, other problems remain. An example is how ‘Sangamo 

bio-sciences’ managed to acquire the full control over ‘zinc finger’, which is important to 

gene-therapy (Scot 2005). More generally it has been reported that 20%, or about 4000 

thousand, of the human genes are either pending or claimed, including more than half the 

known cancer genes and a minority carrying multiple patents, up to 20, for different usages 

(Jensen & Murray 2005). Simultaneously the potential scope of a patent increased. This shows 

in the genetic similarity of the rice genome, the first higher plant organism. The ‘international 

rice genome sequencing project’ reported that the rice genome, overlaps for 71% with 

arabidopsis, which was the first plant genome that was sequenced.19 Similarly the map of the 

‘fugu puffer’ fish helped to identify close to 1000 human genes. Genetic similarity also exists 

within species; for instance it is reported that 85% of human genetic variation can be found in 

any human population (OECD 2002: 33).20  

It is, of course, not the accuracy or the variability of such numbers that is important. 

Their definitions and methods are likely to change often, for example when genetic difference 

is a national interest, like the mapping of Japanese or Chinese rice, or when it is about the 

question of a biological basis for human exceptionality (see Holmberg 2005). The immediate 

point to observe is simply that patent claims based on genetic similarity comprise also its not-

yet-discovered functions that might be found in the already more than thousand genome 

projects and, of course, the estimated 14 million species waiting their turn (Oldham 2004).21 

 

This is particularly relevant when considering that the mapping process of genomes in general 

has become a matter of what is called ‘high throughput sequencing’. A small virus of 11 genes 

that affects bacteria was sequenced in 1977 and in 1995 the map of the first free living 

organism, haemophilus influenzae, was available. In turn, the arabidopsis, human and the rice 
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genomes were mapped around the millennium. In the case of the human genome project this 

involved some 3,12 billion base pairs and there are around 60 million sequences of over a 

130.000 organisms in the international collaborative databases of the primary nucleotide 

sequence resources in the USA, Europe and Japan.22 Each group collects a portion of the total 

sequence data reported worldwide, and all new and updated database entries are exchanged 

daily with the DNA and RNA sequences that are directly submitted from individual 

researches, genome sequencing projects and patent applications.  

                           

Some more numbers to indicate that gene sequencing is a matter of quantity come from the 

count of the database GOLD. A comparison between April 2006 and September 2008 shows 

nearly a doubling in the published genomes. It increased from 373 to 860 genomes that have 

been published already and from 2024 projects that have been completed to 4060 with similar 

figures for the projects that are currently in progress. The study of the functions of these genes 

and base pairs has led to more than 100 giga-bases being compiled in the GOLD database 

alone.  

Lastly the three aspects that were discussed – the quantity of patents, the scope of patents 

and the quantity and exchange of data on genes and genomes – are only the entry point. The 

next section considers the tension between the patent system and a changing practice in the 

life sciences as a “convergence of biology and informatics”. This again involves patents and 

other intellectual properties but brings together two very different historical trajectories. 

 

2. 
Usually the extension of patentability to biotechnologies is traced to 1980, when in the US the 

Chakrabaty patent was granted by the Supreme Court and the Bayh-Dohl act was legislated 

that allowed US universities, small businesses and non-profits to control the intellectual 

property of inventions that were the result of federal government-funded research. The 

Chakrabaty patent application dates from 1972 and is a genetically engineered bacterium 

capable of breaking down the multiple components of crude oil. At first it was rejected as a 

 
  Source: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/  (last checked August 2008) 
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non-patentable subject matter, and the appeal did not grant the claim either. It was the US 

Supreme Court which famously ruled that the resulting bacterium was not ‘a hitherto unknown 

natural phenomenon but a non-naturally occurring manufacture of composition of matter’ 

(Parry 2004: 85, 86). Henceforth such engineered bacteria were non-natural substance and a 

product of human ingenuity – no longer a product or a manifestation of nature similar to 

abstract intellectual, physical and non-technical phenomena such as theorems, discoveries and 

varieties of plants and animals (ibid). 

How momentous this ruling was appears from how in its part the US courts had 

previously ruled against broad rights to what they held to be laws of nature. As early as 1848, 

a combination of bacteria that enriches farm soil was declared a non-patentable phenomenon 

of nature (Funk Brothers Seed Co. v. Kalo Inoculant Co.). In 1966, it was still the case that 

only end-products where patentable, chemical processing methods should stay in the public 

domain (Brenner v. Manson). Furthermore, the extension of patent rights did not only 

comprise genetic materials in the United States, it also extended to software. Typically, this is 

traced back to the 1981 case of Diamond v. Diehr, as a result of which both genetic material 

and mathematical algorithms became patentable.23 Less than a decade earlier, in 1972, it was 

still not possible to patent the conversion of numerical data into the binary code for general 

purpose digital computers. It had been considered a fundamental idea, an abstraction, rather 

than an invention (Gottschalk v. Benson).24  

Consequently, source code and genetic code were simultaneously integrated into market 

relations by means of intellectual property laws and the patent system - no longer free to all 

men and reserved exclusively to none (Parry 2004: 84, 85). By now, making a computer run 

faster, interact with a program, or more efficient in some other way is patentable and 

sometimes the mere use of a computer is sufficient for a “business method patent” on new 

methods of doing business. Examples are amazon.com’s one-click and priceline.com’s reverse 

auction, which are business patents.25 From the eighties onwards the US patent office did not 

distinguish any longer between ordinary patent applications from those on internet nor 

between computer-enabled technological invention and business invention methods of doing 

commerce.  

While in the US such business methods have been a patentable subject since the 

establishment of the patent system in 1790, the ‘schemes, rules and methods’ for doing 

business are not considered inventions in under the European Patent Convention. The EPO 

even denies that they grant software patents because they do not grant patents for new 

methods that do not solve a technical problem.26 Instead, it is the software that is patentable as 

a technical method executed on a computer and related to processes external to a computer. 
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This is to be distinguished from the program itself for executing the method, which is merely 

an expression of the method and thus is only copyrighted. While a patent gives whoever owns 

the grant the right to prevent others from using a claimed invention, when software is written 

it is automatically covered by copyright – allowing the creator to prevent copying without 

prior registration. 

Examples of the patenting of data exchange are the familiar ‘gif’, ‘ogg’, ‘mp3’ extension 

for sound files; because rights where held on a particular format, this forced others to 

introduce alternative formats. These were usually kept incompatible, a problem that also 

applies to large numbers of inconvenient formats that do not run on different operating 

systems. From the early eighties onward, the Free Software Foundation (FSF) began to release 

software with the aim of constructing a free operating system. It had, at the time, the unlikely 

goal of coding a completely functional equivalent to patented software – an operating system 

based on voluntary contributions. They achieved this in the early nineties with the release of 

Linux, which became the basis whereby to integrate the free programs and tools into an 

operating system. 

For the FSF it is a matter of principle that source code can be shared without intellectual 

property requirements. As Berry explains, this implies a deontological approach that 

emphasizes a personal ethic of sharing instead of arguments about a higher efficiency (Berry 

2004). The ambiguity of the term free is, of course, whether this implies ‘no money charged’ 

on source code or ‘free’ as in source code that can be modified by anyone. In this respect the 

term open source that came in vogue in the nineties has become much more widely used. It is 

considered less ambiguous and less controversial in its reference to source code as ‘property 

owned by an individual who has the right to control and develop it’. The difference is that this 

is ‘strictly associated with the notion of the project itself rather than just the underlying source 

code’ (ibid: 81).  

The typical criticism that open source decreases intellectual property incentives has as its 

pragmatic reply what is known as ‘Linus’ law’. It says: ‘given enough eyeballs, all bugs are 

shallow’, a sentence that is attributed to Linus Torvald by Eric Raymond in his essay, ‘the 

cathedral and the bazaar’. He distinguishes ‘closed source’ software development by small 

groups of programmers from ‘open source’, which is about free access and adaptability of 

source code for anyone on the internet (Raymond 1999). It shows that the open source 

movement prioritizes a focus on where and when exactly a larger quantity of participants 

makes it more obvious how to solve difficult software ‘bugs’. In other words, the issue is 

where Linus Law is law-like and where not. Sometimes open source applies and sometimes 
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closed source – these are considered as different development models that apply to distinct or 

separate aspects of software development.  

 

Lastly, when looking at biology the distinction between free software and open source plays 

only a small role in its convergence with informatics. The pragmatic interpretation in line with 

Linus’ law is clearly preferred. 

Some already considered the human genome project as an ‘excellent example’ of open 

source in biotechnology, mainly because it involved a lot of different institutes that had to 

decide on flexible research standards (Opderbeck 2004: 21). This would be the case because 

open source software was developed to support the effective participation of the laboratories 

in using different methodologies and precision standards. This has continued to be the case 

afterwards. More and more instances of the pragmatic version of open source are appearing in 

biology. For example, specialized genomics centers like the Welcome Trust Sanger Institute 

and The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) have continued to support the open 

development of the management of genetic data. The Sanger Institute has an open source 

project that aims to develop an open source automated sequencing browser while TIGR (now 

the Craig Venter Institute) offers various open source research tools.27 However open source 

was also explicitly decided as too controversial for the human genome projects. The decision 

was taken that its sequences and annotation tools would be released into the public domain 

without any of the requirements that define an open source project (Cukier 2003).  

These requirements that are characteristic of open source projects will be discussed in the 

next section in line with how the business of informatics is a shared characteristic of both sides 

to the public-private divide at the time of the race for the human and rice genomes.  

 

3.  
Below there is a photoshopped picture that shows a combination of the very practical ‘define’ 

function of the Google search engine, the logo of Firefox, one of the best known example of 

open source software, as well as Blast, which is widely used in biology.  
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On the one hand this refers to how the massive amounts of information about genes or 

genomes can be used by scientists in homology searches. This is what Blast is for; it allows 

biologists to look for information about genes that corresponds to particular stretches of DNA. 

This is no different than another Google search engine. On the other hand, the image 

illustrates the similarity of the objectives of open source bio-informatics to other pragmatic 

open source informatics projects – like the Firefox web browser. Firefox is freely available, 

widely used as an equivalent to Internet Explorer and periodically upgraded versions are 

released with modifications and improvements. It is released under a so-called copyleft license 

similar to at least 15000 open source projects under way involving more than 1,5 million 

developers (Hope 2008: 13). Included are also many straightforward examples of open source 

bio-informatics, such as bio-java, bio-perl, bio-spice and bio-harvester. These are ‘bio-’ 

versions of existing programming languages that rely on their own voluntary or public science 

support communities and open licensing, like their counterparts in open source informatics. 

For instance, they are supported by the Open Bioinformatics Foundation and the Open 

Biology Foundation, and similarly there are tools for the analyses of DNA functions and 

search engines for the comparisons of genomic sequences, like Blast.28  

Of course Google is a big business and the image also illustrates a convergence of open 

source informatics with the life sciences in that sense. Its obvious departure point is Compaq’s 

role in organizing the computing for Craig Venter’s Celera as well as for a number of 

institutes of the international consortium, like MIT and the Sanger Institute that were working 

on the human genome project. From the viewpoint of the business side of informatics, it 

makes little difference whether the aim is to patent, to create a subscription database, or to 

release the data into the public domain. To each applies that genomics involve enormously 

expensive hardware and software (see Einstein 2000, see Cukier 2003). Compaq, which 

merged with Hewlett Packard in 2002, is now the market leader in hardware and software 

support for the life sciences. It is working with Celera’s subscription database and also, for 

example, on a joint project with Celera and the US department of Energy (Ricadela 2001). 

Moreover, Compaq works together with Oracle, who supplies another big genomics company, 

Myriad, which in turn has allied with Celara to sequence the human proteome (Herper 2001).  

IBM was a notable latecomer to the life sciences since it is known for its hardware 

production. However, the company now collaborates with several other companies on efforts 

to find methods of identifying protein behavior in chemicals, something that is commercially 

interesting because biotechnology multinationals have collections of information on chemicals 

and microbes that could be put in databases. Furthermore IBM’s contribution is ‘Blue Gene’, a 

successor to the chess champion-beating computer ‘Deep Blue’, that runs ‘peta-bytes’ on a 
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version of the Linux operating system and can do one quadrillion ‘floating point’ operations 

per second (Port 2005, Ricadela 2001, Herper 2001, Laird 2002).29  

Consequently, IBM offers sophisticated management tools for supercomputers that can 

handle a higher complexity of operations, while HP-Compaq and Oracle organize parallel 

computing that can break down and re-connect operations; in principle even into hundreds of 

thousands independent systems. For both approaches this denotes engagement with genomics 

ranging from open source methods and communities that develop the software up until IBM’s 

hardware that comes with fully integrated management tools that run on Linux.30 In other 

words open source informatics in biotechnology can be said to range from typical 

programming languages to the specialized software and licensing of the genomics projects.  

The point of engagement of informatics companies with those working in biotechnology 

is not immediately about patents. When compared to the quantities of gene patents there are 

relatively few bio-informatics patents. Estimates of its profitability, although not always 

reliable, are that the market for bio-informatics tools and services is worth tens of billions, 

while the hardware market for the life sciences alone is estimated in single digit billions (see 

DiCarlo 2000, Ricella 2001).31 Moreover, it is no different than the widespread usage of open 

source in informatics that open source bio-informatics has a wide appeal, because it could 

replace some of the huge licensing costs that businesses and institutions have to pay.32  

 

As mentioned the informatics corporations profit regardless; genomics requires expensive 

hardware and software because it needs computation whether or not it concerns publicly 

released or privatized genetic information. This is also the background whereby to consider 

how there are already quite some specifications of the General Public License (GPL) for 

biology.  

This GPL was originally devised by FSF’s founder Richard Stallman so that he could 

release the source code he had written in such a way that it could not then become a part of 

source code that was to be sold as proprietary commodity elsewhere. He designed the GPL to 

guarantee that source code could be shared by stating explicitly that the carrier of the 

intellectual property renounces some of the exclusive rights with the intention to remove 

restrictions on copying, redistributing and modifying source code. Although the GPL is still 

the most widely used license for open source informatics, there are by now hundreds of 

copyleft licenses in informatics and also in other domains (for instance music and journalism 

on the internet).  

In general ‘open licensing’ is also increasingly seen as a matter of degree, ranging from 

the GPL to other licenses where intellectual property holders demand exclusive rights to 
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modifications in exchange for free distribution. For example, in 2005 Sun Microsystems 

announced that it would make its portfolio of 1600 patents available through the so called 

common development and distribution license.33 Furthermore, the commercial side to open 

source is usually exemplified by the service company Red Hat – a provider of services to open 

source users with listed stocks. When it went public in 1999, its first day gain was the eighth 

largest in the history of Wall Street, which shortly afterwards was even outdone by a company 

called VA Linux with the public offering of its shares rising 698 percent in value on the first 

day of trading (Hope 2008:16).  

The commercial line of Red Hat is a notable exception in the informatics market, not 

because it is open source, but because it has the reputation of wanting to be ‘only’ open 

source. It has got some patents but its rationale is that it must hold patents for defensive 

purposes. In case they get sued for patent infringement this makes it possible to counter-sue, 

using their own patents or cross license at little cost. There does not appear to be an immediate 

equivalent to Red Hat in bio-informatics, but it is still relevant to consider its business model 

as an example that illustrates the business side to the efficiency-based approach of the 

pragmatic open source model. Its business is to provide services that rely on the Linus Law: 

‘given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow’.  

By now ‘closed source’ software developers regularly collaborate on open source 

projects, which is to say that there is an open source-business approach. Open source projects 

get strategic support from corporations that were not as successful as Microsoft and that, by 

supporting opens source projects, attempt to gain access to more participants in software or 

hardware development. When considering open access and open source informatics as 

converging with the life sciences, it is along similar lines that the sharing of information on 

genes, proteins and so forth has a proprietary and non-proprietary sides. Both of these are 

changing, which in the next section will be elaborated in regard of how sharing data is 

becoming a matter of scientific and economic necessity. The emphasis is, then, on how the 

sizeable patent-less business in bio-informatics relies on an increasing amount of open access 

and open source examples that are closely related to the biology of increasingly complex and 

layered types of genetic information.  

 

4. 
So far the quantities of sequence data and the many types of open access and open source in 

bio-informatics have been discussed mainly as a sizable bio-informatics market that involves a 

lot of intellectual properties and many types of them – gene patents, software patents, database 

patents, business method patents and so forth. At some point it becomes difficult to understand 
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where intellectual property stops and open source begins, which is one of the primary 

characteristics of informatics whereby to consider its convergence with biology. 

The uneasy relationship between patents and open source projects in informatics also 

includes many kinds of legal challenges. On the one hand, this is about open source projects 

that included code that was covered by intellectual properties; on the other hand, there are 

patented electronics that use software programs that run on Linux’ source code. Similar legal 

questions already regularly surface in discussions about sharing genetic information or about 

the release of biotechnology patents under copyleft licenses. It is to be expected that these 

infringement problems will also apply to open source as a practical solution to the frustrations 

of having too many intellectual properties in genomics.  

Although it is to be expected that it is unavoidable that also in biology there will be more 

rather than less legality issues – with or without patents – Linux shows that this is a relative 

problem. Not only does Linux get the support of all sorts of informatics corporations, it also 

shows that patent infringements are not unsolvable or unavoidable juridical problems. In 

informatics many of the companies have decided not to enforce their claims and over time the 

courts, corporations and their lawyers get used to open source and copyleft. The situation in 

bio-informatics and genomics resembles an earlier situation in informatics. On the one hand, 

the analogy with informatics is an immediate one when considering the data problems in bio-

informatics and genomics that are notably large. This implies that open source is feasible in 

the life sciences as a solution to the construction of databases, the design of software tools and 

the massive computing tasks of restarting operations after interruptions, absorbing new 

priorities in cues and assigning disk space. On the other hand, it is important to emphasize that 

the question is not only about open source as a solution to such informatics’ problems that bug 

many of the sub-disciplines of the life sciences. Open source informatics can also be re-

contextualized against the background of the scientific and economic necessities of the more 

complex understandings of gene expression - the genome, the proteome and so forth.  

These newer sub-disciplines gradually require more complex open access and open 

source-like arrangements. This is not only about the mappings of genetic sequences and 

genetic differences from genome projects, but also about other biological entities and their 

related fields of operation. For example one of the discoveries confirmed by the human 

genome project is that there are an estimated 20.000 or 30.000 human genes, which is much 

fewer than expected and does not correspond to an equal amount of proteins. There are an 

estimated 100.000 human proteins that make up the proteome and this dataset is the subject of 

UniProt (universal protein resource), its most comprehensive catalogue, and similarly there 

are also spliceomics, metabolomics and so forth.34 
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The construction of these databases can be further illustrated by singling out the micro-

array, also called DNA chip or gene chip. It is one of the most characteristic instruments and it 

consists of a series of ordered small glass slides with thousands of DNA sequences and 

markers that allows for the identification of the expressions of biological entities. Specifically, 

it provides the input that is needed for the construction of databases and quantitative models 

for the different levels that run on algorithms and allow statistical interpretation that 

‘normalize’ the data. This normalization is in principle no different than the statistical 

techniques elsewhere that involve serial and interval analyses, surveys, clusters, slopes, 

density maps and regression techniques. Such algorithms and numeral coordinates make it 

possible to describe a higher dimensional space that constitutes a model for the expression of 

genes, proteins and enzymes.  

To put it differently, the patterns that are revealed do not correspond to a fundamental 

principle but are determined by comparisons and experimentation on gene expression levels 

and vector or any other biological entity (Quackenbusch 2001). This is where the extension of 

patentability with the Chakrabaty act and its introduction into public science with the Bayh 

Dohl Act becomes a problem. As explained, these legal extensions made possible patents with 

a scope that covers genetic similarity and that allow for the subscription databases that wer 

constructed at the time of the sequencing of prestigious species like rice and human genomes. 

However this scope has also complicated the construction of public databases that aim to make 

their data available. The –omics are burdened with the difficulty of finding a way to guarantee 

the integrity of the datasets that allow for the more complex understandings of gene expression 

– the genome, the proteome and so forth.  

To prevent future claims, it is possible to release the datasets on genetic differences as 

well as a variety of –omics datasets as fast as possible into the public domain. This makes it 

somewhat harder to claim a patent or otherwise limit access, but not impossible. Instead of 

racing with private contenders it is therefore necessary to make the data available by some 

kind of open licensing that would legally guarantee future availability in a way that applies 

also to scattered results or a long term work in progress that requires further development. An 

example in biology in this regard is the ‘science commons license’, which has been available 

online since its adoption by the most comprehensive protein database as a ‘neurocommons’.35 

Furthermore there are applied bio-informatics projects like “Gramene” which works on the 

genomics of crop grasses that it compares to the rice genome.36 More comprehensively, there 

is the Bio-SPICE open source framework and software toolset for systems biology that aims at 

a comprehensive software environment for computer-based research into the modeling and 

simulation of ‘spatio-temporal processes in living cells’.37  
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Most importantly, there are a series of examples in systems biology that show the relative 

distance to patenting in its close relation to open source-like arrangements, including its 

business trajectory. 38 These are the most specifically biological examples that go beyond a 

usage of informatics.  

 
The most prestigious instance is probably the ‘Cellular Signaling’ initiative which is 

associated with Alfred Gilman, a winner of the Nobel Prize for medicine. It has recruited 

some 1.500 experts that monitor and update two or three molecules and its aim is to draw in 

over 100.000 researchers. These will be posting the data of their experiments in a database 

similar to other projects but what is most notable is that they are expected to peer-review each 

others’ work on the nearly 4.000 protein molecules involved in cell signaling reactions. 

Consequently, the project not only involves the release of scientists’ data in the public domain 

or as a commons; it is designed to allow researchers to interactively peer-review the virtual 

cell model without publishing in journals or patent offices.  

Its potential as a predictive model for treatments goes beyond the capacity of individual 

companies or research institutes. Instead, the project has the institutional and financial 

backing of the usual corporations and researchers, and its database focused peer-reviewing is 

arranged in collaboration with the scientific journal Nature.39 However, cell modeling does 

not require such support. There are a number of other examples of open source-like networks 

in systems biology. The earliest in the field would be the Japanese e-cell project from 1996 

and other self-proclaimed commons in systems biology are the “Yeast Systems Biology” and 

the “Receptor Tyrosine Kinase” networks. These have each explicitly identified their work as 

open source biology and similarly attempt to have researchers share their research by using 

flexible global standards and dynamic protocols. In comparison to Gilman’s network, these 

networks involve much less external backing and take a more gradual and global approach to 

the management and integration of the different information flows (Evan 2004).  

To summarize, there are major informatics and biotechnology corporations that support 

the sharing and peer-reviewing of virtual cells, cell signaling and so forth, but there are also 

similar examples of open source-like networks that are much less explicitly tied to commercial 

interests. Such networks might be smaller but they are also less centralized more 

decentralized. They have a different way of mobilizing the dedication of researchers and their 

willingness to collaborate on certain scientific aims (see also Deibel 2006). 
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Lastly, the instances demonstrate that there is more than a parallel between biology and 

informatics. It shows that there is a ‘convergence’ in regard of an understanding of biological 

life wherein biological entities are being translated into more complex and interdependent 

models and pragmatic open source-like principles. Most importantly its ‘voluntarism’ - as 

opposed to patent incentives – is not only about sharing data and solving informatics problems 

but about pooling scientific expertise in the shared development that makes possible such a 

comprehension of biological life. Furthermore there is quite some variety in their efforts to 

arrange accessibility and modularity of the projects so that they will not be interrupted by 

intellectual properties. Such project modularity is about the appropriate amount of researchers 

and research goals but also involves DNA sequences, cell models and images of folding 

proteins that are being made amenable to the action of other information technologies.  

This point can be stressed in line with the difference between free software and open 

source. The models of yeast, of cell signaling and so forth illustrate how biotechnologies are 

becoming genetic information technologies in the shape of its pragmatic version and closely 

linked to proprietary activity elsewhere. Furthermore, there are not only more efficient ways 

wherein to represent DNA in some digital or electronic form – like the cell models – these 

sharing arrangements for genetic information are also getting more valuable relative to the 

material DNA sequence or the possession of the material molecule. 

 

5. 
The most notorious example of a genome project that aimed to release its sequences into the 

public domain is probably the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP), which maintained 

that samples of DNA need to be collected as quickly as possible before small native 

populations disappear. Rightfully, the peoples in question considered this an insult, because 

the project regarded their DNA but not, for example, their rights to self-determination or 

contributions to their continued survival. The International HapMap has retained the 

commitment to genetic similarity by involving merely 269 individuals from four different 

populations. Thereby, it seems, they have avoided much of the controversies of the HGDP, 

because it has released the results of the samples of human sequence variations it collected and 

aims to find haplotypes with frequencies above 5% (Wade 2006, Bakalar 2005,).40  

What is notable, however, is that in both projects the focus is on genetic differences 

within the human species, which represent considerable potential value for markets in 

therapeutics and medicines. This illustrates the strategic economic interests at stake in the 

release of the data from the genome projects. The SNP consortium, for example, arranged a 

shared scientific basis whereby each participant can pursue separately their individual interests 
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– to publish, patent or launch product lines. The consortium involves major institutes and 

pharmaceutical corporations – with the explicit aim to encourage the sharing of information on 

single base variations.41  

Sunder Rajan has described this sort of release of data as a ‘gift regime’ (Sunder Rajan 

2003). About the SNP consortium he writes that these pharmaceutical companies did not want 

to be ‘held hostage by commercial databases’ that would make them pay subscription fees. 

This is because for them  

 
‘any possible profit they might make on an SNP patent is small compared to the profit they can make on a 

drug and it is in their interest to remove the necessity of sharing that profit with a genomic licensee’ 

(Sunder Rajan 2006: 52-54). 

 

The support for cheap, efficient and high quality access to data at some distance from 

patentability is no charity. The release of datasets without any intention to claim intellectual 

properties – by highly publicized marketing of a ‘gift regime’ – involves valuable and strategic 

resources that are made available in close correspondence with the pursuit of patent- strategies 

elsewhere. It is possible to use the knowledge later on, after having removed the genetic 

differences from patentability that might be claimed by smaller genomics’ companies. 

 In brief, the many ‘gift regimes’ that are being set up could be described similar to being 

given a gift by various people together that are the ones that unlike the receiver have a 

commercial stake in not having to buy that very item from newcomers that are setting up shop 

in town. Making certain fields freely available does not imply that there are no patents 

elsewhere but that its notions of utility, industrial application and so forth are being mobilized 

in a selective fashion. This applies to the SNP consortium and to the more complex and 

interrelated understanding of biological entities where patentability is being kept at a distance 

but also shows in the kind of gift making that Wietse Vroom describes for a Dutch consortium 

in plant genomics (Vroom 2007).  

 This particular consortium has public and private parties as its members who are active in 

the seed market for plant breeders. What is noticeable about this case study is that it shows a 

limited group that shares an upstream ‘research commons’ that allows each of them to retain 

‘freedom to operate’ as a complimentary strategy to the patenting or development of a 

particular line of products for each corporation. As Vroom argues, patents are still ‘the 

bargaining chips’ whereby potential disputes over inclusion and access are played out. 

Inclusion is an important commercial strategic value to the participants and an incentive for 

gifting and its shared development trajectory. As a consequence, however, there are intricately 
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precise negotiations over who has a ‘first right of refusal’ on potentially patentable data that 

comes out of the collaboration (ibid).  

These companies negotiate a commons around strictly protected products. In that regard, 

the case of Dutch plant genomics is clearly a different kind of commons than the SNP 

consortium where pharmaceutical companies aim to avoid patentability by releasing as broad a 

range of data as possible. While the former is an exclusively defined initiative focused on 

plant breeding, the latter involves a comprehensive effort about human genetic diversity. Yet 

these separate instances are also symptomatic for the rapid emergences in the life sciences of 

countless similar arrangements that are closely equilibrated with intellectual property rhetoric 

and commodity logics. They are indicators of a general shift in when and where an inclusively 

or an exclusively defined intellectual commons is considered to fit the circumstances rather 

than an aggressive individual patent strategy. 

Both Vroom and Sunder Rajan write about the ‘modes of ownership’ that characterize 

genomics. What is important is that this is not only about patents versus commons. Both 

examples take place in the context of a convergence of the life sciences with informatics, as it 

was explained in the previous sections. Especially notable is how in systems biology there was 

much less of a focus on genetic similarity and difference. In systems biology, the aim is not 

the mapping of genetic differences like the human genome diversity project or the SNP 

project. The focus is the complexity of the different levels and interactions of biological 

hierarchies with as its ideal an: ‘ultimate integration of biological databases [which] will be a 

computer representation of living cells and organisms, whereby any aspect of biology can be 

examined computationally (Kanisha 2003).  

Such idealism, as was mentioned, goes far beyond the capabilities of current 

supercomputers and it also conflicts with the scope of patents that are based on some kind of 

privileged biological entity, like gene sequences. Of course, this is not because of the potential 

for cultural controversy, like in the human genome diversity project, but because patents could 

potentially cover the key institutions of ‘lower levels of the biological information hierarchy’ 

(Allarakhia and Wensley 2005: 1486). This shows that the availability of data as arranged in 

the plant genomics’ consortium is not only about where and when to claim patents, such a 

market oriented guarantee of access, is also relative to the more comprehensive focus on more 

complex and interrelated biological entities in systems biology.  

In other words, the nucleus of ownership in the life sciences is changing in close 

correspondence to how biological traits and functions are no longer being interpreted within a 

gene-centric and genome-centric understanding. This involves many differences in kind in 

between the various ways to guarantee the availability and further development of data but, as 
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the last section will emphasize, such a proliferation of commons of various types and scope 

can also be considered as a constellation that shows ‘shifts in common property relations’.  

 

6. 
The current abilities of supercomputers and algorithmic complexity are not enough for the 

simulation of biological life. For example, Dennis Noble explains that Blue Gene’s petabytes 

and tetraflops are not enough for the quantification and modeling of a single cell while there 

are already 200 distinguishable types of cells in the human body being simulated in the human 

physiome project that aims to understand the human organs (Noble 2006: 65-67). In other 

words, the convergence of biology and informatics is driven by a demand for measurement 

that is closely related to simulations of cells and the understanding of bodily functions that are 

‘beyond measurement’.  

This can be illustrated with a project called ‘folding@home’. The project calculates and 

models three-dimensional proteins with the contributions of volunteers, who allow a small 

client program to be installed on their computer that runs unnoticed on its unused capacities. 

The packets of data that are periodically sent back cost the volunteer no money and hardly any 

effort while making it possible for previously impossible numbers to collaborate by sharing 

their computing capacity. Over the years, millions of volunteers have been involved and at the 

end of 2007 this particular example of ‘distributed computing’ became faster than Blue Gene, 

which is to say that folding@home outperforms supercomputers. 42 

On the one hand, millions of contributions to this distributed network illustrate the 

efficiency of a convergence of biology and informatics. Folding@home is itself not sharing its 

data or allowing modification by its contributors and is therefore not an open source project. 

Nevertheless it demonstrates the potential for open source informatics in biology, which might 

similarly aim at so many contributions. On the other hand, however, it also shows the 

increasing instantaneity of how the information about DNA can be used for a broad range of 

purposes – access, downloads, circulations, copies, modifications etc. The increasingly 

automatic translation of unsorted DNA sequences into computer readable and sharable form 

implies that the genetic information whereby to someday simulate phenotypic functions is 

rendered as separate from the original experimental sample. As Bronwyn Parry puts it most 

succinctly, it is: ‘only when expressed in a digital or electronic form, and only when in that 

form, information derived from biological material can be acted upon and interacted with in 

ways that would not otherwise be possible’ (Parry 2004: 65).  

It is some three decades ago that intellectual property protections were extended to cover 

genetic material, which were declared as no longer ‘free to all men and reserved exclusively to 
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none’. Since then, this genetic material has become a matter of intellectual properties as well 

as the variety of common property types that range from typical informatics problems to 

another understanding of biological life. This variety ranges from Blue Gene and 

folding@home that both run on Linux to the genome maps and the cell models of systems 

biology which converge in a proliferation of entirely new instruments and artifacts – hardware, 

software, extracted DNA, cell lines, tissue samples and so forth. Paradoxically this involves a 

distancing from ‘the body of the thing’ in the sense that the availability of its genetic material 

is made increasingly instantaneous at the same time that the reliance on representation in a 

more ‘purely informational form’ – as data or image – will be ‘standing in for particular 

materials resources henceforth to be absent’ (ibid).  

To put it differently, there is a paradox at work in the translation of genetic materials into 

genetic information and vice versa. What is beyond measurement is not only literally about 

the limitations of supercomputers in representing protein folding or cell modeling; it also 

involves a close alignment of markets of many types with access requirements and shared 

development of information technologies in the life sciences. Instead of the perpetual 

strengthening of intellectual property rights that was sound market logic some time ago, the 

market logics whereby ownership gets managed is now centered around strategic re-

alignments of more or less inclusive research commons. Patents remain but among many 

‘intellectual common property’ types that are already everyday stuff in informatics and that 

are essential in the modeling, quantifying and simulating of biological life. 

As a different market logic these sophisticated statistics, access arrangements and shared 

development models of the life sciences require that the freely available data is managed as a 

‘free market for genetic information’. It was already explained in chapter one that strictly 

speaking even the most obvious patent incentive is a market distortion. In the free market of 

liberal economics it is expected that supply and demand would match in a way that comprises 

a free circulation of information. Of course, a minor imperfection of this perfect market is that 

this is information about genes, proteins, cells and so forth that involve highly specialized 

academic sub-disciplines. Lots of efforts are made to have information circulate in such a way 

that it keeps biology ‘the business’ compatible with the more and more complex entities of 

biology ‘the science’.  

Most importantly, however, these arrangements are not isolated examples of privileged 

exemptions from patenting as a general rule. The variety of pragmatic examples of open 

source-like projects in the life sciences cannot be limited to a more innovative alignment of 

intellectual properties and various commons. This constellation boundaries off a domain that 

is essential to the realization of the more informatic understanding of biological life in the 
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sense that the judicial mechanisms of exclusive property titles do not apply. Ownership is 

changing in the life sciences but not only in the sense of a greater variety of forms; instead it 

shows – as Hardt & Negri argue – that it ‘cannot help becoming an ever more abstract and 

transcendental concept and thus ever more detached from reality’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 357).  

It is this kind of detachment that is becoming political decision making – as was Hardt & 

Negri’s thesis. The range of common property arrangements in bio-informatics, genomics and 

systems biology that have been discussed are aligned in a specific way in regard of what Hardt 

& Negri refer to as a horizon of ‘bodies beyond measure’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 392). Quite 

literally this is about bodily functions that are being known in terms of ever more complex 

representations that are beyond measurement and at a distance from patenting. More generally, 

however, its convergence with informatics shows in its many specific instances that 

demonstrate what was referred to as shifts in common property relations. Such shifts involve a 

changing status of genetic materials but not only as a more complex and interrelated 

comprehension of biological entities, it indicates at what is the most pressing question in the 

next chapters: open source in biology and biotechnology as a solution to what? 
 

Conclusion 
The question whether innovation is encouraged by more or less patents quickly gets trapped in 

circular reasoning.  

On the one hand, the extension of patentability to source code and genetic code in the 

early eighties was an encouragement of innovations that would in time become available in the 

public domain. On the other hand, there is now a discussion that favors the release of the data 

on genomes into that same public domain without patents and that would limit patentability 

because it harms innovation. The choice between them is circular as long as the life sciences 

are considered as an isolated domain that produces innovations that need to be encouraged. 

One way to escape the circularity that characterizes much of the patent debate is to approach 

the life sciences by way of its convergence with informatics that includes a preference for the 

pragmatic version of open source. This implies a notably different change in property rights 

that is difficult to understand from the viewpoint of the usual distinction between public and 

private scientists. From the viewpoint of this convergence there is no distinction between 

private and the public domains of the life sciences that used to be there and that is being 

threatened. Such argumentation would claim at the finish line that the race between public and 

private contenders – like those that were mapping the human and rice genomes – was not 

about winning. No one has lost because the public scientists are to be exempted from 

patentability after all because the disrupted equilibrium will be restored in favor of the public 

scientist’s contribution to innovation in the life sciences.  
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When not accepting the life sciences as an isolated domain, the very distinction between 

a public and a private side to innovation becomes doubtful. In fact, the convergence of source 

code and genetic code as it was investigated in this chapter raises the question: ‘why it is that 

making apparent the breakdown of such a powerful modern binary constantly occasions 

surprise?’ (Sunder Rajan 2006: 59). What occasions surprise is not the commitment to a 

binary that is defined in line with the disciplinary terms that are used in the life sciences but 

that within its domain it supports a range of instances wherein ownership is defined and 

redefined as a method to manage the ‘excess’ of genetic information, like junk DNA, feedback 

loops and so forth. Eugene Thacker observes that two intertwined functions are being 

performed: the production of an excess of genetic information and the development of new 

technologies for managing that excess. In that sense it is ‘not difficult to understand genomics 

as the medical, technological and economic management of information – that is, as a political 

economy’ (Thacker 2005: 94).  

Also the analysis of this chapter shows that this excess of information is a political 

economy and it has discussed this political economy in terms of a variety of broad or narrowly 

defined commons that are aligned in a specific manner. There are, then, a variety of common 

property types that range from the business of bio-informatics to the research efforts to model 

the combinations, interactions, types and sequences of various biological entities. Furthermore 

this is of some consequence when considering the collaboration models that are required to 

manage the information on biological entities in close relation to the terms and conditions 

upon which ownership is established. In this sense, ownership is established as relative to a 

‘political economy of common property relations’ and, in line with what Hardt & Negri 

argued, these models become political decision making. 

The various instances show distinct aspects of this change. Sometimes it involves the 

possibility to construct databases that are not commercially interesting and have been designed 

for the public domain while at other moments a very similar broad access arrangement has 

been set up by a market oriented global consortium. Other instances are more narrowly 

defined in terms of their research objectives or are tied to specific markets. Furthermore, the 

information exchange can be of a scope that is too massive for peer-reviewed publications or 

even for existing computation. At the most superficial level this political decision making 

shows much more variable alignments whereby ownership gets established and that allow for 

many more specialist instances where it is open to negotiation ‘when, where and if’ data 

should be made available or patentable. The point is, however, that these separate instances of 

political decision making can also be considered in combination – as a highly specific 

constellation that replaces a previous form of ownership. 
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The various common properties that were discussed are notably absent from Dennis 

Noble’s comparison of cells to the ‘individual musicians’ in the orchestra of life that has: 

 
‘around a dozen sections, the organs, organized into five or six groups, the systems. It is large enough to 

play life’s equivalent of Beethoven’s ninth – the all-singing, all-dancing human being’ (Noble 2006: 82). 

 

Such a paradigmatic change in regard of the selfish gene and genome reductionism that 

mobilizes such a lively analogy with Beethoven’s ninth, is, of course, no different than the 

public scientists who insisted on making available the data on the human genome and the rice 

genome which got as their nicknames the “book of life” and the “Rosetta stone of crops”. 

These nicknames are already indicative of how comprehensive mapping and modeling efforts 

are conceived and constructed as scientific knowledge with an implicit imagination of arenas 

of public deployment and of public audiences.  

More sensible, however, is to consider the massive size and scope of this collaboration in 

the orchestra of life as what Brian Wynne called a ‘self-defined complexity paradigm’. In an 

article titled ‘reflexing complexity’ he explains that the definitions of complexity and 

simplicity come from quite different epistemic cultures, for example from biochemistry and 

physiology. Despite the distinction from more familiar notions of scientific knowledge as 

produced in laboratories, there is still an enduring commitment to how ‘predictive modeling 

requires a commitment to determinist explanation’. The question is not whether biology is 

reductionist or not - it is usually both at the same time – he suggests ‘that the systematic 

scientific production of reductionism is generated by the assumed aim of predictive control’ 

(Wynne 2006: 74, see also Noble 2006: 65-67). In other words, even the self-proclaimed 

‘complexity paradigm’ of unprecedented scope and beyond measurements is most comfortably 

situated within the bounds of conventional ideas of scientific knowledge.  

This conventionality also goes to tremendous lengths to stay in line with the familiar 

market relations as they appeared in the last decades. It is a scientific trajectory that becomes 

more collaborative and that forms its own common resource as a social domain wherein open 

access and free interaction are guaranteed. Hereby it manages and measures its political 

economy of excess and mobilizes an extensive network in its collaborative turn, including a 

specialized sub-field that files patents and arranges exemptions. In other words, the productive 

energies of the scientific endeavor that pushes the bounds of conventional ideas about 

scientific knowledge, also makes possible a realignment of the variety of open access and 

open source arrangements in line with intellectual properties, for example gene patents, 

database patents and software patents.  
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Such a change in ownership is not only about a scientific and economic model that is 

considered to be most appropriate to the life sciences as a social domain; it is also becoming 

political decision making in line with the trick that Rousseau spotted so long ago – as 

mentioned in the introduction. A very specific kind of social change is imported into the 

paradigmatic shift in the understanding and approach of biological life. Like the natural 

foundations of society that were Rousseau’s specialty, the literal definition of ‘life’ in biology 

shows its collaborative turn as well as its market logics. These are not hidden somewhere deep 

in the knowledge about what is natural and what nature does, but are visible at the surface of 

its self-defined complexities. The necessity for a more efficient management of the informatic 

excess of the representations of biological life is directly about a circumvention of patents in 

the life sciences by way of a selective interaction with other modes of ownership that originate 

in informatics.  

 

Lastly, Hardt & Negri referred to an ‘orchestra without a conductor’ that actually works better 

without central authority; it is ‘thrown off beat’, they explain, when it interrupts the autonomy 

in its production of scientific knowledge ‘in wide collective networks’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 

338).  

On the one hand, the character of the knowledge about biological life closely mirrors the 

way wherein this knowledge is produced in common. On the other hand, it is not about 

datasets constructed with micro-arrays and distributed computing when they refer to a 

collaborative turn because they desire a political re-organization. Instead of ‘the common’ as it 

can be identified for the life sciences as a social domain with its kinds of decision making, 

‘shifts in common property relations’ comprise also other kinds of political decision making 

elsewhere. The next chapter will consider the comprehensive reorganization of genetic 

materials in the international politics of the last decades. It again shows that its common 

properties are kept in close alignment with private property and government mandates as well 

as public science imaginaries. Its purpose, however, is to show the terms and conditions on 

which these shifts in common property relations are changing without an outcome already 

being determined.  

In this regard it is indispensable to recall how Rousseau already knew about such 

trickery. The remainder of part two will combine how genetic information was discussed in 

some detail in this chapter with its governance. Both come together as a kind of political 

organization wherein life and nature are being redefined – by analogy to state of nature 

theories like those of Rousseau – and that cannot do without an open source alternative of 

substance much longer. 
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Four – Gene Regimes 

 

“the Concern I had been in for my own Preservation had taken off the Edge of my Invention for my own 

Conveniences; and I had dropp’d a good Design, which I had once bent my Thoughts too much upon; and 

that was, to try if I could not make some of my Barley into Malt, and then try to brew myself some Beer: 

This was a really whimsical Thought, and I reprov’d my self often for the Simplicity of it; for I presently 

saw there would be the want of several things necessary”  

 
                                       Daniel Defoe – Robinson Crusoe ([1719] 2007: 142) 

 

Introduction 
The quote above from Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe shows a tragedy that is different than 

the one about a man stranded on an isolated tropical island. What is a tragedy is that after 

many years of working on crop improvement and fermentation Crusoe loses his edge when he 

becomes too preoccupied with defending his life and the possessions that he needed for his 

survival. 

 This chapter is about a similar predicament – it describes a tragedy that is analogous to 

how Crusoe survives decades left to himself after his shipwreck by getting involved in 

breeding and brewing until the day he finds a footstep in the sand. It is only a footstep, as he 

puts it, that took the ‘edge’ off his inventions. He repeats several times that it is ‘on the 

account of the Print of a Man’s foot’ that he leaves behind his earlier designs (see Defoe 2007: 

130-132). Henceforth it is not innovation for his own convenience but his ‘own Preservation’ 

that preoccupies him, which is to say that he abandons his efforts and instead works on his 

defenses against the savages that might come to his island. The novel describes in detail how 

Crusoe begins to plant rings of trees in hedges that become so thick and strong that they are 

like walls of fortifications wherein he could hide himself and enclose himself, his cattle and 

his crops – ‘as if no Accident could intervene’. He admits to himself that this ‘Wall I was 

many a weary Month a finishing, and yet never thought my self safe till it was done’ (ibid: 

136, 137).  

 This is a theme that is familiar to contemporary studies of intellectual property; how 

Crusoe gets preoccupied with building enclosures echoes the focus of many critical studies on 

the strengthening and proliferation of intellectual properties over the last three decades. He is 

building enclosures rather than inventing, which almost literally resembles how James Boyle 

refers to a ‘second enclosure movement’ and how Christopher May wrote of the ‘new 

enclosures’ (May 2000; Boyle 2003a). The main difference, however, is that their historical 

reference point is not a solitary plant breeder – a ‘would-be-barley inventor’ that would have 

wanted to make crop improvements but cannot. The tragedy that they use to investigate 
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intellectual property is the fencing off of common lands in early-modern England. This 

fencing off is then considered as historically appropriate by comparison with a parallel 

enclosure of an ‘intellectual commons’ – either by a metaphorical or by a literal analogy with 

a negative estimation of the social impacts of the enclosure of the pre-modern commons (see 

chapter one). By contrast Crusoe is no hero of the commons – how could he be since he 

chooses to make his own enclosures and to leave behind his inventions because he is too 

concerned about his security?  

 Moreover, it is not enclosure that made Crusoe give up on his ambitions as a 

breeder/inventor. Unlike the ‘enclosure moment’ that fenced off the commons and forced off 

the commoners, it is only a footstep that makes Crusoe give up his inventions. When Crusoe 

realizes that his island was accessible by others, he becomes too preoccupied with terror to 

invent. In other words, it is access that causes his insecurity, which in most studies of 

intellectual property would be considered to imply in line with Garrett Hardin’s “tragedy of 

the commons”. Its dictum prescribes that ‘freedom in a commons brings ruin to all’, which is 

to say that when too many people have access to the commons this is a recipe for disaster (see 

Hardin 1968). Crusoe, however, does not at all resemble Hardin’s herdsmen that let too much 

cattle onto the common land, since his problem is not that the common land is overgrazed 

until nothing is left and neither is it about the depletion of fish stocks, over-population or the 

pollution of the atmosphere and oceans.  

 Crusoe’s preoccupation with his survival has very little to do with the plunder of the 

commons – it is a tragedy only in the sense that he has to give up the inventive-efforts that 

preoccupied him for two decades on an island by himself. Such a predicament neither 

illustrates an enclosure of the commons nor does it illustrate a tragedy of the commons and it 

also differs from the liberal myth of the individual genius. Most strikingly the enclosures that 

he builds are of no use to a contemporary protagonist of enclosure who advocates that 

innovation requires more and stronger intellectual property incentives. Obviously Crusoe 

invented without any intellectual property incentives and neither do his enclosures help with 

his designs. Furthermore he did not continue because he was interrupted by a footstep – his 

terror is the consequence of the accessibility of his island. This makes him unsuitable also as 

the main character for the opposite perspective: the so-called ‘tragedy of the anti-commons’, 

which is the most popular commons-metaphor in intellectual property studies. There is a 

tragedy of the anti-commons (as mentioned in earlier chapters) when there are too much 

property rights and too many different types that obstruct the usage of a resource; in the case 

of intellectual properties this is about how innovations slow down when too many permissions 

are necessary (see Heller 1998; Heller & Eisenberg 1998).43 
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 The anti-commons tragedy has become so popular that it is increasingly considered self-

evident that there is too little access to crop materials and that there are too many enclosures 

that obstruct the necessary innovation in plant breeding and plant biotechnology. What the 

tragedy of Crusoe the ‘barley-inventor’ shows, however, is that access sets in motion the 

events that make him give up innovation. His plant breeding is interrupted by access – by a 

footstep that shows that his island is accessible and that makes him too preoccupied to 

continue his innovations. This sequence of events is particularly illustrative for contemporary 

plant breeding. In brief, how Crusoe loses his edge to his crop improvements shows that it is a 

false dilemma to consider food security in terms of a choice between enclosure and access (to 

escape either the tragedy of the commons or the tragedy of the anti-commons); instead it is a 

triangle of (1) a footstep (access), (2) fear for his life and possessions because of the savages 

(insecurity) and (3) planting hedges for protection (enclosure). 

 This triangle makes Crusoe into a most appropriate main character whereby to critically 

reconsider the great importance that is attributed to inventiveness today in the necessary 

measures to overcome the catastrophes that threaten the world. Only a footstep set in motion 

the insecurities that led Crusoe to abandon his crop improvements; only the court ruling (the 

one that made law the oxymoron that living organisms once modified are no longer free to all 

men as manifestations of nature) set in motion the many types of enclosures and access that 

are there and that are under preparation. Like the points of the triangle, access and enclosure 

are modern innovation myths that are selectively made operational in close relation to a range 

of insecurities – like climate change and, not so long ago, the rapid loss of the crop diversity of 

practically all crops in the world.  

 This is also what the title calls ‘gene regimes’ – the balancing act of access arrangements 

and intellectual property protections as a tragedy that is similar to how Crusoe lost his edge. 

Throughout this chapter references will be made to the analogy with Robinson Crusoe that 

make specific how insecurity gets mobilized in the access arrangements and protections on 

crop genetic diversity. This is a problem because it again shows how the edge to invention is 

lost because of a mere footstep; the legal process that was set in motion by the Chakrabaty 

patent regulates crop genetic material as if it were the basic material for biologists and 

biotechnologists to save ‘island earth’. A footstep set in motion a tragedy for those that live 

and work with crop diversity and that are considered the victims of catastrophe. These 

catastrophes are mobilized in such a way that even more access and more enclosures become 

necessary. 

 The first section will discuss the various international treaties that aim to regulate plant 

genetic materials and plant breeding. It elaborates on the different types of intellectual 
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property protections, state jurisdictions and access arrangements. The second section will 

discuss the arrangement of access to sophisticated biotechnologies under development and 

intellectual property reforms get presented as humanitarian measures. It argues that such 

measures are constrained within a juridical framework that is focused on further liberalization 

of trade. In brief, the on-going legal process enables access to crop genetic material and 

intellectual property reforms in order to make possible further ‘access to markets’.  

 This is a tragedy especially when considered as a near identical predicament as that of 

Robinson Crusoe in the seventeenth century who remained convinced about his innovations 

that were it not for ‘the terror’ he was in, he would have ‘undertaken it, and perhaps brought it 

to pass too’ (Defoe 2007: 142). 

 

One: intellectual property and access  
 

1. 
Crusoe on his island was one of the farmers that each year selects and saves the seed from the 

plants in a harvest, those that show the most desirable traits. Of course, Crusoe did not reach 

what he had in mind – which was to use his barley to brew beer – because he was interrupted 

by a footstep; however his attempts do illustrate another aspect that is important for global 

crop diversity. He had salvaged some of his barley from the ship taking it to a tropical island 

where there was none. This makes his tale an illustration of the many instances that make up 

the free flow of plant genetic material across the world since the beginning of agriculture.  

 While over thousands of years there has been a slow but steady accumulation of crop 

varieties and traits to which farmers continue to contribute in many places in the world, the 

free flow of these crop materials has notably changed in the twentieth century (see Brush 

2005a: 64). So much so that it was considered useful to begin the opening statement of the 

1983 treaty the ‘international undertaking on plant genetic resources’ by announcing that it 

was in accordance with: 

 
‘universally accepted principles that plant genetic resources are a heritage of mankind and consequently 

should be available without restriction’.44  

 

This is the only international treaty to have made this claim. Even though it states that it is in 

accordance with a universally accepted principle, there was very little universal acceptance of 

the statement. From the moment of its ratification it was surrounded with controversy.  

 Although the treaty entered into force with the support of many developing and a small 

number of western countries, others like the United States had objections to the suggestion of 

plant genetic resources that had to be available ‘without restriction’. It was considered too 
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controversial for international law to designate genetic materials as a resource freely available 

as a ‘common heritage of mankind’. This concept implies that plant material would become 

regulated in a way that allows it to remain freely available for use, which would not only cover 

its availability for scientific research but also the usage of crop genetic materials in farmers’ 

fields. In other words, it aimed to affirm the historical conditions that resulted in crop diversity 

such as the open access to crops and non-exclusion from growing crop varieties – as continues 

to be the norm for farmers in many places around the world. No matter how much it is the 

norm in farmers’ fields, however, the concept is simultaneously quite a provocation in an 

international treaty as it confirms ‘availability free of national sovereignty or private property, 

management for the benefit of mankind as a whole, exclusive use for peaceful purposes by all 

states, and free and openly accessible to scientific research’ (Gepts 2004: 1295). Furthermore 

such freedom from private property and sovereignty was already ‘historical’ at the time. There 

were already ‘plant variety rights’ and ‘plant breeders’ rights’ that had been introduced to 

conventional plant breeding in the mid-twentieth century.  

 Despite such antecedents, however, it is remarkable how only a couple of years were 

needed after patentability was extended by the U.S. supreme court decision in the early 

eighties to persuasively sideline the idea that crop genetic materials were a common heritage 

in international law. Within a decade after it had been declared that genetic materials were no 

longer to be ‘free to all men and reserved exclusively to none’, various private property and 

sovereignty arrangements had been introduced to international law for the purpose of 

regulating plant genetic material (see Parry 2004: 85, 86). A provision was added to the 

Undertaking of the FAO in 1991 that emphasized that there is no incompatibility between 

plant breeding and the conservation of crop diversity. It made explicit that it is within 

government jurisdictions that the free exchange of materials can be restricted to conform to its 

national and international obligations (Brush 2005a: 86).45  

 Furthermore, a year later an even more substantive system for the management of genetic 

materials as national sovereignties was put in place with the Convention on Biodiversity 

(CBD). The general definition of genetic materials in the CBD refers to ‘any material of plant, 

animal, microbial or other origin containing functional units of heredity of actual or potential 

value’. This covers crop diversity as well and the CBD specifically refers to the conservation 

of genetic materials as a ‘common concern’ rather than a common heritage of mankind (CBD 

Art 2). The basic assumption of the CBD is that it is necessary to replace the quick financial 

returns on the destruction of biodiversity with economic incentives that would allow 

governments to focus on its conservation. At the time of the conclusion of the CBD in the 

early nineties, pharmaceutical and agricultural biotechnologies were already being patented in 
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many places and an international agreement on intellectual property was under preparation. 

Article 27 of the 1994 agreement on Trade Related aspects to Intellectual Property rights 

(TRIPs) – part of the Uruguay Round of General Agreements on Trades and Tariffs (GATT) – 

legislates for the international level what ‘may’ be excluded from patent provisions. It is 

phrased in a typically juridical way that makes very explicit that nothing rules out that 

governments have the authority to expand the number of subject matters that are patentable. 

The article mentions diagnostics, therapeutics and surgical methods as well as plants and 

animals and ‘essentially’ biological processes for their production.46 

 Consequently the TRIPs agreement does not make the patentability of genetic material 

mandatory but makes it optional. This is an option, however, with notable effects on the 

legislation of plant breeding. A 1991 amendment had then already been made to the agreement 

of the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plant (UPOV).47 In UPOV 

the ‘double protection’ of a plant variety was no longer forbidden (Art. 35 (2)). Like 

patentability in TRIPs, double protection is not a requirement in UPOV 1991. The trick, 

however, is in how TRIPs Article 27 requires that plant varieties are protected – either by 

TRIPs, UPOV or otherwise. While patenting is optional, TRIPs makes it obligatory that plant 

varieties are protected, which, in turn, requires governments that are a member of the WTO to 

introduce so-called plant variety rights, also called breeders’ rights.48  

 Lastly, most governments have chosen to ratify either UPOV78 or UPOV91 but it should 

be clear that plant variety protection is not only important for conventional breeders – such an 

incentive also applies to new and improved crops that have been genetically modified. Genetic 

modification (GM) is not an alternative to plant breeding – GM does not work unless 

incorporated in a conventionally improved variety. This is one of the principle reasons for 

chemical and pharmaceutical corporations to enter into the field of crop breeding and that a 

handful Ag-biotech multinationals now control most seed companies. For them the “double 

protection” clause for plant varieties of UPOV91 and the obligation to protect plant varieties 

in TRIPs were economic incentives, not for the plant breeders or farmers who cultivate 

conventional varieties. 

  

2. 
The double protection clause has created some friction between patents and variety rights 

because a patent can potentially cover many protected varieties while there is the so-called 

‘breeders’ exemption’ that aims to guarantee access to protected varieties. 

 Even the most competitive high yielding conventional varieties that required great 

investments can be crossed without permission of another breeder while in the case of 
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varieties that are patented, the owner of the patent has the right to decide. The access to 

varieties discourages monopoly breeding lines as well as the possibility that many different 

claims would apply to a new crop species with a combination of traits that are based on 

various other protected varieties. As a consequence of the breeders’ exemption a wider range 

of genetic diversity can be incorporated into a variety. However, the problem with ‘double 

protection’ is that it makes unclear whether varieties are still available for further breeding 

(Hughes & Deibel 2006; Ghijssen 2007). Of course double protection works differently in 

different places. For example the plant variety rights in the U.S. allow for a plant to be 

patented on the basis of a genetically modified trait as well as protected as an improved 

conventional variety. In the EU, where plant varieties are expressly not patentable, patents are 

still allowed as long as these are not restricted to a single variety.49 In other words, when genes 

are patentable this either has its consequence that single protected variety can carry lots of 

specific gene patents or that it can carry a patent with a scope that covers lots of other 

protected varieties.  

Furthermore, also most governments outside of the United States or the European Union 

need to protect variety rights since they have ratified TRIPs when acceding to the WTO. 

Generally speaking these are awarded to original plant varieties that fulfill the criteria of 

‘distinctness, uniformity and stability’. This implies that a variety cannot be protected if 

phenotypic differences are too much like the characteristics of other available varieties – not 

necessarily protected varieties – or when the traits expressed are too variable or different in 

respect to an average original. Such criteria are necessarily relative to the reference varieties as 

well as to particular locations, test periods or observers, which remains the case when DNA 

techniques are being used to establish thresholds for genetic difference and similarity (Art. 8 

to 10 UPOV91; Ghijssen 2007). This relativity in the scope of the protection makes it subject 

to legal changes, for example those that were regulated in UPOV91.  

UPOV91 makes it possible to try and levy charges on farmers that are replanting 

protected seeds for purposes other than their own subsistence. Reportedly, this is happening in 

the European Union but not at this moment in the United States (Ghijsen 2007). Moreover 

another noted example of authority over plants in farmers’ fields is the highly contested case 

wherein Monsanto sued a farmer that replanted modified seed that had come from a 

neighboring field (Cluis 2007, see Kastler 2008).50 While it is not the case that this last 

instance shows that Monsanto can sue farmers for damages when these are inadvertently 

growing GMO crops, it does show how the enlarged legal scope of protections can enclose 

crop materials that are important to farmers. The protection of a GMO crop applies to crosses 
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with conventional varieties as well as to varieties in farmers’ fields that might not even be 

recognizably distinct, stable and uniform (ibid). 

 The case also demonstrates a further change in the provisions of UPOV91; the treaty 

made the so-called ‘farmers’ privilege’ optional. On the one hand, the 1978 revisions still 

affirmed that farmers can save seed from the crops grown with the protected seed that they had 

purchased, that they can use this seed for replanting and that they can exchange this seed with 

other farmers. The use of reproduced protected seeds for further breeding and the marketing of 

the harvest without authorization were permitted as long as this did not involve the ‘repeated 

use’ of protected varieties (Art. 5).51 On the other hand, there is no such permission in 

UPOV91 – this has been reformulated as an option that governments have when deciding on 

its implementation. Of course this does not forbid farmers to use varieties that are not 

protected since it does not make it obligatory to use protected varieties but it becomes a matter 

of government legislation whether or at what rate it is possible to replant seed – protected 

varieties, GM varieties that came flying on the wind or unprotected varieties that happen to be 

its consequence.  

Especially when TRIPs is ratified in combination with UPOV91 a formidable set of 

protections is in place. Sell has advised against this combination, and since most countries are 

already members of the WTO it is the further ratification of UPOV91 that is most inadvisable 

for those ‘wishing to retain maximum flexibility and discretion to serve the needs of 

smallholder agriculture’ (Sell 2007: 60). The combination with TRIPs not only implies that the 

access provisions for conventional breeders can be limited, it also assigned a much greater 

authority of states over farming and the marketing of harvests. Crop material becomes covered 

by the principles, obligations and minimal standards that apply to over 140 members of the 

WTO. Specifically Article 3 and 4of TRIPs make it illegal to favor nationals over other 

members’ nationals or certain members over others – the so-called ‘national’ and ‘most-

favored-nation’ treatments. Its implication is that intellectual property has become a much 

more technical topic within international law since the early nineties – TRIPs made 

‘significant inroads into the hitherto sovereign ability of countries to establish, govern and 

regulate IP’ (May & Sell: 2006: 175).  

 As explained, the TRIPs agreement does not make the extension of patentability of to 

genetic materials mandatory and neither does it require the ratification of UPOV91. However, 

the inclusion of intellectual property in a trade round was unprecedented and because it 

became administered by a council with the authority to investigate compliance and back it up 

with a trade dispute settlement mechanism. In that capacity the obligatory protection of plant 

varieties in TRIPs becomes interlinked to other issues of international trade that are also 
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administered by the council of the WTO. Not only intellectual properties like patents and plant 

variety rights fall under its rules and regulations, for the first time agriculture was included in 

the Uruguay trade rounds. This is crucial because it is one of the principle themes responsible 

for the stagnation of the Doha trade round; agricultural policies are much more controversial 

than intellectual properties like patents or plant variety rights.  

In other words: intellectual property reform will take place within the wider context of 

negotiations about access to markets. This context includes the negotiations over the new 

Doha trade round that were started with an instruction to the WTO to examine the CBD-

TRIPS relationship (par. 19). The examination of the CBD-TRIPs relationship entails various 

attempts to reform TRIPs in such a way that the incompatibilities with the CBD are removed. 

To remove incompatibilities between a treaty on intellectual property and a treaty on 

biodiversity, however, is quite another matter than making reforms that support those that live 

and work with crop diversity.  

 

3. 
A principle aspect of the examination of the CBD-TRIPs relationship is a stricter revision of 

patent-applications. 

There have been many cases of patents where the active ingredient clearly pre-dates the 

‘invention’. Most noted are probably RiceTec Inc.’s patent on Texmati, a variant on the Indian 

staple basmati rice and the W. R. Grace’s patent on the neem seed, also from India (Shiva 

2002, Sheridan 2005). While many of these were challenged, withdrawn or not granted on the 

basis that they were not novel or inventive, a related complaint is also that patent systems 

function without notification or compensation of the provider of genetic materials – as the 

CBD requires. The CBD affirmed the sovereignty of governments over their natural resources, 

emphasized genetic resources as tradable commodities and referred to an obligation of ‘prior 

informed consent’ to the provider which means governments have the authority to determine 

access to genetic resources (CBD Art 2 & 15). 

 In line with the CBD, many governments have put in place regulatory frameworks for 

‘the exploration of biodiversity for commercially valuable genetic and bio-chemical resources’ 

(Reid et al. 1993). Most illustrative, however, is the group of seventeen so-called ‘mega 

diverse countries’, which claim to represent between 60 and 70% of biodiversity. These 

include Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela, that formed the Andean Pact, which 

includes the ‘Andean common system on access to genetic resources’. Also other South 

American and more recently European governments have passed laws on access and benefit 

sharing. In 2004, Safrin reported 12 governments while in late 2006 the CBD database on 
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‘access and benefit sharing’ reported that 26 governments had such legislation in place.52 One 

such proposal is the so-called ‘disclosure of origin’ that is being considered at the WTO and 

the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). This would make patent grants 

conditional on the disclosure of the source of the genetic materials used in the invention as 

well as requiring informed consent and evidence of benefit sharing with the relevant national 

regime (see Hoare & Tarasofsky 2007).  

On the one hand, such a mandatory disclosure clause would make ‘benefit sharing’ 

possible; on the other hand, there are some notable limitations to such access-restriction to 

genetic materials on a certain territory that make its success rather doubtful. Most importantly 

it would require the enforcement of government authority and control over the movement and 

replication of genetic material, which would be pushing sovereignty to its limits – as Sabina 

Safrin argues. Governments that want to halt unauthorized and uncompensated 

commercialization of the genetic material on their territory are operating on the assumption 

that such authority can be exercised similar to the regulation of other tradable resources like 

timber, oil and minerals. On condition of such authority, the unauthorized and uncompensated 

use of genetic materials could be prevented or access could be taxed – for example with the 

aim of redistributing some of the wealth that is being generated in modern biotechnology. 

However, it is only an assumption since crop genetic material has as one of its characteristics 

that it is very mobile – it moves on the wind from field to field, for example, and birds migrate 

while some of the more commercially valuable samples are microscopic life forms.53  

Of course this does not rule out legislation – you cannot control the resource under your 

jurisdiction, but you can still prosecute. In this regard, Safrin goes further than many in 

arguing that as a consequence of such regimes there will be too many parties with exclusive 

rights over access to the genetic material commons. She recognizes such regimes as a response 

to the strengthening of intellectual property protections in the United States arguing that ‘the 

easier it is to patent genes in the United States, the harder it will be to obtain genetic samples 

that contribute to biotechnological innovation from genetically rich countries’ (Safrin 2004: 

674 ). She goes as far as arguing that access for scientists from developed countries is made 

more difficult and ‘fights are likely over which gene originated where and which nation should 

rightfully capture any benefits arising from its use’ (ibid: 643-647).  

In her view disclosure provisions are ‘broad and unenforceable regimes that will increase 

tensions between states’; they will deter innovation because researchers cannot access certain 

genes for their applications (ibid). In brief, there would be a tragedy of the anti-commons for 

genetic materials. Safrin argues that not only the proliferation of gene patents is an instance of 

enclosure, there are simultaneously ‘raw genes that are legally enclosed’ by developing 
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nations (ibid). Consequently the introduction of patenting and the extension of the sovereignty 

principle to genetic materials are both examples of enclosures.  

What she proposes to amend this tragedy is another kind of benefit sharing. Its most 

typical illustration is the Merck – INBio deal from 1991 wherein a substantial amount of 

money was paid to an NGO that managed a park in Costa Rica where Merck hoped to identify 

natural compounds with interesting gene candidates for pharmaceuticals.54 Safrin calls the 

INBio example ‘a value-added approach’ (ibid: 643-7). However the decisive factor, as Brush 

explains, had been that the NGO had the authority to negotiate directly with Merck on behalf 

of the government which fully owned the land and resources. This very direct and 

decentralized model with flexible norms allowed the company to pay a lump sum up front, 

hire the highly qualified personal of INBio and to educate locals to do the bio-prospecting 

(Brush 2005b: 19, 20). Brush is very clear about what sets ‘the INBio example apart from 

other bio-prospecting programs’ – it is the special position of INBio as a non-governmental 

institution with high scientific and administrative capacity that reduced the complexity of the 

negotiations (ibid). In other words, INBio is quite an isolated instance because much more 

frequently there are problems with the identification of clear cut contractual relationships.  

While the ability to negotiate contracts is the key factor for successful benefit sharing of 

this kind, it can be expected that this is not easy in much of the areas in developing countries 

where the world’s remaining biodiversity is concentrated. Precisely in the most diverse 

environments numerous parties are likely to be involved and it is going to be politically 

sensitive to define and determine which communities to involve in the deal and which 

government agencies has the jurisdiction over the matter. Even if an agreement is reached, 

there might be other researchers or NGOs to contest it. Moreover, the value of a sample is 

rarely obvious at the moment of access and negotiation – it usually takes a long time after its 

initial extraction and if it is patented this is likely to happen in other jurisdictions.  

It is to amend such limitations, it could be argued, that intellectual property reform is 

necessary at an international level. The CBD which is based on an affirmation of state 

sovereignty over genetic materials could be interpreted to support such a position and, as 

mentioned, there have been many governments that already have specific legislations in place. 

Notably, this also includes Costa Rica, which left behind the decentralized approach despite of 

the INBio example when it legislated ‘a centralized process of issuing permits’. Brush 

explains that the national law was formulated in line with the mandate of the CBD to 

incorporate access and benefit sharing into national legislation (Brush 2005b: 19). 

Furthermore the Costa Rican decision can also be understood by how Parry breaks down its 

benefits. She shows that almost all of the payment that INBio received was expended on the 
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training and equipment necessary ‘to access, identity classify, and collect biological materials 

on Merck’s behalf’ (Parry 2004: 120-122, 216).  

Consequently, Parry demonstrates that even the most noted success of benefit sharing at 

a more decentralized level it is not a effective in its contribution to biodiversity conservation. 

She argues that ‘it is difficult to underestimate’ how significant these new rationales about the 

economic incentives to conserve endangered environments were’ and how ‘by 1995 the dual 

rationale for undertaking bioprospecting (..) had become canonical, taking on the force of fact 

on the basis of little more than hypnotic reiteration’ (ibid). Not only, therefore, are there 

serious drawbacks and limitations to benefit sharing on a contractual basis or with individual 

governments, Parry adds another dimension: the role of benefit sharing as new rationales 

about economic incentives. Whereas Parry reveals the INBio example as rhetoric, Safrin does 

the same for the idea that a disclosure of origins would make benefit sharing possible, which 

takes the topic beyond the practical difficulties of recognizing any realistic potential for 

sharing of benefits in regard of biodiversity conservation. 

Hence, it can only be concluded that it is better not to make a choice when the options 

are an overreach of sovereignty over genetic materials or ineffectual agreements with Merck 

or any other pharmaceutical corporations. Concerns over biodiversity conservation as well as 

access restrictions on research will need to be addressed differently, which was recognized 

already when crop materials came under the provisions of the CBD. Crop traits are genetically 

very complicated and therefore there are hardly any financial benefits to be shared by 

restricting access. The new rationale about bio-prospecting would not apply (see Brush 

2005b). Therefore it was affirmed, shortly after the ratification of the CBD, that agricultural 

biodiversity required special consideration in regard of the sovereignty principle that was 

recognized in the CBD (CBD COP decision II/15 1995, see Coupe & Lewins 2007).  

 

4. 
In 1993 the FAO initiated an intergovernmental round of negotiations to harmonize its 

approach with the CBD by way of a multilateral agreement. In the CBD it was affirmed that 

states have the right to assert their authority over crop genetic resources, which is why the 

negotiations initiated by the FAO organized a broad guarantee of the access to the 

international system for plant genetic material on the basis of its sovereignty principle. The 

negotiation of the “International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture” 

(henceforth “the Seed Treaty”) was concluded in 2004.55  

 The Seed Treaty is remarkable as it made access to crop materials the main benefit to be 

shared. The treaty notably differs from the CBD in how it refers to access to crop materials as 
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a common interest. Moreover it designates the existing system of the Consultative Group for 

International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) as the international framework that facilitates 

the access to materials that are in the public domain – either held by governments or in the 

collection managed by the CGIAR. When the CBD and TRIPs entered into force, the 

collections of crop materials that already existed at the CGIAR and the FAO had been merged 

to keep them outside of the jurisdictions of these treaties. The CGIAR would manage the 

collection under the FAO’s mandate on agriculture, who holds it ‘in trust for the benefit of the 

international community’, which was to prevent the collection from being claimed either by 

patent holders or states (see Pistorius & van Wijk 199l, Coupe & Lewins 2007).  

 At the time, this collection was the only remaining instance where crop materials were 

legislated as a common heritage – the Seed Treaty, however, arranges access to some of the 

most important food crops like rice, banana and potato which are important for food safety. 

What is on the list of crops, Coupe & Lewins explain, is largely a political compromise rather 

than motivated by dietary intake or production quantities (Coupe & Lewins 2007: 28). Many 

crops, such as rubber, coffee, tea and peanut, have been left out for commercial reasons, while 

others like groundnuts, oil-palm, soybean, cassava, sugar cane, tomato, peppers and onions are 

not on the list despite their importance for food security. Most curiously some crops are on the 

list even though it is doubtful that these are essential for food security, like asparagus and 

strawberries.  

 Although this makes the list (and the political compromise) look rather arbitrary, it does 

cover quite a number of important crops for food security. 56 Furthermore, the Seed Treaty’s 

notion of access to the crop material that it covers comes with a compensation scheme that 

obligates the payment of 1.1% of net sales into the Global Crop Diversity Trust. A ‘standard 

material transfer agreement’ (SMTA) enforces its terms (art. 6). Like the list of crops, 

however, it should be understood that this ‘obligation’ is no more than a declaration to 

legitimize a working compensation scheme. What limits the feasibility of this compensation 

scheme is the requirement that the Seed Treaty is compatible to TRIPs and UPOV.  

 

Firstly, the Seed Treaty requires compensation for using the crop genetic materials covered in 

the treaty when these are incorporated in products that are being sold. However this obligation 

is made conditional on these not being made ‘available without restriction to others for further 

research and breeding’. This is the ‘breeders’ exemption’ that was already discussed; there is 

no obligation in the Seed Treaty to compensate seeds that that are protected as conventional 

plant variety rights. There is no restriction on further research and breeding on new and 
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improved plant varieties that are protected by UPOV91 and hence no requirement to pay 

compensation. 

Secondly, it is not entirely clear whether compensation needs to be paid when patenting 

makes crop material unavailable for further breeding or research. The Seed Treaty arranges 

access to plant genetic materials that cannot be restricted ‘in the form received’. The phrasing 

is crucial because it implies that any genes, advanced lines, cells, DNA sequences and 

compounds could be patented without any obligation to pay compensation. The patent is not 

granted on the genetic material in the form received, it is granted on another form and this 

patent happens to cover the usage of the sample. Only if the patent does not make the 

conventional seed available for breeding or research might it possibly be obligated to pay 

compensation.  

Consequently the formulations – ‘available without restriction’ and ‘in the form received’ 

– guarantee the availability of crop material for research and breeding but not the availability 

of crop material to farmers. The Seed Treaty, like UPOV91, explicitly makes so-called 

‘farmers’ rights’ a matter that governments decide on. While the terms whereby farmers’ 

rights were to be realized were never set in any international agreement, they refer to a 

collective right to save and select seed, to replant and market protected seeds and the inclusion 

of farmers in decision making processes (see Brush 2005a, b). Until the Seed Treaty, the FAO 

had referred to farmers’ rights as ‘vested in the International Community, as trustee for present 

and future generations of farmers’ (FAO resolution 5/89). Since the 2004 FAO Seed Treaty, 

however, farmers’ rights are ‘subject to national law’ (see art. 9.3 below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main consequence of the Seed Treaty is therefore that access to crop materials gets 

defined in terms that are extra-compatible to patented or double protected plant varieties. 

 Box 1 - Article 9 of the 2004 Seed Treaty 

 
  9.1 The Contracting Parties recognize the enormous contribution that the local and indigenous communities     
        and farmers of all regions of the world, particularly those in the centres of origin and crop diversity, have   
        made and will continue to make for the conservation and development of plant genetic resources which  
        constitute the basis of food and agriculture production throughout the world. 
 
  9.2 The Contracting Parties agree that the responsibility for realizing Farmers’ Rights, as they relate to plant  
        genetic resources for food and agriculture, rests with national governments. In accordance with their needs  
        and priorities, each Contracting Party should, as appropriate, and subject to its national legislation, take  
        measures to protect and promote Farmers’ Rights, including: (a) protection of traditional knowledge  
        relevant to plant genetic resources for food and agriculture; (b) the right to equitably participate in sharing  
        benefits arising from the utilization of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture; and (c) the right to  
        participate in making decisions, at the national level, on matters related to the conservation and sustainable  
        use of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture. 
 
  9.3 Nothing in this Article shall be interpreted to limit any rights that farmers have to save, use, exchange and  
        sell farm- saved seed/propagating material, subject to national law and as appropriate. 
                                        (emphasis added) 
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There is no incompatibility between UPOV91 and TRIPs with the Seed Treaty’s access 

arrangement because access needs to be limited further for the coffers of the FAO fund to fill. 

When such funds are made available it would become possible to begin conserving crop 

genetic diversity and promote its sustainable usage.  

 The assumption, of course, is that compensation to the FAO is the same as realizing 

farmers’ rights. On the one hand, FAO representatives can always insist that the Seed Treaty 

does advocate farmers’ rights approaches and that it tries to fund them as well as provide 

access to everyone: to breeders, seed companies, biotech multinationals as well as to farmers. 

Indeed the access arrangement could hardly be broader since neither its compensation scheme 

nor the so-called farmers’ rights are requirements. Its only condition is that the request is made 

in the jurisdiction of a country that is a member to the treaty – that is the only condition that 

might imply that access is not made available. On the other hand, it is questionable whether 

farmers’ rights are compatible to the Seed Treaty. While the Seed Treaty is compatible to 

patenting, breeders’ rights and state sovereignty over genetic materials, the NGO GRAIN 

observes – farmers’ rights get realized ‘if governments feel like it and if their patent or plant 

variety rights laws don’t already preclude it’.57  

 In fact, the Seed Treaty hereby illustrates how enclosures and access are being interlinked 

in a manner that is highly particular in comparison to the previous designation as a common 

heritage. While farmers’ rights are now strictly limited to the decision making of governments, 

there are at once guarantees for broad access to crop materials and provisions to encourage 

enclosure in the various international treaties. In other words, such broad access arrangements 

are the grease for the incompatibilities of the CBD, TRIPs and UPOV. Access is arranged with 

breeders and biotechnologists in mind with little to offer for those that live and work with crop 

diversity.  

  

5. 
It is at this point where the analogy with Robinson Crusoe becomes important again. The Seed 

Treaty is most illustrative for the analogy with Crusoe’s barley (his innovation tragedy is 

about how he becomes a ‘would-be-barley grower’) because barley is one of the 35 crops that 

are considered so important for global food security that access needs to be guaranteed by a 

binding international agreement of its own.  

It was explained in the introduction already that Crusoe’s breeding efforts were 

interrupted by a footstep and by analogy there is the court ruling that upheld the oxymoron 

that living organisms once modified are no longer free to all men as manifestations of nature. 

It is the Chakrabaty patent that set in motion a legal process which Safrin calls 
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‘hyperownership’. She describes it as the ‘corrosive interplay between the patent-based and 

the sovereignty-based systems of ownership’ (Safrin 2004: 642 – 7, also 679). Most 

specifically she argues that negotiations on access to crop genetic materials at the FAO 

‘exemplify’ hyperownership. What is exemplary is how the Seed Treaty demonstrates that the 

main characteristic of the ‘interactive spiral of increased enclosure, or hyperownership, is a 

suboptimal utilization, conservation and improvement of vital genetic material’ (ibid: 680). 

Indeed the representatives of countries begun the negotiations by ‘asserting state sovereignty 

over them’ and then ‘spend seven grueling years developing distinct carve outs for a more 

open system’. In brief, ‘enclosure is the rule. Access is the exception’ (ibid).  

However this exceptionality is not so much about an anticommons for crop material that 

require access provisions and decentralized benefit sharing – as Safrin proposed. What she 

calls hyperownership is not only about the tragedy of too many enclosures, it also comprises 

how access is being arranged. The corrosive interplay at work on the Seed Treaty does show 

that carve-outs are possible; or rather it shows that access and enclosure are being made into 

two sides of the same coin. Furthermore, it is this particular alignment of access and enclosure 

that resembles Robinson Crusoe’s predicament with a footstep (access) that has been put 

earlier on; like he was interrupted trying to grow barley and brew beer, catastrophes like food 

insecurity are being mobilized without addressing how the innovation of those that live and 

work with crop diversity is being interrupted.  

It is important to recall that there is a difference between crop genetic materials as a 

common heritage at the international level and other examples like Antarctica, outer space, the 

oceans, the deep sea-beds and so forth. These latter remained freely available for as long as 

they could not be claimed in any practical sense until there were polar expeditions, satellites, 

submarines and so forth. GM, however, is different because innovation with crop genetic 

materials was widespread everywhere as a collective process over centuries. Instead of the 

crop improvement that was already there – whether that of farmers who save and select seeds 

or conventional breeding programs – the encouragements of innovation appear as measures 

against insecurity that are constrained within the legal process that was set in motion in the 

previous decades.  

It is crucial to make the distinction between measures motivated by the fear of a footstep 

and measures that support the innovation of those that live and work with crop diversity. 

Without this distinction an economic rational become possible that prescribes genetic 

modification and the spiral of hyperownership as measures to alleviate threatened livelihoods 

and possessions. In other words: farmers and conventional breeders need access to crop 

material but what is being arranged at an international level is access of the kind that is 
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demonstrated by the so-called ‘Artic Vault’ as well as the usual take on agricultural innovation 

for climate change.  

 

Firstly, the ‘Artic Vault’ is the nickname of a seed depository not too far from the North Pole. 

While at this place crops are not cultivated – at least until the poles actually melt – since late 

2007 the vault ensures the conservation and availability of millions of seed samples. The press 

release of the Global Diversity Trust announces that it was established as an independent 

international organization under international law in 2004, as a joint initiative of the FAO and 

the CGIAR. 26 countries have signed up, and donations came from government agencies, 

international organizations, multinationals and foundations.58  

What it does is to store copies of the samples from the major crop diversity collections of 

gene banks around the world. Because of its location it has a guaranteed temperature of -2 

degrees Celsius because of the permafrost, even without electricity. With electricity the 

temperature is -18 degrees Celsius. The self-declared purpose of this storage facility is to 

function as a backup for seeds and crops lost in natural catastrophes. Its examples include 

tsunamis and hurricanes and wars like that of Sierra Leone, Iraq and Afghanistan wherein 

gene banks and crops were destroyed. Moreover, many collections are inadequate because 

they are badly catalogued, mismanaged or underfunded by irresponsible or bankrupt 

governments that do not make crop genetic diversity their priority. Most commentary from the 

popular press speaks about the artic vault in biblical terms as a ‘doomsday vault’ and the ‘ark 

of Noah’. The President of the European Commission called it a ‘frozen garden of Eden’, 

Carry Fowler the director of the Global Crop Diversity Trust mentioned it as an insurance 

policy for the world’s food supply, while GRAIN has called it a ‘giant icebox’ with 4,5 

million seeds. 

 At the moment the vault mainly secures the collections of crop genetic diversity 

managed by the CGIAR centers and a few governments. It is not allowed to put in seeds that 

are already stored in the vault and only depositors can access or give permission to access the 

deposit. This implies that the CGIAR, whose collection is largest, decides on access to 

samples that might, once upon a time, have been collected from a country or a community 

which for some reason, catastrophic or not, needs it back. It is important, however, to realize 

how unlikely it is to replace crop genetic diversity that is no longer in use in the field by 

farmers. When local varieties disappear – either when disaster strikes or because of a switch to 

high performance crops – it no longer makes much of difference that a local seed variety is in 

storage somewhere. GRAIN goes as far as to argue that the logic of the Vault is to: ‘remove 

crop genetic diversity from farming: as people's traditional varieties get replaced by newer 
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ones from research labs – seeds that are supposed to provide higher yields to feed a growing 

population – the old ones have to be put away as "raw material" for future plant breeding’ 

(Grain 2008).  

Indeed, other than a compensation fund managed by the FAO, the access arrangements 

and the safe storage of crop genetic diversity in case of catastrophe offer little as an incentive 

for farmers to continue working with crop diversity. Moreover, the compatibility of the Seed 

Treaty with TRIPs and the CBD is about saving crop genetic diversity from catastrophe rather 

than farmers that live and work with crop diversity. What is to be saved is the crucial raw 

material for commercial breeders and biotechnologists in the face of future threats to food 

security.  

 

Secondly the same focus on crop genetic diversity as a food security matter is particularly 

visible in how concerns about food security and climate change are being linked. A report 

from the invitation-only Bellagio Conference on ‘the conservation of global crop genetic 

resources in the face of global climate change’ can illustrate how crop genetic diversity is 

being linked to food insecurity.  

In the wake of the Nobel prizes and international conferences on the theme and headlines 

on a global food crisis of rising prices on the world market, selected representatives were 

brought together to think through the common assumption that agriculture will shift in 

response to climate change. If its impact on the food supply is to be minimized, its 

summarizing statement explains, it needs to be understood that ‘crops will shift only with 

extensive genetic manipulation through breeding’ (Naylor, Falcon & Fowler 2007: 1). On the 

one hand, it identifies as its problem that much of the crop genetic diversity is not stored at all 

in gene banks and the quality of the data on globally traded crops is not very high; on the other 

hand, the ‘breeding challenge’ – as the conclusion puts it – is about the mismatch of breeders’ 

incentives with efforts that are focused on crop diversity.  

The document observes that ‘the genetic material at the extreme ends of landrace 

diversity and within wild population is likely to be essential for successful breeding in the face 

of global climate change’ (ibid 15-17). However, the crop diversity that will be lost because of 

climate change will result in 

 
‘extreme hardship to some of the poorest of the poor as their varieties steadily lose their productivity and 

resilience. Absent suitable replacement varieties for such fragile economic and environmental settings, 

substantially increased food insecurity could result’ (ibid: 13). 

 

While this need of suitable replacements is accurate, what drops out of such consideration is 

the tension with conventional plant breeding.  
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 It is a problem that there is only a limited incorporation of native crops, local cultivars, 

landraces and wild relatives into improved plant varieties. As the authors of the document on 

crop resources and climate change explain: it requires time, effort and focus to incorporate 

crop material that has evolved in response to many different forces in more variable 

circumstances into the elite breeding lines of scientific breeding programs. Usually a limited 

segment of the genetic collection is preferred, that performed well in the past and that contains 

sufficient variation for successful release of high performance varieties. Little crop genetic 

diversity gets incorporated into improved varieties and just as a plant variety right is relative to 

other protected varieties, these improved seeds are at a greater distance from the dynamic 

breeding resources of farmers and the locally specific improvement trajectories that are 

important for the maintenance of crop genetic diversity.  

 This is to say that breeding efforts overwhelmingly aim at those few plant species that 

represent sufficiently sizeable markets and cultivation under relatively controlled conditions, 

for instance through intensive land use, irrigation facilities and pesticide use. With UPOV 

1991 and TRIPs there are more incentives for commercial breeders to improve more crops 

than the few that until now represented sufficiently sizeable markets and cultivation. However 

there is little reason why the improvement of resistances and the increase in yields for a 

greater variety of crop types will somehow not displace crop diversity in farmers’ fields. It is 

questionable whether commercial breeders will help many of those that do not grow 

commercial crops in adapting their livelihoods to changing conditions.  

 The assumption is that there is reciprocity between breeders and farmers, this is 

mentioned in the FAO Undertaking, but this should also not be exaggerated. While many 

farmers are dependent on improved varieties, breeders are not dependent on open access to 

crop diversity in farmers’ fields. There is very little reason why breeders in the private sector 

would contribute to the conservation of crop diversity in farmers’ fields. Paul Gepts refers to 

the ‘paradox of plant breeding’, which is to say that crop improvements for conventional 

agriculture have ‘historically undermined the very genetic basis on which it rests’ and that as a 

result of using improved varieties those farmers that continue to live and work with crop 

diversity will become increasingly scarce in many more places (Gepts 2006: 2281).  

To put the paradox differently, there is not only a ‘carbon footprint’ – for example when 

attending invitation-only conferences on climate change by airplane – there is also the paradox 

of a crop genetic footprint. New and improved plant varieties intensify the kind of agriculture 

that is the primary threat to the survival of crop diversity in farmers’ fields. Crop genetic 

footprints are left in farmers’ fields that make them give up their own varieties which are to be 

enclosed in patents, in banks, vaults or otherwise – exactly like the footprint in the sand that 
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Crusoe found and that set in motion how he began to build enclosures and gave up on his 

barley-innovations. Furthermore, this also applies to new and improved crops with 

humanitarian purposes, as will be explained in the next section; in that case the paradox is that 

new varieties are needed to address insecurities like food and climate change but that the 

innovations that are acknowledged are only those that are the consequence of a footstep. What 

is deemed necessary are new and improved crops, both GM and non-GM, that – give or take a 

couple of exceptions – are protected by new enclosures. 

 

6. 
There are quite a few examples of intellectual property donations that present sophisticated 

biotechnologies as gifts to the poor – both by multinational corporations and universities that 

are actively patenting their inventions. The most known example of such a donation is Golden 

Rice. This is a specially developed technology whereby modified crop traits are added to rice 

that express enhanced levels of vitamin A with the aim of curing the deficiencies of poor 

populations that causes blindness. 

 Some criticisms emphasize that the technology is far from ready, since this donation and 

many other similarly humanitarian biotechnologies do not work. For example Golden Rice 

does not yet express sufficient quantity of the relevant substance ‘beta-carotene’.59 This would 

not be the main problem, however, if its future improvements were not subject to the 

commercial rights of the corporations that hold the patents. Notably the inventors of Golden 

Rice are public scientists who negotiated a deal with AstraZeneca – now Syngenta – which 

holds the commercial rights. The deal was motivated in particular by how the Golden Rice 

technology was covered by too many patents for its further development, reportedly it 

involved some 70 process and product patents held by 32 companies and universities (Kryder 

et al. 2000). In exchange for ownership, the company guarantees that it allows for the 

distribution of the rice on a royalty-free basis to marginal farmers that live in developing 

countries and it allows for sublicenses to public research institutions.  

 However, its invention trajectory and its humanitarian usage is conditioned by several 

terms – it must involve public germplasm, no surcharges are permitted and export is not 

allowed. These same terms also apply to the additional technologies that Syngenta added and 

those that are controlled by other companies like Bayer and Monsanto.60 In any case, the 

conditioned character and the ownership clauses of the future development trajectory of 

Golden Rice are particularly curious, considering that the observation by the NGO ‘ECT 

group’ that few of the patents were at the time recognized in developing countries.61 In other 

words, Golden Rice’s humanitarian license presents the technology as a donation and as an 
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exception to intellectual property protection while in principle researchers in most developing 

countries could have continued its development (if they wanted) and farmers could have 

planted the modified variety (if they so wished and if allowed by bio-safety regulations).  

 Perhaps the humanitarian license was useful in getting support from multinationals for 

further development, but since the exemption it arranges was not necessary it simultaneously 

projects its patent and regulatory obstacles onto its potential users. In case they need it, this 

gift – as gifts sometimes do – comes as a curious exception to property rules and incentives 

that are not in place. It already anticipates these and conditions the terms for further research 

and development at its local project level as well as at a global level.  

 

Furthermore the donation of sophisticated biotechnologies on humanitarian grounds also 

draws in the research of the CGIAR.  

There is no clear policy on biotechnology in the CGIAR because of the strong 

reservations about molecular biotechnology among the international representatives that 

constitute its board. As a consequence the CG centers do not hold the relevant intellectual 

property and do not have the necessary patent portfolio to negotiate access to biotechnologies. 

What it does is to start collaborations like the so-called ‘Generation Challenge Program’. This 

program illustrates the way wherein the individual centers can work together with each other 

and with public research institutes on crop improvement that involves functional and 

comparative genomics.  

Its aim is to increase the ‘efficiency, speed and scope’ of crop improvement of plant 

breeders in the developing world on behalf of farmers in marginal environments.62 It takes the 

already extensive sets of sequences on the major crop varieties in the CGIAR mandate – like 

varieties of rice, sorghum, maize, barley, millet, wheat and others – and tries to extend their 

genome maps. Consequently, it integrates a range of genetic diversity into existing 

standardized datasets that can be analyzed with micro-arrays and molecular markers from 

multiple laboratories anywhere at anytime. Hereby these crops can become a part of already 

on-going comparisons of various crop genomes and it would supposedly become possible to 

identify gene candidates that are expressed under those specific conditions that are particularly 

important to subsistence farmers – like those resulting from climate change. Ultimately the 

aim of the toolkit is to allow for more specific selection of genotypes for the breeding lines of 

molecular programs.63 As already mentioned, crop traits are genetically complex, and 

particularly so when investigating the more diverse varieties. Consequently it is highly 

ambitious to presume that predictive genes or gene functions could - as well as more complex 

interactions like protein expression and regulatory pathways – be identified. Similarly, the 
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assumption is that these could be used in specific crop improvements against drought and 

stress tolerance.  

Like Golden Rice, also the CGIAR’s Generation Challenge involves a ‘humanitarian use 

license’. This is a legal provision whereby any future technologies are designated as available 

to ‘subsistence users’ around the world and to researchers on subsistence crops who cannot 

afford to license biotechnologies. Its description says that such a technology can be used, 

made, and sold without royalties for trade or business that results in monetary income of less 

than €10,000 per year per business. While this sounds nice, this is a curious policy provision 

from the viewpoint that the Generation Challenge is a shared project of the CGIAR centers 

that have a policy to make its germplasm, technologies and research results available in the 

public domain. As such, the composite sets of information on drought and stress tolerance of 

the different crop species and their wild relatives would have had to be released in the public 

domain – freely available in line with the general policy of the CGIAR.  

Consequently it is not so strange to ask what difference a humanitarian licenses would 

make to the research of the CGIAR. The answer, of course, is that they are a necessary 

ingredient whereby to be able to collaborate and enter into public-private partnerships with the 

main research institutes and universities whose policies by now, as mentioned, usually 

prescribe that they have to apply for patents.  

 

Lastly, a humanitarian license also appears in terms of how public research, particularly in the 

US and perhaps in the future also in Europe, is trying to arrange for a ‘freedom to operate’.  

The Public Intellectual Property for Agriculture (PIRPA) has declared that it aims to 

make its patents available for research on subsistence crops. Notably this is a consortium of 

important public research institutes and universities in the US that have decided to pool the 

24% of patents in agro-biotechnology. It uses its patents defensively in the sense that since 

with each generation the exchange of germplasm gets more restricted – through the 

proliferation of intellectual properties held by seed companies, biotechnology corporations as 

well as by universities. The patent pool is to be used to cross license with the private sector in 

order to have guaranteed access to germplasm and basic technologies (Atkinson et al. 2003).  

While PIPRA admits to having very little demand so far from developing countries 

(perhaps for the same reason as with the Golden Rice patent problems), their attempt at a 

patent waver would be relevant for the CGIAR centers that aim to make their varieties 

available globally. It would be useful for them to negotiate a freedom to operate, since they do 

not have a patent portfolio whereby to collaborate with corporations that hold most 

technology. Of course such a molecular biology exemption on humanitarian ground assumes 
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that the further usage of sophisticated biotechnologies is necessary. Furthermore this gives the 

look of a humanitarian addition to the reform of the breeders’ exemption in UPOV91. On the 

one hand commercial breeders only make available finished varieties for further breeding and 

do not have any obligation to make available their own research, intermediate material 

crosses, backcross population, progenies and selection (see Hughes et al. 2006). On the other 

hand, collaborations with the CGIAR – whether companies or universities that hold patents –

deliver seeds with genetically modified traits that are available for further research on 

subsistence crops only. They are only available with that aim; otherwise the varieties are 

patented as usual.  

Such “humanitarian licensing” has as its flipside the need for secrecy. A ‘secrecy clause’ 

is necessary for the companies and universities with a policy oriented at patent applications to 

enter the collaboration. Whereas the CG centers release their research results and standardized 

datasets into the public domain, patenting requires confidentiality as to not make patent-

strategies public or undermine the novelty criterion for patenting. Consequently a secrecy 

clause is needed for collaborative research that might otherwise make confidential data 

available in the public domain before patents got granted. This would, however, require a 

revision of CG policies, which in 2008 was under discussion with the private sector.64 More 

importantly, such a further collaborative turn towards research on crop genetic diversity would 

be further illustration of the on-going renegotiation of the terms of patents – both privately and 

publicly held.  

In this way it might be that the germplasm and the genome maps are made public but 

crop traits that are being grafted into the seeds would remain proprietary. In other words: the 

discussion over the collaborations – of golden rice, the generation challenge or the CG 

collections – centers on the possibility to give traits and seeds away as a humanitarian 

exception to enclosure that are already in place as the general rule. What is important is that 

this is not so much a practical concession in regard of how pro-poor innovation is otherwise 

not possible; what is conveniently ignored (as instructed in international treaties) as a part of 

its problem is how crop genetic footprints are being put down when more seeds and crops are 

released in line with the uniformity of mono-crop agriculture.  

 Like Crusoe gave up his innovation out of fear of savages that might come to his island, 

similarly catastrophe is mobilized to arrange exceptions to patents as a general rule. In fact the 

state of affairs in the year 2080 is mobilized to arrange highly specific exceptions to patenting. 

In other words, it is a consequence of a footprint (the Chakrabaty patent) that certain 

innovations but not those of farmers are proposed as necessary to save ‘island-earth’. The 

problem is not that these innovations could not have a humanitarian purpose, the problem is 
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different. Such seeds are pro-poor in typical fashion – they are an improvement relative to 

genetically engineered mono-cropping and the worst kinds of chemical fertilizers. Indeed why 

not take it to a next stage: making available carbon credits for having the poor use slightly less 

polluting but otherwise patented, overpriced and industrial seeds and their inputs? In such a 

scenario everyone outdoes each other in being very preoccupied with the various insecurities 

that face humanity without being concerned about the ‘crop genetic footprints’ that are kept 

outside of the legal process that has been set in motion.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 More seriously, there are exemptions being made for breeders and biotechnologists but it 

is treated as the slightest of details that a few companies are very much in the process of 

claiming broad patents that cover the crop traits that are closely related to climate change – 

like drought tolerance, water resistance, cold and salinity.65 What this amounts to is a paradox 

that is also a tragedy; exceptions to patents are possible to allow scientists to address the 

various insecurities by way of new crops for the poor but what is not confronted are efforts to 

restrict the availability of exactly those crop traits that might be in demand by farmers when 

climate change or other insecurities become even more acute. 

 

Two: intellectual property reforms  
 

1.  
To most, the balancing act of enclosures and access is rather a technical or policy specific 

matter; unlike, for example, much more controversial debates on the freedom of speech. The 

endless discussions on the limits to freedom of speech are considered essential for free 

societies while it is for some reason not equally obvious to also consider the debate over 

intellectual property rights in those terms; that is to say as integral to the wellbeing of modern 

societies. Indeed few would deny that also innovation is intricately related to the many 

                                       Climate Change in the far future and Biotechnology for the Poor  
 
 Premise 1: let’s all agree that in 2030 or 2070 weather conditions have radically changed   

 Premise 2: crop genetic diversity is essential to adapt to radically altered ‘agro-climatic conditions’.  

 Premise 3: especially the varieties of farmers need to be improved if we are going to be able to feed  
                   the ‘poorest of the poor’.  

 Premise 4: consequently those traits are needed that exist at ‘the extreme ends of landrace diversity and   
                   within wild populations’  

 Premise 5: such intensified breeding efforts require newer biological techniques and the improvement of  
                   gene bank collections.  

 

 Conclusion: request for more funding and compensation for the agricultural mandate in the name of climate  
                      change or whatever what not kind of catastrophe is going to require adaptation of crop  
                      productivity. But do not forget the disclaimer: always mention a few times that on-farm   
                      conservation and the realization of farmer’s rights is also really important.  
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catastrophes that threaten humanity as a whole – whether as its cause or as its solution. And, if 

innovation is that important for food, health, wealth and so forth, then this includes intellectual 

property protection.  

On the other hand, it is notable that those that would claim their freedoms of speech 

without restrictions and those that would claim protection are often referring to each other. At 

least polemically speaking they are two sides of the same coin. In many societies, particularly 

in Europe, it is everyday stuff that those that would maximize their right to insult others and 

those that would claim maximum protections encounter each other on a wide range of topics. 

They encounter each other on topics that are usually closely related to the most classical 

insecurity themes such as war, terrorism and religious fundamentalism. By analogy a similar 

sort of confrontation could be imagined over the demands for even more intellectual property 

protections or over scientists that claim their freedoms. Also in this case the terms of the 

debate are kept narrow – liberties and protections again presuppose each other. More 

specifically, the matter defined in line with how the private sector has claimed their 

protections in the recent past and with their contenders: those scientists who claim their 

freedoms to operate on humanitarian grounds – innovating and inventing for the global good.  

Obviously, however, discussions over more or less protections are not only the prerogative of 

public or private sector scientists. Similar to the discussions over more or less freedoms of 

speech wherein themes that are not about maximum protection or liberty are crowded out, 

what disappears when considering intellectual property protection is the eventuality that others 

– for example the usual suspects of food insecurity – could be as innovative or even more 

innovative.  

This is nothing too new, of course; it has, in fact, constantly been pointed out since the 

time of the negations over TRIPs and the CBD. An example that shows this is the 1993 

Bellagio declaration whose authors already knew that those: 

 
‘who do not fit this model -- custodians of tribal culture and medical knowledge, collectives practicing 

traditional artistic and musical forms, or peasant cultivators of valuable seed varieties, for example -- are 

denied intellectual property protection’. 

  

The declaration is not particularly important but what is interesting is that this argument in the 

early nineties emphasized the importance of the public domain in regard of how intellectual 

property is selectively blind. Because intellectual property cannot recognize the scientific and 

artistic contributions of many of the world's cultures, it is explained in that declaration that the 

importance of ‘the public domain’ is overvalued. Consequently its emphasis is not only on 

scientific freedoms but on how intellectual property fences off the commons that is necessary 
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for future creation. It points out that the basic assumption of intellectual property is 

undermining this by operating on an ‘inventor paradigm’, which is kept implicit. The 

declaration observes that ‘the international community seems unaware of the fact’.66 

 A similar viewpoint also reappears in James Boyle’s description of a ‘second enclosure 

movement’. He is well known for his opposition to the myth of the ‘romantic author/inventor’ 

that would reward heroic individuals with intellectual properties for their inventions (Boyle 

1996, 2003a). His critique of the strengthening of intellectual property has been among the 

most influential in revealing the importance of the public domain – as the unrecognized 

domain from which the raw material of invention come into existence. However also with 

Boyle the problem remains the same: the selective blindness of the inventor paradigm – also 

when innovation becomes more collaborative and less tied to intellectual property protections 

there are still those that do not fit within the innovation paradigm to begin with.  

 In this regard Boyle’s defense of the public domain has attracted the criticism that it is 

blinded by its own inventiveness. Madhavi Sunder has argued that the defense of the public 

domain is trapped in a ‘romance of the commons’. Also this is a tragedy but different than that 

of a second enclosure movement – it is about the mistaken and persuasive belief that if a 

resource is open to all it will be equally exploited by all (Sunder 2007: 106, Chander & Sunder 

2004, see also Boyle 2003a). Sunder warns that a ‘binary view of intellectual property versus 

the public domain may not be to the benefit of the world’s poor’ as it also presents ‘poor 

peoples’ knowledge as the raw material of innovation – ancient, static, and natural – rather 

than as intellectual property that is about modern, dynamic, scientific, and cultural invention 

(Sunder 2007: 100-106).  

 Moreover Sunder does not only argue that the public domain is undervalued – she also 

stresses that the poor should and can pursue their own enclosures. In fact she sees this as an 

on-going development because: ‘the traditional advocates for preserving the public domain 

have flipped’ since: 

 

with the imbalance of TRIPs being more and more apparent, advocates of the poor are turning their 

attention to securing affirmative intellectual property rights for their own cultural and scientific 

innovations’ (Sunder 2007: 106) 

 

Not only is it in question whose knowledge is protected by intellectual property and whose 

knowledge is not – Sunder proposes that those that are not deemed eligible should seek ‘to 

own copyrights, trademark and patents in their own cultural and scientific inventions’ (ibid).  

 Indeed why should the contemporary commoner not be demanding or making his or her 

own enclosures? There is no reason why the poor – as Sunder suggests – should not claim 
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their special protection where they can and she is right to argue that this is not impossible, as 

will be discussed in the observations that follow. The point, however, remains the same also 

when demanding intellectual property reforms in name of the poor. There is a crucial 

distinction to be made: not all reforms that affirm the innovation of the poor help much in 

gaining recognition that much more comprehensive reforms are needed. This is the same point 

that was already made for how access was arranged in UPOV91, the Seed Treaty as well as 

the examples of seed banks and freedoms to operate. These all illustrate what Sunder calls the 

‘romance of the commons’. The same applies to intellectual property reforms; it is necessary 

to recognize that only certain accommodations can be made while others cannot. Most 

specifically those reforms that are not compatible to a further liberalization of agriculture are 

not on the agenda of the Doha round. The examples of intellectual property reform also 

demonstrate the removal of the developmental issues from the on-going trade negotiations.  

 This will be argued next: the liberties and protections that are being equilibrated with 

such tremendous efforts and precision only get to live up to the many declarations on the 

importance of encouraging the innovation of the poor on the condition that these are kept 

within the bounds of a comprehensive push for more of the same mono-cropping.  

 

2. 

There are also various attempts at intellectual property reforms to consider alongside the 

access arrangements that were discussed previously. Also these reforms are specifically 

defined as exemptions of patenting as a general rule. 

 A principle source of intellectual property reform is a brief sub-article of the CBD. In 

article 8J it is stated that benefit sharing should be made possible in regard of the contribution 

of the:  

‘knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional 

lifestyles relevant for consideration and sustainable use of biological diversity’.  

 

A typical way to define the concept of “traditional knowledge” is to emphasize that traditional 

lifestyles of a community or people, codified or not, passed between generations, embody 

intellectual activity and insight.67 Moreover the protection of traditional knowledge would 

apply to cultural expressions as variable as songs, dances, stories and artworks as well as 

symbols, marks and other recurring expressions of traditional concepts. Specifically for 

farming such protections would include crop diversity, like soil types, irrigation techniques, 

pest control methods, planting patterns, tenure arrangements (see also Brush 2005a: 102).  

Their protection is not impossible. Exceptions to patenting are possible – for example by 

making access arrangements – and similarly it can be no objection that it is impractical to 
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make a potentially tremendous range of new subjects eligible for intellectual property 

protection. Why would this be any different than with existing patent law? It is not possible to 

define very precisely what traditional knowledge is, but neither is this necessary; also patent 

law does not define what exactly constitutes an invention. Patent law is operational even 

though it has remained debatable whether a business method or a gene expression is an 

invention or a discovery. These can still be patented on the basis of the criteria whereby they 

are recognized as inventions (e.g. novelty/ non-obviousness/ usefulness). Similarly it would be 

possible to consider the protection of particular expressions of traditional knowledge – along 

the lines of the CBD article on the subject. This would require a similar sort of arbitration as 

with patents, on the ‘methods of making’ traditional knowledge.  

Important in this regard is that what is traditional does not refer to age or to the longevity 

of the management of crop genetic materials in farmer communities as static entries, like in 

some gene bank. Rather it refers to dynamic and changing informal rules and customs. As 

such Pires de Cavalho points out that it would be nothing short of miraculous if cultural 

expressions would stay the same throughout millennia rather than referring to the dynamic 

character that involves particular rules, protocols and customs of communities everywhere 

(Pires de Cavalho 2000: 6, 7).68 This endless variation also appears when looking for 

traditional knowledge in farming. Stephan Brush has elaborated at length for crop diversity 

that that neither its management as a common heritage nor as a common property ‘imply a 

lack of rules’ – it only appeared this way because the dynamic management of crop 

evolutionary processes had been invisible until efforts were made to restrict and privatize the 

exchange and use of germplasm (Brush 2003: 8, 2005). Although there are no particular set of 

farmers that have control over crop evolution, many individual farmers or specific 

communities regularly make specific contributions. It can therefore not be a substantial 

objection that it is unfeasible to reward a collective process. There is no a-priori ground why it 

would be impossible to expand intellectual property to cover the traditional knowledge that 

was already referred to in the Seed Treaty.  

While this is not impossible, the problem is one of another magnitude – it is crucial to 

recognize how a combination of access arrangements in name of usual suspects of food 

insecurity are combined with certain intellectual property reforms rather than others. The 

proposed reforms are not principally about the innovations of those that are most threatened by 

the ‘crop genetic footprint’ that others are putting down. On the contrary, these reforms are 

kept in close alignment with a specific political context: the negotiations over access to 

markets, including a further liberalization of agriculture in the trade negotiations.  
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The most suitable example is the so-called ‘geographical indicator’, which refers to goods that 

are protected with an intellectual property that is granted on the basis of their geographical 

origin. On the one hand, the example is important because it shows that it is not impossible to 

interpret this clause of the TRIPs agreement in such a way that it would back up the protection 

of traditional knowledge and support those that live and work with crop diversity. On the other 

hand, it would be a misunderstanding to also think that such aims are what the on-going 

reform efforts are about.  

 Already regions, rather than individuals or communities, are the subject of protection in 

many places and even already a part of TRIPs. Most notably, Article 22.1 of TRIPs is about 

‘geographical indications’, which 

 
‘identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a region or locality in that territory where a 

given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical 

origin’.  

 

Member states are required to prevent references to geographical origins that are intended to 

mislead consumers or as an unfair advantage in the market (Art. 22.2) and there is a higher 

level of protection for wines and spirits (Art. 23.4). In particular for the EU, geographical 

indicators are important for the protection of goods or services whose quality and reputation is 

linked to the geographical origins – in particular for wines and spirits but also for other 

products. The EU has already renegotiated bilateral treaties with non-member countries to 

mutually protect a number of geographical indicators (Grant 2007: 181).  

 A critique by the US delegation and related lobbyists is that unlike trade marks that are 

protected in the market and are marketable, a geographical indication already has market 

recognition and value among producers worldwide but serves to limit its usage to a small 

subsection of exiting producers (ibid). Along similar lines the geographical indication can be 

seen as disguised protectionism by the EU – the extension of geographical indicators would 

then not only protect Champaign or Scottish Whiskey (as well as Tequila and Bourbon) but 

also Roquefort and Parma ham. At least some of the EU’s motivation for seeking the 

establishment of a multilateral registration and notification system rests on the assumption that 

this would aid less competitive farmers to make the shift from quantity to quality agriculture, 

helping EU farmers to move into the production of value added products of niche markets.  

 Consequently, the very same reforms that play a role within Europe’s own agricultural 

reform are also some of the concessions that the EU made to developing countries in the 

stagnated Doha Trade Round. The geographical indicator is then presented to developing 

countries as one of the mechanisms to ‘empower local communities which can continue to 
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commercialize without displacement by global mass production’ (Sunder 2007). As such it is 

prohibited to sub-license a geographical indication to elsewhere – it only applies to goods that 

are exclusively local or regional and this requires a broad proof of origins and historical 

records. Therefore it might recognize the quality and reputation of particular local 

communities – which would become authorized producers. Of course many others would be 

denied the use of the name – for example Gouda cheese is not necessarily made near the city 

of the same name, it is also made in Wisconsin as well as in Ethiopia. It could therefore be 

argued that protections for local areas would be obstacles to access and innovation and that 

such protections encourage inappropriate authenticity claims – for example leading into a 

dispute over Gouda, like Parma, in fact being a local product or one that necessarily still 

involves the original craftsmanship.  

 The point is, however, that geographical indicators show that intellectual property reform 

could be possible within the reform of TRIPs and it could even be interpreted in line with the 

protection of traditional knowledge such as the protection of crop varieties as cultural 

expressions. It shows that the protection of the traditional knowledge of individuals, 

communities and regions could be possible; that is not the problem. The problem is the 

underlying assumption that it is by way of such measures as well as access arrangements and 

freedoms to operate that the claims of those excluded from protection for their farming-

innovations are to be acknowledged. This is what is questionable; the innovations of the poor 

are being affirmed separately from more controversial demands for legal reforms – like rights-

based approaches to the dispossession of land or the aspirations for self-rule of groups with 

different ethnic identities.  

 In other words: the debate on intellectual property reform also demonstrates how easily 

affirmations of local innovations of farming communities could come in place of the much 

more comprehensive reforms that are required for communities to be able to adapt to outside 

threats such as the uniformity of crops used in industrial agriculture or the effect of climate 

change. This will be discussed in the next section.  

 

3. 
It is particularly notable that the examination of the CBD-TRIPs relation – which was 

instructed at the beginning of the Doha Trade Round – was conveniently delegated to the 

WIPO.  

 The WIPO mandate, Sell explains, is ‘particularly intriguing given the audacious shifting 

of intellectual property out of the WIPO and into the GATT in 1986 at the outset of the 

Uruguay Round’ (Sell 2007: 67). At the time the WIPO, like the FAO, was sidelined because 
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it was to focused on development issues; it now reappears as a discussion forum on the 

development agenda for intellectual property. Many of the proposed intellectual property 

reforms that involve traditional knowledge are debated primarily at the WIPO, which is a 

consequence of developing countries that threatened to block negotiations on its ‘substantive 

patent law treaty’. They insisted on a development agenda for intellectual property reform, 

which includes traditional knowledge, custodianship and cultural responsibility in 

conservation efforts although very little agreement exists on what such an agenda would be 

about.  

 Therefore intellectual property is designated as a possible concession on traditional 

knowledge but simultaneously it is a theme that has been separated from the main negotiations 

of the trade round. The examination of the compatibility of TRIPs and the CBD was removed 

from the main negotiations on agricultural liberalization, which has become the principle 

demands from developing countries. In 2005 at the Hong Kong meeting of the Doha Round 

the so-called Group of 20 allied itself with other developing countries forming the Group of 

110, to push for greater liberalization on agricultural trade and the reduction of subsidies. This 

was too unstable an alliance to represent the developing world as a whole but still resulted in 

an uncomfortable isolation of the EU, the US and Japan.69 While the EU and the US demand 

that developing countries open their markets to services and industrial goods, they only have 

minor reductions in agricultural subsidies to offer to developing countries. 

 Although trade rounds usually take longer than their deadlines, the Doha Round should 

have been finished in 2004 and by 2008 there was still little indication that a conclusion might 

be possible in a few years. Therefore themes that might otherwise stagnate the negotiations of 

the Doha Round have been diverted to elsewhere; this is the case for themes like food security, 

small farmers and genetic resources, as well as a reform of intellectual property centered on 

traditional knowledge. These are still being discussed but outside of the scope of the Doha 

Round – as sideshows of possible packages of special and differential treatment for 

developing countries that get staged without complicating the trade negotiations. On the one 

hand this removal also implies that it is to some degree possible to negotiate over objections to 

intellectual property protection and to call for international regulation on behalf of farmers and 

indigenous peoples. For example it makes it possible to demand for stricter revisions of the 

patent system, proof of origins, and geographical indicators (Dutfield 2005, Safrin 2004: 642, 

Sunder 2007). On the other hand such proposals for the reform of intellectual property take 

place within a wider context of a liberalization of agriculture and this also sets much of the 

terms under which its expansion is debated.  
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This is the reason for the dollar sign in the image below. 

  

The elements listed in the light grey area that says “intellectual property reforms” have been 

discussed. The dark grey area says “access to markets”. It shows that the balancing of 

intellectual properties and access is relative to the negotiations of the Doha Round, that there 

is an interrelationship between such reforms and the emphasis on access to markets in the 

trade negotiations. In fact the list of intellectual property could also be described as a 

“liberalization of protection mechanisms”. This is a compromise that is supposed to make 

further liberalization of agriculture possible – in exchange for market access.  

 The image shows that intellectual property reform is possible as a trade-off. The reforms 

are secondary to the trade deal, which does not stagnate because it aims to help the poor in 

claiming their own inventions but its aim is to facilitate further access to markets. It is highly 

doubtful whether a more comprehensive intellectual property reform will still be politically 

convenient for developing countries also when these would be successful in their push for the 

liberalization of agricultural markets. If their demand would be met, then this would ultimately 

have as its consequence even more uniformity in agricultural crops. To compensate it might be 

that even more reforms and access arrangements are negotiated; that is not the problem – the 

problem is the underlying assumption that those excluded from protection for their farming-

innovations can be accommodates by way of protections of local products and traditional 

knowledge.  

 This is questionable; intellectual property reforms represent only one normative 

vocabulary that selectively accommodates a few claims among others. It might reform who 

gets to be an inventor and which inventions are eligible for protection but the image above 

does not show a framework wherein intellectual property reforms could encourage a more 

lively production of new and improved varieties and to protect a wide range of related cultural 

expressions. This requires more substantial references to farmers and indigenous peoples and 
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these are not on the agenda of the Doha round. What is on the agenda is a further liberalization 

of agriculture accompanied by a liberalization of reform proposals. 

 

The distinction made in the oval image between access to markets and intellectual property 

reform also corresponds to Crusoe’s dual preoccupation with access and enclosure. It is the 

particular alignment of both sides that is the tragedy – both types of reforms are kept in line 

with a legal process that was set in motion by the Chakrabaty patent. Furthermore this 

predicament with a footstep was already captured by Jack Kloppenburg when he wrote about 

the separation of ‘the agricultural sector from the capitalist mainland’ in the conclusion of 

‘first the seed’ (1989). Instead of a footstep in the sand found by Crusoe on an isolated island 

he observed that biotechnology makes it the possible to construct a bridgehead from the 

capitalist mainland whereby to control the seed. As Kloppenburg argued in the late eighties, 

the techniques that are generally grouped as biotechnology are at the core of how ‘capitalism’s 

engineers have tried to bridge those straits’, making it possible ‘to build bridges to the island 

empire’ (Kloppenburg 1989: 280-290).  

 Most literally biotechnology is about constructing bridgeheads to the ‘island-empire’, 

which with Kloppenburg was about the biological obstacles to a further commodification of 

the seed. However such an ‘island-empire’ is a lot like the footstep that has been set on the 

beaches of Crusoe’s ‘island-empire’ that makes it necessary for Crusoe to build fortifications 

and to find caves to hide himself. What is tragic about the figure of Crusoe as a ‘would-be- 

barley inventor’ is that he wanted to work on his crop improvements and fermentations but has 

become to preoccupied with a footstep in the sand. His insecurity makes him protect his 

livelihood and his possessions and give up his innovations because after the initial stage of 

worry he begins to build more and more enclosures. This process is now well on its way – the 

sophisticated biological techniques that are being introduced motivates plant breeders and 

biotechnologists as well as governments to enclose their possessions. On the one hand, this is 

about new abilities to access genetic materials and the markets that this access represents; on 

the other hand, this implies that they have to be protected by patents, in banks, vaults or 

otherwise.  

 This is the next stage – where there are bridges to the island-empire and when what was 

enclosed needs to be made available again.  

 

4. 
While some sort of intellectual property reform might be useful in allowing local communities 

to be able adapt to the insecurities that affect them, it should be clear that the support for 

scientists to patent their innovation is much greater than the support for farmer communities 
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and indigenous peoples. It was already explained how farmers’ rights were made into national 

responsibilities – in UPOV91 as well as in the Seed Treaty. Furthermore it can also be 

observed that the international recognition of indigenous peoples is much more substantive 

than that of farmers ever was even though it remains contested and constrained within the 

limitations of the mandates of international organizations. 

 Since the early nineties there has been quite some progress in the negotiations over 

indigenous rights. Indigenous peoples have an international status that has limits and is 

contested but is nonetheless a rare and solitary instance in international law of recognition for 

individuals, communities and peoples that do not have clear national or international legal 

personalities (see Kingsbury 1998, Meijknecht 2001). In 1991, Convention No. 169 by the 

International Labour Organization (ILO) referred to ‘peoples’ rather than populations for the 

first time in an international agreement while also making the provision that the question of 

self-determination is not within its competency. It explicitly writes that indigenous peoples are 

‘only users of the object of protection and [...] cannot constitute an entity which threatens the 

unity of the state’.70  

 Until then the term ‘indigenous’ had been used in ILO Convention No. 107 in the fifties 

that refers to the quick disappearance of indigenous groups. At that time governments were 

made responsible for their effective integration into national communities. For three decades 

this had been the only agreement that involved any kind of special rights for minorities by its 

reference to the protection of ‘indigenous populations’, which avoided any connection to the 

right of self-determination.71 Consequently, the ILO agreement from the early nineties is 

remarkable as: ‘one of the rare examples of a convention in which special attention is paid to 

peoples, as groups, living within independent states’ (see Meijknecht 2001: 149–169). What 

makes the agreement different is that it does not refer to the rights of the citizens or peoples 

that are generally recognized as occupants of nation-states. The recognition for indigenous 

rights can make it more difficult for governments to define on their own terms who get to be 

the subject of the non-discriminatory articles of such agreements. In many places a designation 

as an indigenous peoples is, for example, closely related to contestations over the property 

titles over traditional lands and resources.72 Furthermore, it is intricately related to references 

in international law to the right to preserve cultural heritage and languages. This includes the 

non-substantive references to traditional knowledge – like article 8J, the Seed Treaty and in 

regard of some of the proposed intellectual property reforms.  

 What the ratification of articles and treaties on indigenous peoples makes possible is that 

international organizations can incorporate and elaborate these in their mandates. Since the 

nineties, for examples, indigenous peoples became part of the development strategies of the 
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major development banks that began to single out some of the most isolated areas and 

marginalized indigenous peoples in the developing world for their anti-poverty programs. In 

late 2007 a non-binding agreement became operational called the ‘Declaration on the Rights 

of Indigenous Peoples’, which notably refers to peoples and their self-determination. It has 

been signed by most countries other then the developed countries with indigenous peoples 

within their jurisdictions like the US and New Zealand. While some countries might not sign 

it, the new treaty makes it increasingly likely that some of its articles will become adopted and 

incorporated throughout the UN system as well as the development banks.  

 However the long process of the negotiation of this new treaty – from the early eighties 

onwards – shows that the claims and demands of groups, communities and peoples that aspire 

self-rule are set against the background of concepts like peoples, nations, sovereignty, the right 

of self-determination and citizenship. The references to indigenous peoples in international 

mandates are also indicators of the constraints on recognition. Whatever gets to count as 

traditional knowledge and innovation is subject to the limitations that are shown in the long 

and contested process leading up to the wording ‘indigenous peoples’ rather than ‘indigenous 

populations’. The international legal personality that indigenous peoples have – and that 

farmers do not – does make it more likely that certain measures will be taken in their name but 

also this recognition is no basis for a more concentrated effort to support those that live and 

work with crop genetic materials.  

 In brief: the acknowledgement in international mandates is limited by the need for 

compatibility with treaties that operate on faulty premises and that are for all practical 

purposes mutually exclusive to their own self-defined aims. What is eligible for protection is 

kept in close alignment with the bounds set by the sovereignty-based negotiations over 

reforms and of international mandates wherein only certain sorts of knowledge, traditions and 

types of social organization are acknowledged when protecting innovations. This is cause for 

concern because there is only a precarious balance to be struck between the possibility of 

encouraging local innovations of farmer communities and indigenous peoples and the more 

comprehensive insecurities that are the reason why they are regularly mentioned in an entire 

range of legal provisions. The point is not that there is no urgency to reform intellectual 

property but that these reforms will at most accommodate a limited number of aspects from a 

multiplicity of cultural differences and identities. The demands of farmers and indigenous 

peoples for more recognition at the international level – which might or might not include crop 

genetic materials – involves singularly complex historically negotiated identities and cultures 

that are contested, imagined and re-imagined by themselves and by interactions with others.  
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 Some farmers conserve biodiversity while others do not, some own their lands other do 

not, some would approve of GM substance crops others would not and some are engaged in 

breeding while others are not. Sometimes entire communities are dependent on a global 

collective management system for genetic material, while at other times individuals or entire 

peoples contribute. Similarly not all indigenous peoples are suppressed ethnic groups that 

contribute to biodiversity – some are not necessarily ethnicities, others have not been 

colonized, some have no particular historical relation to their land and it might be hundreds of 

years that have passed wherein a community lives alongside the settlers that once colonized 

the area.73 In fact many farmers and indigenous peoples are inventive while some are much 

less so.  

 To put it differently: the reforms that can be proposed within the context of the trade 

negotiations isolate very specific characteristics that are only at the most superficial level 

indicative of the demands of farmer communities and of indigenous peoples. The ways 

wherein cultures that are internally diverse, transform, overlap with other groups and cultures 

can be accommodated are being aligned with an inventor paradigm and they are not being 

aligned with more comprehensive reforms that are required to be able to adapt to the 

insecurities. It is therefore only too understandable that indigenous peoples as well as farmers 

remain suspicious of proposals to make available the crop diversity that they live and work 

with. The constraints of such a framework are reminiscent of historical experiences with many 

forms of appropriation, including how access ends up making possible the ‘exploitation of 

some more than others’ and there is no reason to consider on-going reforms to be different.  

 Of course there are many insecurities that are real enough and it might be useful in that 

regard to acknowledge many more innovations in the on-going reorganization of crop genetic 

materials, like geographical indicators, traditional knowledge protections as well as more open 

access arrangements and collaborative innovation trajectories. However it is even then still a 

tragedy that more substantial recognition of those that live and work with crop diversity is 

impossible in international treaties when there is the slightest hint of any incompatibility with 

the existing commitment of states to mono-crop varieties and access to markets.  

 

5. 
What was enclosed in the previous decades is being made available again as a necessity for 

future inventions that are to save humanity. Also this is a tragedy. It is not tragic because 

innovation in general is frustrated; what is tragic is the highly particular alignment of access 

and enclosures that makes up the specific analogy with Robinson Crusoe and his crop 

improvements. Enclosure is being made into the general rule by legislating only humanitarian 
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exemptions like seed banks that make available crop genetic diversity as a resource that is a 

matter of the freedom to operate of crop scientists. As the report on climate change illustrated, 

such exceptions are possible by mobilizing population pressures, food scarcities and 

population increases caused by temperature rise, changing weather patterns and so forth. 

These insecurities seamlessly bring together the demand for broad access provisions like the 

Seed Treaty with the freedom to operate for crop scientists in name of humanity –

unconstrained by how patents became the general rule.  

 In brief, access, insecurity, and enclosure. These are the three points of the triangle that in 

Crusoe’s case began with a mere footstep and these demonstrate what is “anti” about an anti-

commons for crop material. The problem is not only about too many protections that interrupt 

access; the problem is about how too many intellectual property protections and humanitarian 

exceptions are being defined in such a way that it supports a further intensification of the focus 

on modified and uniform crop traits. What Safrin describes as ‘hyperownership’ only refers to 

enclosures like patents and sovereign authority over genetic materials; what this ignores, 

however, is how the terms of the discussion about access and enclosure are where there is a 

difference – the current negotiations are being held on very different terms and against a very 

different background than in the eighties and nineties. 

 It is in this regard also that James Boyle’s sympathetic proposal to rename the World 

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) as the ‘World International Wealth Organization’ 

is relevant as well as the useful listing of the ‘Geneva Declaration on the future of the WIPO’ 

(see below).74  
 

Geneva Declaration on the Future of the World Intellectual Property Organization 
Humanity faces a global crisis in the governance of knowledge, technology and culture. The 
crisis is manifest in many ways.  
 
• Without access to essential medicines, millions suffer and die; (..) 

• Anticompetitive practices in the knowledge economy impose enormous costs                 
on consumers and retard innovation; 

• Authors, artists and inventors face mounting barriers to follow-on innovation; 

• Concentrated ownership and control of knowledge, technology, biological resources and 
culture which harm development, diversity and democratic institutions; (..) 

At the same time, there are astoundingly promising innovations in information, medical and 
other essential technologies, as well as in social movements and business models. We are 
witnessing highly successful campaigns for access to drugs for AIDS, scientific journals, 
genomic information and other databases, and hundreds of innovative collaborative efforts to 
create public goods, including the Internet, the World Wide Web, Wikipedia, the Creative 
Commons, GNU Linux and other free and open software projects, as well as distance 
education tools and medical research tools.   
 
           See http://www.cptech.org/ip/wipo/genevadeclaration.html (last checked August 2008)  
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The declaration mentions the concentrated ownership of biological development alongside 

such themes as access to medicine and barriers to the next generations of innovation. 

Furthermore it highlights when and where intellectual property provisions do not offer 

protection along side references to access arrangements and the collaborative character of 

innovation. It even emphasizes open source in informatics and ‘hundreds of innovative 

collaborative efforts’ – as do other declarations of a similar view like the Adelphi Charter and 

the proposed A2K treaty from 2006 that seeks to ‘protect, preserve and enhance the public 

domain, which is essential for creativity and sustained innovation’.75
 

 However the tragedy is that such a public domain approach remains tied to an ‘inventor 

paradigm that limits the access arrangements and humanitarian exemptions that are made 

possible. The contribution that such exceptions to enclosure might make is relative to the 

efforts to keep the ‘inventor paradigm’ defined in line with the existing rules for intellectual 

property protections. Such lists of access arrangements and collaborative innovations show the 

dual predicament with access and enclosure, neither of which ends up supporting the work and 

inventions of those that live and work with crop diversity.  

 It is in this sense that the story from the eighteen century adds to Kloppenburg’s ‘island 

empire’ of the late nineteen eighties. The point is not that Kloppenburg’s ‘island-empire’ has 

been bridged in its entirety – only footsteps have been set. These were, however, enough of a 

threat to Crusoe to make him give up on his inventions, which, as will be discussed next, also 

came to characterize the very last period on his island when, long after he gave up his 

innovations when Friday makes his appearance. There is no reason why Crusoe might not 

have shared his island-empire with Friday on equal terms. What happened, however, is that 

Friday appears in Crusoe’s tragedy long after he has already begun building his enclosures 

after he was saved by Crusoe from captivity by other savages.  

 With his head on the ground from gratitude – ‘with all the possible Signs of a humble 

thankful Disposition’ – Crusoe makes ‘him know his Name should be Friday’ in memory of 

the day that his life was saved. After a short while his savage servant Friday - who Crusoe 

considers like a ‘child to a father’ – wants to tell his fellow savages ‘to live Good, tell them to 

pray God, tell them to eat Corn-bread, Cattle-flesh, Milk, no eat Man again’ (Defoe 2007: 

189). In brief, Friday is fortunate to have come to Crusoe’s island to be rescued and converted 

to a more civilized way of life. This is when the tragedy becomes really tragic – not only does 

Robinson Crusoe lose the edge to his barley innovations because of a mere footstep, which 

might be characterized as ‘a pity’, he also puts to work those that access his island in order to 

prevent greater insecurity. Crusoe proceeds to enclose more land and to plant more crops and 

he gets Friday to beat and sift corn. He observes with approval that Friday  
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‘soon understood how to do it as well as I, especially after he had seen what the Meaning of it was, and that 

I was to make Bread of; for after that I let him see me make my Bread and bake it hot, and in a little Time 

Friday was able to do all the Work for me, as well as I could do it my self’ (Defoe 2007: 179). 

 

Not only is this supposedly in Friday’s best interest, it requires Friday to assimilate and 

become like Crusoe, which is to say wanting to build enclosure and worry about the same 

predicament. This is the tragedy of having the poor demand their own enclosures – they are to 

behave in line with something that was set in motion by nothing but a ‘footstep’ which is 

expected to convince the latecomers about what they need to work on. In other words, when 

Friday arrives to his ‘island empire’ and access to the island gets to be established, the footstep 

is already set in the field and the enclosures (patents – UPOV91 etc.) are in place on which 

Friday gets to make his contribution to the shared insecurity. Within that trajectory the 

solution appears to be that of putting crop genetic diversity in storage for further science-based 

breeding to save the poor that get to work on enclosures to protect themselves.  

Is it not this that is most ‘anti’ about a tragedy of the anti-commons for crop genetic 

materials? Surely there are too many property rights that obstruct access but it would be even 

more tragic when a few corporations could come to own the technologies whereby to make 

crop improvements that would adapt farming to climate change. Certainly it is possible that 

the rights to biodiversity, traditional knowledge and the labor of the poor would be recognized 

in terms of access and in terms of enclosures. Yet it is still a tragedy because these 

acknowledgements are the consequence of a footstep that has been put and do not discourage 

the constant inflow of commodified seed and bio-chemical inputs or more mono-cropping. 

 

Lastly, it is a tragedy how self-evident it is that more comprehensive demands for farmers’ and 

indigenous rights are not possible while it is possible to engage in a comprehensive balancing 

act of exceptions and reforms that help conclude the trade negotiations centered on a further 

liberalization of agriculture. However, such a tragedy does not mean that nothing can be done.  

It was not the case that within the trespassed boundaries of Crusoe’s island-empire it had 

become impossible to continue working on crop improvements – it is, after all, nothing but a 

‘footstep’ that made Crusoe a would-be-barley-inventor. It is not the case in the novel that 

Crusoe could not innovate any longer after the access of savages to his ‘island-empire’. He 

remained convinced, as was mentioned before, that were it not for ‘the terror’ he was in he 

would have ‘undertaken it, and perhaps brought it to pass too’ (Defoe 2007: 140-150).  

Consequently the analogy is not finished. Crusoe was turning malt into beer and could have 

made it if he had not gotten too preoccupied with his own wellbeing and would it not have 
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been possible therefore to save Friday in order to let him to work on the planting of barley, 

rice and grapes to make raisins or turning his barely into malt and beer?  

 

Conclusion 
The predicament of Crusoe and Friday relevant as an analogy because it shows a sequence of 

events that might be circumvented. However this chapter began with a triangle of “access-

insecurity-enclosure” wherein Crusoe’s dual problem with access (to his island-empire) and 

with his need for enclosures came together in how he feels that his safety and his possessions 

are being threatened by savages coming to his island. As a consequence Crusoe has to give up 

his innovation-trajectory.  

Crusoe worries about his supply of grain as well as the cattle that is his immediate supply 

of milk and meat. He fears a footstep because it demonstrates that others might access his 

island and threaten his life and his possessions. After he finds the footprint in the sand, he ask 

himself: ‘[what] if it should happen so that they should not find me, yet they would find my 

Enclosure, destroy all my Corn, carry away all my Flock of tame Goats, and I should perish at 

last for meer want’ (Defoe 2007: 132). He ‘could think but two Ways to preserve them;  

 
‘one was to find another convenient Place to dig a Cave Under-ground, and to drive them into it every 

Night; and the other was to enclose two or three little Bits of Land, remote from one another and as much 

conceal’d as I could, where I might keep about half a Dozen young Goats in each Place: So that if any 

Disaster happen’d to the Flock in general, I might be able to rise them again with little Trouble and Time’ 

(Defoe 2007: 137). 

 

Consequently Crusoe’s fear makes more and more enclosures necessary – planting thick rings 

of trees as fortifications and digging caves that are not unlike the proliferation of intellectual 

property provisions as well as seed banks and vaults against the insecurities of climate change. 

The point of the story of Crusoe is that it can be re-read as a much needed warning about 

the kind of tragedy that is being staged today. Crusoe’s tragedy resembles the monocultures 

that make contemporary breeding into a tragedy because of how they are outside of the scope 

of the reform programs that are to save ‘island-earth’ from catastrophic food insecurities and 

other catastrophes – like disease, empty fuel tanks, the weather and so forth. More and more 

enclosures become necessary but these are no obstacles to the sort of innovation that mobilizes 

the persuasive insecurity of island-earth as an anti-commons tragedy. The problem with the 

new enclosures is relative to the dependence on a type of innovation that set in motion such 

hyperownership in the first place.  

Instead of an enclosure of the commons and the tragedies of the commons and anti-

commons, what is tragic is a specific alignment of access and enclosures that demonstrates 
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how Hardt & Negri observe that ultimately security ‘is an absolute logic of the common or, 

really a perversion that conceives the entire common as the object of control’ (Hardt & Negri 

2004: 203). It is not for nothing that many of the measures to save the earth are about 

problems that are happening near to the end of the twenty-first century; only the food 

insecurities that happen then require large scientific efforts that need to be exempted from 

hyperownership at this very moment. This line of argument resembles the suspension of civil 

law in times of insecurity – the focus on crop genetic diversity requires ‘extra-technological’ 

and ‘extra-legal’ conditions whereby to aim at man’s adaptation to climate change. There is a 

gene vault that keeps valuable treasure at maximum security in name of humanity and a state 

of exception for inventors with well-intended humanitarian aim for the world’s problems. This 

is much like Crusoe who had been hiding in his new enclosures from the savages until he 

rescued Friday – similarly humanitarian-minded scientists can be mobilized to work on 

strategically isolated and aligned problems that are global, high-tech and are compatible to 

patents that are supposed to address the problems of the usual suspects of whatever-what-not 

insecurity.  

If innovation is needed to be ready for when the catastrophes of the future have arrived 

then it should be of primary concern that every other international treaty is even more 

complimentary to the already intricate balancing act of access and enclosures. Such attempts 

to try and rearrange the international organization of genetic materials by way of a balancing 

act of legal exceptions and reforms that prioritize high-tech science are very problematic 

because there is no similar humanitarian state of exceptions for the inventions of those that 

continue to live and work with crop diversity. It might be that more innovation is needed to 

face the insecurities; its form and shape, however, appears as closely related to the complex 

and governmental networks around international organizations that are not addressing but 

transforming demands. They can only acknowledge some demands rather than others and end 

up re-aligning these in such a way that ‘liberal governance confronts a major problem: the 

poor cannot always be trusted to make the right decisions’ (Duffield 2002: 129).  

More comprehensive farmers’ rights as well as the demands of indigenous peoples are, 

unlike intellectual property reform, not possible. This is in line with how Friday is staged in 

Crusoe’s tragedy. When Friday comes along, the footstep has been set, and the three corners 

of the triangle (access, insecurity and enclosure) are in place. Friday gets to make even more 

enclosures because his very arrival signals that there is more access to his island, other savages 

might arrive and threaten both Crusoe and Friday. The point is not that the different types of 

access and enclosures could not enable the innovation of other groups than scientists – the 

novel at least suggests that Friday is very inventive in making enclosures and is a most 
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effective companion for Crusoe. Accordingly it is not necessary to get as preoccupied with 

catastrophes as is decreed by international mandates or to be entirely spellbound by the 

intricacies of the balancing of access to markets and the enclosures whereby genetic materials 

are governed. Who’s to say that Crusoe’s breeding and brewing efforts are already off the 

table because of a footstep and the enclosures that were built afterwards? To put it differently, 

it is a counterbalance that is needed – an alternative system whereby to support those that live 

and work with crop diversity.  

After all, Crusoe’s plans were far-fetched to begin with he was missing several of the 

core ingredients and supplies like yeast and hops as well as a cattle and containers, which is 

similar to the sort of innovation that is interrupted when modern biological techniques and 

intellectual property protection are already in place. Also after he had become preoccupied 

with his life and his possessions Crusoe remained convinced about his innovations. He could 

have improved his barley and ferment it, and the same applies to the precarious balance 

between the local innovations of farmer communities and their need to adapt to outside threats 

like the uniformity of crops used in industrial agriculture and the effects of climate change. In 

fact the main difference with Crusoe’s predicament is the possibility for a strategic 

intervention in the tragic sequence of events.  

In that regard a ‘freedom to operate’ approach in biotechnology aims to make available 

‘crop genetic materials’ and the techniques for genetic modification and not the incremental 

innovations and adaptations of usage, selection, replanting, further breeding that would benefit 

those that live and work with crop diversity. A counterbalance to this would be to move away 

from the ‘gene regimes’ – as is the title of this chapter –, which are the various international 

mandates that aim to regulate genetic materials. This counterbalance requires a move away 

from a ‘freedom to operate’ for crop scientists to a ‘free as in freedom’ approach – analogous 

to how ‘free software’ and ‘open source code’ make their basic resource freely available to be 

shared, copied and improved by anyone on condition that it is released under similar terms.  

Such a ‘free as in freedom’ approach for crop material is not only about open access 

requirements and collaborative projects that can be frustrated by intellectual property rights. 

Crusoe as a ‘would-be-barley’ grower personifies that the premise for crop materials is 

somewhat different. To paraphrase the dictum of Richard Stallman of the Free Software 

Foundation (FSF) – today’s biotechnology is neither free as in freedom, nor as in free beer. 

By analogy to informatics, an approach to plant genetic materials might be possible that could 

go one step further – to try and support those individuals and communities that would face the 

insecurity and would continue to live and work with crop diversity on their own terms.  

This is the topic of the next chapter. 
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Five – open variety rights 

 

‘one more difference with eighteenth-century thought is that the war of all against all and the notion of a 

violent state of nature, which used to serve as a kind of blackmail against republican projects, are no longer 

effective weapons of reactionary thought to legitimate the domination of a monarchical sovereign power. 

We do not mean to suggest that powerful leaders no longer try to use these tactics to gain control over 

nations, regions and the global system as a whole. We mean rather that this notion corresponds less and less 

with our social reality’.  

   Hardt & Negri – Multitude 2004: 310-311 

 

Introduction 
What corresponds less and less to ‘our social reality’, as the quote above puts it, is the notion 

of a violent state of nature – a perpetual conflict of everyone with everyone in line with 

Thomas Hobbes’s description of sovereign power. Moreover this same state of nature, one that 

is defined as a war of all against all, is also about innovation – there can no longer be the same 

potential for crisis in the relationship between rulers and ruled when some of the newest 

elements of the economy do not operate on logics of scarcity of resources that cannot be in 

two places at once (Hard & Negri 2004: 330). Hardt & Negri refer to ‘immaterial properties’ 

that ‘can be everywhere at once’ such as ideas, images, communications that are infinitely 

reproducible and where ‘my using and having it does not hinder yours’. Instead of a 

competition for resources that can be depleted, such properties are becoming more and more 

difficult to own when there is no ‘one’ that can be identified as the creator of the innovation. 

The primary characteristic of immaterial resources is that these are increasingly dependent on 

labor that is tied up with the productivity of expansive and open networks of communication 

and cooperation (ibid).  

In chapter three this was discussed already in regard of the translation of genetic 

materials into genetic information – few genes can remain scarce (or selfish) when they 

become composites of endless quantities of data on the complexities and interrelations of the 

levels and functions of the various biological entities. The production of information on genes, 

proteins, cells and so forth involves supercomputers of the largest informatics and genomics 

corporations as well as more distributed and decentralized networks. Furthermore this chapter 

considers farming as another terrain that is being ‘informationalized’ in line with how Hardt & 

Negri explain it as an ‘open science’ based on traditional knowledge of soil, seed selection, 

plant improvement and weather conditions (ibid: 110). In other words: the two previous 

chapters are brought together in a focus on crop improvement as an illustration of how 

immaterial property involves the translation of genetic information into genetic materials and 

vice versa. It is in both directions that there is a potential for open source in biology and 
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biotechnology, which is to say that there are not only possibilities for a so-called copyleft 

approach in biology and biotechnology as was already discussed but increasingly also in 

support of those that continue to live and work with crop diversity.  

Firstly the notion of copyleft will be elaborated in more detail for informatics as well as 

its expansion to other terrains. Subsequently the more relevant examples of open source in 

biology and biotechnology will be discussed and an attempt will be made to redesign these as 

a more specific approach to crop diversity. The final sections will emphasize that the potential 

for such an open source approach is relative to the convergence of biology and informatics 

(basically a brief observation derived from chapter three) and the conclusions will return to 

Hardt & Negri’s observations about how social reality is being released from the grip of the 

Hobbesian state of nature. 

 

1. 
Copyleft is an inversion of copyright.  

Its origin is a remarkable response by Richard Stallman to how copyright, like most 

intellectual property, was strengthened and extended in informatics in the early eighties. He 

designed the General Public License (GPL) – the original Copyleft – in such a way that the 

source code of his own making became freely available to be shared, copied and improved by 

anyone. The Free Software Foundation (FSF) holds the copyright and guarantees never to use 

it on condition that all derived versions that are covered under the property title are released 

under similar terms. Consequently it is a general method for making a program or other works 

free and for requiring that all modified and extended version of the program remain free as 

well.76  

On that condition software is considered free on the basis of four freedoms:  

 

- the freedom to run the program, for any purpose 

- the freedom to study how the program works and adapt it to your need; 

- the freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor; 

- the freedom to improve the program, and release your improvement to the public, so that the 

whole community benefits  

 

It does not matter to the FSF whether these conditions are met under the GPL or not. What 

matters is that the GPL is different than a release of source code into the public domain; it 

makes possible to share works freely with others as well as the modification of their content 

because some control over its usage is retained. It imposes a legal condition that specifies that 

it is illegal to incorporate the source code it covers in proprietary programs in such a way that 

it becomes unavailable.  
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As a consequence the GPL can guarantee that the source code remains available for free 

software developers as an inventive edge over proprietary software developers. To that end the 

FSF also offers a ‘lesser GPL’ that can be used as a license whereby to make available source 

code that is already available to proprietary software developers. The difference with the 

regular GPL is that there is no innovative advantage for free software developers involved. It 

cannot give leverage to start new projects nor for negotiating access to the source code from 

closed source projects, which are those projects that do exercise their exclusive rights. The 

lesser GPL does allow its source code to be incorporated into proprietary software; what it 

shows is the aim of the FSF: that source code must remain available.  

The GPL and the lesser GPL demonstrate an ‘all rights reversed’ approach that 

prioritizes non-proprietary sharing and innovation. This is a more principled stance than the 

widest known open licensing project the ‘Creative Commons’ (CC) that advocates a ‘some 

rights reserved’ approach. The difference – between all rights or some rights reserved – is that 

the provisions of Creative Commons licenses are optional. These licenses do not control the 

precise combination of provisions like the FSF and its website announces as its objective to 

address that: ‘balance, compromise and moderation – once the driving forces of a copyright 

system that valued innovation and protection equally – have become endangered species’.77  

CC’s website mentions as its aim to: ‘cultivate a commons in which people can feel free 

to reuse not only ideas, but also words, images, and music without asking permission — 

because permission has already been granted to everyone’.78 This permission that is declared 

unnecessary applies to the CC-like licenses for texts, images, audio, video productions, 

architectural design as well as the protein databases that were mentioned in chapter three. 

Furthermore the CC proposes ‘science commons’ licenses and it used to know a ‘development 

nations only’ clause that is no longer available on account of a lack of interest.79  

 

CC licenses with are being used in fields as broad as the range of fields available over the 

internet and in line with this development also a license could be reconfigured for crop 

material. To be specific, however, a CC license is only sometimes the same in its provisions as 

the GPL: sometimes it also contains ‘non-proprietary’ and ‘share alike’ clauses. A CC license 

that contains both these terms requires the release of modifications and distribution on the 

                                                        
 

Share Alike, Non-Proprietary, Development Nations Only, Copyleft and ‘Some Rights Reserved’ 
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same terms as a GPL. The only difference is that with Creative Commons that has the same 

clauses, that these clauses have become optional. This is not a great difference when these 

clauses are in the license but the difference becomes more pronounced in other situations as 

will be discussed below. One instance where there is a distinct difference is in the field of crop 

material and for this reason the license with optional clauses that can be designed for crop 

material can also be customized along the lines of the more principled objectives of the FSF. 

 

2. 
Linux marks the point where free software became an equivalent to proprietary operating 

systems. Since the early nineties it is a powerful demonstration of how copyright and software 

patents are not the means to encourage innovation that they had been presumed to be. It was 

only afterwards that the GPL that was used by the FSF began to expand to other domains.  

This applicability elsewhere is an important difference between the GPL that was used by 

the FSF and the on-going proliferation of licenses and clauses like those of the CC. The 

ongoing modification for other terrains of application has also given rise to criticism; one 

commentator argues that unlike the FSF there ‘are no defined criteria by which any clauses 

can be categorically blocked’. Its consequence is ‘apparent’, he argues because: 

 
‘each time someone approaches the CC board with a real problem and an interest in distributing their work 

under a license that is more restrictive than the most restrictive CC license but also less restrictive than the 

status quo.’ 80 

 

On the one hand the CC improves on restrictive practices of copyright protection in many 

domains, like with the texts, images and so forth that are the real problems that the quote 

mentions. On the other hand the critics question whether it hereby finds the maximal 

encouragement of creativity. The Libre Society, for example, also thinks that creativity is 

about an ‘ongoing free and open conversation with ideas from the past and present’, this 

requires, however, that the ‘creative field of concepts and ideas have to be free of ownership’ 

(Berry & Moss 2005a, 2005b). 

Berry & Moss explain that the problem with the CC is not its support for many particular 

types of creative expression and neither its generation of interest in the commons and the 

erosion of the public domain but its ‘turn to the field of law and lawyers’. To them the CC’s 

focus on law and the ‘balanced bargain between the public and private that follows from this, 

appear naïve and outmoded in the age of late capitalism’. Its ‘farrago of new legal licenses in 

the existing system’ allows lawyers to ‘remain key nodal and obligatory passage points within 

the creative commons network and thereby constitute blockages in the flow of creativity’ 

(ibid). 
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In the manifesto of the Libre society the focus is on alliances within broader circuits of 

counter-power – ‘contributions to the practice of non-owned creativity’ such as ‘GNU, Linux, 

Bit-torrent, Indymedia and the Zapatista’s - a resistance movement famous for their usage of 

the internet. One of their creeds indicates at the difference: ‘creativity and ideas depend on 

their social life and it could not be otherwise’. Inversely put: open licensing such as the CC’s 

optional provisions offers a commons but no ‘communality. Against the grain the Libre 

Society offers licenses that adhere to a moral of common ownership, nothing else, in explicit 

rejection of state law (ibid).81  

There is indeed a legalistic turn. There is an overwhelming interest from lawyers and 

legal experts in open source and copyleft also in academic writing. Moreover it is an open 

question whether the astonishing achievements by the Free Software Foundation in the 

nineties are going strong or not. Surely it is illustrative that IBM and other informatics 

corporations are making some of their patents available for free software development and run 

their supercomputers on Linux. This is a business strategy whereby companies try and 

undermine the position of Microsoft. Even Microsoft offers its own licenses with ‘share alike’ 

provisions but notably without giving up on its ownership over further modifications.82 To put 

it differently, the binary contrast between open and closed licensing – copyleft and copyright – 

is becoming vague and it would be a mistake to presume that a more principled position like 

that of the FSF is external to capitalism.  

While recognizing that the terms upon which to draw distinctions between legal 

commons and communality are changing, Hardt & Negri point out about the Creative 

Commons that: 

 
‘one might say that this alternative system is just a supplement to existing copyright laws that serves those 

who do not want its restrictions, but really such an alternative is a powerful agent of reform. Its example 

highlights the inadequacy of the patent system and cries out for change’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 302). 

 

The many domains and options of the ‘creative commons’ represent a constructive moment in 

its demonstration that alternatives to the old system of obstacles to creativity are possible. It 

allows for an exploration of the possibilities for new ground even though – as the Libre 

society’s manifesto shows – the creative commons licenses in their particularity are certainly 

only a means, not an end. 

The various licenses and optional provisions imply alternative directions – it can become 

another business method whereby to make what is immaterial into the object of ownership, it 

is also a method whereby to highlight the shortcomings of the patent system. In this last sense 

the approach of the CC is a crucial ingredient whereby to make a more principled stances 
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possible when considering crop genetic material – like that of the Free Software Foundation 

and the Libre Foundation. 

 

3. 
Today seed corporations and university scientists can claim intellectual properties on the new 

plant varieties they make – whether conventional plant varieties or varieties that have been 

genetically modified. Farmers, on the other hand, have no comparable legal claim to 

ownership. This has been discussed in the previous chapter but it nonetheless bears reading in 

full how Hardt & Negri approach this property-discrimination:  

 
“Every agriculturist is a chemist, matching soil types with the right crops, transforming fruit and milk into 

wine and cheese; a genetic biologist, selecting the best seeds to improve plant varieties; and a meteorologist, 

watching the skies. The agriculturist must know the earth and work with it, according to its rhythms. 

Determining the exact best day to plant or harvest a crop is a complex calculation. This is not a spontaneous 

act of intention or a rote repetition of the past but a decision based on traditional knowledges in relation to 

observed present conditions, constantly renovated through intelligence and experimentation (in a similar way 

many agriculturists also have to be financial brokers, reading the constant fluctuation of markets for the best 

time to sell their product). This kind of open science typical of agriculture that moves with the unpredictable 

changes of nature suggests the types of knowledge central to immaterial labor rather than the mechanistic 

sciences of the factory” (Hardt & Negri 2004: 110). 

 

Consequently the farmer is a scientist, or rather is involved in an “open science” wherein 

immaterial labor is of key importance alongside the labor on fields and in the production of 

material products. Of course there is a historical disparity between this open science and the 

kind of ownership that inventor-scientists and seed companies get to claim through plant 

breeders’ rights or patents. 

 Historically and in many places around the world it was an open science that has as its 

result the existing crop diversity. Crop diversity is the consequence, in particular, of open 

access and non-exclusion to crop material in farmers’ fields. This is called a common heritage 

of mankind, a kind of ‘common property regime’ that has come under pressure by the more 

recent expansion of intellectual property protections in agriculture – in particular the 

UPOV91, the CBD of 1992 and the TRIPs agreement of 1994 (Gepts 2004, 2006; Brush 

2005a, b). More generally crop improvement as a distributed and communal activity has in 

many places been externalized by seed companies who take control over the breeding of 

conventional and modified crops (ibid).  

 International treaties make it legal that seeds are being sold on condition that farmers 

return to the store every harvest rather than saving and replanting some of the seeds.  
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 Already there is an increase in the administration and legal enforcement of the usage of 

proprietary seeds and efforts to control and monitor the movement of crop genetic materials – 

either as a valuable state owned resource or by companies that sue farmers for their 

infringement of the companies’ rights (see chapter four §1-4). For example Monsanto requires 

of growers of roundup-ready canola that: 

 

1) ‘The grower shall use any purchased Roundup Ready canola seed for planting one and only one crop for 

resale and consumption. The grower agrees not to save seed produced from Roundup Ready canola seed for 

the purpose of replanting nor to sell, give, transfer or otherwise convey any such seeds for the purpose of 

replanting’. 

 

Furthermore its second provision illustrates how the farmer gets tied to the usage of insecticide 

and pesticides.  

 

2) ‘The grower shall purchase and use only roundup branded herbicide labeled for use on all roundup ready 

canola seed purchased; the grower shall purchase both the Roundup branded herbicide and the Technology 

Use agreement as a package from his retailer of choice’ (quoted in Kipp 2005). 

 

In turn, also the costly inputs are protected by property titles as are more biological and 

biochemical innovations. Monsanto’s provisions illustrate the institutionally closed breeding 

system that gradually draws farmers that continue to select and save their seeds into foreign 

concepts of ownership of great complexity.  

The problem that Monsanto seeks to overcome is that also the seeds of genetically 

modified can be reproduced with each harvest. While for Monsanto this limits their market 

potential when their product is replanted or distributed, this reproducibility is the crucial entry 

point whereby to consider an analogy with open source. On the one hand the seed is the 

biological barrier to the commodification of agriculture – as many of the critical studies of the 

late eighties pointed out (Ruivenkamp 1989, also Goodman, Sorj and Wilkenson 1987, 

Kloppenburg 1989, Goodman and Redclift 1989). On the other hand: the difficulties of getting 

farmers to pay for seed that they could also select, save and plant the next harvest are 

comparable to the difficulties of selling source code, which can be copied and shared very 

easily as well as become innovative in open source projects.  

In other words: un-commodified seed is innovative and should be made to stay that way 

in open source-like projects. The general idea is shown in the table below that is derived from 

Kipp’s very useful comparison of the open licensing of the GNU manifesto with those of the 

farmers that continue to save and select seeds for growing crops and for crop improvements. It 

draws an analogy between free software and farmers’ rights that is indicative for an alternative 

in regard of the conditions whereby farmers’ rights were to be realized were never agreed on 
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in any international treaty. These farmers’ rights refer to demands for a collective right to save 

and select seed, to replant and market protected seeds and the inclusion of farmers in decision-

making processes (see Brush 2005a, b). However farmers’ rights used to be referred to by the 

FAO as ‘vested in the International Community’ until in the 2004 Seed Treaty they became 

the responsibility of national governments.83 
 

 

                   Gnu manifesto 
 

 

        MASIPAG’s list of ‘farmer’s rights’ 

 

Everyone will be permitted to modify and 
redistribute gnu, but no distributor will be allowed 
to restrict its further distribution 
 

 

   Rights to use save, exchange, multiply, and      
   improve genetic resources 

 

All versions of gnu [shall] remain free  
 

 

   Rights to control seeds and planting materials   
   including the right to refuse access to the    
   seeds and knowledge where such access will  
   be detrimental to farmers rights (such as to  
   transnational corporations and international  
   research institutions as appropriate).  
 

 

Copying all or part of a program is as natural to a 
programmer as breathing and as productive. It 
ought to be as free 
 

 

   Right to prevent technologies, policies and    
   institutions that negatively impact on the  
   ability of farmer to produce food and  
   conserve biodiversity (e.g. logging,  
   mining and chemical based farming). 
 
[ 

 

Adapted from Kipp (2005) – originally proposed by the Philippines-based MASIPAG agricultural research organization in 2002 
 

 

Consequently copyleft, as the table proposes, can be reconsidered as a mechanism whereby to 

recognize that farmers should have the freedom to develop and cultivate plant varieties that 

can be adapted to local climate, soil, and other local conditions on their own terms.  

 

4. 
This section focuses on open source in biology – including both biotechnology and plant 

breeding.  

 The widest known open source-like example in biology is probably ‘Biological Open 

Source’ (BIOS) an initiative of the Center for the Application of Molecular Biology to 

International Agriculture (CAMBIA).84 What makes it particular is that it offers plant 

biotechnology packages free of patents and aimed at its shared development. Its principle 

protagonist is Richard Jefferson – amongst other things the inventor of the renowned 

glucuronidase (GUS) reporter-gene system – wants to ‘free the tools of genetics’, currently 

locked up in patents.85 Specifically BIOS offers a technology package that includes an 

alternative method for transferring genes to plants for Monsanto’s Agrobacterium patent (the 

Agrobacterium-independent TransBacter™ plant transformation system) and an activity color 
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test that visualizes where genes are and what they do (the GUSPLUS). In the future the 

package will involve more gene transfer tools, as well as selective markers, promoters, gene 

silencing and perhaps, a nicely named proposal of Jefferson: ‘minor HART surgery 

(homologous allelic recombination/replacement technologies)’, which involves ‘subtle, in situ 

surgery on the plant’s own genes changing the performance of crops’ (CAMBIA 2003).  

Its technologies have already been used in corporate and public research on plant 

biotechnology, for instance in cell lines developed in China, landraces in India and a joint 

venture has been announced between BIOS and the International Rice Research Institute, part 

of the CGIAR.86 Moreover BIOS also has a ‘patent lens’ project that runs parallel to the 

complicated public databases of national patent offices and especially to the commercial 

patent services. It aims for an open source database of intellectual property that reviews the 

obscure licensing practices of different biotechnologies (Nottenburg et al. 2002, Nature 

Publishing Group 2006, see also Graff & Zilberman 2001). 

The model tries to create a framework for reorganizing a range of participants into a 

cooperative research network but at the moment it is mainly the innovations of CAMBIA that 

are covered by open licenses. As such Yochai Benkler calls PIPRA and BIOS examples of a 

possible ‘protected commons’ as well as a ‘selfbinding commons – one that is institutionally 

designed to defend itself against appropriation’ (Benkler 2006: 334, 344). This implies that its 

collection of technologies is available but whoever uses any of these is required to add 

modifications to the common pool. In other words: anyone who builds upon the contributions 

of others must contribute any improvements that are made back to the other participants. No 

one that accesses the technologies can enforce intellectual property rights against other 

members who signed onto the same terms.  

 

Secondly BIOS aims at greater collaboration in biotechnology development, not at the free 

availability of germplasm that is focused on the voluntary contributions of plant breeders and 

farmers. This is a deficiency; the involvement of farmers is indispensable if it is indeed 

Jefferson’s self-defined aim to allow for ‘cropping systems suited to their environment their 

societies and their economies’ (O’Neill 2003). In this regard Tom Michaels - a professor in 

plant breeding from Ontario in Canada – was probably first when in 1999 he proposed a 

General Public License for crop materials (see Kloppenburg 2008).  

Michaels’ General Public license is notable because its focus is on the breeders’ 

exemption rather than on the shared development of biotechnologies. He mentions how 

Novartis’ ‘Roundup Ready Soybeans’ seeds come with the condition that ‘the grower agrees 

not to use this seed or provide it to anyone for crop breeding, resource or seed production’.87 
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He proposes a general public license as a possible reply to such ‘technology transfer 

agreements’ that are more and more restricting the access to crop material for breeders. 

Michaels proposes to make plant germplasm freely available for use in any breeding program 

and any cultivar that a breeder develops that incorporates GPL plant germplasm must also be 

available under the same terms. This is no different than the breeders’ exemption until 

UPOV91.  

As explained in the previous chapter the breeders’ exemption can be limited by the scope 

of patents, for example by allowing both plant breeders’ rights and patents to cover the same 

plant varieties’. This is the so-called double protection clause (see UPOV91 Art. 35 (2)). As a 

consequence there is friction between the breeders’ exemption and patents that can potentially 

cover many protected varieties as well as plant genetic material that is in the public domain. In 

brief, it is increasingly unclear whether germplasm is still available for further breeding. The 

‘fundamental feature’ of open licenses in informatics that is a part of Michaels proposal has 

been the provision that makes it mandatory that a ‘cultivar a breeder releases that incorporates 

any germplasm obtained must likewise be made available to other breeders under the same 

terms and without further restrictions, for use in their breeding program’ (Michaels 1999).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An individual breeder can use the license to designate his or her plant germplasm as 

freely available for further breeding. This allows it to be crossed with other germplasm on 

General Public License for plant germplasm (GPLPG) - adapted from T. Michaels 1999  

 

1. You may designate as GPLPG any germplasm for which you are the breeder and for which there 
are no obligations that cannot be satisfied simultaneously under the terms and conditions of the 
General Public License for Germplasm. (..) 

 
2. You may charge a fee for the physical act of reproducing and distributing the germplasm, as well 

as charging a royalty to a third party for the right to reproduce and distribute your unmodified 
GPL plant germplasm. 

 
3. you may cross bona fide GPL plant germplasm with other germplasm (..) You may release and 

distribute this modified and novel plant germplasm in the manner of your choice providing that:  
 
● (..) by attempting to create unique germplasm that is based in whole or in part on previously 

existing GPL plant germplasm you agree to accept the terms and conditions of release under 
GPLPG  

● you designate as GPLPG any novel plant germplasm that you release and their modified and 
novel germplasm may be released and distributed without imposition by you of any further 
restriction other than those specified in this License.  (..) 

 
4. You may not release and distribute novel germplasm based wholly or in part on GPL plant 

germplasm except as expressly proved under this License. (…) 
 

5. If you cannot distribute modified germplasm as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under 
this license and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the 
germplasm at all. 
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condition that this does not imply further restrictions on its release, distribution and 

improvement. When ‘unique germplasm’ is ‘based in whole or in part on previously existing 

GPL plant germplasm’ then it is necessary to agree to accept the terms and conditions of 

release of the license. No further restrictions can be added but, as was Michaels’ proposal, 

royalties can be levied on the reproduction and distribution of plant varieties that are based on 

GPL plant germplasm. The only condition is that there are no restrains on further breeding and 

the difference that the license makes is that in case of non-compliance the usage rights of the 

plant germplasm originally received will be terminated. For example usage will be terminated 

when a patented novel gene sequence that is introduced into GPL plant germplasm thereby 

restricts further distribution and modification.  

 

Lastly, it was mentioned above that this license is no different than the usual understanding of 

the breeders’ exemption while it is different from UPOV91, specifically its ‘double protection’ 

provision. The ‘breeders’ exemption’ was supposed to guarantee access to varieties protected 

by plant breeders rights. It provided access to even the conventional variety that required the 

highest investment to create or those that are most profitable to be used for further breeding. 

This is no longer the case because patents that apply to germplasm could restrict the access of 

breeders to seeds (see chapter four §1-3). This is no different than what was mentioned earlier 

about software patents and copyrights in informatics: that after their term and scope have been 

extended these are no longer the incentives for innovation that they were intended to be.  

Of course, the expansion of variety rights is important for commercial breeders and plant 

biotechnologists because it makes farmers buy their seeds – it guarantees a greater return of 

investment and expands their markets. Under the current conditions crop genetic material is 

made available for further breeding but without preventing the capacity to claim more 

intellectual property right – like a plant breeders’ right, a patent or both. For that reason it is a 

mistake to think that the breeders’ exemption is an ‘open source’ provision for plant genetic 

material (see Ghijsen 2007). Instead the open source-analogy with farmers’ rights comes into 

play as a background where an alternative is needed because crop genetic materials are no 

longer ‘free as in freedom’. The access provisions of the breeders’ exemption are, by now, 

inseparable from the protection of variety rights that limit seed saving and seed selection by 

farmers that are still growing these varieties.  

This is a crucial difference between an open license like that of Michaels and the access 

provisions like the breeders’ exemption. In contrast to open access provisions for breeders, 

GPL germplasm implies the obligation that any modification is returned to the common pool. 

Regardless of whether it is a farmer’s selection, in recombinant breeding material or 
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genetically modified – the material is to be made available on the same terms. This is not the 

case in the current set up – not with UPOV91, nor in the collaborations between public and 

private parties that are arranged in name of some sort of humanitarian cause that were 

discussed in more detail in the previous chapter.  

 

5. 
Below Michaels proposal for a GPL has been visualized in line with the more wieldy Creative 

Commons licenses.  

 
 

 Its text has been adapted to apply to the accessions in gene banks or the registry of plant 

variety. Like Michaels proposes, it details the obligation for a material transfer agreement 

(MTA) with names and contact information of the breeder of the initial variety, descriptions of 

the modifications to the original germplasm that were already made, the known pedigree 
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information and the year in which final selection was made. As the Creative commons license 

shows these many details can be included into the notice that informs the recipient where to 

view the terms and conditions of GPL plant germplasm – the only thing necessary would be an 

icon on the distributed germplasm that mentions some rights reserved.  

 This license for plant germplasm explicitly recalls the Creative Commons’ approach to 

open licensing and also the pragmatism of the open source movement. The pragmatic 

approach to open source software development reasons that: ‘code is property owned by an 

individual who has the right to control and develop it (..), this is strictly associated with the 

notion of the project itself rather than just the underlying source code’ (Berry 2004: 81). In 

this line of thinking the open license shown above shows a copyleft approach to farmers’ 

innovation in a pragmatic sense. It is the breeder that owns the crop material and it proposes 

that different conditions apply to different sort of breeding innovations. Therefore it suggests 

that open source and closed source are different development models that apply to distinct or 

separate aspects of crop improvement.  

 In brief: the license shown above does nothing more than guarantee the breeders’ 

exemption in times when governments and international treaties fail to do so. For example its 

clauses are optional and could therefore be used for those instances wherein seed saving and 

seed selection would be more innovative than the innovation of seed companies. It is 

important that this becomes possible because its provisions restrain how commercial breeders, 

like Novartis’ or Monsanto, require permission for further crop improvements when 

incorporating a part of the germplasm covered under the GPL. As explained previously the 

‘breeders’ exemption’ no longer prevents restrictions on further breeding – for example 

because double protection is legal whenever UPOV91 has been adopted. Furthermore the Seed 

Treaty of the FAO arranges access to crop material but without preventing any such 

restrictions on the access to germplasm. The Seed Treaty expressly states that restrictions on 

access to the germplasm covered in its treaty are not allowed ‘in the form received’, which is 

to say that a variety right is possible and so are patents (see chapter three §4). 

 On the other hand open source can also be considered from a more principled perspective 

that allows for an alternative to the stagnated attempt to realize farmers’ rights. What is crucial 

is that the GPL for plant material could also be used as a reorientation on crop diversity as the 

historical consequence of an innovation system that was based on plant genetic material as an 

‘open science’. As was also argued in the previous chapter, crop diversity is not something 

that can be maintained through science-based breeding by itself, whether or not protected by 

intellectual property protections (see chapter 4.15-6). The point is not that it is never possible 

that a crop improvement would make some sort of humanitarian contribution to farmers that 
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live and work with crop diversity – whether covered by a regular variety right or Michaels 

GPL for germplasm. Rather it should be clear that the existing trajectory for innovation in the 

private sector largely involves a few commercial crops that are exclusively being delivered by 

seed companies and multinational agrochemical corporations that continue to promote crop 

technology systems that adapt local conditions to high-performance seed that requires 

expensive chemical inputs. 

Open licensing for plant genetic material is useful in how it insists that any limits to the 

availability of crop material should be the exception and not the rule – as is currently the case. 

However, more is needed for an open source approach that supports farmers that continue to 

replant, save and select their seeds. The open licensing scheme that was shown above 

demonstrated this already – it is a reply to how existing intellectual properties have become 

much more than temporary privileges because their scope has been increased and they have 

become a general rule of ownership. However such an effort to restore the breeders’ 

exemption is not sufficient to get plant breeding out of what Paul Gepts calls the ‘paradox of 

plant breeding’, that crop improvements for conventional agriculture have ‘historically 

undermined the very genetic basis on which it rests’ (Gepts 2006: 2281).  

The genetic basis of crop genetic diversity, as Gepts calls it, is under pressure from the 

“business as usual” approach wherein some exceptional new and improved crop is presented 

as a support for the farmers that maintain the genetic basis of agriculture. The open licensing 

can show that there is an alternative to the various regulations that have restricted the 

breeders’ exemption – like UPOV91, TRIPs and others that have been discussed. It is a crucial 

entry point for an open source equivalent wherein the “open resource” is not about source 

code, like in informatics or bio-informatics, but involves a wide variety of crop material that is 

covered by a specific GPL for germplasm such as that of Michaels. While this already aims to 

guarantee further availability and does not allow restriction on modifications – such 

restrictions conflict with the obligations of the copyleft license – it is also possible to be more 

insistent in flipping upside down what is rule and what is exception in regard of the ownership 

of crop materials.  

The distinction that needs to be made is between two types of ownership: one is a 

historically and institutionally closed system that is tied to insecticides, pesticides and 

modified seeds and another type wherein ownership is defined relative to the open breeding 

system that is needed to maintain the world’s crop genetic diversity (see Hughes & Deibel 

2006).  
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6. 
Further strengthening and proliferation of many and many types of intellectual property 

protections increasing the interest in more principled interpretations for ‘open variety rights’. 

For example ‘open variety rights’ could reinterpret how plant breeders’ rights are granted if 

varieties fulfill the criteria of ‘distinctness, uniformity and stability’.  

According to these criteria a variety cannot be protected when phenotypic differences in a 

variety are too similar to other available varieties (protected or not) or when the traits 

expressed are too variable or different in respect to an average original. However such criteria 

are necessarily relative to the reference varieties as well as to particular locations, test periods 

or observers, which remains the case when DNA techniques are being used to establish 

thresholds for genetic distance and similarity (art. 8 to 10 UPOV91; Ghijssen 2007). This 

relativity is so important that UPOV91 (unlike earlier agreements) distinguishes between 

‘initial varieties’ and ‘essentially derived’ varieties. This latter category implies that if a 

variety is not different enough from the traits of an initial variety, it will be covered by the 

original right. Again this is a relative difference; the treaty mentions as derived varieties those 

that are obtained by the selection of individual or mutant plant from the initial variety, 

repeated backcrossing as well as insertion of genes with biotechnological techniques (see art 

14, 15).  

Hereby UPOV91 makes it more difficult for second generation breeders to claim variety 

rights on ‘cosmetic changes’. Hence the holder of a first generation variety right has greater 

chance that it gets authority over derived varieties. Since a variety right is always relative to 

other protected varieties, this makes it more important to hold a variety right on a crop species 

that is as distinct from other varieties as possible (see Ghijsen 2007). Consequently variety 

rights that are more detached from other protected varieties hold a greater scope of authority 

over other varieties. On the one hand this greater scope of a variety right can be interpreted as 

an incentive to get conventional breeders interested in other crops than the few that are 

commercially interesting. On the other hand, however, it is also possible to reconsider the 

‘essentially derived clause’ in quite a different sense. Not only are those seed companies being 

supported that are interested in crops that are at the moment non-commercial – through 

UPOV91 for example – those farmers that innovate with their own crops have a greater 

probability that their improvements will be designated as essentially derived.  

There is an increase in the possibility that other protected varieties turn out to be 

essentially derived but also the alteration of plant variety rights extends over those varieties 

that are not distinct, uniform or stable enough to be awarded a plant variety right. These 

varieties that cannot be protected on their own even though they might be covered under 
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another protection are, as Louwaars et. al. have argued, so-called ‘farmers’ varieties’. They 

write of ‘strengthening the cultural component rather than the physical component’ for 

varieties that are important to farmers but do not meet the criteria of a plant variety right 

(Louwaars et. al. 2007). The examples they give are from south-east Asia where farmer 

varieties and the innovation systems that produce these cannot be protected with existing 

mechanisms even though they are significantly different from the point of view of the local or 

regional appreciation of its taste, color or adaptability. Furthermore they propose a separate 

intellectual property protection for farmers’ varieties (ibid). Indeed there is no a-priori ground 

why it would be impossible to expand intellectual property. As mentioned in the previous 

chapter already, the protection of farmers’ varieties would be no different than how copyrights 

or patents can be granted for a tremendous range of subjects. Such additional protections for 

farmers’ varieties, however, do not require an additional legal system when the ‘essentially 

derived variety’ provision would be copylefted.  

In fact, each additional protection – claims over essentially derived varieties or 

protections for farmers’ varieties – makes possible further copyleft clauses. The general idea is 

the same as Tom Michaels’ proposal to arrange access to crop material that used to be 

guaranteed by the breeders’ exemption. It is then allowed that royalties are charged on the 

reproduction and distribution of GPL plant germplasm but restrictions on further breeding are 

not. This proposal was shown as a license with a commercial clause; it is also possible, 

however, to guarantee access with a non-commercial clause that would remove the possibility 

to levy royalties on the GPL germplasm or on any subsequent modifications. In other words 

also a more principled version of Michaels GPL for germplasm is a possibility. In Michaels’ 

GPL there are optional clauses where it is prescribed that it is allowed to ‘charge royalties to 

third parties for the right to reproduce and distribute your unmodified GPL plant germplasm’. 

A plant breeder might wish to allow farmers that live and work with crop diversity to replant 

his varieties and continue making incremental changes without the possibility of further 

royalties. 

The license stays the same only now the signs are:  

                                 

This non-commercial clause might use the ‘essentially derived variety’ provision to try and 

guarantee the availability of varieties that are not distinct, uniform or stable enough to be 
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awarded the ordinary plant variety right but that are derived from a protected variety. A 

copylefted variety could be used to make crops available with the guarantee that there are no 

restrictions on farmers’ varieties and that no royalties can be levied on derived varieties. It 

remains possible, of course, for farmers to sell their harvests and to sell certified seed. 

 These ‘open variety rights’ could also be crossed intentionally with local varieties that 

cannot be protected. The aim would be to protect the local varieties with the original variety 

right with the guarantee that such ownership rights will not be enforced to restrict farmers’ 

rights. This would be no more a legalistic stretch of the rules than the restrictions placed on 

using genetically modified seeds of Novartis, than how Monsanto sues farmers where its GM 

canola happens to grow or than how the EU charges royalties on replanted seed. Consequently 

local varieties might be protected from misappropriation by crossing these with a specific 

variety that is protected with the open variety right or a set of open varieties could be made 

available and maintained for various crops. Furthermore the same reinterpretation of more 

restrictive intellectual property provisions is in principle possible for any other cultural aspects 

that is important enough to be protected.  

 Leidwein, for example, has usefully listed the many agronomic qualities and other 

aspects to local, regional or traditional varieties, crop landraces and native breeds that have 

been identified as worthwhile to protect in Europe (see below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She writes about aspects of traditional knowledge in Europe that could be eligible for 

protection in the context of the discussions on access and benefit sharing at the World 

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). However there is no reason why each aspect that 

becomes eligible for protection could not be made available by way of copyleft licensing. The 

further the proliferation of property titles and legal systems for new subjects proceeds, the 

more it becomes possible to alter to provisions with the aim of guaranteeing the availability of 

breeding methods, crop cultivation methods, conservation strategies and so forth.  

 Similarly it was described in the previous chapter that the TRIPs agreement already 

allows for ‘geographical indications’ (art 22.1). This is an intellectual property right on a good 

that is ‘essentially attributable’ to a given territory. This could be copylefted, which is to say 

 

1. breeding methods,                                             8. animal husbandry systems and animal housing systems,  

2. methods for food processing,                            9. methods for storage,  

3. tillage and crop cultivation methods,              10. food producing devices, 

4. economical knowledge,                                   11. regional food and cooking recipes,  

5. conservation strategies,                                   12. gastronomic culture,  

6. farmsteads,                                                      13. clothing produced from regional materials,  

7. land use systems,                                             14. homespun remedies based on medical herbs, 
 

                                                                                                                                        (adapted from Leidwein 2006) 
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that the protection of products from given territories could be used to keep these same 

products available. Like source code is made available on condition that any modifications are 

returned to the common pool, this would protect local products from their further development 

being controlled by a handful of local producers. In contrast to the geographical indicator that 

gives a monopoly to producers in the territories where Champagne, Tequila, Bourbon, 

Roquefort and Parma ham is produced, this might support a distributed network of producers 

of quality products for local niche markets. The difference this makes is that it encouraged 

working with local products and innovating with them in line with local circumstances 

elsewhere rather than granting exclusive rights that allow certain producers to claim that 

nobody but them has the right to market these or their derivatives anywhere else. Without 

claiming a national, regional or global monopoly on a certain local practice in isolation from 

other cultural expressions, the geographical indicators could be copylefted in order to 

guarantee future availability and promote continued usage.  

 

Lastly, it is not legal yet to reinterpret traditional knowledge protections or geographical 

indications as a copyleft approach. It will be argued, for example, that such copyleft 

interpretations of intellectual property reforms would be illegal under TRIPs, UPOV or 

national laws. However there is no reason to presume that the release of a GPL for germplasm 

or any other copyleft reinterpretation is illegal or legally less feasible than the copylefts that 

are already widely recognized in many other fields.  

 The reason why it might become feasible is not different from the building and 

maintaining of free operating systems and free software applications in the eighties. Also then 

it was not clear whether this was still legal; free software and the general public license were 

proposed without any guarantee of its results or its legality. Linux is by now so feasible that it 

has powerful allies like IBM and Oracle who decided not to assert patents against Linux or 

open source projects. These companies support Linux against Microsoft’s threat to sue Linux 

which potentially includes thousands of lines of source code that are protected by intellectual 

property. In any case, however, even if the suit were successful a Linux provider might 

disappear while others go on-line elsewhere. Such legality issues did not hold back open 

source informatics and it need not hold back a copyleft approach for crop material that restores 

the breeders’ exemption, guarantees the availability of farmers’ varieties or any other cultural 

aspect of importance.  

 Of course it remains unanswered why such a copyleft trajectory might have an appeal in 

plant breeding that is comparable to the free software that was made available and was 

integrated into an equivalent to proprietary innovation trajectories. This is another matter. So 
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far it has been argued that an ‘open variety right’ can be designed and redesigned exactly like 

a copyleft that covers the incremental changes to the source code of a software program and 

that this redesign can be consider in combination with the protections of traditional knowledge 

an d geographical indications. This shows the options of open licensing that might be possible 

but does not show why these possibilities would get the necessary support or be combined 

within a concentrated effort. In other words, it has been demonstrated that there are plenty of 

patent provisions and plant variety rights that can already be redesigned without waiting for 

the permission of governments or international organizations; what has not been demonstrated 

is that such an aim – making protected varieties and cultural practices available – would 

support farmers and whoever else might be interested in working with them.  

 

7. 
Instead of discussing the feasibility and legality of open licensing it is more useful to 

concentrate on the combination of options that might make a more principled approach 

possible. Such specificity is necessary because it is far from self-evident that the pragmatic 

approach to open source would make a difference in comparison with the reform proposals 

that are already there.  

 For example Shrinivas has very usefully proposed a ‘BioLinux’ model inspired by 

copyleft and aimed at farmers and plant genetic materials. However it is not so helpful that he 

considers his proposal as entirely complimentary to the existing arrangements. He sees no 

problem with sometimes allowing for usage of copylefted germplasm in patented innovations 

for example a trait or gene entered into a patented plant. Similarly farmers that make money 

on their BioLinux crops might pay royalties and he even explains that in the BioLinux model, 

the ‘sovereign rights of the nations are acknowledged and so are the rights and obligations 

under the CBD’ and the Seed treaty (Shrinivas 2006a: 330). While Shrinivas describes the 

range of possibilities for an open licensing approach in admirable detail, his proposal for a 

‘biological commons’ for germplasm and seeds remains entirely optional. On the one hand he 

is right to maintain that a variety of options that is available might be helpful in trying to 

prevent monopolies on innovation and to suggest that these options could be integrated into 

existing Material Transfer Agreements (MTA) that cover plant genetic material. On the other 

hand it is not the case that these options are an alternative that is able to support farmers who 

are, in his words, ‘the pivotal users and innovators of the technologies of plant breeding (ibid).  

 To propose that open licensing is complementary to existing arrangements evades the 

need for an alternative to the current situation. This is to say an open source approach might 

counterbalance the various restrictions of the last decades. It would not be an alternative rather 
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than complimentary to the provisions of UPOV91, to the ‘farmers rights’ that have become 

optional to governments, to the double protection provision and to the access arranged in the 

FAO Seed Treaty. Compatibility is the problem; it keeps in place restrictions on anything and 

everything while not being able to support those that live and work with crop diversity. It is in 

fact the crucial difference between open licensing and intellectual property reforms. Reforms 

aim to make restrictions somewhat less restrictive than before – with open licensing there is no 

longer a need to be complimentary to the Seed Treaty and the various voluntary licensing 

schemes with flexible provisions.  

 Quite the opposite: it would be regrettable to conceive of open source from the beginning 

as entirely complimentary to a set of treaties that are themselves part of the problem. Open 

source is an alternative to these legal provisions because there are too many of them that do 

little, and that do progressively less as their number increase. The more intellectual properties 

there are and the more types of them are legislated, the more it becomes possible that 

conditions are added that guarantee access and make it possible to redefine its clauses. More 

and stronger protection of intellectual property rights and closely aligned access provisions 

imply that there is more and more incentive to use free counterparts that guarantee less hassles 

in exchange for a further release of modifications that are covered under its terms.  

 The element that matters is that a copyleft approach can adjust or even contest the 

strengthening of property rights in international treaties by redesigning its licensing 

provisions. It is against the background of the increasingly clogged up situation of efforts to 

arrange all sorts of compatibilities and voluntarisms between the various international treaties 

that the open source-analogy with farmers’ rights comes into play as a necessary alternative. It 

is the regulatory complications themselves that increase the appeal of different kinds of 

licensing wherein its clauses are redesigned to guarantee access and sharing. This is not only 

optional, as explained before; this redesign could be more than only optional.  

 What is crucial is to recognize that such possibilities for redesigning the licensing of crop 

material is highly dependent on the terms and conditions of the convergence of biology and 

informatics. It is not the case that open source applicable to plant breeding is only a kind of 

extra-legal dimension that compliments international treaties and arrangements; the 

relationship is its reverse: the convergence of biology and informatics and the various open 

access and open source like models involved will increasingly come to direct the motion of the 

on-going reorganization of genetic materials in international politics.  

 To put it differently: the open source analogy with farmers and crop diversity is possible 

alongside the political economics of informatics. It is against that background that farmer-

innovation or other humanitarian motivations might be considered analogous to open source. 
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Any sort of ‘open licensing’ approach is introduced to plant breeding as a side effect of the 

convergence of biology and informatics. In brief, open source becomes an alternative because 

the ‘hyperownership’ that characterizes the regulation of crop material ‘is converging with the 

‘hypertext’ of informatics (see Safrin 2004 see also chapter four). The identification of 

engineering of novel compounds increasingly involves homology searches for particular 

stretches of DNA and involves sophisticated management tools for the supercomputers and 

distributed computing that can handle a higher complexity of operations as well as parallel 

computing that can break down and re-connect operations in genomics (see chapter three). As 

a result, it becomes less and less accurate to continue considering biotechnology as a business 

where ownership and value are concentrated on patents and laboratory work. The annotation 

tools, statistical complexity models and interactive representations – of gene expressions, 

genomes, proteomes, cells and so forth – are gradually beginning to require open access and 

open source-like arrangements; these are necessary in biological research that requires flexible 

standards and protocols. Such biological engineering is becoming, as Parry explains, a 

business of engineered compounds that are based on ‘bio-informational proxies’ wherein 

comparatively few groups or institutions within society have the power to make use of the 

proliferation of databases (Parry 2004: 69–75).  

 Access arrangements, Parry explains, favor particular kinds of commodity exchange such 

as rental and licensing; those that control the repositories like libraries of many kinds are able 

to secure an economic return each time the information is accessed and used. She refers to the 

‘mysterious slight of hand’ whereby the ability to access information, like plant genetic 

information, that was not fully owned is being given away as if it were (ibid: 56). Similarly 

Sunder Rajan refers to ‘gift regimes’ to describe how the SNP consortium releases human 

genetic diversity but similarly the UPOV91 breeders exemption, humanitarian licensing and 

the Seed Treaty might be mentioned – as it was discussed in the previous chapter (Sunder 

Rajan 2003 see also chapter three §1). Therefore an open source approach that is a 

reinterpretation of the previous demand for farmers’ rights needs to disassociate itself from the 

many treaties that uphold the near simultaneous declarations in the early eighties whereby 

algorithms and binary codes become products of human ingenuity similar to gene expressions 

and modified bacteria.  

 In fact, the timing of again designating crop genetic materials a common heritage of 

mankind is quite remarkable. The Seed Treaty made crop materials accessible ‘in the form 

received’ – as its Material Transfer Agreements puts it –, which is to say that it in no way 

compromises patents or a plant breeder rights (see chapter four §1-4). Consequently, some two 

decades after patents were introduced, access becomes possible by way of an access 
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agreement that arrives at the very moment that there is a scientific ‘break down of the 

reproduction of genetic materials’. In other words: the next generation of closed source 

fermentation techniques will be derived from the ‘open access’ business of informatics 

companies that manage the huge amounts of data (see chapter three).  

 On the one hand, it is a misunderstanding that an analogy with open source in informatics 

does not apply to plant breeding or wet-lab technologies. There is, of course, a difference in 

regard of informatics which is characterized by the possibility to make different types of 

contributions to the same project without the need to meet in the same physical space. 

Although this kind of projects in informatics does not resemble wet-lab innovation or field 

trials, the concept of open source increasingly resonates with biology and biotechnology as 

scientific practices becoming inseparable from informatics. On the other hand, this 

convergence of biology and informatics becomes the background from which to reconsider 

that farmer’s rights were never be realized as collective rights and have been made a 

responsibility of governments (see chapter four).  

 Regulations that make available genetic material are not helpful unless in the slipstream 

of the convergence with informatics it also becomes possible to insist on a more principled 

approach. Firstly this requires a sufficiently broad open licensing trajectory – such as proposed 

in the previous section. Secondly, however, it is a matter of some urgency that a beginning is 

made on a ‘free as in freedom’ approach that recognizes that the open source analogy will 

become more likely in time because seed is a lot like software. Why would you pay for 

software, if you do not pay for software and operating systems that can simply be copied from 

someone else? Why would you pay for seed, if you do not pay for genetic information that is 

simply available? In time a more principled approach would bring the two aspects together: a 

general orientation on the on-going convergence of biology and informatics as what drives a 

demand for similar change in support of those individuals and communities that would 

continue to live and work with crop diversity on their own terms. 

  

8. 
Despite quite some attention, BIOS and access guarantees like the Seed Treaty have so far not 

been a great success. It is certainly the case that it is still early days and it is also true that they 

are nonetheless already important in their illustration of the shortcomings of the patent system. 

However it might also be that it is the compatibility of such open source-like ‘voluntarism’ 

and freely available biotechnologies for crop scientists that remains too much in line with the 

already overwhelming efforts to maximize the efficiency-levels of the efforts to translate 

genetic material into genetic information resources that are freely available. 
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 If initiatives like BIOS and the CG centers want to pursue a focus on biological 

modification rather than conventional breeding, why not along the line of the most noted 

characteristic of Linux? An analogy with a Linux-like focus on reliability can be imagined. 

While Vista crashes and costs money, Linux can never crash and similarly “open safety-seeds” 

might be designed that minimize the risks associated with genetic modification, perhaps by 

using molecular techniques for conventional breeding. ‘Open Safety seeds’ 2.0 might then 

focus on the security of local communities that are working in an area where GM mono-crops 

are the primary cash crops. Furthermore, their research into such novel techniques could be the 

crucial support in trying to pool these techniques in line with an open licensing trajectories 

that make their own new and improved ‘open varieties’ as well as farmers’ varieties available. 

 It might be that ‘open variety rights’ are not interesting to most of the well-established 

seed and biotechnology companies or be of primary interest to genomics corporations. 

However when various open licensing trajectories have been designed and set up this might 

enable other kinds of companies and institutions to get involved than those commercial 

breeders that aim at exclusive rights to their research – as a basis to recuperate their 

investments. As explained above, open variety rights do not make it impossible for breeders to 

offer their proprietary seeds on the markets – seeds that are copylefted can still be marketed; 

the point is to discourage claims on replanting, distributing or usage at any other point.  

 It would be much more interesting, for example, to create a pool of conventional 

varieties. This could be supported by the research trajectories of the CG centers, scientific 

programs, individual researchers, entire universities, BIOS and others that might want to 

specialize in the more incremental innovation processes that are becoming possible. 

Furthermore the corporation whereby to consider the analogy for such a trajectory would be 

Red Hat – a provider of services to open source users that has listed stocks (see chapter three) 

Similarly it is possible to go beyond open access to genetic data and biotechnologies as a 

complementary model that attracts the remaining independent seed companies or farming 

business that would aim to compete with larger companies by lowering their research and 

development costs. These networks could, like Red Hat, draw on ties with on-going 

participatory plant breeding projects with farmers whose innovations it protects in exchange 

for the facilitation of their further distribution on markets elsewhere.  

 Of course even a range of open licensing options and specialized businesses does not 

remove the eventuality that the proprietary product is the preferred alternatives on the market. 

This is no different than that Microsoft Vista is still being sold even though the Linux 

operating system is free and there is Red Hat. The aim, however, would be to counterbalance 

the concentration of ownership similar to informatics, where there are software programs and 
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a ‘free’ operating system that can be designed into functional equivalents where necessary. 

When there are open licensing trajectories that have been tested more extensively, in time, 

more plant breeders and farmers might realize the merits of returning to an open system. These 

would support a system wherein a range of open varieties would be integrated by an extensive 

and innovative network that uses the freely available genomic tools and contributes to the 

introduction of novel diversity into plant breeding. Such a network does not somehow make a 

further proliferation of intellectual property rights impossible but its interaction, as Jack 

Kloppenburg observed: ‘renders it pointless’. When covered by an open license that requires 

that any derived material is also covered under its terms this eliminates ‘the possibility of 

capturing monopoly profits from downstream and derivative applications and uses’ 

(Kloppenburg 2008: 17).  

 In other words: an open source project for farming begins with copylefting existing 

intellectual property protections in various ways in order to facilitate a different alignment of 

research agenda’s – those of biotechnologists, crop scientists and farmers. This is not achieved 

by only offering more options in legal licensing but by involving, as Jack Kloppenburg 

proposes, an alliance of public and independent research institutions with small seed 

cooperatives that are already involved in organic and agro-ecological production systems 

(ibid: 26). Moreover the ones that use crop materials and that could be involved in open source 

seed innovation are not only the farmers who are the most immediate temporary custodians of 

their part of the freely available pool of plant genetic material. Open licensing trajectories 

could also comprise others with the required skills and experience who would like to be 

involved in the improvement process or other practices that might contribute to the trajectory. 

Crop improvement or protection of traditional knowledges do not necessarily require a vast 

infrastructure or experience that makes it impossible for any other user to get involved in self-

defining the ‘biocommons’ – as was Shrinivas’ term earlier on. 

 In fact, involving new participants in a self-defining commons would be a crucial support 

for those that continue to live and work with crop diversity. For example would it be possible 

to involve seed conservation networks in making available crop diversity? These might 

already exist and work with volunteers that like to be involved in the identification and 

selection of rare seeds and to distribute these to anyone interested in breeding. Such networks 

could, for example, distribute ‘open varieties’ to cultivators that could for instance be any 

gardener that would appreciate growing endangered plant varieties in his or her backyard. 

When there are noteworthy contributions these could be made available as well under the open 

license clause, facilitated by the network. To that end the open variety right would lift the 

clause that commercial breeders use to make only their finished varieties available. This would 
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obligate them to also make available their research, intermediate crosses, backcross 

population, progenies and selection (see Hughes & Deibel 2006).  

 Why not, in fact, come up with a new network that would involve the local flower or 

garden stores to become service providers for rare varieties that need to be planted or even for 

crossing varieties– perhaps these could get their own open license clause as well? Perhaps 

such a network would not immediately deliver the new and improved crops that are most 

necessary to fight climate change or other catastrophes but it could be useful in another sense. 

There might, for example, be provisions whereby to set up an alliance with indigenous peoples 

whose rights over crop materials remain unrecognized. Why not consider open source as the 

mechanisms to redistribute some of the commercial value of such unrecognized crop material 

as a way to support and compensate their claims independently from the international treaties 

that cannot or do not want to address such themes? The principle point is not about the 

financial benefits – these are means that make the network possible not ends to a negotiation 

over access and benefits that sidelines the more fundamental issues (see chapter 4.2.4).  

What would be central is recognition of indigenous demands separately from the 

international legal frameworks that have not done so in any meaningful way. Why wait with 

such legal recognition until governments and international organizations are ready? Why not 

use an informed consent provision to makes some endangered fauna available for conservation 

when the alliance of indigenous peoples does not mind being in others hands, for example 

because it has been taken away already? In return the users recognize that its ownership 

continues to lie with those indigenous peoples as a way to support a claim that is not 

recognized by certain governments, corporations or that has been made public in international 

treaties without their consent. This might allow for a standpoint that does not subscribe to the 

limitations of the present treaties while still putting pressure on on-going negotiations as well 

as on those invoking the analogy with open source in biology in line with the decade wherein 

the free software foundation was releasing the programs that made Linux possible. 

Of course such an analogy is not going to be as quick and easy as simply observing a 

convergence between biology and open source informatics, as it was discussed in chapter 

three. It requires an interest in reinterpretation how materials are being made available by way 

of access guarantees. There need not be a categorical difference between redesigning open 

licenses that make the provisions of intellectual properties optional and a more principled 

approach on condition that such a principled approach exists. The aim would be to demand 

that the efforts to guarantee the availability of crop genetic material for further biological 

research also comprise a parallel demand for its free usage in farmers’ fields. These demands 

are possible in parallel but they are not two sides of the same objection to intellectual property. 
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Rather than making it freely available in a way that draws them into closed institutions and 

foreign concepts of ownership, a more principled stance would demand and work on projects 

wherein crop material is integrated within an overarching framework that is designed to create 

freedom for those that would want to live and work with crop diversity in their own terms. 

 

Conclusion 
There are, of course, only indications that a more principled analogy with open source 

informatics would become possible. However this chapter began with a quote by Hardt & 

Negri on a state of war that used to be the blackmail against republican projects but that 

corresponds less and less with our social reality. While the conflict of everyone with everyone 

is the primary characteristic of Hobbes’s definition of his state of nature, the suggestions about 

a more principled interpretation of the on-going convergence of biology and informatics can 

illustrate a social reality why such blackmail can no longer be effective. 

 Firstly, the companies that are in the business of patenting selfish genes and states that 

respond by claiming their genetic materials continue to demonstrate the red threat of scarcity 

and conflict that continues to run through social reality (see also chapter 1.3, the introduction 

of chapter three and chapter 4.3). Furthermore such reflexes ultimately join a wider pattern 

that assumes and prescribes a perpetual competition for survival of states and capitalists over 

natural resources – for example when these resources are threatened by the extinction of plant 

and animal species or when selfish gene-evolution is invoked in support of the management of 

selfish patents by some sort of invisible hand. Hardt & Negri did not deny this, but observed 

that some of the newest elements of the economy do not operate on logics of scarcity and 

explain how ‘immaterial properties’ ‘can be everywhere at once’ (Hard & Negri 2004: 330). 

They explain that the immaterial resources that are the subject of competition cannot be 

depleted, which makes it more and more difficult to identify who will get the property right on 

innovation that is done in expansive and open networks of communication and cooperation 

(ibid).  

 Secondly, this chapter has tried to make it more specific how to approach these networks 

in line with an analogy with free software and open licensing that might contribute to what 

Hardt & Negri describe as ‘the next task:  

 
‘to discover a way in common, involving men, women, workers, migrants, the poor and all the elements of 

the multitude, to administer the legacy of humanity and direct the future production of food, material 

goods, knowledge information and all other forms of wealth (ibid: 310)  

 

Importantly, this is no longer the multitude of Hobbes’s world that is miserably separated from 

society and neither is this a multitude that has no place in the science-nature relationship as it 
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was arranged by his adversary Robert Boyle. Instead it is a multitude that appears as the 

counterpoint to the separation of science and society that was described in chapter two and 

that can be considered from the viewpoint of ‘Las Meninas’ by Velázquez. To that end the 

mirror in the image below no longer reflects the faint image of the Spanish sovereigns but it 

shows the cover of Shapin & Schaffer’s ‘Leviathan and the airpump’.  

What this somewhat sacrilegious adaptation of Velázquez’ canvas reflects in the image in 

the mirror is Hobbes’s unsuccessful attempt to prevent Robert Boyle’s experimentation. The 

Leviathan by Hobbes is from a year later then the painting and as was explained at length in 

chapter two the conflict with Boyle is particularly suitable to represent the historical 

separation of science from society (see chapter two and Shapin & Schaffer 1985). What the 

inclusion in the image of the Leviathan with an airpump represents here is that there is not 

necessarily a choice to be made between Boyle’s science and Hobbes’s society. 

 

                                
 
 
 
 
                                                                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Latour does not think such a choice needs to be made; in ‘we have never been modern’ he 

observes that also Hobbes’s society has its part in making a dichotomy out of science and 

society (Latour 1993 see chapter 3.2.3). Furthermore the mirror image in the painting shows 

this false dichotomy of science and society in line with Michel Foucault’s explanation in ‘the 

order of things’ of how “Las Meninas” showed a classical space of representation that 

included both the Spanish sovereigns and observers of the painting, like us. Neither of these is 

visible on the canvas but they are suggested by the direction towards which the painter is 

looking and the frail reflection of the sovereigns, which is also where the observers of the 

painting are. In the image above the Spanish sovereigns are replaced with Hobbes’ Leviathan 

   
   Velazquez’ 1656 ‘Las Meninas’ also known  

as the ‘maids of honor’ with in its mirror  
the cover of Leviathan and the airpump  
by Shapin and Shaffer (1985). 
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who is holding an air-pump instead of a scepter as a part of what is invisible on the canvas – 

together with our gaze and that of the painter on the canvas constituting the invisible 

foundation that makes the painting possible.  

 It is at this point that Hobbes’s state of war returns as a perspective on modern science 

and innovation. Hobbes’s state of nature and Boyle’s nature are put behind us simultaneously 

– their reflection fading away into the mirror in line with how Hardt & Negri explain the ‘state 

of nature is indeed what is created in the common networks of the multitude’ (Hardt & Negri 

2004: 311). This is quite different than how Hobbes’ Leviathan with an airpump represents a 

view of social rule; such a representation would aim to control the changing relationship of 

science and nature – for example by aligning the scientific facts in support of certain sectors of 

a society. Hobbes’s sovereign power would bring Boyle’s successful attempt to organize a 

separated sphere back under its control and its image in the mirror above also indicate at such 

control as a matter for international politics.  

 On the one hand it was his state of nature rather than his view of society that became a 

reality – Hobbes’s world was at least as successful as Boyle’s victory over Hobbes’s all-

inclusive sovereignty. His obligation to obey out of fear of war relied on stereotyping the 

multitude, for example the savage peoples of the Americas that were Hobbes’s evidence of the 

real existence of a state of war and there are various such mechanisms to assert the social 

reality of today’s global state of war to blackmail. On the other hand, however, such a state of 

nature and its multitude is undercut by an increasing dependence on the productivity of 

expansive and open networks of communication and cooperation. In other words: Hobbes’s 

dictum that where ‘there is no common power there is no law’ no longer applies. As Hardt & 

Negri argue ‘the common is both natural and artificial: it is our first, second and nth nature’ 

and the multitude is no longer that of Hobbes but refers to a ‘constituent power insofar as the 

networks of cooperative production themselves designate an institutional logic of society’ 

(ibid 350).  

 

Lastly, this social reality of scarcity and competition that is being undercut manifests itself in 

particular in how agriculture becomes an information science in line with how software used 

to run on proprietary and expensive pieces of hardware, and today it is sold running on 

inexpensive and widely available hardware. Plant biotechnology and conventional plant 

breeding are, by analogy, still self-defined hardware businesses where it will continue to be 

asserted that its intellectual property protections and its incompatibilities with crop diversity in 

farming are necessary. However the investments and projects that are necessary to prevent 

some sort of miserable future lose their monopoly when free software and open source or 
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equivalents in biology outperform proprietary products by releasing upgrades that are not 

build on top of existing errors and unnecessary complexities, and because they don’t keep 

programs and operating systems incompatible for competition purposes. 

 Similar to informatics, biotechnology and plant breeding are no longer as purely 

experimental sciences as once they were. Rather than a hardware business, biological ‘wet 

ware’ is fast becoming a software business in which it is necessity to circumvent the 

proliferation of intellectual property rights. Furthermore this chapter has tried to reinterpret the 

social interaction of the highly researched and regulated biological entities (that are 

increasingly the basic material of agriculture) by demonstrating the possibilities that exist 

because of how also ‘agriculture is being informationalized’ (ibid 113-115). In other words: 

the struggle over the seed becomes characterized by a competition over ‘the control and 

production of information, specifically plant genetic information’ (ibid).  

 On the one hand, such a convergence with informatics will result in a further proliferation 

of rights, titles, licenses and so forth as well as the protected compounds, additives and food 

stuffs that are devaluating food production and crop diversity. This is no different than how 

sophisticated biological techniques are being used as methods to encourage the mass 

production of cheap biochemical inputs that can be combined as food products and that 

substitute farmers as food producers with farmers that are only suppliers of basic materials on 

the world market. For example Ruivenkamp drew attention to the appropriation of farm 

activities by external institutes and the ‘interchangeability’ of the main ingredients of the food 

business (Ruivenkamp 1989 see also Goodman et. al. 1987 Goodman and Redclift 1989). 

Furthermore the well-known example of Golden Rice shows that this interchangeability is 

now concentrated on valorizing new substances with medicinal effects that can be produced in 

crop plants – for the poor in a case like Golden Rice but of course primarily for wealthy 

consumers (see chapter 4.1.6).  

 On the other hand, however, there are already quite a few commentators have suggested 

an analogy with the free software foundation and the open source movement (see Hope 2004, 

2008; Kipp 2005; Hughes 2005, Hughes & Deibel 2006, Deibel 2006, Benkler 2006, Shrinivas 

2006a, 2006b, Kloppenburg 2008). Some of these are mainly looking at bio-informatics or 

biotechnology while others have looked to plant breeding in specific. These various 

contributions in combination sketch the contours of a tilting of the laboratory and commodity 

logic of the conventional seed and biotechnology business – supported and driven by the 

convergence with informatics. At this point it becomes possible to go beyond objecting to the 

intensification of the romantic imagery of the single inventor-scientists or the seed 
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corporations that pursue patents on ‘selfish genes’ and on the new plant varieties. A ‘free as in 

freedom’ approach to the proprietary model of biotechnology can be considered.  

 Developing plant biotechnologies and plant varieties, with or without genetically diverse 

crops, is not so hard that it needs to be run exclusively by scientists, bureaucrats or diplomats. 

It is possible and necessary to be ambitious when discussing innovation, intellectual property 

reforms and open source for agriculture. Not only are biological and biochemical innovations 

made by scientists or the crop traits of Seed companies to a large extend the result of 

‘immaterial labor’ these products also involve social relations and ultimately change and are 

changed by social life itself, the vast majority of which is not private property. This is what 

‘open variety rights’ seek to represent. Like Linux, this will at first requires quite a bit of skill 

but progressively a feasible alternative might emerge. As importantly, it would begin to 

counterbalance the voluntarism of additional provisions on the availability of plant genetic 

materials – like the breeders’ exemption nowadays or the Seed Treaty. 

                  
 This chapter has aimed to show that the struggle over the control over the information in 

the seed needs no longer be only a story of resistance to the sometimes overwhelming 

privatization and commodification. An open variety right was proposed as the entry point for a 

principled analogy with open source. It needs to be considered in a comprehensive fashion 

how open source as an alternative to the failed demand for farmers’ rights could in that 

capacity be supported by research efforts on more tailored approaches. These could range 

from useful aspects of traditional knowledge to any new techniques to move agricultural 

production away from large scale production and allow for more specific small-scale 

operations. Important, however, is to underscore that this is not about bringing together 
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isolated and disparate research programs to unlock genetic diversity for further science-based 

breeding or aim to make available biotechnologies with a humanitarian focus. Ultimately there 

might be endless amounts of humanitarian efforts that are even more collaborative, 

participatory and so forth, but these are only as innovative as its would-be users or anybody 

else who would like to be involved.  

 To put it differently, the new and improved crops, biotechnological drought tolerance, 

farmers’ variety system or other intellectual property reforms are entirely secondary to aiming 

at an open system that could counterbalance the constant inflow of commodified seed and bio-

chemical inputs that will be increasingly available on a global scale under broad access and 

ownership provisions. In brief, many pragmatic models can be involved but for these to make 

a difference they need to aim at an alternative system – an operating system. A principled 

approach is nothing else than a commitment to try and make an operating system that – unlike 

the proprietary counterparts that are running since two or three decades – is about the direct 

involvement of those that live and work with crop diversity and who need to decide 

themselves what incremental innovations are most useful and necessary.  

 By contrast to the kind of political decision-making wherein more comprehensive 

demands got sidelines over the last two decades, anyone has to gain from having another 

framework wherein to use, select, replant, continue breeding as well as to try and make the 

next generation of genetic modifications into something more desirable – as is the topic of the 

next chapter. 
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 Six – free market for genetic information 
 

“DNA is really good, if you put it in the right cell, at making copies of itself; for free, basically. So once I 

get the gene synthesized, once, I can make more copies of it for approximately no money and give to 

everybody else for free. (..) which means that building a gene is now a hundred bucks. And at some point 

the price of, you know, building a gene will be a bit of base pair.” 

 
Synthetic biologist Drew Endy of the BioBricks Foundation and Codon Devices  

     - on the radio program “Futures in biotech”88  

 

Introduction 
There has been the expectation – ever since genetic materials became patentable – that 

intellectual property protections could somehow make increasingly scarce biodiversity more 

valuable. A greater demand for natural compounds in the life sciences would then lead to an 

increase in the value of the genetic materials involved. Such a biodiversity market therefore 

operates on the optimistic assumption that a redistribution of wealth is possible in the direction 

of the most biodiversity rich areas in the world – for example by putting regulatory constrains 

in place that could limit access to the valuables (see chapter 1.3 and also chapter 4.3). 

However, such an assumption can no longer be maintained when considering the business of 

DNA synthesis and its open source-like sharing arrangements. 

Synthetic biologists – such as Endy in the quote above – have self-defined the aims of 

their discipline as: (1) ‘the design and construction of biological parts, devices and systems’ 

and the (2) ‘redesign of existing, natural biological systems for useful purposes’. Furthermore 

the BioBricks Foundation, of which he is one of the main protagonists, proposes that these 

biological modules are standardized so that they can be attached to any other module for 

further design and redesign. These modules are also called BioBricks. Its on-line registry of 

‘standard biological parts’ reports that more than 2000 biological parts that have been 

registered. Furthermore it is one of the most notable features of the BioBricks foundations is 

that this registry makes its BioBricks™ accessible over the internet as modules in an explicitly 

open source-like manner.89 

There have been quite some efforts to investigate the relationship of intellectual property 

to synthetic biology that have concentrated on the BioBricks Foundation (see Henkel & 

Maurer 2007, Rai & Boyle 2007, Kumar & Rai 2007). However these studies consider the 

BioBricks Foundation mainly as an illustration of how too many and too many different types 

of intellectual property can frustrate the circulation of information and innovation. In other 

words: open source, also when involving biological engineering, is an illustration of the 

tragedy of the anti-commons that occurs when there are too many patent-holders, who can 
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veto the usage of a technology or resource (see Heller 1998; Heller & Eisenberg 1998).90 The 

problem is that a synthetic construct is not only a compilation of standardized BioBricks that 

are freely available for further innovation but derives from the sharing, distributing and 

modifying information. A more critical inquiry is therefore necessary into the analogy of 

BioBricks and open source.  

This chapter will focus on this open source arrangement in synthetic biology as a change 

in ownership in the life sciences. The problem is not that there are too many and too many 

types of patents that inhibit the sharing of information. Instead, the translation of incredible 

quantities of genetic material into informatic datasets that are being made freely available 

since some time already can also be described as a shift from a ‘biodiversity market’ to the 

business of a ‘free market for genetic information’. In other words: a BioBrick is possible as a 

consequence of the on-going translation of genetic material into genetic information that is 

made freely available. This free availability of the basic resources of the life sciences would 

undercut the expectations about a redistribution of the wealth derived from commercially 

interesting characteristics of natural compounds. In brief, no patent = no compensation.  

Moreover, the usual objections to the events in synthetic biology has centered on the 

question whether its compilation of biological compounds signals at a next step in man-made 

synthetic life causing a comprehensive rupture with the historical evolutionary process (see 

Preston 2008). This would imply that the developments synthetic biology are indicative of 

how in the near future also open access and open source in biology are being drawn into a 

fading difference between living organisms and human-made things of evolutionary 

proportions. However this is not the point that will be made here. Rather, the synthetically 

replicating life forms – like the bacteria and cells mentioned in the quote above – are being 

described as “open source” in close alignment with efforts to turn the production of synthetic 

DNA into an alternative business model. This business involves open source as a method 

whereby to further identify life forms with source code and consolidate access to the potential 

markets this involves that are beyond patentability. 

In fact, it will be argued that open source in synthetic biology is symptomatic of the 

market relations that characterize life beyond the jurisdictions of intellectual properties. What 

it demonstrates is an ‘interface’ that guarantees the uninhibited availability of genetic 

information through self-defined scientific terms of engagement with the wider world. 

Basically this interface is nothing else than the terms on which synthetic biologists try to 

distinguish their discipline within biology by proposing that it is an engineering discipline. Of 

course, living organisms were already being engineered before there was synthetic biology – 

by genetic engineering – and even before, through conventional fermentation techniques and 
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plant breeding. The point is, however, to be specific about how the BioBricks approach to 

engineering mobilizes biologists and economists behind its promises – to be safer, more 

humanitarian, and so forth.  

To underscore that such expectations are being raised – the expectations of a ‘free market 

for genetic information’ – does not imply that open source in synthetic biology is not 

necessary and timely. Its purpose is to change perspectives so that a beginning is made 

whereby to draw another sort of analogy with open source code in informatics. On the one 

hand, the inquiry will describe the business model of making synthetic compounds that are 

derived from the freely available genetic information in an open source-like format. On the 

other hand, open source in synthetic biology raises another expectation: the possibility of 

reconsidering open source as a method that could also break with how place and historical 

specificity disappear in the translation of genetic material into the various maps, datasets, ever 

more complex statistical modeling as well as in DNA synthesis. The main purpose of this 

chapter is to raise a question: whether the open source-interface – in contrast to the patent-

interface of a biodiversity market – could also be the moment for a more comprehensive 

‘reset’.  

Firstly the sub-discipline of synthetic biology will be explained against the background of 

a reinterpretation of Marx’ ‘species-being’. As is Eugene Thacker’s suggestion it can be read 

as a lens that is critical of ‘any attempt to isolate a state of nature separate from society’ 

(Thacker 2005 29-38 and see also chapter 2.3.2). Secondly this lens will be made specific by 

showing synthetic biology as the business of a ‘free market for genetic information’ and 

subsequently it will have become possible to go into biological detail about the difference 

between patented and open source-like synthetic organisms. In the conclusion it will be argued 

that there is no reason that there could not be a more ambitious alternative than an open source 

approach that is mainly busy with its bioinformatic rendering of ‘cellular, enzymatic and 

genetic character of life activity’ in name of its self-defined causes (food, health, wealth, the 

weather and so forth) (ibid). 

 

1. 
Hannah Arendt reminds the reader – in ‘on the human condition’ – that the historical rise of 

labor found its climax in the system of labor of Marx that was described by him as the 

‘metabolism between man and nature’. Throughout her book she describes this system of labor 

using a very explicitly biological terminology, also by referring to Marx’ concept of the 

‘species-being’ – the ‘Gattungswesen’ from his 1844 manuscripts (Arendt [1958] 1997).  
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As was already explained at length in chapter three (see chapter 3.3.2), Arendt explains 

that the concept shows how Marx transformed the self-interest and scarcity of the economics 

of his predecessors into the forces of interest that move society as a whole. These predecessors 

where above all John Locke and his labor law of property and later Adam Smith who made 

labor the source of the generation of wealth. On the one hand, she explains that with Locke it 

was man’s possession of his body and its strengths that became the ‘quintessence of all 

property’ and that with Smith labor became ‘the source of all wealth’ (see chapter 1.2). On the 

other hand, the work of the young Marx already shows how it is not the acquisition of 

properties – either by the individual or nations – that keeps in check how ‘labor is urged and 

driven by the life process’ (ibid: 101-103). Marx’ species-being marks how it is through labor 

that ‘the reproduction of individual life is absorbed into the life process of man-kind (ibid: 

109-116).  

Arendt’s description of the species-being is about a man who ‘no longer acts as an 

individual’ concerned only with his own survival but as ‘a member of the species’ (ibid). She 

describes this man as the ‘worldless specimens of the species mankind’ from which everything 

that is not necessitated by ‘life’s metabolism with nature’ has been removed as superfluous to 

the survival of man as an animal species. Marx’ focus on ‘labor as such’ – as a system of labor 

– is what determines the ‘life process of mankind’ and the ‘survival of the animal species 

man’. As a consequence, Arendt argues, anything else ‘could be justified only in terms of a 

peculiarity of human as distinguished from other animal life’ (ibid).  

The point is not only that Marx made labor into the pinnacle of man’s capacities – what 

matters about Arendt is that she highlights the biological dimension in the changing 

understandings of property and labor – from Locke to Marx and further. For example, she 

describes Marx’ notion of labor in terms of how life’s fertility overrules all other 

considerations; its products of labor – its productivity – are what is “incorporated,” consumed 

and annihilated by the body’s life process (ibid: 101-103). Elsewhere she mentions the 

‘devouring characteristics of biological life’ and refers to the historical ‘liberation of the sheer 

natural abundance of the biological process’ (ibid: 132, 144, 255). While this was already 

explained in more detail and in its theoretical context in chapter two, this chapter will use the 

species-being concept as its lens whereby to focus on discussions of ownership in 

contemporary debates on biotechnology and genomics.  

 

Firstly Marx’ species-being was a reference point in the important early critical study of plant 

biotechnology by Jack Kloppenburg. His book ‘first the seed’, which he wrote in the late 

nineteen eighties, was about the integration of farming into the commodity system of 
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agricultural crops and the progressive commodification of seeds. At the very end of his 

introduction he argues that: 

 
‘we have not historically had the power to alter ‘species-being’. That is, we have not had this capacity until 

very recently’ (Kloppenburg 1988: 2). 

 

This reference to the species-being is important because with it Kloppenburg directly links the 

patentability of bacteria and biological techniques that have the capacity to modify seeds to 

Marx’s conception of labor. What he calls “alteration” can be investigated in its biological 

detail and simultaneously understood in terms of changing the ‘life process of mankind’, in 

line with Arendt’s explanation. 

There have been many other studies since then that affirm Kloppenburg’s observations on 

how the potential for a new market of paying customers for crops with features like drought 

resistance or herbicide tolerance resulted in the take over of conventional seed companies by a 

few biotechnology multinationals. Such studies have documented in detail the history of how 

farm activities have been taken over by seed companies and external research institutes (for 

example hybrid maize in the early twentieth century) and how the new plant biotechnologies 

implied that commercial plant breeding got entangled with the sale of modified seeds as well 

as with the pesticide and insecticide business of many of the same companies (Ruivenkamp 

1989, 2005 see also Goodman, Sorj and Wilkenson 1987, Pistorius & van Wijk 1991).  

More specifically, one of the most noted strategies has been the plant biotechnology 

research that has as its focus to modify crops so that they become sterile in the sense that when 

seeds are replanted these do not any longer have the protected trait. Hereby seeds are turned 

into commodities that require farmers to become customers. As some of the critical studies 

predicted already in the late eighties this would require farmers to buy new seeds every 

harvest rather than controlling the selection of their own seeds and plant breeding. The sterile 

seeds or crops are sometimes called ‘natural patents’ or ‘terminator technologies’ which refers 

to the so-called ‘Genetic Use Restriction Technologies’ (GURTs) (ETC Group 2006). These 

are a group of genetic processes whereby a particular DNA sequence can be introduced into a 

plant or animal to restrict human usage; the aim is either to prevent the second generation of 

the plants to bear seeds or that those second generation seeds lose the particular trait against, 

for example drought, pest or insecticide resistance.  

Thom van Dooren describes GURTs as the explicit production or reproduction of 

property. He does not deny that intellectual property rights remain important as protections 

against other companies that might reengineer certain modifications. However, the appeal of 

GURTs, he explains, is that they would not require the costly and difficult task of enforcing 
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intellectual property rights. He refers to life forms that are ‘reengineered for a specific kind of 

existence that takes place within the market’, and van Dooren names as the goal of the 

alteration: to build property relations into the genome, to transform ‘life into life™’. 

Specifically there is a pre-programmed termination of the crops, which amounts to an 

‘enclosure of the seed within the market’ (van Dooren 2007: 76- 79).  

He further comments that it is a mistake to consider modified plant-brands as isolated 

invented objects – for example, as the sum of the characteristics that are important to 

commercial plant breeders and seed companies. What this obscures are other characteristics 

that were important in previous generations. Also these are embodied in seed varieties which 

retain many of the characteristics of their ‘crop ancestors’, developed by farming 

communities. The local existence of crop genetic material has always been interdependent 

with flows of germplasm and the introduction of new varieties. The introduction of GURTs 

has as its implication that valuable seed resources become unavailable as inputs to farmers and 

plant breeders. The seed can no longer be crossed with traditional varieties and landraces and 

when they replace these, the locally specific change and adaptation of seed characteristics in 

the past are erased. Van Dooren calls this the ‘pre-programmed death in the body of the 

terminated seed’, which has as its explicit purpose the standardization of high input farming 

for the global market by blocking the adaptive capacities of local plant varieties that are key to 

forms of life and possible futures (ibid: 82).  

 

Secondly, this observation – that there is no life™ without the life pre-existing it – can be 

followed to how Dona Haraway observed more then a decade ago (and more then a decade 

after Kloppenburg’s ‘alteration of the species-being’) that, 

 
‘the human genome projects produce ontologically specific things called databases as object of knowledge 

and practice. The human to be represented, then, has a particular kind of totality, or species being, as well 

as a specific kind of individuality. At whatever level of individuality or collectivity, from a single gene 

region extracted from one sample through the whole species genome, this human is itself an information 

structure whose program might be written in nucleic acids or in the artificial intelligence programming 

language called Lisp®’ (Haraway 1997: 247). 

 

This quote mentions Lisp®, which is quite different from a ‘plant-brand’ since it is a 

copyrighted programming language. Haraway explains that in this language the ‘human itself’ 

gets represented as an information structure with an individuality that is about programming. 

Consequently she observes that genetic code and source code cannot be separated in the 

translation of genetic material into information about DNA. The enclosure of life in the market 

as valuable commodities therefore includes both plant brands like GURTs and what she calls 
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the ‘particular totality’ of databases as ‘ontologically specific things’. Both need to be 

considered in combination. 

On the one hand, she recognizes the ‘individuality’ of a programming language such as 

Lisp® that is involved in the mapping or terminating of gene expressions – for example in 

crops in the field or in an oncomouse™ that exists in the controlled conditions of the 

laboratory. On the other hand there has been a notable change in this individuality in the 

decade since Haraway’s observation on Lisp® a decade ago: the programming language 

became ‘Commonlisp’ and there is also BioLisp, an integrated version of the many program 

language-dialects of Lisp. In other words: after Haraway in 1997 mentioned Lisp® as an 

illustration of a specific kind of individuality of the human that is represented as a ‘totality, or 

species being’, it has become Lisp . This reverse ‘copyright’ sign means ‘copyleft’, which is 

derived from the General Public License (GPL) whereby Richard Stallman started to release 

his software as a common property – as free software. More and more often copyleft is being 

used in the mapping of genomes, proteomes and metabolomes in order to prevent that the 

databases will be covered by intellectual properties which would restrict the further integration 

of freely available data and compromise proprietary usage elsewhere (as was explained in 

more detail in chapter three and five).91  

Most specifically, this notable change from copyright to copyleft is not only about Lisp 

going from Lisp® to Lisp , it also became BioLisp  or rather BioBike. This is a biology 

specific programming language with tools for sequence and microarray data analysis. Again it 

is characterized by a specific individuality – namely to make it possible for biologists to write 

their own programs and to ask novel biological questions not yet addressed by existing pre-

programmed data sets without necessarily needing programmers. In this regard, it is an 

illustration of open source-like functionality that such programs can be modified and extended 

by any of the biologists that are its users. In fact, that is the purpose of BioLisp . It is feely 

available and unlike pre-programmed homology searches of the numerous biological datasets 

it can be modified (Shrager 2007).  

Furthermore such copylefting in biology is an important illustration of a convergence of 

biology and open source in informatics along the lines of Haraway’s observation on databases. 

She emphasizes the ‘inviduality’ of how the human gets to be represented as an information 

structure alongside ‘a particular kind of totality’. This particular kind of totality is not only a 

matter of sophisticated biological programming languages. These might require quite some 

specialized knowledge and commitment to get involved in the design of its functions while a 

project like ‘folding@home’ involves millions of volunteers (see chapter 3.6). As explained 

already in chapter three, such a project relies on contribution that require nothing more than 
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installing a small client program that runs unnoticed on the unused capacities of their 

computers to model three-dimensional proteins. Folding@home is a distributed computing 

project that makes its calculations on the packets of data upon that are periodically send back 

by the computers of the volunteers. It costs no money and hardly any effort, making it possible 

for previously impossible numbers to collaborate, to share their computing capacity.92 At the 

end of 2007, this particular project was the fastest in the world, a position that a couple of 

years ago had been held for quite some time by Blue Gene – IBM’s specially developed 

supercomputer for the life sciences; named after IBM’s nickname ‘big blue’ and running on a 

version of the Linux operating system.93 

Consequently, it is against the background of these open source-like examples (BioLisp  

and folding@home) that what Haraway calls an information structure can be further 

elaborated in regard of the exemplary instance in synthetic biology. What is exemplary about 

it is that it shows how ‘information’ becomes ‘biological engineering’. This instance of an 

information structure is ‘a particular kind of totality’ wherein programming meets up again 

with Kloppenburg’s reference to an ‘alteration of the species-being’. Some two decades after 

Kloppenburg’s observations on plant biotechnology and a decade after Haraway’s focus on the 

ontological specificity of databases, ‘the alteration of the species-being’ operates on a market 

logic that is quite different. The difference of this logic is that instead of the plant-brands and 

oncomice wherein life was turned into life™ in the nineties, it involves open access and open 

source as methods whereby to turn life™ into ‘virtual life ’.  

What does this difference mean? What Arendt explained about Marx’ concept of the 

species-being is significant here. In the biological terminology that is characteristic of the 

human condition she explains that the concept of labor is not only about property and wealth – 

as with Locke and Smith – but that with Marx it is shown how labor absorbs the abundance of 

the life process of mankind. This is what the next sections will demonstrate; by way of 

differentiating between the market logic of a biodiversity market and a ‘free market for genetic 

information’ it becomes possible to subsequently approach the property and wealth 

accumulation of the business of synthetic biology in its biological detail. In other words, 

Arendt’s explicitly biological description of the species-being instructs the distinction between 

the market logics of life forms that can be patented and life forms that could be open source. 

 

2. 
One of the more contentious aspects of the patentability of genetic materials is the suggestion 

that there is a ‘biodiversity market’ wherein nature is the basic resource for biological 
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techniques and wherein the conservation of biodiversity as a scarce resource is supposedly 

something commercially interesting.  

The first example to illustrate the business of a biodiversity market was originally the 

“Diversa” corporation, which, however, in the course of writing this text changed into a 

‘biofuels’ company. Until that moment its mission statement (see Box 1) was about 

biodiversity in the sense that it perceives of ecosystems as ‘mimicking’ industrial conditions 

and as something to mine with the aim of using and claiming proprietary and patented 

technologies. The biological entities that serve this purpose, particularly enzymes, can be 

optimized for targeted application using Diversa's DirectEvolution® technology. In July 2007, 

however, the website automatically directed to the website of “Verenium – the nature of 

energy™”.94 Its website explains that this is about making ‘biofuels’ ‘from low-cost, abundant 

biomass’ and its specialty enzyme products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What the change in names and the takeover of Diversa indicates at is a shift in what is 

considered to be ‘nature’ – nature has been redefined as being about ‘abundance’ and is no 

longer characterized by diversity that is particularly difficult to patent. 

Indeed, the website claims that biofuels are derived from widely available biomass 

resources on a recurring, sustainable basis, unlike the increasing scarcity of oil. The new 

website speaks of ‘new, greener methods to produce the fuels and other industrial products 

that are the lifeblood’, ‘the building blocks’ of ‘our 21st century way of life’. Just as easily, 

however, the disappearance of the ‘Diversa corporation’ could be seen against another 

background – not in relation to the black gold but in relation to the ‘green gold’ where to be 

rich in biodiversity is about the mega-diversity of seventeen ‘like minded’ counties.95
 While 

the new site mentions that biofuel would replace how a lot of oil comes from U.S.-unfriendly 

 

“Diversa accesses a wide variety of extreme ecosystems, such as volcanoes, 

rain forests, and deep sea hydrothermal vents, to collect small samples from 

the environment to uncover novel enzymes produced by the microbes that 

dwell there. Because the harsh temperature and pH conditions in which these 

“extremophiles” live often mimic those found in today’s industrial processes, 

they are a rich source of potential products. Through the use of proprietary and 

patented technologies, Diversa extracts microbial DNA directly from collected 

samples to avoid the slow and often impossible task of trying to grow the 

microbes in a laboratory. We then mine this huge collection of microbial genes, 

numbering in the billions, using ultra high-throughput screening technologies 

with the goal of discovering unique enzymes.” 

www.diversa.com last accessed May 2007 – off-line July 2007 
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countries, it might more appropriately be seen in relation to the geopolitical mega-diversity of 

countries like China, oil-rich Venezuela and biofuels advocate Brazil. These are only three of 

the seventeen members of the ‘like-minded mega-diverse countries’ that have made their 

interest in capitalizing on the access to genetic materials explicit. 

In other words: the valuable resource that was the target of the Diversa corporation is also 

being claimed by sovereign states as well as by all kind of local groups that similarly might 

want some sort of compensation. It is not entirely coincidental that these seventeen countries 

are also the places where mining for patentable genetic material in some exotic park is likely 

to involve an entire spectrum of categories and discourses on offer that would contest 

Diversa’s access to genetic materials.96 To put it differently, access to genetic materials on 

sovereign territories is likely to involve the entire range of claims for recognition of those 

individuals, groups and peoples who have only a very limited international legal personality. 

In turn, there are numerous international mandates under preparation to attach this under-

representation to the disproportionate contribution to the conservation and cultivation of 

biodiversity of farmer communities and indigenous peoples. Indeed it is because there are 

limits to the possibility of their international recognition that international organizations need 

to be responsible for the management and redistribution of funds to sub-groups of the global 

underprivileged.97 It is necessary to situate the persistent optimism and calls for further action 

on so-called ‘access and benefit sharing’ arrangements to accompany the ‘bio-prospecting’ of 

genetic materials in relation to how the recognition of patents as an integral part of trade 

harmonization.  

This mandate is so crucial to the trade negotiations that it has subsequently instructed the 

rearrangement of the entire range of other mandates (see May & Sell 2006, Lee & Wilkinson 

2007, see also chapter four). In fact quite some governments in developing countries have 

enacted strict regulations and programs by themselves to address what they see as the 

shortcomings in intellectual property rules - like unauthorized access or insufficient efforts to 

share its benefits (Safrin 2004, see also chapter four, specifically 4.1.3).98 However the basic 

point here is different: when the basic resource of the life sciences would change from 

biodiversity to bio-mass abundance this would make the many complicated compensation 

requirements much more avoidable. When the basic material is worthless or absent – like 

Verenium announces – there would be no more substance to any such legal requirements that 

would make the ownership of a patent holder over some commercially interesting aspect of 

genetic materials conditional on its sharing of benefits. It will be too valuable to bother with 

the legal requirement that some of its commercial value is to be returned to the governments, 

farmers, indigenous peoples of the original area where the genetic material was found.  
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Furthermore the decoupling of genetic materials from biological engineering is not only 

about biofuels made from abundant low-cost biomass – as examined in this section – when 

synthetic biology becomes the example, a very different approach to the basic material of 

genetic engineering can be identified. 

 

3. 
There are a lot of academic laboratories that can synthesize DNA but many scientists prefer to 

spare themselves the time-consuming effort, especially when large-scale DNA synthesis is 

necessary. Therefore there is a small but fast growing business that is specialized in putting 

together complicated pieces of DNA, and the prices are dropping fast (Bügel et al. 2007).  

While there are quite some corporations that can do this, its scope and the character of its 

biological engineering can be illustrated with what is on offer at a company called DNA 2.0 

Inc.99 Its website welcomes you with the message: ‘DNA 2.0: the building blocks of life made 

for you’ and it advertises itself as the fastest provider of synthetic genes, and offers “DNA-2-

Go™”. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here there is no more genetic resource that is being considered, neither the mining of natural 

parks, nor is an amorphous bio-mass involved in the ‘path from virtual sequence to physical 

gene’. On offer in the business of synthetic biology is a collection of synthetic genes that are 

made available, either standardized or specified on demand. Rather than either the 

patentability of scarce material molecules of Diversa or the greener methods of “Verenium – 

the nature of energy™” – with DNA 2.0 it is the instantaneity of the delivery of synthetic 

DNA (of “our efficient DNA-2-Go™”) that appears as the basis of business. 

Claes Gustafsson – a co-founder and the vice-president of DNA2.0 – explained that there 

are very few genes in his business that have the value corresponding to patent filing because: 

 

 

DNA 2.0 Inc. is a leading provider for synthetic biology. With our gene synthesis process you can get    
     synthetic DNA that conforms exactly to your needs, quickly and cost effectively. (…) The massive  
     amounts of publicly available genomic information can be condensed using our  ProteinGPS™  
     algorithm into mathematical rules on how proteins function. These rules are subsequently converted into  
     physical entities using our efficient DNA-2-Go™ process. 
 
Rush Order Gene Synthesis - DNA-2-Day™  is the fastest gene synthesis service available anywhere.    
     Thanks to DNA2.0’s advanced, innovative technology, and a highly optimized gene synthesis process we    
     can produce genes up to 1 kb in five days. This is twice as fast as our already industry-leading  
     DNA-2-Go gene synthesis speed of eight to ten days.  
 
To order DNA-2-Day synthetic genes, please click on the "Order a Gene" button on the left side of the page.  
    Please check the "Rush" option on our online order page. 
                                                                                                        

      See http://www.dna20.com/   last checked August 2008 
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‘getting a patent costs ~$100,000 and takes 3-5 years. The USPTO is currently very restrictive in allowing 

any claims that cover any sequence that is not exactly listed in the application. Accordingly, at least in the 

US, claims stating ‘gene X and any gene 80% or more identical’ are not valid. – The absolute majority of 

genes we make have no IP, or weak IP’ (email communication on file with the author). 

 

The delivery of synthetic DNA is mainly to clients who are at the early stage of discovery, he 

explains; most genes are therefore protected as trade secret, or not protected at all, and while 

some features of the software are patented it is otherwise free to download. Moreover, his 

reference to the ‘genes we make’ stands for the modification of synthetic proteins; what 

DNA2.0 does, he explains, is to build ‘previously non-existing genes (and make copies of 

existing genes), package those in physical entities and ship to customers’ (ibid).  

Consequently the value of synthetic DNA is not as much in patenting as in the 

information of the DNA. In the business of DNA-2-Go™ ‘natural genes are only used as 

starting point for biological modification’ that can have as its aim whatever fits ‘the non-

natural commercial application’; its business is about the creation of new value on the basis of 

how, as Gustafsson explains, ‘it can be reduced to a physical entity through the synthesis of a 

gene’ (ibid). 

 

Lastly, sequenced DNA can be materialized with a DNA synthesizer and its output is synthetic 

DNA that can be designed to improve, optimize or alter one or more of its properties. Such an 

approach is notably different from the translation of genetic material into the various genome 

maps in genomics and systems biology (see chapter three).  

Then, bio-informatics expresses the information derived from the genetic material in a 

digital or electronic form in order to produce datasets and databases that predict gene behavior 

and interaction based on statistical complexity models. Similarly there is also the translation of 

genetic material into ever more complex and interactively represented models, like those of 

the virtual cells in systems biology.100 These proliferating databases, as Parry observes, also 

correspond to new markets of many types, based on entirely new artifacts and quantifications, 

hardware, software, extracted DNA, cell lines, tissue samples and so forth – that will be 

‘standing in for particular materials resources henceforth to be absent’ (Parry 2004: 95). In 

turn, this absence is further intensified in the synthetic biology business where not even the 

‘low-cost, abundant biomass’ of a biodiversity market is required. In the DNA synthesis 

business it has become unnecessary even to make reference to the disembodied genetic 

material.  

Its re-embodiment for usage under laboratory conditions requires only the machine 

readable information about how genes correspond to a particular stretch of DNA that can be 
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designated with a particular sequence (ATTG for example). As the website of DNA 2.0 

indicated already there are massive amounts of publicly available genetic information, for 

example the 100 giga-bases that are compiled in the GOLD database alone (see also chapter 

3.1).101 This also bears on the transformation of life into life™ of the past decades – for 

example in GURTS and oncomice. Most remarkable about the market of synthetic DNA is 

that ‘virtual life ’ is its input. It is clearly not the case that the synthetic biology business 

somehow represents a return to public science or to the public domain – this would obscure its 

devaluation of the natural compounds that were the basic resource in a biodiversity market. 

‘Genetic information technologies’ like ‘Protein GPS™’ are about a free incorporation of the 

available disembodied genetic information, which is to say that it draws on pre-programmed 

genome projects as well as the expanding functionality of open source.  

 It is in this sense that expectations about open source projects accompany a ‘free market 

for genetic information’. There is no sudden break with how the market was imagined until 

then – as a biodiversity market; it makes explicit a shift that is symptomatic of changing 

market logics. Earlier in this dissertation it was already explained that even the most obvious 

patent incentives can be considered as market distortions. In the free market of liberal 

economics it is expected that supply and demand would match in a way that comprises a free 

circulation of information. Of course, a minor imperfection of this perfect market is that this 

information is about genes, proteins, cells and so forth that involve highly specialized 

academic sub-disciplines. Lots of efforts are made to have information circulate in such a way 

that it keeps biology ‘the business’ compatible to the more and more complex entities of 

biology ‘the science’ – as demonstrated in chapter three. 

 When changing perspective from the access issues that involve companies like Monsanto 

and public scientists with patent problems, there are also companies like Diversa and DNA 

2.0. as well as examples that identify themselves with open source in informatics. Like the 

companies discussed so far, also a patented and an open source approach to biological 

modification can be investigated as individually specific cases whose individuality represents 

a totality – as Haraway put it. This is the aim of the following sections, which will compare 

modified living organisms – patented and open source – as the embodiments of what Arendt 

described as the ‘life process of mankind’. 

 

4. 
The most prominent candidate whereby to consider ‘synthetic life™’ is J. Craig Venter 

because his company ‘synthetic genomes inc.’ and the ‘J. Craig Venter institute’ have been 

working on the ‘minimal genome’ project. 
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This project involves entering a synthetic version of the smallest group of genes that an 

organism needs for its survival into a cell to ‘thereby create a living bacterial cell based 

entirely on the synthetically made genome’. In January 2008 the Venter institute integrated 

four large stretches of synthetic DNA (totaling 582.970 base pairs) into the largest synthetic 

bacterium ever made inside a yeast cell. Using the cell repair mechanism of yeast for damage 

to its chromosome allowed them to assemble the entire bacterial chromosome after having 

cloned smaller stretches into E-coli. The press release for this event announced the next step as 

the transplantation of the synthetic bacterium into a cell, to ‘activate’ it and ‘boot up’ the 

cell’.102 This transplantation method involves making both the cell and the bacterium in it 

behave according to its new chromosomal blue print. The aim is to deliver a biological system 

wherein all kinds of gene functions and circuitry could be plugged in. In 2006 Venter’s group 

synthesized the smallest free living bacterium (Mycoplasma Genitalium), which was patented 

alongside the sequence of its natural counterpart (in 1996) as the smallest known genome to be 

grown in pure culture.103 Some 470 of its genes were systematically ‘knocked out’ to find the 

smallest set of genetic material necessary; it retained 381 genes that were necessary for it to 

survive under controlled laboratory circumstances. Stretches of synthetic DNA were entered 

into the yeast cell, which proved the transplantation method in principle.  

ETC group (an NGO) in their press release, mentions that there are no immediate 

indications of further patents yet. However the four stretches of synthetic DNA that were 

combined were ordered from commercial suppliers in the synthetic DNA business described in 

the previous sections. The Venter institute mentions Blue Heron Technology, DNA 2.0 and 

GENEART who delivered 101 specially designed fragments of chemically synthesized DNA 

that it calls gene cassettes. Furthermore, the ETC group was quick to point out that the 

synthetic genome had not been successfully transplanted into a living cell. It has been 

assembled and it replicates but for the transplantation method to achieve its aim it needs to 

make its host behave according to its instructions (ETC 2007a, 2007b). Nevertheless the NGO 

renamed the synthesized bacterium of the ‘J. Craig Venter institute’ from ‘Mycoplasma JCVI-

1.0’ to Synthia, who – they announced is a family relation of Dolly the cloned sheep.  

 

This personification is a very useful method whereby to clarify some of the traits and 

characteristics of the synthetic life form that have been discussed.  

Certainly Synthia is a girl with her mind set on a successful living inside the market. In 

fact, a patented life form needs to reimburse investments that have been made in the past and 

to that end Synthia will have to do anything for procreation (cell replication). Like a Trojan 

horse she will have to slip into other lives even though she is not healthy, rather weak actually, 
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having to stay indoors with no possibility of an escape to a life in the wild with her relatives. 

She has had her problems with her family’s temper fixed because her wild relatives have 

always been the kind that carry disease and infect their superiors.104 While she will never be 

able to return to them and does not want to, Synthia will have to be like the rest of us in 

earning a living, selling her skills and even like some of us having them modified so as to stay 

enclosed in the market and the home, which in her case means the laboratory.  

Nevertheless some problems with the law remain – they are, after all always vigilant for 

her type – even when she has been fixed, pre-programmed to do no harm. This is because they 

know she sometimes thinks of her wild relatives. She is, after all, still so very much like them. 

Unlike her existence in the market, keeping alive on debts and working to pay of her title by 

getting others in, she knows she is a phony; she is not a synthetic life form only or only what 

her employers made her into. She is still like them. When she makes her thing happen, she 

uses the pre-existing bits and pieces that are left of her family characteristics. Synthia still 

retains the molecular and chemical characteristics of her wild relatives – the replication of the 

living host cell is based on the remaining of ‘a cell membrane, along with the bits and pieces 

of molecular machinery that are needed to read genes and translate them into proteins’ (The 

Economist 2007).  

Moreover, also an open source counterpart to Synthia can be imagined along similar 

lines. More specifically, ‘Mycoplasma JCVI-1.0’ (aka Synthia) can be compared with the 

‘minimal cell project’ that is associated with the open source-like BioBricks. The next section 

will discuss some of the technical details of the ‘minimal cell project’, which will be clarified, 

however, by the personification of the character traits of Synthia’s twin sister: Cynthia.  

 

5. 
The protagonists of the minimal cell project distinguish their approach from the ‘knockout’ 

method whereby the minimal genome has been described (Foster & Church 2006a, 2006b). 

 They explain that the ‘major hurdle’ of the minimal genome project is that single genes 

might be dispensable but that does ‘not assure the viability of combinations of deletions’. The 

knockout of individual genes until the bacterium is killed does not determine the minimum 

amount sufficient for the survival and replication of a minimal genome. Foster & Church 

explain that its viability continues to rely on complex combinations of gene expressions and 

removing these one by one leaves many ‘false essentials’ that could have been removed if 

their overlap would be considered. Many ‘essentials’ have unknown functions that leave much 

of the complexity of a bacterium or cell intact, also these ‘secondary regulatory mechanisms’ 

can be disrupted. They identify the genetic approach that is used in the minimal genome 
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project as one of the biochemical subsystems of their project, which aims to make up the cell 

as a self-sustaining system (ibid 2006a, 2006b). 

 In brief, a minimal genome is a poor model for natural cells because it neither aims to 

understand the biochemical processes that it uses nor those that were removed. Foster & 

Church find this problematic because ‘[b]uilding a machine from mysterious parts can only 

create a mysterious machine (ibid 2006a: 1, 2). They explain that a near-minimal genome 

needs to lead to an understanding of its various parts and their interdependence and ask 

themselves: ‘how good a model would an artificial, protein-based, minimal cell be for natural 

cells?’ Foster & Church favor a biochemical approach over a genetic approach and propose 

that a minimal cell could survive, replicate and evolve from 151 genes from E. Coli, which has 

a larger genome but more comprehensively investigated translation mechanisms (ibid). They 

suggest that it is now a conceivable goal to aim for ‘cell-free synthesis of a translation 

apparatus’ and call for the ‘system-by-system debugging’ of the model organism. The 

expectation that they have is that when its various systems are better understood these can be 

integrated into a more flexible program whereby to ‘encode a near minimal, self-replicating 

system dependent only on small molecule substrates’ (ibid 2006b: 4).  

 To this end the preferred model organism of Foster & Church would be E-coli but at this 

moment the minimal cell approach has proceeded further with the genome of a bacteriophage 

called T7. Because of its ability to attack bacteria T7 is one of the best described biological 

systems and has already been simplified into the synthetic genome T7.1 (see Endy et al. 2000: 

5375). For example Endy et al. explain that they created a computer simulation based entirely 

on experimental data from bacteriophage T7.1 that ‘computes the developmental cycle of the 

wildtype phage’ (ibid). In 2005 it was announced that T7 had been redesigned as an 

engineered surrogate wherein the base pairs that where consider the minimum for its viability 

had been replaced with genetically engineered DNA. A paper by Chan et. al. explains that the 

predictions of the T7 computer model did not turn out to agree with experiments – its 

outcomes were not believable, for example because it grew slower rather than faster than the 

wild type. Nevertheless the engineered model retains the key features of the original as a 

‘more structured design’ that has been made from synthesized DNA (Chan et al. 2005: 1, 2). 

The commentary by Thomas F. Knight that accompanied the paper celebrates that T7.1 

represents a redesign of over 30% of the T7 genome by assembling its defined functions. What 

is next, he observers is to deal with what is missing, which are ‘many—perhaps most—of the 

critical design principles and details necessary to engineer a cell’ (Knight 2005).  

 This missing dimension is the purpose of the BioBricks foundation. As a precondition for 

a minimal cell project, the open source-like set up of the Biobricks foundation deliberately 
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suggests – with the term ‘biobrick’ – the possibility to design well-behaved Lego-like 

biological entities. As was already mentioned in the introduction, Biobricks are the parts 

whereby to make devices that can be combined into systems and protocols and the BioBricks 

foundation is a collaborative project wherein stretches of synthetic DNA are made available in 

the public domain in the form of a registry of modular components that can be redesigned and 

recombined.105 Its protagonists have repeatedly illustrated that BioBricks are already 

sufficiently modular to allow students within a period of some months to come up with novel 

applications. There is even an annual competition to prove their point, which has resulted in 

‘bacteria computing a bit’, e-coli that does not stink but smells like mint, bacteria that move in 

patters, that detect light, or that light up and takes pictures (Baker et al. 2006).  

 As Barry Canton et al. explain, each new genome that is sequenced gives researchers 

reason to consider ‘additional natural genetic parts’, like ‘protein coding sequences, regulatory 

elements for gene expression and signaling and other functional genetic elements’. These parts 

are unreliable but can be made to conform to standards for manufacturing and usage – a 

standard biological part is ‘a genetically encoded object that performs a biological function 

and that has been engineered to meet specified design or performance requirements’. Most 

specifically they aim to connect ‘functional inputs and outputs’ of different biobricks and refer 

to biological equivalents of sensors, logic gates and actuators that are already available 

(Canton et. al. 2008: 787).  

 

Of course, the problem remains that there is now ‘no systems biology that engineers can use to 

predict the behavior of the systems they design’. To synthetic biologists it is not an obstacle 

that the biological complexity that is being shown in systems biology is of an increasingly 

massive scope. This is not a problem when the focus is placed on the capacities for editing the 

interaction of the parts and the whole to self-assemble into something useful – such as a 

minimal cell that boots up with a bacteriophage (Brent 2004: 1213-1214). Consequently the 

BioBricks Foundation associates itself with engineering and programming rather than with the 

unpredictabilities of intricately complex and interdependent biological entities.  

Despite of such a self-image, however, their work is not fundamentally different from 

the complexity investigated in genomics and systems biology. The Lego-like association that 

the BioBricks Foundation raises with its name resembles closely how systems biologist 

Dennis Noble describes his discipline as a Lego-like affair in ‘the music of life’ (see chapter 

three). He explains that when: 

 
‘looked at from the system-level perspective I am advocating, genes and proteins are rather like the 

building blocks of a child’s toy such as Lego’ (Noble 2006: 17).   
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This statement already indicates how closely related are the understanding of life as 

interdependent and complex in systems biology and the engineering focus of synthetic 

biologists. Furthermore, Brian Wynne, in an article called ‘reflexing complexity’, has argued 

that the complexity of systems biology should be understood as a ‘self-defined complexity 

paradigm’. Its definitions of complexity might come from quite different epistemic cultures 

than previous molecular biology (biochemistry and physiology for example), yet also systems 

biology remains characterized by an enduring commitment to how ‘predictive modeling 

requires a commitment to determinist explanation’. The question is not whether modern 

biology is reductionist or not – it is usually both at the same time; he suggests ‘that the 

systematic scientific production of reductionism is generated by the assumed aim of predictive 

control’ (Wynne 2006: 74). In that sense the cutting and pasting of modules by the definition 

of rigid standardized properties of BioBricks could be considered a ‘self-defined simplicity 

paradigm’ that mirrors what Wynne characterized as a self-defined complexity paradigm, 

 

Lastly, these self-defined complexity and simplicity paradigms come together in how synthetic 

biologists are enthusiastically comparing their efforts to software engineering. Against the 

background of the massive amounts of data and the DNA synthesis that is becoming cheaper 

and cheaper, the analogy is than with the ‘elegance and playfulness of the programming of the 

hacker culture of software engineering’ (Brent 2004: 1213-1214). In other words: its 

biological engineering is becoming more like informatics in a ‘quest to understand the 

quantitative biology of function’ wherein it becomes a matter of coding and programming 

‘design tools’ (ibid).  

As mentioned, these design tools are the objective of the BioBricks Foundation and are 

necessary for the engineering of a ‘minimal cell’ – the next section will explain, however, that 

an open source-like approach to biological engineering is not that different from the patented 

‘minimal genome’. Both aim at greater capacity for biological modification and both are also 

similar because a minimal cell – which is supposedly more rigorous than a minimal genome – 

 retains natural characteristics that are less simple and under control than its simplicity 

paradigm makes it appear.  

 

6. 
The T7.1 model has as its purpose to encode a viable bacteriophage so that it becomes easier 

to model, manipulate and study than the wild prototype. However this is, as Brent put it, still 

based on ‘incomplete understanding of the information encoded in the wild-type genome’ 

(ibid). In fact, it is quite important how these characteristics are incorporated. For example, 

some proteins with unknown functions are retained, which leads the authors to ask themselves 
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‘can we safely ignore these uncharacterized protein coding domains in our models of phage 

infection?’ They ask: 

 
Should we delete these elements from the T7 genome? Is there other information encoded on the wild-type 

T7 genome that we should include in our models, ignore, or actively remove? (Chan et al. 2005: 2) 
 

In brief, many protein functions of T7 and its synthetic versions are not known, their purpose 

is not known and neither are many inessential functions that might or might not be useful later. 

As is characteristic for synthetic biology, it is, however, not necessary to have an exact 

understanding of T7. Its viability as a life form and as a predictive model does not require full 

comprehension when the aim is to study and characterize a system that is only partially 

understood and that can be redesigned for specific purposes.  

The engineers that designed T7.1 announced that the next phage T7.2 will include even 

less uncharacterized elements. Nevertheless, such model organisms or T7.N would also retain 

an irreducible amount of natural complexity – displaying inheritance, adaptation, growth and 

responding to environments. The bacterium with the genetic circuitry effects and is effected by 

its cell host – for example it might sicken the cell or distort its other pathways and the circuitry 

could get disabled while the bacterium continues to grow and replicate (Arkin et al. 2006). 

Consequently the synthetic bacteriophage can replicate in a cell but it is not fully independent 

of the host cell. The likelihood remains that the biological circuitry interacts in unexpected 

ways with its own components or with those of its host, for example when trying to enter 

standard regulatory elements into the minimal cell host.  

In other words: it is not the case that the smaller or simpler the design of the genetic 

circuitry the better its performance. There are all sorts of biological variations that could 

interfere with its performance; for example the synthetic model organism could bind to pre-

existing or synthetic pathways in unexpected ways because of the biological mutation rate that 

is retained. No matter how much more simple or flexible a synthetic organism would be, there 

is always some amount of the biological complexity of the natural cell left in place, such as the 

inessential interactions of multiple genes, feedback loops and so forth. Furthermore, the 

synthetic organisms also interact with the wider biological conditions wherein that host exists. 

Regardless of what kind of design choices biological engineers will be able to make in the 

future– taking out or leaving in genes or pathways for example – their biological systems will 

be irreducibly susceptible to the environment they operate in and that they are themselves.  

Therefore, it is quite paradoxical that synthetic biologists are often proud of how fragile 

they can make their synthetic organisms, which they equip with built-in safety features like 

bacterial characteristics and other functionalities to prevent replication outside of the 
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laboratory. Hereby these organisms have supposedly become more harmless to the public (see 

Hamilton et al. 2003; Foster & Church 2006a: 8). Of course, this greatly contrasts with how it 

is already possible to make synthetic versions the pathogens of the Ebola virus, smallpox and a 

type influenza that existed in 1918 (Carlson 2003). It already takes only some weeks to make a 

synthetic biological entity and this is getting faster every year. While in 2002, a synthetic polio 

virus still took two years of work; in 2003 a bacteriophage could be made in two weeks. This 

has raised concerns about bioterrorism and about garage biology, which become possible 

regardless of whether or not synthetic biological entities are engineered to make their 

replication impossible outside of laboratory conditions.  

In this regard Rob Carlson has commented that it is crucial to empower as many people 

as possible to develop countermeasures, for example to monitor the proliferation of skills, 

technologies and information. The ability to make synthetic polio, smallpox, extinct influenza 

and dangerous pathogens will spread and therefore it is necessary to have as many people as 

possible involved in inventing ways to deal with potentially harmful applications and to device 

effective countermeasures to prevent accidents. He argues that it is this threat that requires 

biology to become open source; because ‘the best potential defense against biological threats 

is to create and maintain open networks of researchers at every level, thereby magnifying the 

number of eyes and ears keeping track of what is going on in the world’ (Carlson 2003: 212)  

A similar open source-safety argument has also been made by BioBricks protagonist 

Drew Endy. He argues that the public acceptance of technology requires open source – as a 

safety issue this follows the open source software dictum: ‘that many eyes lead to few bugs’ 

(Johnson 2005). This is again about the relative efficiency of the greater variety of 

contributors that can be involved in open source-like projects and one example of this has 

been how running open source code has produced remedies for infections by computer 

viruses, either as a more reliable operating system or effective virus scanners. With synthetic 

biology, of course, the bug is not a computer bug but some synthetic organism that is modified 

to do harm or that does not function according to how it was predicted. Consequently the 

BioBricks approach to the synthetic biology promises more openness as a method whereby to 

empower scientists to share information and encourage them to detect mistakes. This is not 

only about bioterrorism, it is also about the very prediction of the functionality of synthetic 

organisms that is relative to how many, how uncertain and how unknown the conditions are 

wherein cell processes take place (see Schmidt (2008). 

 

In brief, open source is imagined to somehow enhance bio-security and bio-safety by way of 

scientific self-regulation despite of its irreducible unpredictability. The availability of 
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documentation and a transparent trial-and-error selection of BioBricks are then supposed to 

become more reliable by means of its release into the public domain. In addition to making 

documentation available (which is no different as with patent claims) the idea is that there 

would be no need to trust others not to make mistakes when using the technology.  

As mentioned, however, this is not only a matter of laboratory safety precautions against 

escaping pathogens; the argument for a bottom-up, cooperative, decentralized and open 

source-like arrangement would also have to involve the production of modified life forms with 

‘genetic code’ that is more reliable and robust. This would be the most obvious open source 

analogy to draw. On the one hand Linux’ source code ensures that it does not crash because it 

cannot deal with its own features as is the case with the more widely used proprietary 

counterparts. On the other hand the openness in synthetic biology is considered as a more 

effective measure for more reliable and robust designs of synthetic organisms.  

Again, this is the self-defined simplicity of synthetic biology – its speculations on its own 

ability to control the biological mutation of its designs in line with its own ideas about its 

functionality. However, there are, of course, limits to this analogy – as will be made more 

explicit in the next section. 

 

7. 
T7.1 might be considered as Synthia’s twin sister called Cynthia. On the one hand 

‘Mycoplasma JCVI-1.0’ was nicknamed Synthia – a girl who was technically safe, at work to 

pay of the investments that have been made in her and in denial about her relationship to her 

wild relatives. On the other hand the synthetic bacterium called T7.1 can be nicknamed 

Cynthia – a girl who is out to procreate and who had her infectious temper fixed like Synthia.  

Cynthia is actually quite like her sister in the sense that by simply being who they are, the 

twins are displacing entirely outdated conventions like the boundary between life and 

technology. However, there is an important difference to consider – while Synthia does not 

take kindly to being reminded of her wild relatives, Cynthia actively questioned how synthetic 

she really is. She is made to question herself.  

                   

Indeed Cynthia is a classical Cynic; like the ancient Greek philosophers, she requires even less 

of existence than her twin sister. As a Cynic would, Cynthia aims to be in agreement with 
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nature by leaving all unnecessary influences behind; she is made up of its bare necessities and 

questions how she embodies anything that is not essential to her existence. Furthermore, 

Cynthia differs from her sister who is tied down by her life in the market by being a very 

idealistic open source kind of girl. She chooses to become free by unshackling herself from 

any needs which are the result of convention, including considering an escape from an 

existence in the market. However, is that possible for a modified life form?  

Can she, for example, really be free from influence, like Cynics that renounced wealth, 

reputation and power? After all, the protagonists of the BioBricks approach are also members 

of the so-called BioFab group who are involved with Codon Devices, which is a start-up 

company that stands to profit from the synthetic biology business when gene synthesis 

technologies become widely used on the basis of freely available biological parts and devices 

(Rathenau 2006). Consequently, it is necessary to take a closer look at how Cynthia questions 

her own character, her nature; is she not too fragile for variation and the many, uncertain and 

unknown biological conditions that the changing environments wherein she might get herself 

involved in?  

Cynthia, like her sister, is being engineered to be safe since one of the obvious concerns 

about synthetic biology is the bio-safety issue. What matters is that her character traits in that 

regard are very much different from her twin sister. Synthia is a patented life form that boots 

up natural replication and in doing so she has been fixed to do no harm but she also has to earn 

a living – it is not her responsibility to be as predictable as possible or to prevent falling in 

with bio-terrorists. These are secondary concerns to her, relative to the protection of the 

interest of those who hold the intellectual property. In fact, this is another sort of security issue 

– how to prevent that royalties get lost in unregulated black markets, because foreign 

governments do not sufficiently protect the rights of companies. Also this is the responsibility 

of the department of ‘homeland security’.  
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By contrast Cynthia does not think that her work is only her own or that of her owners. 

Both sisters are similar in the sense that they make an effort to appear virtuous – even flouting 

that it is not in their making to do anything against the law. Both have been technically fixed 

to be safe and at work, which is to say that their work is to go out and about to procreate, 

infect and transmit. However Cynthia, at least in intention, agrees that it should not be made 

solely a government responsibility to have the public trust her applications. Not only is she 

engineered for safety, as an open source-kind of girl she does not mind to have her behavior 

checked by whoever has the technical expertise and motivation to get involved.  

Cynthia wants to remain on the safe-side as Endy makes most explicit when arguing that 

what he does not want is: 

 
‘the equivalent of the operating system for wheat in the year 2050 to be running some, you know, 

horrendous closed code that crashes all the time and I’ve no idea what’s going on’ (the radio program 

Futures of Biotech 8) 

 

Supposedly, this horrendously closed code operating system is better replaced by open source 

as a way to monitor and control the applications of synthetic biology when these enter the 

multiple, uncertain and unknown conditions wherein cellular processes take place outside of 

laboratories – either in terms of the potential for bio-terrorism or in regard of their 

functionality. While her sister’s existence in the laboratory and her safety are aimed at 

products that can be enclosed in the market, Cynthia desires her openness not only as a safety 

matter; it is also something she wants to improve the world with.  

How open source will Cynthia become? Surely, she wants to go out into the world after 

having been engineered to be safe. Not only is the bio-safety issue one of the obvious 

concerns about synthetic biology, she is simultaneously designed to mind about others and the 

environment. Yet – despite such a personality trait – how about Cynthia’s wild relatives and 

her sister’s enclosure in the market? There are ambitions – she aims to make available a free 

operating system for wheat and for even more explicitly humanitarian causes as the next 

section will observe. However, are such ambitions not too simplistic? Are these ambitions not 

from the very beginning correlated to the inescapable uncertainties of her (market) relations 

with her wild relatives?  

 

8. 
The open source-like approach to synthetic biology is not only about more effective (self-) 

regulation in regard of safety – there are also humanitarian projects to demonstrate the more 

social characteristics of open source. 
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The most familiar example in synthetic biology is Jay Keasling’s work on malaria. He is 

a member of the same Biofab group as the protagonists of the minimal cell project and the 

BioBricks Foundation. Furthermore he has a company Amyris Technologies and a non-profit 

called One World Health that has received a large grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation for their work on eradicating a parasite with the small artemisinin molecule. This 

is a natural compound that is extracted from the sweet wormwood plant, mostly found in 

northern China where it was used in various recipes for tea from its dried leaves. Keasling’s 

lab was able to isolate the metabolic pathway responsible for its manufacturing in the tree and 

inserted these pathways into yeast to develop the capacity for the large-scale production of the 

compound.  

The job is to reengineer the most efficient artificial pathway (nine genes) that produces 

artemisinic acid and to convert this, with a few easy chemical steps, into an effective 

antimalaria medicine for those that cannot afford these at the moment. Furthermore the 

humanitarian reasoning behind the project is that there is currently there is not enough of the 

substance available for a low price – hence this alternative technology development is the only 

way forward. To others, however, this very scarcity of the substance is in the process of being 

met. The market price for the natural compound has led to a variety of small scale 

development projects that were beginning to boost production while providing employment 

(ETC 2007a).  

Of course, this is only a relevant complaint in cases when synthetic biology involves the 

pathways of a natural compound that could be produced at a local level. It is, however, not 

necessarily the case that this involves rare compounds with biological traits that are already in 

use elsewhere. Its genetic engineering involves modified pathways rather than DNA shotgun 

bombardments of living organisms – invading it with foreign genes. Synthetic biology 

represents genes and protein in countless variants and its more effective combinations are a 

property of a digitalized network of reaction. Rather than a biological trait that is the result of 

a single reaction, the experimental product in bio-medicine is the result of metabolic 

engineering. 

In bio-medicine this is the approach whereby to look at many different diseases by 

computing huge numbers of possible protein structures that could be redesigned to mimic the 

essential features on the surface of viruses and bacteria, for example to break down toxins or 

to improve antibodies. The identification of promising candidates would then lead to better 

vaccines; its predications could include mutations that would never occur when testing on 

living organisms like mice. There are many other potential applications. In bioplastics, for 

example, it has been mentioned that the pathways that circumvent infectious proteins in 
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Salmonella bacteria have been redesigned to make and secrete spider silk protein components 

that are the basis of a strong elastic material.106 The most prominent field, however, are 

biofuels – which are considered as possible sources of energy that are to diversify fuel supply 

while reducing or at least not contributing to global warming.  

Ethanol, for example, is made from fermented sugar and starch of crops like corn, grain 

and sugar cane and because it is liquid it can be mixed with gasoline. Synthetic biology are 

trying to make pathways and modified yeast cells that are more efficient at this fermentation; 

both making greater yields from the same quantity of crops and turning crop waste into the 

basic material. For example Codon Devices uses algorithms to analyze the sequence for 

cellulose enzymes to calculate protein candidates for a more efficient design of modified 

enzymes that ferment the crop waste. This produces a million versions that can be tested until 

a few modified enzymes are incorporated into corn plants to yield more ethanol by degrading 

the entire mass of plant material into small sugars. Its income is then about royalties and 

performance based payments. 

Biofuels could in principle make a little net contribution to the greenhouse effect because 

the growing crops remove the carbon dioxide that the combustion of biofuel emits. This is not 

the case with applications that replace crops with waste. It is already questionable whether 

even ethanol, the most sustainable of the biofuels, does not actually raise rather than lowers 

greenhouse gas emissions. For example, growing crops for ethanol consumes other fossil fuels 

and so does the transportation of the crops and its distillation. Moreover the growing of these 

crops consumes fertilizers, which again consumes fossil fuels for its production and its usage 

emits much more than what growing crops for ethanol could remove. Even when using very 

little fertilizer in growing biomass for biofuels – perhaps when biologically modified to that 

end – the crops that were planted take up land. Growing cash crops – for food or energy – are 

likely to displace biodiversity and thereby reduce the absorption of emissions, as well as 

displace food production, raise prices and create shortages.107  

Therefore an idea that appeals to synthetic biologists is to use waste materials of crops, 

like leaves and stalks and so forth. This is mentioned in the press release by Codon Devices 

for example. However when crop yields are increased with waste material from the field, more 

fertilizers and pesticides are needed to replace the organic materials that maintain the soil’s 

structure and nutrients, and store carbon.108 Furthermore, the basic idea was that growing 

crops for fuel would be more carbon neutral than oil. This would not necessarily be the 

consequence of the contributions of synthetic biology because it is not only wood chips, 

grasses or even municipal waste (rather than crop waste) that will replace the growing of 

biofuels or oil.  
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The best example of its potential to displace the very attempt to decrease the emission of 

greenhouse gases is the company LS9, which advertises with the slogan: ‘the best replacement 

for petroleum is petroleum’. Its bio-fuels are not trying to replace petroleum with ethanol, LS9 

Renewable Petroleum™ is meant to replace ethanol and butanol as bio-fuels with microbes 

that produce fuel that is indistinguishable at a molecular level from gasoline, diesel, and jet 

fuel. It is easier, the company promises, to modify the model organism E. Coli to yield diesel 

producing strains and even crude oil, than to yield ethanol.109 The obvious advantage is that no 

changes have to be made, even though oil prices would rise and oil shortages might still occur. 

The synthetic equivalent could be distributed through existing pipeline infrastructure and run 

in the same vehicles. Indeed much of the investments into biofuels and bioplastics come from 

the usual suspects, oil and biotechnology multinationals (ETC 2007a).  

 

What this brief discussion of synthetic biology’s worldly ambitions demonstrates is that there 

is no line to be drawn that separates the commercial applications of synthetic biology from its 

more noble and humanitarian projects. The coin has two sides: one side shows the 

humanitarian applications and innovations that are presented in line as the open source-like 

approach like that of the BioBricks Foundation, on its other side there are examples like the 

synthetic oil of LS9. Each instance involves the same upgrades of specialty enzymes, binding 

proteins, metabolic pathways and so forth. 

The scope of the BioBricks project is primarily about the capacity to identify simpler 

problems to tackle out of the wider hierarchy of biological complexity. No different than 

Venter’s genetic cassettes and circuitries, its primary aim is to combine its components into 

well-specified devices that behave in a predictable way and that could be applied in biological 

systems such as model bacteria, yeast cells, bacteriophages and in commercial applications 

like crop varieties and synthetic oil. What is open source about this? In line with the open 

source-like functionality that was explained in the beginning of this chapter by discussing 

Biolisp  as well as BioBricks, what is open source about synthetic biology is the arrangement 

of a non-proprietary interface. The primary aim of this ‘interface’ is to allow for the 

integration of the available information of DNA that has been sequenced with other genetic 

information technologies.  

It shows itself by way of its humanitarian applications and as a reference point for the 

debate over its bio-safety issues. Simultaneously, however, this interface is also a necessary 

condition for intellectual properties – for protected ‘genetic information technologies’ 

elsewhere – by allowing for the development of design capacities that accompany the 

construction and delivery of synthetic DNA. On the one hand, the interface limits the scope of 
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intellectual property by presenting a collaborative design process that is an innovation, a safety 

and a humanitarian requirement at once. On the other hand, it allows for the business of 

genetic information technologies like ProteinGPS™ and Renewable Petroleum™ that are 

about making organic material produce drugs, hormones, vaccines or the basic materials of 

biofuels and biomedicines.  

In other words: it is the synthetic biology business to translate genetic material into 

genetic information and vice versa with these humanitarian and safety issues as its flipside. 

The self-definitions of synthetic biologists are never only technical; they are simultaneously 

rendered in terms of the interest of mankind. Its idealization of biological reproducibility 

(booting up a cell from scratch) takes on open source-like characteristics as a method to 

distinguish its science and business as safer and more humanitarian than before. What these 

two sides (its technical and worldly characteristics) obscure, however, is the coin – a coin 

whose exchange rate is backed by the turn-over in numerous fields that are beyond patenting 

but not beyond the high-tech industry emerging around the interface wherein Cynthia presents 

her open source-like characteristics. This coin also includes Cynthia’s cynical self-exploration. 

The point is not that she is not really an open source kind of girl that wants to be safe and 

make a better world, but that Cynthia enters the stage dressed up in celebrated examples like 

‘folding@home’ and BioBricks and solutions to rare diseases, energy shortage and so forth.  

This, as well as her sister’s enclosures in the market, set the stage for a new dimension in 

the transformation of life into life™. When Cynthia is put to work she does not aim to enclose 

modified life forms in the market like her sister; she is different because of her attempt to turn 

the abundance of life into ‘virtual life ’. This is a necessary step when intensifying the new 

business of a free market for genetic information the biases of her particular background 

accompany her idealized representation of her biological reproducibility. In brief, the self-

defined hackers in synthetic biology that are doing the biological modifications in the name of 

a range of humanitarian causes need to be approached with some of the cynicism that is 

characteristic of their technical approach. Cynthia’s kind of cynicism should not only go into 

patenting and the synthetic engineering of life, the same attitude should also be put to work in 

scrutinizing her approach of matters like safety and sustainability.  

In other words, there needs to be more difference when comparing her to her twin sister, 

which is to say that there are not yet any hackers in synthetic biology. It is not a problem that 

there are not; there might, if there were those that would dare. 
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9. 
When synthetic biology sets itself various technical aims – such as designing minimal 

genomes and cells – this includes a socially specific view of the purpose of making specialized 

synthetic proteins and enzymes active in a wider culture of technology. Although it self-

defines its engineering approach in terms of stringent rational reflections on scientific validity, 

these are complimented by an open source ethical-approach to safety requirements and 

humanitarian objectives that very much obscures the many additional factors that are already 

included in its self-definitions, its practices and technical devices. In other words: its technical 

principles are formulated as if they are in abstraction from any interest or ideology but in fact 

the particulars of its blending of technical with social elements and vice versa are not at all 

accidental.  

The technical complexities of Cynthia’s social life and linage are concealed within a self-

defined simplicity paradigm that draws in her bond with herself and her place in the world. In 

particular her outward persona is closely tied to the expectations that instruct the business of a 

‘free market for genetic information’. Open source in synthetic biology – with Cynthia as the 

personification of life  – is not only a specific combination of source code and genetic code, 

it also embodies a ‘particular totality’ in the expectations that it raises about the wider world. 

This was described already in terms of its market logic – as a free market for genetic 

information – and the question that BioBricks raises remains: how open source can Cynthia 

become? 

It is only now – after observing the differences and the similarities between the twins – 

that it has become possible to take a last closer look at how Cynthia at least questions her own 

character, her nature. Is it, for example, also possible to reconsider her open source-like 

characteristics in line with the Free Software Foundation? As was explained at length in 

chapters three and five, the FSF replied to the introduction of intellectual property protections 

to software in the early eighties when it began to emphasize the shared development and 

release of source code. A decade later, the free release of source code entered a new stage 

when Linus Torvald made available the kernel that enables the Linux operating system – a 

functionally equivalent to proprietary operating systems where anyone can get copies of the 

source code. To put it differently, at the time when patents became a cornerstone of 

international trade harmonization a free operating system for source code came into existence 

along the lines of the principled approach of the FSF wherein the efficiency of its common 

projects is immediately about an ‘ethic of sharing’; that source code should be shared, free of 

intellectual property requirements (Berry 2004).  
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The crucial element that made the FSF-approach work was that the cost of hardware had 

dropped. This was primarily because Microsoft had refused to become a sophisticated 

hardware business by making its software run on cheap hardware that was easy to build and 

reproduce. Whereas Microsoft’s software could run its interface on any kind of hardware, 

Apple and IBM had been selling specialized hardware – closed black boxes. Users switched to 

Microsoft’s universal graphical interface, even though it is slow, uses a lot of memory and 

makes its features interdependent. By analogy, modified seeds are the hardware that will run 

the propriety genetic constructs whose delivery is increasingly the business of synthetic 

biology. Its efforts establish an interface between the biological modification of organic 

materials and the disembodied information about DNA that is being put in the public domain.  

However, the Free Software Foundation also suggests another sort of extended commons 

to emphasize. Eblen Moglen has explains ‘free software’ as a new kind of common property. 

He considers it comparable to the management of ‘fisheries, surface water resources, and large 

numbers of other forms of resource beyond human production’. Furthermore he makes a 

provocative comparison between software development and Faraday’s law from physics: 
 

‘Wrap a coil around a magnet; spin the magnet. Electrical current flows in the wire. One does not ask, 

‘what is the incentive for the electrons to leave home?’ It's an inherent, emergent property of the system; 

we have a name for it: we call it induction. The question we ask is, ‘what is the resistance of the wire?’ (..), 

‘what is the resistance of the network?'’ Moglen's Corollary to Ohlm's Law states that the resistance of the 

network is directly proportional to the field strength of the intellectual property system. The conclusion is: 

Resist the resistance. Which is what we do (Moglen 2003).  
 

To ‘resist the resistance’, as Moglen puts it, makes open source code directly proportional to 

the field strength of the intellectual property system; ‘open genetic code’ – like that of Cynthia 

– would by analogy also become a common property that is as strong as the field strength of 

patentability in the life sciences and that resists its resistance.  

What does this mean: to reconsider the open source-like characteristics of Cynthia as 

emergent property of a system that embodies a potentiality to resist its resistance? It would 

mean that if you are in the business of patenting genetic material – gene expressions, 

biological traits or gene circuitry – you find yourself in a position that looks a lot like the 

music industry executive that cries ‘piracy’ or the governments or minority rights activists that 

cry ‘bio-piracy’. Patent piracy makes the recognition of patents into a matter of security; for 

example the loss of royalties from black markets or how enhanced synthetic DNA is no longer 

patented because it can also be copied for free in an open source-like minimal cell. In turn, 

bio-piracy is about how the patentability of genetic materials steals from what used to be a 

common property. 
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There is pre-existing biological activity in the genetic circuitry of synthetic biology but it 

is difficult to imagine an expectation to match the optimism about a significant redistribution 

of the wealth that patented biological traits represent – for example in the claims of the 

governments of developing countries, indigenous peoples and farmers. On the one hand, open 

source in synthetic biology represents a similar expectation when it mobilizes the best interests 

of mankind – its safety, its energy and its welfare for example. On the other hand, its designs 

result in a devaluation of scarce biodiversity into low cost abundant biomass and into freely 

available genetic information. Therefore it is necessary to leave aside the efficiency-argument 

– that open source is more efficient than patents. To maximize innovation it is not only patents 

that are obstacles, alongside such nuisances also the natural limits on the accumulation of 

property and the generation of wealth are being removed.  

Rather than putting the complexity of synthetic life to work on ‘mankind’s life process’, 

for example by using open methods for safer and more humanitarian projects, it is necessary to 

– as Moglen put it – spin the magnet in the life sciences. In other words, could there be a 

resistance that is directly proportional to the field strength of the intellectual property system 

in the life sciences? What would then be the resistance to the emerging free market for genetic 

information? What might an equivalent free operating system (OS) for the life sciences be 

like?  

 

Conclusion 
The life-like and worldly characteristics of Synthia and Cynthia can be reconsidered from the 

standpoint of Marx’ species-being by considering a picture of an installation by Eduard 

Kac.110 

The image below shows a serene plant with curling leaves that grows from a chessboard.  
 

                                                                Eduardo Kac  : Move36Eduardo Kac  : Move36Eduardo Kac  : Move36Eduardo Kac  : Move36    
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Its explanation tells that it is about the 1997 match between ‘the greatest chess player 

who ever lived and the greatest chess player who never lived’; about Gary Kasparov who lost 

to Deep Blue at ‘move 36’. This is the name of Kac’s installation and refers to the moment 

when, instead of the sound move that it was expected to make, Deep Blue made a subtle and 

conceptual move that Kasparov had not foreseen. The quintessential move not only 

demonstrated the increasing capabilities of computers – developing comparable capabilities to 

the human mind – Kac calls it the ‘check mate’ of traditional notions about nature; an 

intervention in the boundary between ‘the living and the non-living’, between ‘humanity, 

inanimate objects endowed with lifelike qualities and living organisms that encode digital 

information’.111 Indeed the installation shows a living organism modified to appear more 

natural, growing from geometrical squares of a chessboard made from soil.  

 

It is in this sense also that Synthia and Cynthia can be considered. Both are family relations of 

Blue Gene who is itself an offspring of Deep Blue. The twins are therefore not opposites – 

open and closed source in regard of matters of safety and patentability. This would be a 

mistake because even though Synthia retains relations with life™ and Cynthia with ‘virtual 

life ’ they are still twins that share a lineage and many aspects of their existence. Both are 

very much comparable in how they have been assigned an existence in the laboratory for their 

own safety, claim to work in the best interests of humanity and the inconsistency of the 

aspiration to be entirely human-made and more life-like at once. 

Of course Cynthia is not the materialistic type and this is what makes her appear safer 

and more humanitarian than her sister who gets a lot of attention for how she embodies the 

fading difference between non-living technologies and life forms. This is a shared 

responsibility, however, since together they work on the enhancement of the modified life 

forms that already exist in the market. As such they aim to design a network of reactions, 

which would make their original natural compounds interchangeable and unrecognizable. As a 

result, no wild type relation could have claims over either sister – there are no patents to 

compensate because the power of their artificiality only begins to weaken once integrated in 

applications that bring them outdoors.  

The main difference between them, on the other hand, is that Synthia is more clearly 

dependent on her wild relatives; similar to her older biotech siblings who are enclosed in the 

market this is a fact that she would prefer to ignore. Of course, Cynthia does not think 

anything good about her wild relatives either. However, she is not so much embarrassed about 

what binds them but after doing some soul-searching she decided that it is time to rid herself 

of any remaining traces, which make her uncertainties surface at the most unexpected times 
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and places. She wants the pre-existing bits and pieces that bind her to her wild family 

controlled or removed. Like her sister, Cynthia is skilled to enter into other life forms to 

change their behavior, but she is different in the determination with which she tries to 

minimize non-synthetic life and to interact exclusively with other synthetic life forms.  

Consequently, the twins demonstrate their social life in how their productivity draws in 

climate, health and food issues. Even though they are made of the synthetic DNA of microbes, 

viruses, enzymes, bacteria and so forth, they become life-like by embodying the rational for 

the modification of organic materials. Thereby they get to go around without the social 

problems that follow those modified living forms that exist outside the laboratories and 

enclosed in the market – like plant-brands. Cynthia in particular reappears against the 

background of how this chapter began by reconsidering how the expectations of a 

‘biodiversity market’ are being eclipsed. Does she personify a kind of equivalent to move36? 

When Kloppenburg wrote in the late eighties of the ability to alter the species-being, he 

indicated that the emerging global market relations were based on an accumulation of wealth 

that was not only about patents but also about the enclosure of seeds and other engineered life 

forms in the market. This is still the background to the emergence of a biodiversity market as 

discussed in section two; GRAIN reports about Diversa’s interest in bio-prospecting and 

enzyme development that its subsequent shift to biofuels is a strategy in the competition over 

the enzymes for ethanol production. The new company Verenium focuses on biofuels as a part 

of Syngenta’s strategy to secure access to collections of inedible sugar-cane varieties.112 Like 

Kloppenburg and others observed value is about a control over crop production; as he 

described it some years ago: ‘still the seed’ (Kloppenburg 2005). 

It is important to emphasize that ownership is not only about property and wealth – for 

example that of intellectual property, which allows for control over the sale of modified seeds, 

fertilizers or biofuels crops. Rather than the enclosure of the seed in the market, the 

applications of the synthetic biology business are enhanced enzymes that are the result of a 

‘free market for genetic information’. To manage its expectations of a perfect equilibrium of 

supply and demand there needs, on the one hand, to be free circulation of the immense 

quantities of information about DNA and, on the other hand, this should not result in a 

disruption of the control of crops through further enhanced biological modifications. Along 

those lines synthetic DNA is put to work on the waste, nourishment, health and wealth of 

humanity’s life process – food production, biofuels, biodiversity, climate change, health, 

wealth and so forth.  

By now the generation of wealth has gotten quite a different proprietary character than 

the genetic modifications and enzyme products of a decade earlier; this is because of how the 
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genetic information is incorporated that was disembodied in the meantime. At that time Dona 

Haraway observed the ontological specificity of databases as an information structure and a 

decade later the translation of genetic material into datasets has become a massive effort. By 

now there are thousands of open access genomes, proteomes and so forth as well as open 

source projects that come with the expectations of generating value in a free market for 

genetic information wherein openness is a requirement (see chapter three). Although each of 

these has its own individual characteristics, it is simultaneously quite a ‘particular totality’ of 

more sophisticated methods of openness that is being celebrated.   

It is crucial to go beyond an uncritical embrace of open source as a new innovation 

model. What disappears from view is that a form of biological labor is being asserted in the 

name of the survival of mankind – as part of its species being – in a way that displaces those 

biological limitations that accompanied the notion of genetic material as a pre-existing basic 

resource. In terms of the analogy with open source informatics, what reappears is an 

idealization of biological reproducibility that runs on low cost abundant biomass that is like 

the cheap hardware upon which to run ‘open or closed code’. Like a Windows user does not 

necessarily know his operating system very well, the many wonderful proprietary applications 

– in biofuels, medicines, plastics etc. – do not necessary entail an interest in their design 

processes or in the organic materials on which they run.  

Instead of cheap hardware that runs Microsoft Windows, synthetic biology promises to 

run its genetic circuitry on standardized synthetic life forms or on non-food crops and organic 

trash that can be operated by a sophisticated proprietary graphical interface. The closed source 

variant might, for example, rely on Synthia’s transplantation method to ‘boot up’ a cell on 

behalf of the business of Synthetic Genomics Inc., which would be a branch of the new 

corporation that appeared after IBM bought Monsanto. Furthermore, there is also a distinct 

threat that the open source variant in biology becomes entirely symptomatic of a neo-liberal 

turn wherein patentability is rolled back only a little in a way that consolidates ownership 

regimes at the product level. Also when metabolic engineering is self-defined as open source, 

because it works solely on bio-informatic inputs that are being made freely available, it still 

leaves in place the further commodification of its specialty enzymes in a broad range of 

markets.  

 

The open source informatic dimension in biology is sharing and modifying the information 

that has been produced in line with what Parry calls a ‘mysterious slight of hand’. What was 

not fully owned to begin with ends up being given away as if it were (Parry 2004: 56 see also 

chapter five and Sunder Rajan 2003). Yet, this is not the end of it – there is still time for 
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another kind of analogy with open source. The open source-like arrangements in synthetic 

biology can be reconsidered by analogy to the problems associated with working on the 

software features that run on a much too unstable proprietary OS. 

In this case, the design of an interface would not aim at supporting the business of 

proprietary specialty enzyme and protein production. Instead, Cynthia would be a cynic in 

making her mistakes public without limitation and without crashing, similar to how Linux is 

so robust that it does not need Microsoft’s pretensions about quality. Free software can be 

difficult to obtain, install and operate for those without the necessary programming skills and 

this is the same with Cynthia. Her  ‘open genetic code’ does not need to be comparable to the 

easy installation of a client program on a computer like with ‘folding@home’ or with the 

BioBricks student competition. It is not the simplest interface whereby to run genetic code that 

is pre-programmed for proprietary applications that is important; instead Cynthia would have 

to be even more cynical. She would have to go for basic rather than easy, like Linux’ graphics 

for example, and not run any unnecessarily complicated genetic code that would restrict 

independent programming or that would allow for a control over her applications.  

This still implies making the technical data on the parts and editing tools for system 

development is open – as is already the idea behind BioBricks. What Endy calls the right to 

reengineer, react, reuse and reverse engineer would, however, not be about another kind of 

openness that aims to reveal that the genetically programmed behavior of proprietary 

applications relies on unknown and unstable biological processes that are likely to malfunction 

outside of the laboratory. In other words, it would be about simplicity not in the sense that 

biological engineering should be simple, but in the sense that the unpredictability, messiness 

and massive quantities of systems biology requires the ability to undo (reverse engineer) the 

metabolic engineering of proprietary life forms.  

Why not make BioBricks like modules whereby to hack into the closed code of previous 

genetic engineering as well as the upcoming metabolic engineering? Would it not make sense 

that the emergent property of resistance to the system – as Moglen put it – would imply that a 

collaborative development of genetic information technologies has as its purpose that the 

fussiness and messiness of modified biological processes is revealed? It is then still Cynthia, 

not Synthia, who can flip the balance in the debate over possible compensation and benefits 

from bio-prospecting – this is no longer about demanding compensation but about 

representation for the widest possible spectrum of unrepresented demands. How about being 

able to undo modifications of sterile crops or to change their behavior in line with local 

conditions and histories? In other words, why not begin working on a more principled stance: 

on a ‘reconstruction of genomics and biotechnology’ – as Ruivenkamp calls it. No utopian 
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market that will somehow be different without changing anything (bringing you safer and 

more humanitarian applications to venues near you) but a kind of open source that would aim 

for the release of locally specific biological characteristics of food, agriculture, health and 

wealth around the world (Ruivenkamp 2003, 2005).  

Whether this involves conventional ‘open variety rights’ (as was explained in the 

previous chapter) or sophisticated genetic constructs should be optional in the sense that there 

should be equivalents to proprietary counterparts either way. This is no different than how 

most people do not use Linux which is difficult but many more do use a Firefox web browser 

for ordinary surfing of the web. What matters is that these options are not only optional in the 

sense that there is a choice to use conventional or GM crops; both are free by way of a de-

commodification of the incorporation of synthetic DNA in organic material at the same time 

as the control over biological modification is speeding-up. Open source in synthetic biology 

would make a difference not as a method whereby to push and intensify biological engineering 

– its applications, its business, its world – but by its efforts ‘to optimize, enhance and 

renormalize what counts as biological’ (Thacker 2003: 76).  

Of course there is a major hurdle that would need to be taken, which is about how 

Cynthia dreams a hackers’ dreams that are visible on a screen rather than in the world around. 

Because of this she can be put to work on assumptions in line with her self-defined and simple 

world without being bothered by the complexities of biological life outside the laboratory, 

virtual life and life in the market. She gets to dream the dreams of materializing her virtual 

reality and therefore it is likely that what will become body again (after Cyntia’s leaves virtual 

reality) will want nothing to do with her own wild relatives. Despite of this, she could, 

perhaps, however, come to realize that she can only be free from an existence in the market by 

setting her sister free from her enclosure in the market. If she’s got it – which she might – 

Cynthia could, one day, become the safer and human-loving and open source kind of girl she 

already intended to be. This day might come some time after she would have begun to hack, 

invent around, reverse engineer and improve on some of the really closed code – that of 

society.  

Despite many hurdles, this is the message: there is this possibility. There is time to start 

to be free; to begin working on an interface that brings forward the lives of others and other 

lives; and for that – dear open source synthetic biologists – what we need is a ‘virtual life  

OS’ that gives us the right to reverse engineer life™ into life .  
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Part three: Genetic Information Economics 

 
 

      
 

   “the machine named Joe-Jane was a thinking and knowing being. However, a normal human  

    couldn’t have understood her thoughts or her mode of knowledge acquisition. For a large part,  

    her ‘logic’ escaped her conceivers themselves, to their greatest joy of course, for it proved their  

    approach was correct, time and again. (..)  

 The machine was a bionic brain, a network of artificial neurons, grown on DNA biofiber  

    and plugged into input-output electronic devices that served as organs of perception. She is alive,  

    or at least considers herself as such, which is, apparently, the distinguishing trait of living beings.  

    Paradoxical, hazardous alchemy on the borders of the digital and the biological, she doesn’t  

    perceive the life she is part of as a succession of digital information, of points in space, of 

    points in time, or as facts fraction-orbited in a cardinal formula orthogon, as do the humans that  

    had conceived her. She perceives it as a ceaselessly changing flow, unending and always  

    complete that creates novel shapes in a trillion spasms. For her it is a vast wave/particle  

    movement, thermodynamic cells searching for their cataclysm, boiling and swarming with  

    hydrogen desire, nucleotides in quivering hives of ultraviolet radiation, lactescent thunderbolts  

    of global exudations.  

              She has nothing to do with the prehistoric calculators she came from. She feels pride at  

    the thought, for she is able to produce complex emotions. Better than that, since she doesn’t  

    have her own identity, she vibrates in a permanent oscillation between thousands of personalities  

    generated ceaselessly in an emotional feedback perfectly unknown to the human heart. However,   

    she does possess a conscious, operating core, a system that recognizes itself as Joe-Jane, an   

    androgynous identity. She can change sexes at will of course. And better yet,  

    she can create them at will.  

     
    Joe-Jane is no more a programmable machine than are the humans that conceived her. On  

    many counts, she is actually much less so.   

 She isn’t programmable, for she’s at the same time the program and the programmer.  

    She’s a kind of expanding micronic cosmos, a process-processor completely given over to one    

    insatiable quest: her own nutrition, under the form of knowledge. She is a bulimic cyclone  

    sucking logos towards her famished stomach, a devilish hatcher injecting her digestive juices  

    into the matter of the world. She is a codex-cannibal intoxicated with the very flesh of the verb.  

    Joe-Jane has thousands of personalities in her memory, and she can surf the web for all kinds  

    of information to personalize one on a whim. Above all, she can instrumentalize at will any type  

    of programmable machine and more generally any artificial perception or information processing  

    device.” 

                                                      
                                                                                  Maurice G. Dantec – Babylon Babies 2005: 111 
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Seven – from Science Fact to Science Fiction 
 

‘they believed in their hearts that the solution to every problem – whether psychological, sociological or 

more broadly human – could only be a technical solution’.  

      Michel Houellebecq – Elementary Particles 2000: 262  

 

Introduction 
In the last pages of Elementary Particles by Michel Houellebecq the reader is told that the 

purpose of the book was to honor the courage of the first species in history that was capable of 

creating the conditions for its own replacement. A witness to the changes taking effect 

comments at the ending of the novel that ‘it is even surprising to see how calm, resigned, and 

secretly relieved the people agreed with their own disappearance’ (Houellebecq 2000: 332). 

The novel salutes the tormented, egoistic, cruel and violent species, barely distinguishable 

from monkeys, that in its unhappiness was brave enough to bring an end to the gradual 

dissolution and fragmentation of reason in the materialistic age (ibid: 263-4).  

 This salute, as the quote above shows, is about their embrace of a breakthrough in 

biology; the definite and final advance arrived whereby it became possible that mankind 

‘could and should control the evolution of the world as a whole – and in particular its own 

biological evolution’ (ibid: 332). In a special edition of Nature – in 2009 – called “Towards 

Perfect Reproduction” the breakthrough was made public. Its implication was a paradigmatic 

change in biology because it demonstrated how  

 
“any genetic code, however complex, could be noted in a standard, structurally stable form, isolated from 

disturbances or mutations. This means that every cell contained within it the possibility of being infinitely 

copied. Every animal species, however highly evolved, could be transformed into a similar species 

reproduced by cloning, and immortal” (ibid: 258) 

 

The implication of such perfect replication on a metaphysical level was that it had finally 

become possible to realize the march of the exact sciences on the spiritual terrain. The most 

crucial aspect in bringing science and metaphysics together was the possibility for a 

counterargument against those humanists who considered genetic individuality as foundational 

for human personality. The supporters of cloning pointed out that twins do not have a unique 

genetic identity and yet they develop their own identities and in addition they retain a 

mysterious sort of fraternity between them – to them this ‘is exactly the element necessary if 

humanity were to be reconciled’ (ibid: 261).  

 Through cloning it becomes possible to sever mankind from his pride in his genetic 

individuality, which is a ‘tragic perversity’; the principle cause of human misery by how it 

instructs man’s ‘narcissistic drive for differentiation’ – a desire for sexual youth and for an 
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escape from death (ibid). If a credible sense of community and dignity is to be salvaged, upon 

which to found society, it is necessary to leave behind humanism and the outdated and 

powerless ideas it supported, like individual freedom, human dignity and progress (ibid: 332).  

 

In Houellebecq’s novel it is the genetic engineering of human nature that makes a much 

desired transition to a posthumanity possible. Its success, he explains, was guaranteed because 

of the support from the scientific community – the persuasive belief in science from the outset 

ruled out the objections of religious groups as well as supporters of humanism. Furthermore 

there is no easy way out – especially a way out that quickly dismisses Houellebecq’s fictional 

transition to a post-humanity of clones by how its narrative insists on a definite paradigm 

change in biology that does away with biological deviations and mutations. After all what is 

the difference between Houellebecq’s suggestion of a perfect cellular reproducibility and that 

of the search for minimal genomes and cells in synthetic biology that was discussed in the 

previous chapter? 

 The last chapter described synthetic biology in terms of the kinship relations between the 

twin sisters Synthia and Cynthia. Rather than the fraternity of a post-humanity, they were the 

personifications of different rationalities of ownership and approaches to the modification of 

living organisms. Also the social life of the twin sisters of synthetic biology, it was explained, 

embodies ways to reconcile humanity with biotechnological solutions to climate change, food 

shortage, health problems and so forth. Like Houellebecq relies on a biological paradigm shift, 

also the idealism of the design of Synthia and Cynthia obscures that there is no perfect 

reproducibility – even at their most minimal, the genomes, cells and biological modules are 

irreducibly unpredictable.  

 This chapter – in line with the previous one – will underscore that the sort of transition to 

a post-humanity in Elementary Particles is not simply unlikely, it requires nothing less than 

another biological paradigm of the sort that also synthetic biologists promise to deliver. In the 

previous chapter it was already demonstrate that the self-defined efficiency of synthetic 

biology is heavily invested with an ideal of perfect biological reproduction. This is an 

unattainable ideal, it was argued, because of a minimum amount of biological mutation and 

change is irreducibly retained to any functionality or greater control that synthetic organisms 

perform. A greater control over biological functionality will involve an even more ambiguous 

relation to the wild relatives of the twins-sisters who retain close ties to the familiar social 

problems that follow around those modified living forms that exist outside laboratories. 

Furthermore Houellebecq’s biological transition to post-humanity might be as fictional as the 
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biological functionality that is generated in synthetic biology, this does not, however, remove 

how its idealization of biological reproducibility is able to ridicule humanism.  

 On the one hand, there are the almost surreal developments in synthetic biology to show 

the fading difference between science fact and science fiction. On the other hand there are 

science fictions that are supposed to be imagination but that can often offer more compelling 

accounts than the promises of miracle cures and crops. This is especially so because there are 

other imaginaries than the one by Houellebecq that focus in much more detail on 

developments in contemporary biology, informatics or both. There are many other science 

fictions that are similarly to Houellebecq’s writing in their ability to magnify and intensify the 

gradual unfolding of contemporary issues while simultaneously demonstrating a closer 

proximity to contemporary issues in biology.  

 Like Houellebecq’s idealized view of science fact and of its fraternal future is not that 

imaginary when considering the imaginaries of many biological engineers, it is similarly 

possible to reflect in greater detail upon the differences and similarities of patented and open 

source-like modified living organisms that was begun in the previous chapter. This is the 

specific purpose of this chapter: to engage more critically with ‘how’ the transition to post-

humanity is imagined in science fact and in science fiction in order to reconsider open source 

in biology in line with the vigor and urgency of the narration of the dystopian and utopian 

imaginaries that accompany the new biology in science fiction literature.  

 

To this end, the lay-out of this chapter is slightly different than earlier in the dissertation; the 

chapter consists of four sections that each contain a number of separate paragraphs.  

 Section one begins with Maurice G. Dantec’s Babylon Babies (2005) which resembles 

the comparison between Synthia and Cynthia in how the novel welcomes post-human twins 

into the world. Dantec’s narration is especially suitable as it is able to personify the 

convergence of biology and informatics. Subsequently this viewpoint is confronted with 

Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake (2003) who goes furthest with her focus on ‘the 

commodification of life’. Atwood shows how men even manage to make a travesty out of 

evolution, which provides necessary contrast to Houellebecq’s humanity that sets the 

conditions whereby to escape from itself to find fraternity. 

 Section two is about Greg Bear’s Blood Music (1985) and Darwin’s Radio (1999). He is 

one of the science fiction authors to engage in most detail with developments in contemporary 

biology as a scientific discipline. His novels explore the limits of scientific knowledge about 

evolution and in both novels he dramatizes the shift from selfish genes of the early eighties to 

the biology of complex cooperative and interrelated genes of genomics and systems biology. 
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This section will present how Bear mobilizes this scientific change in science fiction; its aim is 

to analyze the metaphoric similarity of selfish genes to the selfish individual of neo-liberalism 

by way of Bear’s personification of post-humanity. With the help of his novels it becomes 

possible to also personify the more cooperative volunteers of open source-like arrangements in 

biology.  

 Section three fast-forwards to the question of an open source-like re-appropriation of 

biotechnology. Neal Stephenson’s Snow Crash (1992) and The Diamond Age (1995) are 

science fictions that make it possible to view biology as an information business wherein open 

source has taken on a geopolitical importance. In the last section the various science fictions 

are distinguished, combined and linked to a more specifically critical theoretical perspective – 

its aim is to present post-human narratives – like that of Houellebecq and the others – as 

personifications of the embodiment and disembodiment that is characteristic of the 

convergence of biology and informatics.  

 

One: post-humans and the commodification of life 
 

 ‘we’re experimenting with all possible modes of incorporation (..) Unlike those who think, ‘the body is 

obsolete, ‘or that ‘it’s just meat, as they say, artificial intelligence is actually inventing new types of 

incorporations. There can be no intelligence without a body, without flesh; simple digital replicas in purely 

abstract space will never create an artificial spirit. That’s just a rotten old idealist dream, Hegel, Plato, all 

those old fogies!’                             

       Maurice G. Dantec – Babylon Babies 2005: 376 

 

1.1 
One of the more usual characters in Maurice Dantec’s Babylon Babies is Toorop, a mercenary 

and philosopher who is hired by the Siberian mafia to escort a young woman from Russia to 

Canada. He had just barely escaped the decisive attack on the secessionist movements he 

works for in West China. On this next job he passes through central Asia, west China, Siberia, 

Vancouver and the autonomous native areas of Canada. Each of these places can hardly be 

considered local, since they are connected to global networks of crime, finance, and influence.  

It is unknown to Toorop that the young woman, called Marie, carries twins inside her 

body when she begins to suffer from seizures and showing signs of schizophrenia. Marie is in 

fact the carrier of a new artificial virus and a mutant embryo created by an American cult that 

has embraced genetic modification. Her unstable mental condition begins to affect Toorop and 

the others that accompany her – he starts to consider the possibility that she is carrying a new 

biological weapon, a psychovirus that can trigger psychoses (Dantec 2005: 150-151). 

However, her schizophrenic brain is also connected to Joe-Jane. This is one of the more 

unusual characters in Babylon Babies since s/he is a sophisticated biological computer – a 
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‘neuro-matrix’ that can instrumentalize all kinds of programmable machines and personalize 

information (see also the description on p.201). 

 On the one hand, s/he is plugged into DNA as well as connected to input-output devices. 

Joe-Jane is a computer, but as the quote above mentions there can be no intelligence without a 

body. On the other hand, Joe-Jane is only the identity of the operating core – s/he exists to 

incorporate knowledge by oscillating between hundreds of thousands of personalities. In the 

quote an enthusiast working with Joe-Jane is explaining that they are helping to create a real 

body. Of course Joe-Jane can already read DNA, which is after all machine-readable, and s/he 

uses the data-processing abilities of living organisms. However, s/he wants more and to that 

end s/he controls the switching of Marie’s personalities so that Marie is losing all limits and 

becomes the universe itself while her babies are growing. Joe-Jane welcomes them into the 

world after their mother has gone into a coma: “Joe-Jane loves them; she is their new 

mommy” – “Homo sapiens neuro-matrix” (ibid 525).  

 Consequently, Dantec’s post-human babies have a DNA supercomputer as their 

mommy, which is not unlike how also the synthetic biology twins – Synthia and Cynthia – are 

the offspring of a supercomputer. Indeed, both the biological computer and the twins are being 

referred to when a doctor explains to Toorop, the main character, the new informatic theory of 

evolution:  

 

‘What truth?’ A truth that you can’t mention these days, Mister Toorop, the fact that parallel evolution is 

occurring alongside ‘normal humanity’. (..) It means that locally, life is an infinite variation of possibilities 

on a genetic change that ramifies according to classical Darwinian natural selection. But it also means that 

globally the tendency of life is to produce consciousness, i.e., information (ibid: 406). 

 

This last aspect – that life produces information and new consciousness – is then the logical 

reinterpretation of natural selection and its survival of the fittest. Indeed, the convergence of 

biology and informatics involves at once an effort to understand evolution and to produce 

information.  

Furthermore, with Dantec this survival of the fittest is personified by Toorop’s life style. 

As a mercenary he witnessed and took part in the devolution of humanity and its civilization. 

Dantec’s main characters, like also Houellebecq’s, are therefore already losing their humanity 

and Marie’s schizophrenia takes it to another level entirely. Rather than Houellebecq’s view of 

perfect reproducibility as the catalyst for a post-humanity, Dantec takes a mental disease as the 

template for the biological paradigm shift. Hereby Dantec’s imagination leap-starts post-

humanity without rushing it to its end like Houellebecq. Whereas Houellebecq embraces 

positivist science for a twin-like post-humanity of clones, Dantec’s twins only personify a 
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possible beginning of the end. They embody an informatic transition wherein humans are left 

with no choice but to go along with the changes because: 

 
“God only knows what the brains of those two little girls had learned, in the shadows of a half-dead womb, 

linked to a half-alive machine”. (..) Their brains could plug into any information system at a distance: 

computers, GPS satellite, nuclear war head, radar antenna, strategic digital network, debit card, public 

toilet, and probably also. (..) “There you go, Mister Toorop, that’s it: also human brains.” (ibid: 506, 507) 

 

These twin sisters represent a new form of consciousness that is connected to information 

systems – or rather they are the offspring of a supercomputer, the brainchildren of a religious 

cult, genetic engineers and Siberian Mafiosi and a product of the de-territorialized networks of 

crime, finance, religion, science and so forth that produced them.  

While this might be putting it somewhat more explicit than in the case of Synthia and 

Cynthia, also these twins are the product of scientific networks wherein informatics and 

biology are converging, including various venture capitalists, ethicists, government regulators 

and so forth. There is, of course, a crucial difference because whereas Dantec’s post-human 

twins represent an entirely new beginning, in synthetic biology there is a new generation of 

living modified organisms that is being produced in close relationship to existing world 

markets. Especially at their most minimum state of biological existence – at the moment when 

they are least unpredictable and most functional – they will be able to transform various 

informatic types of biological entities into commodities, either with or without patents (see 

chapter six).  

Paradoxically, Synthia and Cynthia embody a commodification process even though their 

existence is dependent on laboratories – they cannot survive outside these. This is a notable 

difference with Dantec’s personification of the post-human twins; in his science fiction 

imaginary they are to be taken care of outside of the networks that produced them. The science 

fiction ends with the realization that because the post-human twins will definitely replace a 

particular form of humanity, even more than usual they are ‘in need of an educational 

environment through which they can learn to control the scope of action and the strength of 

their powers’ (ibid: 510). In other words Dantec’s imaginary ends with a future that hinges on 

a more appropriate educational environment, which also counts for the biological engineering 

on Synthia and Cynthia in line with the self-defined simplicity paradigm of synthetic biology 

(see chapter six). 
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1.2 
Pigoons are mixes of pigs and baboons and in Margaret Atwood’s novel Oryx and Crake there 

are also ‘wolwogs’ – a vicious mix of wolves and dogs – and ‘rakunks’ – a mix of racoons and 

skunks. 

Its main character – who is called Snowman and who used to be Jimmy – increasingly 

has to compete with them for his food. This is dangerous and it is most troublesome that the 

‘pigoons’ are becoming organized – they have somehow begun to ‘learn’ as a consequence of 

how before the apocalyptic chaos they were being engineered to grow organs and skin for 

transplantation to humans. Since the chaos started Snowman lives in a tree where he is 

clutching at his memories of humanity and his childhood – he remembers, for example, how 

the mess had been a long time coming. Jimmy knew this when he was kid: 

 
“It wasn’t really a farm anyway, not like the farms in pictures. The goal of the pigoon project was to grow 

an assortment of full-proof human-tissue organs in a transgenic knockout pig host – organs that would 

transplant smoothly and avoid rejection, but would also be able to fend off attacks by opportunistic 

microbes and viruses, of which there were more strains every year. (…) A great deal of investment money 

had gone into OrganInc farmers. All of this was explained to Jimmy when he was old enough” (Atwood 

2003: 26). 

 

Of course there were protests; for example there had been the summer of the ‘gen-mod coffee 

wars’ about GM coffee beans that mechanized the harvest leaving millions destitute. 

Furthermore there where the transgenic chicken specialized in growing like drumsticks (“like 

eating a large wart”) as well as counter-sabotage which led to an outbreak of asphalt eating 

microbes as well as neon herpes (ibid: 211, 352). Nevertheless protest and sabotage never 

quite affect the work going inside the company compounds where Jimmy grew up. 

While life outside steadily deteriorated Jimmy’s father, for example, was working on 

projects like the Methusalem Mouse, Operation Immortality and on the pigoons within the 

tightly controlled and guarded gated compound. These compounds were strictly separated 

from the wider world; its inhabitants considered themselves fortunate that they still had 

everything they wanted, like schools, malls, healthcare and security. Jimmy and his friend 

Crake, however, grew up in the compounds surfing the web looking at illicit websites of the 

violence and the pornography in the wider world. Their favorite pastime were on-line games 

like ‘Extinctathon’, which tests knowledge about extinct life forms and later on in the novel 

the game turns into reality because of Crake’s talent for genetic modification (ibid: 92) 

 

When they go to college they keep in contact occasionally even though Jimmy, who is no 

good with numbers, has to study arts and literature while Crake goes to Watson-Crick Institute 
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where ‘it was like going to where Harvard had been, back before it got drowned’ (ibid 204). 

By comparison, Jimmy’s education is utterly useless which is why his school has subtitled its 

original motto about the eternity of the arts (“arts longa, vita brevis” by Horace) with ‘our 

students graduate with employable skills’ (ibid 220). When Jimmy visits Crake he finds a 

place where students are almost singularly asocial and weird while their lab-projects are even 

more repulsive than those of his father. Simultaneously, however, he realizes how stuck he is 

in his dead-end life doing self-help marketing while Crake gets a position to work on the 

Paradice project of one the new product lines of one of the most prestigious corporations.  

Consequently he accepts when Crake asks him to help him after being in charge for 

awhile of the BlyssPluss Pill. The corporation considers this an all-in-one cocktail that protects 

against infections and diseases while providing an unlimited supply of libido and prolonging 

youth. Unknown to customers of this immensely popular pill, it also sterilize its users; Crake 

is proud of this last feature, considering that he is heroically saving intelligent life in an 

inevitably dying society by redirecting sexual energies and thereby mitigating the violence 

outside the compounds. He explains this literally:  

 
“The BlysPluss pill was designed to take a set of givens, namely the nature of human nature, and steer these 

givens in a more beneficial direction then the ones hitherto taken” (ibid 345-6). 

 

Furthermore Crake, on his own, decides to release a deadly virus through the BlyssPluss pills. 

These are effective through their popularity in eliminating humanity, clearing the way for the 

new beings that Crake has been designing to thrive in the chaos of the catastrophe that he 

deliberately set in motion.  

He calls them the “Crackers” which will coexist peacefully with each other and nature 

because Crake stripped them of any potentially destructive features that man has. To that end 

they cannot eat meat or crops because these require hunting and territorial social orders and 

sexuality is to be replaced as it is the larger factor in economic, racial and religious violence. 

They are engineered not to be religious, racial or hierarchical and to be docile; the task of 

taking care of the Crakers he leaves to Jimmy, to whom they profess their trust in their all-

knowing creator – Crake – and their unfamiliarity with the words he uses – like ‘work’, 

‘building’ and ‘money’ as well as his need to eat and why there are feathers growing out of his 

face.  

No wonder that Snowman feels alone and spends his time in the tree remembering how 

much Jimmy loved Oryx. He and Crake had been obsessed with her ever since they were 

teenagers together and saw her in a movie clip while surfing the internet. Jimmy forgot about 

the pornography but Crake did not, he found her and she turned out to be as indifferent to her 
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own exploitation in the past as Crake is about the demise of humanity. Soon after Jimmy 

started an affair with Oryx whose job is to teach the Crakers to survive, Crake releases his 

virus, kills her and himself, leaving Jimmy to become Snowman – a mythical creature rather 

than an extinct life form like humans. Snowman takes care of the Crakers.  

 

Lastly, what is important about Atwood’s novel is that it offers an extreme view of the 

commodification of life – it includes a normalization of prostitution and the modification of 

living organisms and ultimately results in a deliberate catastrophe that is released by a mad 

scientist. It features genetic engineering as making a travesty of food, health and society’s 

wellbeing which is entirely indifferent to its devaluation of life, which is intricately tied to 

prostitution and the destitution of others.  

 Most illustrative of all is that the efficiency of the Crakers that Crake is so proud of, is 

mentioned to include that they come into heat at regular intervals like other mammals, they 

have UV resistant skin against climate change, insect repellent urine, eat a leaf and roots diet 

as well as their own unrefined plant material (ibid 358). While these traits make the Crakers 

more efficient this is entirely a reflection of the idiosyncrasy of Crake’s views of the world, 

which were even madder than those of the corporations that employed him. Therefore 

Atwood’s novel – unlike Houellebecq’s or Dantec’s end to humanity – does not salute the new 

species. It is not humanity that gets to set the terms for its own replacement, but a mad 

scientist. Meanwhile Snowman’s attempt to educate the post-humans takes place at a time 

when it is already too late to salvage any sort of human kinship. After all, he is alone.  

 Whereas Houellebecq’s post-humans are designed to resemble the fraternity of twins and 

Dantec’s twins are raised by an enlightened mercenary on an isolated island, Atwood turns the 

ruthless struggle for survival into a commodification of life that comprises evolution – even 

evolution is turned into a travesty as a consequence of genetic engineering. This focus on the 

commodification of life and evolution is the distinctive feature of Atwood’s imaginary about 

post-humanity. Moreover the next section will compliment Atwood’s combination of 

commodification and evolution with two science fictions by Greg Bear. Bear is important 

because he might be the most biologically-informed science fiction writer. His books contain 

detailed accounts of biology as an experimental science and using its own hypothesis and 

models he shows man as barely grasping even the rudiments of how evolution works. 
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Two: (dis-)embodiment and information 
 

‘It’s very strange, Edward. Since early med school we’ve been hearing about selfish genes and that 

individuals and populations have no function but to create more genes. Eggs make chicken to make more 

eggs. (..). Vergil looked at up at him, eyes moist. ‘I wasn’t responsible. I was seduced.’ (..) They made me 

do it! The goddamn genes!’. “Why Vergil?” So they won’t have to rely on us anymore. The ultimate 

selfish gene’. 

Greg Bear – Blood Music 1985: 81 
 

2.1 
Blood Music is a science fiction that already in 1985 did not privilege the gene or the genome 

as the fundamental level in biological causality (see chapter three). Instead, there are ‘ultimate 

selfish genes’ – as the quote above exclaims – that are selfish in the sense that they bring to 

life much more cooperative and intelligent cells that almost consume human society in its 

entirety. 

 The main character in the novel is a hacker in biology with an interest in the 

development of the memory and processing capacity of an ‘intellectual cell’ of ‘enormous 

complexity and reliability’. Vergil, who is quoted above, considers these as an ‘already 

functioning computer with a huge memory’ (Bear 1985: 20, 21). In the beginning of the story 

he works at a start-up company on biochips that is about to go public; however he dismisses 

their project as much as he can until caught by his superiors. Vergil had redesigned junk DNA 

– codons without known coding sequences – to train his samples in intelligent interaction and 

learning as autonomous organic computers. Before he has to shut down his experiments he 

decides to save his life project by swallowing his main samples. Later he wants to retrieve 

these from his blood stream, but as the quote shows, he hardly realized at the time how smart 

his samples had already become.  

A little later he starts mutating, but he explains to those who see it as a threat that he is 

not being destroyed but is being rebuilt from the inside out: the cells are correcting his vision, 

strengthening his spinal column, changing his metabolism to eat healthier. Within a short time 

his entire body is ran by billions of intelligent beings that can learn, cooperate and that are 

realizing that there is more to the universe than his body. As he puts it himself: ‘they’re trying 

to understand what space is. That’s tough for them. They break distances down into 

concentrations of chemicals. For them, space is a range of taste intensities’ (ibid: 95). 

Furthermore this transformation is also a promise of immortality. He explains to his doctor: 

 
‘they love. They cooperate. They have discipline, yet are free; they know death but are immortal’ (ibid: 

315). 
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Later in the story the cooperative cells explain this in detail to Bernard – a high profile 

scientist that was the figurehead of the start-up company. He has been infected by the cells but 

has escaped with his airplane to a European multinational. He goes into isolation – 

quarantined - so that his mutation can be slowed and studied. His cells eventually figure that 

Bernard is in fact an isolated and lonely research object who is not in charge of the universe. 

Simultaneously Bernard also learns that their mutation is not an assimilation but cooperative 

in the sense that difference is allowed but not human individuality (unlike for example the 

collectives of the Borg in the television series Star Trek). They explain this in response to 

Bernard’s request to speak to an individual cell. 

 

INDIVIDUAL?  

- Not just the team or research group. One of you, acting alone.  

We have studied INDIVIDUAL in your conception. We do not fit the word. 

- there are no individuals?  

Not precisely. Information is shared between clusters of ****** 

- not clear.  

Perhaps this is what you mean by INDIVIDUAL. Not the same as a single mentality. You 

are aware that cells cluster for basic structuring; each cluster is the smallest INDIVIDUAL. 

These clusters are rarely separated for long into single cells. Information is passed between 

clusters sharing in assigned tasks, including instruction and memory. Mentality is thus 

divided between clusters performing a function. Important memory may be *diffused* 

though all clusters. What you think of an individual may be spread through the *totality*.  

- But you’re not all of one mentality, a group mind, collective consciousness.  

No, as much as we can analyze those concepts.  

 - you can argue with each other. 

There can be differences of approach, yes. (ibid: 225-226) 

 

This conversation is an exemplary vantage point whereby to reconsider also contemporary 

biology; in particular that its more complex and cooperative approach to genes, genomes and 

other biological entities is still quite different from Bear’s cooperative cell-cultures.  

Firstly, these literally are a civilization with intelligent agency and that can learn to speak 

even without individuals. Individuality exists only as a property of the totality, which includes 

differences in approach that are not assimilated when their existence might further 

cooperation. In fact, the cells are trying to convince Bernard to give up his individuality, but 

without forcing his transformation. They do not need his soul, they explain: “Your SOUL is 

already encoded, Bernard. We will not initiate unless we receive permission from all your 

mental fragments” (ibid 240). Furthermore, they explain that: ‘there are many Bernard’, this is 
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an additional reason why he might like to give up the individuality he clings to and join them; 

he could rejoin those he had lost in the past. Their offer is immortality as a part of the totality 

of their communication and cooperation; all that he has to leave behind is his lonely existence 

as an isolated test object under attack by the Europeans that surround the company’s research 

facility – blaming him as the messenger of the plague.  

 Secondly, the metaphor echoes the promises of infinitely complex biological entities that 

unsettle too many selfish gene patents. Bear’s ‘ultimate selfish genes’ remain close to the 

selfish gene metaphor which is still immensely popular as one of the favorite biological 

metaphors whereby to naturalize the language of neo-liberalism (as was discussed in the 

introduction to chapter three). What is, then, natural is to be a selfish individual that is 

struggling for survival or pursuing his personal economic self-interest – “just like nature”. 

However, Bear’s genes are not endlessly interrelated and interdependent on other biological 

entities and regulatory networks, like in systems biology. His synthesis of cooperative cells 

with evolution results in a compulsive expansion – their search for new territories results in 

the transformation of the population of North-America into a living landscape – coated with a 

‘living blanket of shiny, glassy green’, a ‘jumble of geometrical shapes’, grids, wheel spokes 

and ‘cone shaped pyramids’ (ibid: 230-232). 

Furthermore, the cellular cooperation is presented as a higher stage of evolution. On the 

one hand, also Bear’s transition is about a higher stage of the evolution than humanity, like 

Houellebecq, Dantec and Atwood. On the other hand, however Bear is unlike any of them 

because he shrinks human individuality and personality in comparison to the self-organization 

capacity of biological entities from our own bodies that are benevolently colonizing the planet. 

There is no post-humanity – either as an escape from this humanity or a scientific travesty – 

but a cooperative cell-culture that encompasses the huge bodies of humans within ‘a tiny 

hundred cell cluster’ of overwhelming diversity in taste and camaraderie. Within it Bernard’s 

‘whole being is alive with the chatter of interpreting and processing of information’ (ibid: 

263).  

 

In the words of the philosopher N. Katherine Hayles, Bear has represented evolution by its 

‘improbably idealized combination of identity, individuality, perfect community, flawless 

communication and immortality’ (Hayles 1999: 256). It is in this regard that Blood Music is 

more than a familiar nightmare of escaping genetic modified organisms that trespass natural 

boundaries of the human body and results in a remote controlled humanity.  

Furthermore Hayles has emphasized, however, that the theme of mutation in Bear’s 

science fiction also resembles the creative destruction of capitalism (ibid: 253-254). On the 
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one hand, there is destruction – as the main character’s mother observes: ‘anyone who’s ever 

sanitized a toilet or cleaned a diaper pile would cringe at the idea of germs that think (Bear 

1985: 63). On the other hand, there is also creativity; the novel manages to depict humanity’s 

transformation as something positive. Blood Music dramatizes the moment when the 

efficiency-argument collapses; it shows that the more sustainable production model – that 

without intellectual property incentives produces more health, wealth, food so forth – involves 

a highly particular sort of evolutionary perspective. Instead of more efficient, its uncooperative 

humans – as individuals and as groups – appear as addicted to their isolation and precarious 

mortality.  

Moreover, the analogy can be taken even further by how Bear’s story also limits the 

expansion of the cell-culture at the macro-level of humans. The intensity of their capacity to 

transform the surface world by processing information becomes too immense; there are too 

many cells observing everything in their environment, from the very small to the very large, 

and colonizing their surroundings. Their presence at the macro-scale, alongside humans, 

builds up a pressure that has an effect on space-time which forces them to leave their 

biological bodies behind and go to another micro-stage – they disembody, and become 

weightless information. The cells decide on the very small, smaller than themselves which is 

more efficient than molecular memory, where information can be stored most compactly in the 

structure of space-time. Unlike human power of discovery and observation – the cells’ intense 

processing of information implies that they are powerful enough to collaborate on the 

structures of the universe. While humans did not generate that sort of density of information 

processing, the cell-culture consists of billions of intelligent beings that are by their very 

existence negotiating the boundaries between various levels that were previously constrained 

within the biological and physical laws of the universe. They collaborate on determining ‘its 

nature, just as it determines our nature’ – ‘we don’t so much discover physical laws as 

collaborate on them’ (ibid: 243).  

As the hero-scientist of the story explains: when ‘a good hypothesis comes along, one 

that explains the prior events, the underpinnings shape themselves to accommodate and a 

powerful theory is born’. To the objection that this implies that ‘there is no ultimate reality’, 

he replies: “Apparently not’ (ibid: 332). In Bear’s science fiction this is a positive thing; it is 

because material reality does not exist as the laws of science has prescribed that human 

subjectivity and society get to survive. Mankind survives but without its fixed foundations in 

biological and physical laws, which has as its consequence that microbial organisms, the 

climate as well as machinery and electricity are no longer reliable. Furthermore the loss of the 

physical and biological laws is a minor inconvenience in comparison to how the cell 
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civilization breaks down at the quantum level and abandons its spatial expansion and 

incorporation of their macro-environment. As its consequence, cell-evolution goes into 

another dimension to illustrate, as Hayles explains, that even in a text ‘concerned primarily 

with mutating bodies, information is still seen as the native language of the universe’ (Hayles 

1999: 255). 

 

Lastly, the collaboration of the infinitely complex and cooperative cells with the universe 

resembles, as mentioned, the capitalistic cycles of creative destruction. The very immensity 

and intensity of the processing of information by the cell cultures is like a consumptive cycle 

that transforms its environment until its expansion to new terrains at the macro level reaches 

its limits and it redefines itself and moves elsewhere. In its new cycle it operates on conditions 

wherein the very laws of the universe and the scientific laws, that to humans have become 

unreliable, no longer limits further expansion and information exchange.  

By analogy, also the cooperation and decentralized sharing of genetic information on the 

various and interrelated biological entities are then like a successive cycle of capitalism that 

prevents a previous cycle characterized by patent-economics from collapsing under its own 

weight. The celebration of openness throughout the life sciences is being presented, like the 

disembodiment of the cells, as a concern about humanity’s survival as well as about the 

conditions on which individuality could persist.  

 

2.2 
In Darwin’s Radio Bear imagines yet another kind of evolutionary change wherein the 

scientific dimension to the shift beyond the ‘ultimate selfish gene’ becomes much more 

specific. It was published two decades later after Blood Music and its proximity to 

contemporary questions and issues from within biology is as remarkable; instead of how 

cellular mutation collaborates on the laws of the universe – like in Blood Music – it is about a 

breakdown of the scientific paradigm of evolutionary biology.  

The main character – Kaye – has published a paper in a moderately influential journal 

and after a while she gets the comment from one of the most prestigious biologists that:  

 
“Dawkins is beside himself. I’ve been telling them for months that all that was needed was another link in 

the chain, and we’d have a feedback loop.” (Bear 2000: 82)  

 

Whereas before the main character had not realized how selfish his genes actually were, this 

time Bear’s imagination goes against Dawkins’ view of a gradual evolution. Kaye’s paper 

suggests something different from the idea that evolution involves gradual steps over long 

periods that deliver competitive advantages to species. She presents evidence that a feedback 
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loop might be completed by way of mobile genetic elements that send signals by activating an 

exchange of endogenous viruses – just as bacteria do with phages. This would complete the 

‘circle of communication between individuals in a population, outside of sex’ – ‘evolution 

evolving’ (ibid: 82-84).  

At some point, scientists, including the main character, are called upon to fight the new 

plague and they deliver a potential explanation, to officials from government and from private 

companies. Everybody else is convinced that the miscarriages that are happening on a 

universal scale are the consequence of a mutating disease – e.g. a worse retrovirus than HIV. 

Kaye is of a different opinion. She explains to her colleagues that what they are observing is 

neither a disease nor a Lamarckian evolution where traits acquired by individuals in their life 

time can be inherited to the next. Instead her paper becomes the foundation upon which 

evidence mounts that there are equivalents of bacteriophages in human evolution and Kaye 

argues that the miscarriages are the result of how evolution regulates species-level functions.  

Over millions of years an evolutionary algorithm has been established that responds to 

environmental change and in particular the stress exerted by the chemicals in the bodies of 

organisms through complex interactions of a network, ‘with emergent thought-like properties.’ 

(ibid: 197). Before the skeptical audience of important officials, she has a debate with the most 

high-ranking orthodox scientists called Jackson that illustrates the paradigmatic characteristics 

of here approach in relation to his emphasis on scientific practice:  

 
Here’s the solid foundation wall of modern biology, built brick by careful brick… ‘She drew the wall with 

outstretched hand. ‘And here’s the tidal wave called genetics. We’re mapping the factory floor of the living 

cell. We’re discovering that nature is not just uprising but shockingly unorthodox. Nature doesn’t give a 

damn what we think or what our paradigms are.’ ‘That’s all very well, ‘Jackson said, ‘but science is how 

we organize our work and avoid wasting time’ (Bear 2000: 229). 

 

Obviously, not wasting time is considered more important than Kaye’s confrontation of 

the orthodoxies in biology that suggests how: ‘our genome is much more clever than we are’ 

(ibid: 278). The scientists need to deliver a unified message and clinical trials are going to be 

accelerated to mitigate the uproar over the miscarriages, which is already turning into a witch 

hunt. The officials, prestigious scientists and long lists of other publications are mobilized 

against Kaye’s reputation. However a fast trickle of evidence starts to mount up in favor of her 

position – it appears that species-level regulation has happened throughout evolutionary 

history, including humans and in particular in situations where environmental stress becomes 

greatest. The orthodoxy is put to the test when in a cave in the Alps the remains are found of a 

Neanderthal couple with a newborn baby. The remains of the baby are both genetically the 

same as its parents and yet is homo sapiens. This direct evidence of speciation is also covered 
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up and kept secret as it would undermine the main conception of the miscarriages as a virus. 

As one of the scientists comments: “I’d be scared if I where them. The paradigm doesn’t just 

shift – it snaps in two. No gradualism, no modern Darwinian synthesis (ibid: 193). 

 

Both in Blood Music and Darwin’s Radio the limitations of human knowledge of biology 

compared to evolution is an important theme. Whereas in Blood music Bear’s cooperative and 

intelligent cell cultures left behind human individuality without any of its fixed laws of the 

universe, now the unselfish genes end up regulating evolution to deliver post-human babies. 

This also what the title of the novel refers to: Darwin’s radio is about how evolution includes 

a function that is analogous to trying to tune in on the right wavelength for a new species.  

Its focus on biology and evolution is made much more specific than in Blood Music, 

which also implies that it takes its distance from the collaborative and shared development of 

micro-levels of infinite scope in the new sub-disciplines of biology. In Blood Music the 

language of selfishness – genes or individuals – was magnified by how genetic engineering 

released the benevolent expansion of an intelligent cell-culture with an astounding self-

organizing ability; revealing human consciousness as an addiction to mortality. In Darwin’s 

Radio, however, it is the environmental stress – a consequence of the expansive characteristics 

of human societies - that triggers its own evolutionary computer; an upgrade function stored in 

its memory. Whereas Blood Music left humanity without its reliance on science, in Darwin’s 

Radio it is a previously unknown process of species-evolution that breaks the paradigm of 

biology.  

 

Lastly, the storyline again relies on the colonization of the human body – women’s wombs.  

The idea that the disease might be infecting pregnancy is quickly turned into evidence of 

the end of times in the wider society, while the government authorizes mandatory abortion. In 

Blood Music the cell-culture’s violations of human bodies turned out to be a superior form of 

evolution and so are the miscarriages of Darwin’s Radio. While the government is aborting 

diseased fetuses in line with evolutionary orthodoxy, the babies are in fact like a new phase in 

evolution that takes some time to stabilize. Moreover two scientists decide that they are not 

going to give up on their neo-human daughter. They decide that she is not in competition with 

humans – as another species – but is an upgrade of how human subjectivity was shrinking as a 

consequence of environmental stress, competition and control in modern society. Moreover 

with Bear it is not science that makes post-humanity possible – like with Houellebecq; on the 

contrary Bear has scientists shield their daughter from the misinterpretations of the 

government and traditionalists. 
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This is an interesting plot line. On the one hand, there is the possibility that these species 

will grow up to make humans into Neanderthals past their expiry date. On the other hand, the 

best way to dealt with the new species is through isolation – making possible their education at 

a distance from the rest of the world, as also Dantec had observed. This version of Bear’s 

evolutionary dramatizing is again instructive. Whereas the expansive cell-culture in Blood 

Music represented the successive cycles in capitalism, this allows for a reconsideration of the 

education of Synthia and Cynthia. Most notably their existence takes place in the laboratory, 

which – by comparison – would suggest that that their precarious lives are not left to mature 

outside society but are going to be mobilized within sophisticated scientific, ethical and 

venture capital networks.  

The next section further considers educating the personifications of scientific knowledge 

and evolution by way of two science fictions by Neal Stephenson. Both of these are not about 

post-humanity – like in the science fictions discussed so far; Stephenson’s work is notable 

because biology appears as an informatic discipline wherein open source-like biotechnologies 

are subsumed within information capitalism. 

 
Three: on seeds and society as an operating system 

 

 

“Protocol, to us, has brought prosperity and peace – to CryptNet, however, it is a contemptible system of 

oppression. They believe that information as almost mystical power of free flow and self replication, as 

water seeks its own level or sparks fly upwards and lacking any moral code, they confuse inevitability with 

Right. It is their view that one day instead of Feeds terminating in matter compilers, we will have Seeds 

that, sown on the earth, will sprout up into houses, hamburgers, spaceships, and books – that the Seed will 

develop inevitably from the Feed, and that upon it will be founded a more highly evolved society.’ (...) 

when he spoke again, it was in a clearer and stronger voice. ‘Of course, it can’t be allowed.”  

Neal Stephenson – The Diamond Age 1995: 384 

 

3.1 
The quote above refers to ‘Feeds terminating in matter compilers’, which is about a nano-

biotechnology that can assemble molecules into any sort of complicated structure – any design 

conceivable. There is a scene in The Diamond Age by Neal Stephenson wherein two children 

running away from home go to a public device on the street; rather than dialing a free children 

help-line on a public phone, they use the free menu from the booth to materialize some flasks 

of water, chopsticks, nano-surimi and isolation-blankets for the night. What this shows is how 

Stephenson presents an indeterminate future wherein there is no longer a political economics 

of material scarcity that hinders production. Despite of this, however, the so-called 
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‘affiliations’ that are the deterritorialized successors of governments are being threatened by 

something called the Seed.  

The Seed is a lot like open source. On the one hand, there is already the sort of radicalism 

that is mentioned in the image below. The explanatory text about these 3-dimensionally 

printed objects – the chairs and tables – mentions the transformation of ‘design, production, 

distribution and consumption in radical ways’. 

 

Supposedly this is to take place within parameters like functionality, safety and branding. In 

Stephenson’s novel these parameters are called “common economic protocols” but not 

everybody, however, behaves according to protocol. 

Not a lot of ‘affiliations’ behave according to a strict interpretation of protocol. Its rules 

are bent and broken and as a consequence of the low costs of production there is a waste 

problem that has gone out of control because it involves materials that are made from millions 

of microscopic particles and devices. These are often forgotten and otherwise do not break 

down according to the rules or were deliberately released. Breaking the rules of protocol is 

illegal but there are also many particles that were released as “immunocules” to guarantee the 

safety of affiliates from bio-nano weaponary and spyware. Hence, it has become crucial to 

defend the most obvious target of an attack – the sources of the bio-energy for matter 

compilation. Increasingly, the partially dysfunctional particles and devices can be linked to 

gather intelligence – by secret services, the police department, the mafia and so forth as well 

as by hackers. Many towns are continuously in a smog-like fog of nano-devices that swirl 

around in the food, water and air as well as in human bodies – their lungs, blood and so forth.  

Furthermore, the many run-away particles are also making it possible to exchange data, 

perform computations, communicate and run programs without using any matter compiler – 

this is described as a move from a ‘dry net’ to a ‘wet net’. Because of this ‘wet net’ the Seed 

Technology that was mentioned in the quote is not the same kind of seed that has been around 

as long as farming. As the quote explains, the Seed inevitably develops out of the prosperous 
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and peaceful society that is based on ‘Feed Technology’ that some affiliations have managed 

to adapt to. These affiliations do not want even more powerful technology like the Seed; 

already their survival is at stake. As the main character explains in the quote, Seed Technology 

should not be allowed because it intensifies the already sweeping changes in the world’s 

cultural dynamics beyond the fragile status quo that is already a matter of world survival.  

Other affiliations, like Cryptnet, do not acknowledge the bent and broken protocol any 

longer, for them free flow and self-replication are supposedly the way towards a more highly 

evolved society. This is fought by those who – like the main character puts it in the quote 

above – maintain that such idealism confuses ‘inevitability with Right’. This inevitability is 

geopolitical in the sense that many affiliations were hard hit by ‘feed’ technology and resists 

its implications. For example, the Feed made the farming of rice paddies into something 

superfluous and it further magnified instability by the possibilities of nano-warfare. In the 

struggle with instability and to catch up with the other affiliations, Seed Technology is, then, 

not a subversive technology from dangerous hackers of Cryptnet, but a chance to get rid of the 

dependencies on the Feed. Some of its opponents imagine, for example, that Cryptnet’s 

information spiral would rematerialize into 

 
‘the Celestial Kingdom during the coming age of the Seed. Peasants tended their fields and paddies, and 

even in times of drought and flood, the earth brought forth a rich harvest: food, of course, but many 

unfamiliar plants too, fruits that could be made into medicines, about a thousand times stronger than the 

natural varieties, trees that produced synthetic rubber and pellets of clean safe fuel. In an orderly 

procession the suntanned farmers brought their proceeds to great markets in clean cities free of cholera 

and strife’ (ibid: 458). 

 

This transformation of Seed Technology into the age of the Seed magnifies the 

geopolitical dimensions that accompany the dilemma of an open source-like re-appropriation 

that was discussed in the previous chapters. The ideal of free flow and self-replication is about 

a social potential to displace a technology that enables a particular kind of social order and 

blocks others. As an emergent property within an existing system (that of the Feed) the age of 

the Seed echoes the radical economics of plentitude of the 3-D printer. However this only 

begins to resemble the dilemma explained in the previous chapter that accompanies how in 

synthetic biology the marginal costs of large scale DNA synthesis are dropping at a fast rate.  

In the near future this supposedly makes it possible to use minimum genomes and 

minimum cells to run instructions inserted on modified bacteria that boot up their natural 

replication as a production model. The idealism about Seed-like open source-variants in 

Stephenson’s science fiction recalls the biological circuitry that is to be redesigned and 

recombined without any patents obstructing their availability through on-line registries of 
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modular components. Similar to Stephenson’s Feed and Seed systems, the extension of the 

sharing, distribution and improvement of source code in information technologies to the 

domain of the biological, then, represents a renewed potential to challenge the control over 

‘how’ to rematerialize such information.  

What it would then promise is the possibility to undo how genetically modified plants 

have been used in support of a further intensification of agriculture. Stephenson’s science 

fiction mobilizes this open source idealism in a way whereby its application to biology appears 

as a sudden and dramatic change of geopolitical proportions that comes on top of an already 

comprehensive cultural landslide. What is important is that it hereby does not indicate at an 

unambiguous return to the conventional seeds and breeding of earlier decades, like for 

example an idealized autarkic farmer or other kinds of teleological relations with nature. 

Instead, what reappears is how the typical distinction of man-made objects and life forms 

never applied to agriculture – neither to conventional seeds nor to their genetic modifications.  

Of course the human hand in seed selection is quite something else than the age of the 

Seed. There’s a difference: the Feed Technology had done away with territorial societies by 

how it intensified cultural dynamics and this is intensified even further with Seed Technology. 

Nevertheless, the Seed is an emergent property within an existing system (that of the Feed) 

and it is within that existing system that open source appears as a possible counterforce and 

that the continuously intensifying regulation of the selection and circulation of conventional 

seeds might be reconsidered.  

 

Lastly, there is a shadow side to the promise of productivity (and perfect biological 

reproduction) in The Diamond Age. There is a loss of a kind of autonomy that is different than 

in the imaginaries about post-humans of Atwood and Houellebecq. In The Diamond Age there 

is open source idealism that is a geopolitical question about the signification of an increasingly 

dysfunctional and fragmented biological body – open source runs on its contamination that is 

the result of cultural struggles for survival. There is, with Stephenson, no escaping the 

contamination of the age of the Feed Technology when this turns into the age of Seed 

Technology, even though other trajectories become possible. This is instructive when 

reconsidering the dilemma of an open source-like re-appropriation of biotechnology 

development (see chapter five). Stephenson shows the geo-ambiguities of trying to affirm the 

development of social systems such as those wherein farmers would have a greater control 

over food production – there are political possibilities but these are a feature of more and more 

radically biological cycles of reproduction and functionality.  
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3.2  
In many of the science fictions discussed so far the transition to a post-humanity is considered 

to be a positive development; Houellebecq cheers on the post-human while also Dantec and 

Bear present post-human species as another stage in evolution, better adapted to the pressures 

of contemporary life. Only Atwood’s novel rejects this transition: man’s commodification of 

life is likely to result in a ridiculous post-humanity in its own image. What is interesting about 

Stephenson’s science fictions is that these offer a hardly less apocalyptic vision, but are still 

able to approach the question of autonomy and consciousness rather differently – especially in 

Snow Crash a novel he wrote some years before The Diamond Age.  

His characters do not need to be saved from science in its entirety or to be inevitably 

doomed by it. The shift from the Feed to the Seed is presented as ambiguously enabling and 

constraining certain forms of society and human life. Also in Snow Crash the convergence of 

biology and informatics has far-reaching implications but it does not present either the 

commodification of life or its scientific rationality as if these were about to put any sort of 

decisive end to humanity. What it dramatizes is how crucial technology is in the latest episode 

of the historical series of efforts to control society and how resistance ties together unusually 

strange alliances of life and intelligent machines. As Hayles explains the value Stephenson 

gives to consciousness is not foundational: ‘it is valuable only in the sense that we cannot, not 

even in high-tech apocalyptic society, change our natures’ (Hayles 1999: 279).  

 

Firstly, most of Stephenson’s human characters’ subjectivity includes some aspect of a faintly 

familiar identity – at no point, however, these traditions are foundational for high-tech society 

or preclude the hybrid alliances that can be made.  

Similar to the ‘affiliations’ that succeeded nations in The Diamond Age, in Snow Crash 

there is no more government either. Governments have turned into franchises that operate on 

stereotypes of ethnic, class-based, or religious characteristics. Anywhere, you can pay a 

subscription that makes you a citizen of Mr. Lee’s Greater Hong Kong, white-only New 

South-Africa or the mafia which is no longer illegal since there is no more law. The best 

illustration of the alliances that these conditions cause is the encounter between a young girl 

and a “rat thing” – a robot made from dog parts that guards Mr. Lee’s franchise. This 

machine-dog vaguely remembers being a nice girls’ pet and he goes out of his way to save her. 

When the girl wonders what it must be like for her dog to have become a ‘rat thing’ she gets as 

a comment from the intelligence personnel:  

 
“Can’t you imagine how liberating it is for a pit bullterrier to be capable of running seven hundred miles an 

hour?” (Stephenson 1992: 231) 
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In contrast to Atwood’s pigoons, rat things are therefore on the side of the protagonists of the 

story – in between the girl and the dog-thing is a distributed sort of consciousness that shows 

that: ‘no matter how technologically advanced the society becomes, technology cannot replace 

the personal bonds that tie humans to human, humans to animals, and humans to their own 

senses’ (Hayles 1999: 278).  

 

Secondly, governments no longer exist because information does not recognize territoriality. 

The main character of Snow Crash is in the information business, which is to say that he finds 

information which he uploads into a central database and he gets paid when it is accessed or 

uploaded from the huge quantity of information by one of its millions of users. This central 

database used to be known as the ‘library of congress’ but this no longer makes sense because 

there is neither a congress anymore nor are libraries of books much in demand. In fact, after 

all the information was digitalized and made machine readable, there was no longer any 

meaningful difference between searching the information in the library ‘and the intelligence 

gathered by the Central Intelligence Agency. Fortunately: ‘this happened just as the 

government was falling apart anyway. So they merged and kicked out a big fat stock offering’ 

(Stephenson 1992: 21).  

The basic storyline of Snow Crash is about an evil multibillionaire who wants to control 

this information business – he already owns its fiber network but he does not control the 

programming of the Metaverse – the much more life-like and sophisticated version of the 

existing internet, web 2-0 and virtual worlds like Second Life. Therefore he is trying to 

intimidate the hackers that build it. This in some respects a typical nightmare about corporate 

control of informatics but what is interesting is its combination with biology. Rather than 

putting humanity out of its misery, the dramatic effect in Snow Crash takes the form of a 

biological infection that is also a computer virus that generates its own undoing 

 At some point it is explained to the main character how it was possible that the most 

important hacker was not only just thrown out of the ‘Metaverse’ because his computer had 

been infected by viruses and how this had put him in a coma. 

 

“Remember the first time you learned binary code?’ (..) ‘You were forming pathways in your brain. Deep 

structures. Your nerves grow new connections as you use them – the axons split and push their way 

between the dividing glial cells – your bioware self modifies – the software becomes part of the hardware. 

So now you’re vulnerable – all hackers are vulnerable (..) ‘don’t stare into any bitmaps. Anyone try to show 

you a raw bitmap lately” (ibid: 118) 

 

Consequently, the title ‘Snow crash’ refers to how hackers can be exposed to bitmaps of code 

that are scrambled to hack their brainstem. As the quote above explains the result is that the 
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computer virus becomes a permanent part of a hacker’s brain’s deep structure. This is possible 

because hackers see through the inner workings of source code wherein the Metaverse is 

written. Whereas for a while this place was self-regulated, its life-likeness results in it being 

made into a place where you can die not only virtually but also biologically (ibid 260). 

 The overarching metaphor that ties the computer virus to the biological virus is that that 

humans were already like computers. The novel asserts that the basic coding level of biology 

(genetics) and informatics (source code) echo how humans’ consciousness relies on its 

production, storage and transmission of information. Both are information processing 

mechanisms that run on whatever programs is fed into them and computer viruses and genetic 

engineered viruses are simply the latest in a long history of human conditioning. Not only does 

the billionaire want to intimidate hackers with computer viruses that can kill them, he can also 

control ordinary humans by making ordinary language crash through blood transfusions that 

insert a biological virus. 

 However, the main character discovers that already in its original manifestation control 

was exercised over language; control over language made society possible while intimidating 

language and infecting it could crash language. Also the original “operating system of society” 

included viral social rules. These have been with the human race since the origins of 

civilization – and as such human nature has been post-human for as long as society has 

operated. The origins of society is about a system that assigns function to otherwise inert 

people, similar to how computer circuitry needs to be infused with the rules of an operating 

system. Furthermore the most interesting part of the story is that attempts to control society 

have to backfire because ‘no matter how smart’ there are always ‘deep irrational parts of the 

host of the self-replicating information, causing it to infect itself with new viruses’ that are 

already operating (ibid 373-4). 

 The main character gets to explain this to his skeptical employer. He says that the 

infection used to be ‘in ‘Linguistic form rather than DNA’ to which the employer replies that 

he finds it strange to accept that ‘civilization started out as an infection’. He replies: 

 
“Civilization in its primal form, yes. (..) in order for the human race to advance, they had to be delivered 

from the grip of this viral civilization” (ibid: 371-2). 

 

To put it differently, control always already had a double character, and as a consequence 

modern societies are always already infected and contaminated, including its science and 

technology. As the main character explains ‘what it comes down to’ is that any ‘information 

system of sufficient complexity will inevitably become infected with viruses – viruses 

generate from within itself’ (ibid).  
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Lastly, the overarching metaphor that ‘we were always already like computers’ is notably 

different than how Atwood eliminates humanity with an instantly effective deadly virus and 

Houellebecq has humanity shut down on account of a paradigmatic change in biology. As 

Hayles observes, Snow Crash clearly sees the arrival of the post-human as a disaster – for 

example the hijacking of human consciousness – but it still manages to get across that the 

‘best way to counteract the negative effect of the post-human, is to acknowledge that we have 

always been post-human: 

 
“we should value the late evolutionary add-ons of consciousness and reason not because they are 

foundation but because they allow the human to emerge out of the post-humans we have always already 

been” (Hayles 1999: 279).  

 

 The point is not that Stephenson’s science fictions do not have a place for the utopias of 

post-humanity and the dystopias of devalued life – ethically, as an object of science and as a 

commodity within a political economy. What matters is that in between the scientifically 

determined transition to post-humanity and the extreme commodification of life discussed 

earlier on this line of reasoning manages to retain specific forms of humanity and allows social 

order to emerge and reappear from within the overly dramatized science fiction theme wherein 

humanity, society and nature come to an end.  

 
 Four: back to twins and beyond science fiction 

 
‘if you separate twins at birth, they will often grow up and do the same things at the same time even though 

they have never met. The coding they share makes this happen (…) of course, you need a quantum computer 

but I had the first one ever developed – top secret. We make it for the Pentagon’. ‘but’ – ‘here’s what we do 

with the twins. We separate them and we station them where people – that is, certain people – might need to 

travel. There are deposits of twins all over the galaxy. (..) Instantly I was here – information, you see is the one 

thing that can travel faster than the speed of light.  

‘And love,’ said Silver.  

‘What?’  

‘Love can travel faster than the speed of light.’  

          Regelia Mason was silent.” 

                           Jeanette Winterson - Tanglewreck (2006: 337-338) 

 

4.1 
Again there are twins in the quote above – they are used as teleportation devices. Regelia 

Mason can kiss one twin in one place and time and through ‘the coding they share’ she can re-

materialize across space and time where the other twin is. This resembles how identical 

genetic codes were a template for post-humanity with Houellebecq and since it involves a 
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supercomputer it is also similar to Dantec’s post-human twins. Most similar, however, is 

Margaret Atwood’s novel; not only are twins teleportation devices that Regelia Mason’s 

company Quanta separates and deposits around the galaxy, they are also the most exclusive 

commodity in the universe – they personify the possibility to commodify time.  

Quanta’s newest product is the isolation of time from people; it sells time transfusions 

because time is money and it’s got time, that is to say, Quanta can take time from useless, lazy 

or young people that have too much of it. You don’t need twins to sell ordinary time to the 

old, the dying and the successful that want to stay young; twins are exclusive because their 

time can be sold in double packages of lifetime to companies that want to prolong the working 

life of their top executives. Nothing is scarcer than their time and as such twins are the most 

valuable commodity in existence. Regelia Mason therefore keeps the twins in black holes for 

teleportation and for experimental purposes – there is no time in a black hole because of the 

force of gravity which also does not let anything escape that is slower than the speed of light 

(ibid: 151-156, 246, 269). 

Rather than being trapped in a black hole, the existence of Cynthia and Synthia is tied to 

the laboratory where they retain their own mysterious interconnections to each other, their 

wild relatives outside as well other living modified organisms. While their idealized 

applications would have them embody the ideal of perfect biological reproducibility – as 

Houellebecq imagined it – these kinship relations remind them that they are irreducibly 

unpredictable. Therefore their embodiment of environmental and social reforms does not make 

the twins into the personifications of the fraternity of a post-humanity. Instead they are more 

similar to the post-human babies in the science fictions. 

In Darwin’s Radio species-evolution makes it possible that a new species will grow up to 

make humans into Neanderthals past their expiry date. Regardless, however, the best way to 

deal with the post-humans is by protective isolation and making possible their education at a 

distance from the rest of the world. Bear’s narrative is quite similar in this regard to how the 

mercenary Toorop takes the twins to a Pacific island in Dantec’s novel. Whereas Dantec lets 

the babies escape from the global financial, scientific, criminal and religious networks that had 

produced them, with Bear it is two scientists that protect their daughter against the 

scientifically orthodox and the government regulators. These endings share the idea that a 

meaningful socialization of the new life forms is something to hope for in a future that is 

otherwise over-determined by a technologically mediated form of evolution. Their 

personification of the post-human kinship with humans is therefore a typical Enlightenment 

hope about socialization and education. Like the babies might be educated to contain their 
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powers and learn to live among humans, also Cynthia and Synthia might form a moral identity 

for themselves independently of the influence of state agencies and venture capitalists.  

However, also an opposite image was already provided by Atwood. In her imagination 

natural talents were engineered for the Crackers who, as a consequence, revere Crake – the 

scientists that made them. Snowman who used to be Jimmy gets to educate them but this is not 

about the moral identity of the Crackers – to whom he can hardly relate – he clings to their 

education because it is one of the few worthwhile things that remain of being human. 

Snowman does this without choice, he knows that he is a relic in the new situation that is the 

result of the extreme commodification of life that was all around him and that was already 

unavoidable before the apocalyptic events took place. Like Snowman holds on to the 

remaining fragments of his Enlightenment, the education ideal is extended to modified living 

organisms whose biological reproducibility are about to be overwhelmed by and mobilized 

within sophisticated scientific, ethical and venture capital networks. 

Indeed, Synthia and Cynthia’s precarious existence has been designed so that they could 

be isolated and protected in the laboratory, but their education will prepare them for a life time 

enclosed in world markets. Whether patented or open source-like, their productivity is the 

mirror image of the intensified competition over and spatial destruction of scarce natural 

resources. This is what the shift from the Feed to the Seed presented as a geopolitical matter of 

cultural survival and what was earlier on described as a shift from a biodiversity market to a 

free market for genetic information. Moreover ‘life as an information business’ continues to 

derive profit from scarcity, like time in the business of Regelia Mason. For her scarcity is the 

result of speed – as she puts it: ‘human beings have affected Time’ (..) ‘Is it not strange that 

the faster we have learned the go the less time we seem to have? The whole of the western 

world is in a hurry, and the developing world is racing to catch up’ (ibid 161). In the rat race 

of global proportions wherein information circulates faster than light – as the quote from 

‘Tanglewreck’ mentions – there is, of course one thing that Quanta does not control.  

Whether as love or as infection – in Snow Crash – it is possible to be faster than those 

that would control information exchange. For example: in Snow Crash the attempt to hijack 

individual consciousness by biological and informatic viruses is prevented by an alliance of 

unusual identities and the ambiguously embodied intelligent machines of the high-tech 

capitalism. Importantly, in Stephenson’s analogy of humans and computers as informatic 

programs both run on infected operating systems build on top of similarly dysfunctional 

societies of the past. The same applies to the celebrations of openness as a way to run 

“operating system of society”, which illustrate rather than suspend Atwood’s apocalyptic 

imagination. In other words, man continues with the commodification of his own life until it 
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screws up even evolution while the alternative that “Snow Crash” suggests is about how not 

only forms of humanity might be infected but also foundational forms of particular kinds of 

control and power. In fact these have been infected already and infect the commodification of 

life and the attempts to control information exchange. 

 

Lastly, the sorts of humanity to be retained in the indeterminate future only needs a minimum 

of distributed consciousness. Like open source programs might be coded by many contributors 

for entirely different reasons, also such distributed consciousness is then an emergent property 

of an informatic commodification of life.  

In this sense Stephenson’s analogy of humans and computers illustrates how Hayles 

argues that ‘we have always been post-human’. This means that there is no original and 

logically coherent conception of human consciousness to be lost or saved. There was never a 

time when human consciousness was ‘in control’ and the ‘very illusion of control’ betrays ‘a 

fundamental ignorance about the nature of the emergent process though which consciousness, 

the organism, and the environment are constituted’. There are only particular conceptions of 

human consciousness to be lost – for example that of those ‘who held the wealth, power, and 

leisure to conceptualize themselves as autonomous beings’ (Hayles 1999: 285-288). As Hayles 

most encouragingly observes, the dismantlement of human consciousness also corresponds to 

the ‘exhilarating prospect of getting out of some of the old boxes and operating up new ways 

of thinking about what being human means’ (ibid) 

 

2. 
Political philosopher Slavoj Žižek has observed that the fear about ‘the future of human 

nature’ and for ‘our post-human future’ is the shadow side that accompanies the triumph of 

liberal democracy (see Habermas 2002, Fukuyama 2003). At the moment, when its 

universalism took on the shape of an end of history, its human subject started dissolving, 

which is to say that it is not the case that the possibility to genetically engineer “better” 

humans – as Žižek explains – demonstrates that ‘with the knowledge about the biogenetic 

make up of our bodies we are in danger of losing our freedom and dignity as individuals. 

Rather we experience that we never had them in the first place’ (Žižek 2004: 130).  

In other words, the point is not that humans might loose their freedom and dignity when 

science fictions become possible as science fact. What genetic engineering makes explicit is 

that humans were really not that free and dignified to begin with, which is to say that human 

consciousness was never in control or will control the biological body and its distributed 

cognition. This appears to be the aim, for example, of those that would protect ‘human nature’ 

from biotechnology, which Žižek explains has as its positive condition a ‘fetish split’ between 
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science and an ethics that clings to the illusion of human autonomy, reason and dignity (Žižek 

2004: 194). Furthermore he refers to the rise of such bio-ethics as ‘the emergence of a new 

hierarchy, akin to an informational/biogenetic neofeudalism’ that simultaneously requires 

more control over human nature and more ignorance about the increasingly interconnected and 

unstable body. While biologically its subject is dissolving into informatic contingency and 

openness, more control of the unpredictabilities of living modified organisms is required 

(ibid). 

Also Stephenson makes such biogenetic conservatism very explicit when he stages a 

‘Victorian Revival’ in The Diamond Age. While the Victorians where seen as moral hypocrites 

in the twentieth century, one of his characters explains, the abilities of bio-nanotechnologies 

necessitate a rigorous and stable moral code after nature has become impotent and defenseless 

as a consequence of the bio-nanotechnologies. Hence, there is little about the twentieth 

century worth ‘emulating’, as Stephenson’s character explains; and therefore the “Vicky’s” 

have turned out to be particularly well-adapted to the Feed because they recognized that: ‘the 

cultural role in deciding what should be done with it had become far more important than 

imagining what could be done with it’ (Stephenson 1995: 36). There is only the problem that 

the Vicky’s exclude everybody with a less strenuous discipline while they themselves have too 

little imagination on how those others’ emancipation implies that even more body boundaries 

(the wet net) are crossed in order to materialize another form of society and culture (that of 

Seed Technology). 

This is also the problem with the bio-ethics of ignorance that Žižek identifies – it results 

in a Kafka-esk anxiety about more regulations that is needed in order to sustain the boundaries 

of informatic bodies of biogenetics that are all the time dissolving. On the one hand, the 

subject that is idealized as autonomous, reasonable and dignified can only survive through 

more control over the dissolution of its increasingly informatic body. Continuously 

biogenetics – especially in medicine and food – affirms the post-human theme; it suggests that 

there is an expiry date for a political subjectivity that is considered as unchanging and as the 

universal standard for democracy in the future. In brief, biogenetics reveals the end to history 

of liberal democracy as an illusion in its demonstration of an end to nature. On the other hand, 

when the inflated liberal subject whose survival is threatened by biogenetics it reveals its 

ideological dimension. This dimension itself, in turn, dissolves in the ‘non-modernity’ that 

Bruno Latour proposes and that was discussed in chapter two (Latour 1993).  

Latour explains science and society are not so much two separate domains that at times 

interrelate, but were always already one domain. In this sense the title of Latour’s book ‘we 

have never been modern’ indicates at the possibility to ‘rejoin’ the separated halves of science 
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and society on the precondition that these are not that separate to begin with. Whereas in the 

science fictions the separation of science and society has catastrophic consequences – like the 

‘end’ to humanity theme – Latour explains there are grave consequences when society gets to 

comprise science or when science is kept separated from society: 

 
‘In the first case, we would lose Nature and fall back into human disputes; in the second, we would fall 

back into the State of Nature and in to the war of every man against every man’ (Latour 1993: 143) 

 

When Latour refers to the war of every man against every man in the quote above, he is 

explaining what would be the consequence for modern societies if these persist in their total 

separation between the scientific and political representations. However, such a falling back 

into the state of war – as the quote warns – is exactly what many of the science fictions are 

describing as the current situation in their biogenetic imaginaries. The war of every man 

against every man was combined with the survival of the fittest and evolution where genes are 

instructed to improve on the stressed out and selfish individuals of modern societies. 

Houellebecq most consistently proposes scientific rationality as an escape from this humanity, 

while Dantec most immediately shows biology as a product of a world at war. Furthermore in 

Darwin’s Radio it is environmental stress on human existence that evolution responds to and 

with Atwood the deteriorations of the conditions of contemporary life are the result of its 

unchecked commodification by greedy corporations. At least in the dramatized accounts of 

most science fictions there is no ‘falling back’ into the state of war – there is no such threat 

because the lack of freedom and dignity are already characteristics of humanity.  

The falling back into human disputes – the other point made in the quote by Latour – 

features less frequently in science fictions. This is because not many of them go into as much 

accurate detail on science as a practice as Greg Bear. He illustrates scientific dispute most 

strikingly in the scene when Kaye presents her evidence to the emergency council of 

scientists, officials of government and corporations. Her evidence about evolution being 

different than orthodoxy suggests is swept aside with the remark that ‘science is how we 

organize our work and avoid wasting time’ (Bear 2000: 229). Kaye’s academic reputation is 

called into doubt so that science supports a unified message on the virus that causes the 

miscarriages and the officials can promise the anxious public that treatments and cures are 

under way. 

This is exactly the kind of representation of science wherein ‘nature is lost’ – as the quote 

from Latour puts it. The evidence that does not support the desired outcome is swept aside and 

fact is constructed to fit the social demand. What is different, however, is that where Latour 

would rejoin the big divide of science and society, the science fictions imagine the unfolding 
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of brave new worlds wherein the drama of his symbolic division is magnified to the 

maximum. Also Bear does this: he writes of an exhausted species that is losing its 

evolutionary place because of environmental stress. As a consequence science becomes 

manipulated to suit social interests – it becomes identical to power and interest in a state of 

war.  

In other words, the science fictions could be considered as the flipside to the ‘patch up’ 

that Latour imagines. This is because science fictions go beyond his ‘great divide’ of scientific 

and social representation, even though they do not move in the direction Latour would like. By 

comparison with the science fiction novels, Latour’s well intended rejoinder of the symbolic 

division of science and society cannot but retain the close proximity between the scientific 

networks that are the object of empirical investigation in science studies and the scientific self-

definitions of social purposes. This is, in fact, the intention of such investigations whereas 

science fictions can be unashamedly speculative. Only in science fictions is there an 

alternative for the dismal situation that is the result of not being quite non-modern enough – 

the possibility that this humanity would become unrecognizable and will be replaced by 

something else entirely. 

Consequently, a combination is needed, especially because there is little to separate the 

terrain upon which scientific fact are investigated in terms of its non-modern networks from 

how fictions are mobilized in the science and economics (see chapter six). Perhaps the main 

difference is that explaining science fact tends to lead at best to speculation on the possibility 

of politics rather than on the possible implications of the “fading difference between science 

fact and science fiction” – as was mentioned in the introduction. Can it not be otherwise than 

having to turn to science fictions imaginaries to think through the shadows that are cast by the 

facts, power and discourses? Should this not be the expertise of the social scientists and 

philosophers that are busy making observations that are so nuanced (on such interesting 

questions as the ontological status of genes, patents, the improbability of risk or effective 

science communication and so forth) that they ignore the new versions of the same histories 

about humans falling back into disagreement and wars of all against all.? 

 

Lastly, Latour’s non-modernity needs to be combined with the general idea of Snow Crash: 

that was elaborated in the previous section. In brief: not only were science and societies never 

modern, the humans that do the science and that inhabit the societies ‘were always already 

post-humans’. 

What comes to mind is how Herbert Marcuse some time ago observed that ‘critical 

theory today must become more negative and more utopian in its opposition to the status quo’ 
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(Marcuse 1968: xii). He saw in technology a materialized ideology that imposes a system of 

domination that subordinates what human beings are and might be. In ‘one dimensional man’ 

Marcuse wrote, for example, that:  

 

‘the prevailing modes of control are now technological in a new sense [as] the very embodiment of reason 

for the benefit of all social groups and interest – to such an extent that all contradiction seems irrational and 

all counteraction impossible’ (Marcuse 1991: 11). 

 

The statement reflects an Enlightenment subject whose realization is suppressed in the 

struggle for survival, first against nature, than against each other in class society and who is 

ultimately blocked by technological control. This is a viewpoint that is today too readily 

dismissed because Marcuse himself did not consider technological culture ‘on its own terms’ 

as much as in science studies while in (bio-) ethics the suppression of inner and outer nature is 

singled out as problematic because it is considered to lead ‘straight back to a teleological 

nature philosophy’ (Feenberg 1999: 164). Andrew Feenberg explains, however, that this is a 

misunderstanding since there was never any attempt to ‘revive a philosophy of nature; it 

concerns our self-understanding as subjects of technical action (ibid: 164).  

Feenberg argues that for Marcuse ‘the blending of the technical and the social is not 

extrinsic and accidental, but is rather defining for the nature of technology:  

 

‘just as technology is neither purely natural nor purely social, so the nature to which it is applied also 

confounds such abstracts distinctions. Both are simultaneously causal mechanisms and meaningful social 

objects’ (ibid: 165). 

 

This resembles Latour’s symbolic non-modern rejoinder of the modern division but with 

a crucial difference, Marcuse’s blending of the technical and the social would actually aim to 

liberate nature from technological control and social oppression. Certainly this should also 

apply to the irreducible constrains upon the efforts to educate living modified organisms to 

behave in an enlightened way, control themselves and to obey the regulations that order them 

to respect humans’ autonomy and freedom of choice? Perhaps it would be better not only to 

divide the symbolically non-modern cake into two – science and society – but also into four, 

eight or sixteen symbolical parts that are at the origins of the on-going techno-push; in fact, as 

many as are necessary to prevent that the affirmation of social life that is found in the 

informatic body of biogenetics is without meaning or consequence.  

Such a non-modern partition is, however, the scope of the next chapter wherein the state 

of nature will be portioned as a critical method to investigate contemporary ‘genetic 
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information economics’ in detail. What remains for this chapter is to conclude with a model 

that brings together the various perspectives of the science fictions that were discussed.  

 

Conclusion 
The study of non-modern networks has much to learn from science fictions – in particular 

from its lively debates over what counts as life and nature in biology and informatics.  

Even though futuristic viewpoints on life and nature are necessarily too causal, such 

perspectives are not as limited in their diagnosis as many academic views of science and 

society. More specifically, the science fictions in this chapter widen the terrain for a much 

more detailed approach of ‘openness’ at the moment that it is becoming a business-interest in 

the management of more and more informatic bodies. Science fictions do not have to collapse 

into a necessary patch up of science and society because of their ability to presume a post-

humanity. Hereby it becomes possible to affirm humanity as a meaningful social object 

without turning away from the philosophical implications on what should count as human 

when this is tied to how life is being rendered into information resources that can be 

programmed, engineered and traded.  

As such, the shape of the figure below groups the science fictions that have been 

discussed in this chapter in a way that reinforces how the most rigorously consistent science 

fictions about post-humanity – the radically opposite views of the transition in Elementary 

Particles and Oryx & Crake – bear on the science fictions in the middle. 

Blood Music/Bear

Babylon Babies/Dantec

The Diamond Age/Stephenson

Elementary Particles/Houellebecq Oryx & Crake/Atwood

Darwin’s Radio/Bear

Snow Crash/Stephenson

Biology

Convergence

Post-humanity Commodification of life

Informatics (Dis-)embodiment Control of Information  
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Therefore the top of the model below reads ‘post-humanity ~ commodification of life’ 

while in the circle are those science fictions that are most fully about the convergence of 

biology and informatics. On the left hand side – outside of the hourglass shape – two dotted 

arrows are pointing towards the middle. In the middle is a circle which contains the science 

fictions that engage with the scientific narrative on post-humanism that was most explicitly 

narrated by Houellebecq and Atwood. That is why these authors are at the top of the hour 

glass and why Greg Bear’s Darwin’s Radio is in placed in between the top and the circle – this 

science fiction links the post-human theme to a very detailed and sophisticated view of 

biology as a science. In other words, it represents that it is not necessarily the case that the 

post-human theme requires that developments in the life sciences are made into a caricature.  

Therefore these post-human dramas at the top of the figure are particularly useful from a 

critical methodological viewpoint. Even though Elementary Particles, Oryx and Crake and 

Darwin’s Radio do not themselves engage much with the convergence of biology and 

informatics – like the science fictions in the circle – they make it possible to engage with the 

terms at the bottom that read: ‘(dis-)embodiment ~ control of information’. In the circle are 

those imaginaries that, on the one hand, feature the theme of embodiment in their post-human 

personifications. In particular Dantec’s twins were born as the offspring of how biology is 

increasingly informatic – they embody the consciousness that was the consequence of global 

information exchange as a parallel evolution to natural selection and genetic change. As such, 

the personification includes as their mother Joe-Jane, the supercomputer with a liking for 

DNA and personality disorders. On the other hand, disembodiment was most explicit in the 

choice that Bernard in Blood Music was faced with. He was asked to become a part of the 

distributed consciousness of a more intelligent and more evolved cell-culture. When he was 

mutating in isolation, quarantined so that it could be studied how he was being transformed 

from the inside out, his consciousness gave way to the intensity of the information exchange 

of the cell-culture.  

It is highly ironical that Bear juxtaposes informatic evolution to Bernard – to a character 

that is one of the most renowned biologists and a figurehead for a start-up company working 

on bio-chips. What is ironic is that this recalls certain iconic biologists who try to patent as 

much as possible and is able to narrate how these are out-competed by the much greater 

efficiency and innovation of networked collaboration and sharing in contemporary biology 

(see chapter three). Most strikingly, Bernard’s disembodiment into the open and collaborative 

cell-civilization was not forced. Bernard had a choice but his decision could make no 

difference since his consciousness was already a part of the disembodied information of the 

cell-culture. This is exactly what occurs now that the exchange of information is being 
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acknowledged as more efficient and more innovative than patent economics. The themes of 

embodiment and autonomy are then obscured from an information business that prefers to 

emphasize its immense technical potential in informatics to render the biological body into 

informatic formats that can be regulated in line with medicine, health care and economics.  

The philosopher Eugene Thacker describes biotechnology as unique in this regard 

because it uses informatics in its study of the biological and it is therefore not bothered with 

fears about going on-line or becoming virtual. More precisely Thacker refers to a spiral that 

runs from the dream of a self sufficient autonomous, immortal body downwards. The terms 

upon which the study of biology engages with informatics is to be able to return ‘the body to 

itself’ in a way that ‘is fundamentally different from itself’ – since the body is what biology 

and biotechnology aim to manage, they are not troubled by the ‘body-anxiety’ that is the 

consequence of the expendable, contingent and unstable body that it shows as in need of 

monitoring, programming and engineering (Thacker 2003: 89).  

On the one hand, such a spiral from ‘embodiment to disembodiment’ resembles how 

Bernard’s consciousness – in Blood Music –is separated from his mutating body. Bernard 

personifies the miserable choice that uncooperative humans get to face: cooperate or be left 

with an autonomy that has been reduced to an addiction to isolation and precarious mortality. 

Therefore Bear’s story affirms that the bottom of the spiral that Thacker describes the 

deontological ideas about human freedom and dignity turn into ‘fears of the loss of autonomy 

associated with differentiation, otherness and expendability’ (ibid). On the other hand, Bear 

solves this dilemma by leaving those whose bodies could not be mutated behind after the cell-

culture has left. Rather than becoming informatic at the level of space-time along with the 

cooperative cells, these humans have been left behind without reliable scientific knowledge 

and functioning machinery. As a consequence humanity loses its science and technology but 

there is still consciousness even after it has been exposed as being only an insignificant part of 

the actual dynamics of evolution. In other words, Bear’s message is that the human is not 

displaced when bodies become unstable by being defined in informatic terms but it is shrank 

in relation to a system of distributed intelligence and cognition that exists within it and beyond 

it.  

In Stephenson’s novels this viewpoint on embodiment and disembodiment was most 

directly narrated as being about the ‘control of information’ – shown in the hourglass figure 

above. In his novels there is a general crisis of social identities, which that have become highly 

depended on particular cultural dynamics of embodiment and materialization (e.g. on Feed 

Technology). Especially the shift from the Feed to Seed Technology can illustrate the dilemma 

that accompanies an open source-like view of biotechnology that would choose to remain 
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indifferent about the intensification of the engineering of cycles of biological reproduction and 

functionality. Then, open source economics would affirms that programming, engineering and 

trading of information resources is radically changing but by obscures its introduction into an 

“operating system of society” that runs on the dysfunctional societies of the past.  

This was what Stephenson’s science fiction narrated – that society, like any information 

system, is already infected and that its bugs generate new viruses relative to attempts to 

control information. Moreover Bear’s imaginary of distributed intelligence and cognition of 

biological entities and cell-cultures was most direct in its demonstration of the futurism of the 

advocacy of openness. It personified the collapse of efficiency arguments about openness into 

an idealized evolutionary transition. Therefore, also the demands for technologies that support 

a more ‘open and democratic system’, those accompanying the economics of openness, enable 

and constrain particular forms of human consciousness. As much as the demand for control 

over the integrity of bio-informatic bodies and things, such democratic openness is quickly 

turned into an emerging property of a kind of evolutionary economics that turns a blind eye to 

the power struggle that accompany the new biology and the possibility of a more radical 

openness. 

By contrast, a re-appropriation of technology is about affirming the dissolution of a type 

of political subjectivity to make room for another in line with how Hardt & Negri refer to the 

potential for a ‘release of the source code of society so that we can work collaboratively to 

solve its bugs and create new, better social programs’ (Hardt & Negri 2004: 340). For them 

the on-going dissolution of the modern subject is not only faced with either the threats of a 

dismal present (biotech/patent-economics) or an apocalyptic future (the bio-feudalism of the 

purified body); they emphasize the positive conditions for an ‘open source society’ (ibid). 

Consequently the on-going dissolution of the natural foundations of political subjectivity can 

be followed in a new direction along the lines of a more critical and distributed notions of 

consciousness about biogenetics. That this is not only an abstraction has already been 

demonstrated in this dissertation since some of its implications were already explored in 

chapters three, four, five and six. Already a more critical approach of the political subjectivity 

has already been demonstrated in highlighting open source-like distributed networks as (1) an 

emerging property of the more complex and interrelated biological entities of bio-informatics, 

(2) as a political potential within a continuum of intellectual property and open access reforms 

and (3) as a chance to demand and contribute to more principled ‘open variety rights’ that 

could be supported in crop genetics as well as in new sub-disciplines like synthetic biology.  

Furthermore, what this chapter contributed by way of the science fiction novels is the 

urgency to engage with imaginaries that would support alternatives that are more desirable 
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than those that are defined as complimentary to the previous decades of patent economics in 

biology and biotechnology. Turning to science fiction has been crucial because it brings out 

the futuristic dimension of how scientific fact and methods embody speculations that are 

usually left implicit. Instead a more critical approach is necessary but impossible as long as it 

remains bound to a politics of nostalgia about human-centered ethics – like liberals – or to a 

political economy that only recognizes the same-old humanisms for the inhabitants of the 

biogenetic future. To that end the next chapter will concentrate on early modern political 

theories; its aim is to demonstrate that in its natural foundations there was already the ‘bug’ 

that made it possible for societies and citizens to “own nature”.  

Hence there is nothing new about owning nature – nothing new or possibly post-human 

was introduced when biological modification became commercial some decades ago. As 

mentioned, ‘we were always already post-human’ even though ‘we have never been modern’, 

which can be shown in detail by way of a critical analysis of the natural foundations of 

modern science and society that reconsiders the various examples of the convergence of 

biology and informatics that were discussed throughout the dissertation in terms of their 

‘genetic information economics’. 
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                 Eight– Common Genomes 

 
“I know, Bruno continued (..) Huxley’s world is usually described as a totalitarian nightmare, an attempt to 

pass the book as a vicious accusation. That’s most hypocritical. On all points, genetic control, sexual 

freedom, the struggle against old age, its culture of leisure – Brave New World is a paradise to us, in 

essence it is exactly the world we are trying to achieve, until now without success.”  

Michel Houellebecq – Elementary Particles 2000: 123 

 

Introduction 
In the quote above from Elementary Particles, one of its main characters explains why 

Huxley’s vision of the Brave New World is not only a totalitarian nightmare. Houellebecq 

carries the charge of hypocrisy to its full conclusion; in his novel he pushes the logic of post-

humanism to new and critical limits by his ruthless exposition of the emptiness of the 

contemporary popular culture. Instead of some sort of technologically utopian civilization that 

turns into a nightmare, it is this world that is to be left behind in Elementary Particles. 

Effectively it is this world that is the savage reservation out of which the main character of the 

Brave New World could escape.  

 The main character of the Brave New World could not make his choice. John Savage 

ultimately gave up on his choice between the Savage Reservation where he came from – a last 

remnant of life in nature – and the man-biology rationality of the Brave New World. It is in 

this respect Bruno’s commentary on Brave New World in the quote above is important. What 

it shows is that Houellebecq situates his novel in a time that precedes the choice that John 

Savage refuses to make. His novel offers an explanation of why humanity came to embrace 

the Brave New World – how it ‘could and should control the evolution of the world as a whole 

– and in particular its own biological evolution’ (Houellebecq 2000: 332, see also Huxley 

1967 [1932]). Huxley’s great novel is an accusation of how the sciences – in particular biology 

– threaten the autonomous subject that is able to reason, reflect, freely decide and so forth. 

However Houellebecq explains that Huxley’s scientific tyranny has to fail in its attempt to 

undo human suffering. Instead of a brave new world for this humanity, Houellebecq presents 

the reader with an escape from its individualism and today’s misery. The move that is made in 

Elementary Particles can be said to begin in a Savage Reservation – which is this world. What 

it shows is humanity’s escape out of its perpetual and desperate struggle with aging, sickness 

and death.  

 More specifically, the error that Huxley made, as Bruno’s brother observes, is the 

underestimation of man’s ‘narcissistic drive for differentiation’ – a desire for sexual youth and 

for an escape from death (ibid). Instead of an argument in line with those genetic enthusiasts 
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that would have us embrace post-humanity, Houellebecq shows how the perfection in the 

Brave new world are the consequence of today’s longing for scientific paradise – as Bruno 

calls it. What is being embraced is nothing more than an escape from the Savage Reservation. 

This tragic longing to escape that is realized in Elementary Particles replaces John Savage’s 

heroic death, which is to the inhabitants of the Brave New World only a curiosity similar to 

that of his unhealthy, aging and soma-addicted mother that came with him from the Savage 

Reservation. Houellebecq’s novel makes the choice between nature and techno-civilization 

that Huxley’s main character refused and thereby can explain how a brave new world comes 

into existence.  

 

The previous chapter already discussed and analyzed Houellebecq’s novel in relation to other 

science fictions. Some of these are more detailed about biology as a science (Bear), some see 

post-humanity as man making travesty of evolution (Atwood); others engaged much more 

with the convergence of biology and informatics, including open source-like narratives (e.g. 

Dantec, Stephenson). The entry point in this chapter is how Houellebecq replaces the synthesis 

of science and society of the Brave New world by the escape from this humanity. This need to 

escape is the result of a version of the survival of the fittest that resembles Hobbes’s view of 

the ‘state of nature’ and Rousseau’s inversion of the relationship of nature and civilized 

society.  

On the one hand, the inescapable biological paradigm shift that is narrative by 

Houellebecq as an escape from this humanity into a post-human future resembles Hobbes’s 

prescription of an escape from a state of war into the hands of the absolute sovereign. On the 

other hand, John Savage’s surname is not incidental – it echoes the savage of early-modern 

theories on the natural foundations of society and most of all John Savage as a tragic hero 

resembles Rousseau’s Savage. Also John Savage leaves the state of nature to enter into society 

and does not really have a choice about it – as the successor to Rousseau’s savage he gets to 

die a futile death in the Brave New World whereas before his faith had merely been a life of 

dependency in civilized society (see chapters one and two).  

To leave the state of nature is a matter of self-preservation for Hobbes as well as for 

Rousseau but the crucial difference between them is illustrated best by the fear and concern 

that Robinson Crusoe feels when he finds the footstep in the sand of the island where he is 

stranded. Crusoe at that very moment has left the state of nature; the mere suggestion of others 

splits modern man in two. With Rousseau this other is his savage, which splits his citizen into 

natural man and civilized man. Not much later the savage is turned into Frankenstein’s 

monster when it is science rather than society that has become the threat (see chapter 1.5). 
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Instead of invoking monsters or science fictions dramas, this chapter makes a differentiation of 

the state of nature theory of Hobbes and those of his contemporaries, preceding Rousseau. 

Rousseau’s inversion of nature and society is the counterpoint because it represents how the 

theories about the natural foundation of society and civilization reach their logical limits. Later 

the doctrine of natural law would leave aside its state of nature for more historical definitions 

of origins and character of civilization. Simultaneously, nature would be ordered in continuous 

order of species, genera, classes and so forth whereby it would acquire its own history – 

natural history. Consequently with Rousseau’s inversion it becomes possible to question the 

Brave New World and Elementary Particles with the aim of imagining another present than 

that of a biological rationality that embodies both nature and reason – as found in Houellebecq 

and as was criticized by the critical theorists of the Frankfurt school (see chapter 1.1). 

Firstly, the point of entry for this discussion is an observation on property as a natural law 

in the state of nature theories of Hugo Grotius and Thomas Hobbes – both of whom are at the 

origins of the particularly early-modern trickery. This allows for a first differentiation of state 

of nature theories in terms of its property relations, which will be extended to also include 

John Locke and Samuel Pufendorf in whose theories a similarly specific conception of the 

state of nature can be found. While Pufendorf is much less remembered than the others he is 

included as the most notable exception at the time and someone who subsequently influenced 

how Rousseau inverted the relationship between nature and civilization.  

Part two starts from a brief analytical discussion of contemporary critiques on intellectual 

property as ‘nature-property relations’. It details what is understood with ‘genetic information 

economics’, which is also the title of part three. Its purpose is to elaborate the linkages of 

modern-day free market economics to an imaginary like that of Houellebecq and in its wake 

also the other science fictions discussed in the previous chapter. Inversely put, it is argued that 

there are also state of nature theories that are not per se about a war of all against all or 

property rights – there were other kind of transitions. Also more various transitions can be 

specified in terms of ownership as a more critical background whereby to reconsider the 

examples of common property in the life sciences that have been discussed throughout this 

dissertation. In other words, a reading of state of nature theories that details their definition as 

common properties can make specific alternatives to how it is as common properties that 

human made things are becoming life-like and life is becoming more and more engineered.  
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One: state of nature 
 

1.  
Not too long ago Craig Venter – the private sector challenger to the human genome project 

and the founder of the J. Craig Venter Institute – took a fishing trip that is a very convenient 

entry point to demonstrate how the new biology involves a revision of property along early-

modern lines.113 Not only did Venter's personal yacht circumnavigate the globe with the aim 

of scooping up those un-sequenced micro-organisms that are highly efficient in transforming 

sunlight into energy; such “sampling of water” took place in international waters, which is 

why it resembles Hugo Grotius’ famous law of the sea. 

Firstly, Grotius claimed that there was a fundamental natural right possessed by all 

private individuals to acquire as many goods as possible, but that this did not include the high 

seas. It was quite a normal viewpoint at the time, Richard Tuck explains, that the sea could not 

be owned the same way as land could be (Tuck 1999: 90). A society could only hold the 

jurisdiction over neighboring waters and perhaps oceans, like it did over its land, which is to 

say as long as these could be protected. Inversely put, biologists on highly publicized sailing 

expeditions that have exchanged the compass and sextant of Grotius’ times for the DNA chip 

and the DNA synthesizer are simply claiming as their own what is beyond the jurisdictions of 

society. 

Grotius insisted that the high seas could not be owned by individuals the same as land 

could be – it was impossible to exercise this right in regard of other individuals and similarly it 

was also impossible for states to have comprehensive jurisdictions over the high seas. In 

Grotius’ theory every right held by a state must come from an individual and if an individual 

could not own something then he could also not transfer it to a state. However, with Grotius 

the sea that is beyond society’s jurisdiction is not necessarily beyond the right of individuals 

from that society to acquire goods – for example by way of extended patent-claims on what 

was before part of the natural world. What Venter’s fishing trip onto the high seas can be 

argued to be preparing, is an extension of patenting over the increasingly instantaneous and 

multi-dimensional representations and translations of genetic materials as complex biological 

entities. These are common goods on account of their limitless complexity but are 

simultaneously also descendants of selfish genes that were declared patentable in the early 

eighties. In other words, what is patentable even and beyond state jurisdiction takes place 

against a molecular horizon of infinite complexity that is beyond patentability.114 

Furthermore this molecular horizon beyond the genetic code echoes Grotius’ more 

comprehensive approach to justify the rights of the Dutch to seek trade in the East Indies. 
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Specifically he was writing on behalf of the Dutch companies who were opening up the 

passage to the east that had been discovered and was being held by the Portuguese and his 

argument on the law of the sea is about the commercial conflicts in the Indies that began with 

the Portuguese ship that the Dutch had captured in 1602 filled with copper from Java, silk and 

porcelain from China, and bullion from Mexico and Peru with a value ‘not far off the total 

annual expenditure of the English government’. Richard Tuck explains that Grotius argued 

that the attempts by the Portuguese to stop them  

 
‘could only be legitimate if the Portuguese ‘could lay a reasonable claim to own the seas across which the 

Dutch were sailing. Grotius answer to that they could not was, of course, the chapter separately published 

as Mare Liberum; and it took the form, once again, of a fundamental re-examination of property’ (ibid: 90) 

 

Of course Grotius maintains that the Portuguese could not claim jurisdiction over the seas 

because otherwise the trade of the Dutch in the East would be indefensible; simultaneously, 

however, he was defending the cause of a rebel republic that was at war with the Spanish and 

Portuguese. Not only is his fundamental reexamination about how Dutch companies held 

natural rights of property because the seas were beyond any state’s jurisdiction; Grotius’ 

argument was that ‘there were no powers possessed by a state which an individual could not 

possess in nature’ – hence ‘there is no significant moral difference between individuals and 

states, both may use violence in the same way and for the same end’ (Tuck 2003: 82 – 92). 

The crucial move is this: he makes life in nature directly equivalent to an international 

order, by positively affirming the natural rights of individuals before entering a state of 

society, while still endorsing that states carry, as Tuck explains, the ‘most far-reaching set of 

rights to make war which were available in the contemporary repertoire’ (Tuck 1999: 108). 

This move took the form of a two-tiered argument. The Dutch ships were carriers of natural 

rights of property when beyond other states’ jurisdictions, while they retained the rights of war 

that was vested in states when in contact with the Portuguese claim. Natural individuals have 

obligations to preserve other persons when their own preservation was secured but this did not 

apply to the Portuguese since these were not natural individuals and were at war with the 

Dutch. Therefore Grotius opened up for appropriation what used to be common – protecting 

the right to fish or to open trade routes over the ocean – and his move can still be followed to 

patents on exotic microbes. The infinite horizon of biological entities that are not at all like 

selfish genes (see chapter three) has come with the expectation that patentability could 

somehow support the conservation efforts of governments in whose jurisdiction the scarce and 

valuable natural resources can be found. How indigenous peoples and farmers’ rights are 
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selectively affirmed and constrained in a ‘biodiversity market’ (as discussed in chapters four, 

five and six) mirrors early-modern state of nature theories like that of Grotius.  

Most specifically, Grotius affirmation of the expansive rights to Dutch corporations in the 

state of nature involve a: 

 
‘primitive state (..) exemplified in the community of property arising from extreme simplicity, may be seen 

among certain tribes in America which have lived for many generations in such a condition’ (Grotius 1993 

Book II.II.2 quoted in Arneil 1996: 49). 

 

Dutch ships carry the same rights as these communities, who retain their right of property and 

self-preservation. While their simplicity allow for defense and making their own treaties with 

other communities of property – for example a free choice to exchange the Portuguese for the 

Dutch – Grotius’ definition simultaneously prevents them from having any significant 

possessions. Their natural right of property is much more limited than that of the Dutch ships, 

they have no right to object to the possession of goods from, the passage through or settlement 

on their lands when not in use at that very moment (Tuck 1999: 106). 

 In brief, Grotius’ selective redefinition of rights in nature so that these could not only be 

held by natural individuals but also by states, citizens and companies is perfectly analogous to 

the strategic jurisdictions over and constraints upon claims over genetic materials such as 

those of companies, governments as well as peoples or groups that are not represented by a 

state. 

 

2. 
For a long time after Grotius’ published ‘de jure belli ac pacis’ this work was considered the 

founding moment for the entire doctrine of natural law. Grotius is remembered as one of the 

most important founder of international law and also at the time his doctrine was seen as less 

immoral than that of successors like Thomas Hobbes. Grotius has a statue in front of the 

international court of justice while Hobbes’s view of warfare has been a benchmark in the 

history of international relations. However, the similarity of their war-like views was already 

known to Rousseau. In closing passages of Emile he observes: 

 

Grotius, our leader in this branch of learning is only a child, and what is worse an untruthful child. When I 

hear Grotius praised to the skies and Hobbes overwhelmed with abuse, I perceive how little sensible men 

have read or understood these authors. As a matter of fact, their principles are exactly alike, they only 

differ in their mode of expression. Their methods are also different: Hobbes relies on sophism; Grotius 

relies on the poets; they are agreed in everything else (Rousseau 1993b: 505) 

 

For example, Grotius isolates the rights of self-preservation and property as the 

foundation of natural rights; this implies a fundamental revision of earlier religious natural law 
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which with Grotius is only compulsory in those instances where it forbids or obligates; in all 

other cases natural law is open for interpretation (Grotius (no date) [1625] Book I.II.5.I , also 

1992). Two aspects are crucial for how Grotius describes war and ownership. He writes that 

‘the aim of war is the preservation of life and limbs and the preservation and acquisition of all 

what is useful for life; this aim is completely in agreement with the first principles of nature’ 

(ibid Book I.II.I.4). Furthermore, this permissive stance on warfare comprises how ‘the use of 

the common productions of nature was the right of the first occupiers, and of any one to rob 

him of that was manifest injustice’ (ibid: Book I.II.I).  

 Consequently, Grotius already presents the state of nature as common property; like the 

high seas, it as an infinite space wherein the resources of the natural world belong to no one 

which is a cause for expansive and war-like rights of property. The analogy is then with a 

modern world where security is about making the world safe for the protection of intellectual 

property, which includes limiting state jurisdictions. While this would appear to closely 

resemble Hobbes’s state of war – as discussed in chapters two and five – there is a crucial 

difference: Hobbes did not agree with the existence of natural law of property. With Hobbes 

property was not a right until it could be guaranteed by a sovereign. By analogy, patents and 

compensations can only be guaranteed by sovereign, either within their jurisdiction or by 

force.  

 More specifically, the most notable difference, as Tuck explains, is that Hobbes does not 

agree with a state of nature that is imagined as a ‘negative community’ – where anyone has a 

right to take what they need from the natural world that is beyond the jurisdiction of ‘civilized 

society’. Instead, Hobbes’s dictum that in a state of war life is brutish, solitary, nasty and short 

also implies that until the entry into some state of society the world had belonged to men 

collectively as a grant from god. The state of nature is an unwelcoming place but it is still 

god’s gift to men in common, where at some point in time all the commoners had owned all 

the land, a right all men had to all things as the fundamental natural right over the material 

world (Tuck 1999: 129-132).  

Again this applied to the activities of the various East-India companies as well as those 

with whom he personified the literal existence of a state of nature as an international order. On 

the one hand, Hobbes defines men as ‘fundamentally self-protective and only secondarily 

aggressive’ and ‘led into conflict by their differing judgments about what will protect them’. 

On the other hand, Hobbes reassures us that the Americas show that this combination is still 

characteristic of the state of war; the life of American-Indians is for him evidence of his 

international order. While less explicitly and less often than Grotius, also Hobbes fully 
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endorses the settlement in the new world and warfare for its expansion (ibid: 139, see also 

Hobbes 1985 [1657] chapter xiii). 

 

Lastly, it is at this point that Rousseau’s inversion of the relationship between nature and 

society is relevant again by way of his remarks on property in chapter nine of The Social 

Contract – called “Real Property”. What is natural-law-like about biological matters of fact 

follows from how he writes:  

 
“The right of the first occupier, though more real than the right of the strongest, becomes a real right only 

when the right of property has already been established. (..) [T]he right of the first occupier which in the 

state of nature is so weak, claims the respect of every man in civil society. In this right we are respecting 

not so much what belongs to another as what does not belong to ourselves.” (Rousseau [1762] 1993a  

Book I chapter nine) 

 

Firstly, this passage is instructive in that it shows Rousseau’s disagreement with a natural law 

of life that derives from the right of the strongest in nature – which is a reference to Hobbes’s 

state of war. Secondly, however, the passage also moderates the natural rights of property such 

as that of Hugo Grotius and later John Locke.  

What it makes clear is again that reasoning the state of nature involves the trick of 

entering into it ideas important to a state of society (as was also explained in the beginning of 

chapter three as well as in the introduction of chapter six). Most specifically it does so in terms 

of property rights, in particular the establishment of respect for what does not belong to us. 

Rousseau was acutely aware that this was the consequence of the state of nature theories of his 

predecessors and as such it can already be summarized: 

 
(1) Grotius’ state of nature: the natural right of property is unrestrained because what can be owned in 

nature used to belong to no one. 

(2) Hobbes’s state of nature: there is a right to claim all that used to belong to everyone because 

ownership can only be guaranteed when secured by a sovereign.  

 

What is important is the difference between these positions in regard of their description of the 

state of nature as a common property. Their comparison in regard of a colonial world also 

applies to the opening up of the natural world – what it suggests is a template for the 

contemporary predicament with the state of nature that involves a very particular shift: a shift 

from what belongs to no one to what belongs to everyone.  

 For example, it is possible to turn upside-down the idea that microscopic life forms are 

like the high seas; instead of ‘not yet owned by anyone’ they are then owned by everyone in 

common. This is for example what happens when it is argued that genetic materials are a 

common heritage of mankind. Of course, the common heritage principle would still leave in 
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place how Grotius restricted sovereignty in a highly particular combination of expansive rights 

of war and property – a similar alignment could apply to those scientists who, as individuals, 

go on highly publicized fishing trips for patentable microbes on the high seas. However, if that 

microbe belongs to everyone then the Hobbesian prediction would be that a disposition for 

war would be its consequence. The only way to lessen the threat would be to expand state 

jurisdictions to cover the tiniest detail of oceanic life, volcanic life, artic life and so forth. 

Certainly, there are such Grotian and Hobbesian continuities at work when considering the 

balancing act of open access arrangements, patents and state sovereignty that was the topic of 

chapter four. 

 In other words, a highly specific alignment is being established that is similar in whom it 

privileges to how previously the Anglo-Dutch colonial efforts were supported by distorting 

other claims. What matters here, however, is not post-colonialism; it is enough at this moment 

to summarize that there are also contemporary shifts in ‘common property relations’. On the 

one hand, these shifts were foreshadowed by how Grotius and Hobbes defined and redefined 

the natural foundations of their respective societies in terms of its ownership at a time of an 

opening up of the world beyond the boundaries of early-modern Europe. On the other hand, 

these shifts in ‘common property relations’ need to be detailed further in regard of how its 

ownership does not only involve the patentability of genetic materials but also how vast 

amounts of available information on DNA are being redefined in line with a free market for 

genetic information. 

 

3. 
There are many studies that have shown that there has been an expansion and extension of 

intellectual property in the life sciences. As was mentioned several times already, a 

particularly popular historical background is to draw an analogy with the sixteenth and 

seventeenth century enclosure of the common lands in England. Christopher May, for 

example, has used it as a critical background whereby to discuss the history of intellectual 

property while James Boyle refers to the ‘second enclosure movement’ and the ‘enclosure of 

the genome’ (May 2000; Boyle 2003a, 2003b). It is also possible, however, to make the 

commons more specific in regard of its role in descriptions of state of nature theories – as a 

template that is internal to the long term historical development that – as Parry describes it – is 

about an intensive project wherein: 

 
‘nature is undergoing an involution much as space did - from the expansive to the interior aspects of the 

natural world and from an extensive to an intensive project of exploration is nowhere more evident than in 

the emergence of contemporary biotechnology’ (Parry 2006: 49). 
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It is this ‘involution’ that is to be understood in what follows as the more critical background 

whereby to consider the different methods of openness in the life sciences as well as their 

description as common property types. As such the distinction between Grotius and Hobbes 

can be traced further to the few passages on property of the famous fifth chapter of John 

Locke’s ‘Second Treatise on Government’.  

 

Not only does Locke derive property rights from his famous ‘innate rights of life, limbs and 

property’, he carefully describes land that is not a state of nature when it is English. He writes 

that it is ‘common in respect of some man, it is not so to all mankind’. The distinction is 

crucial; rather than the enclosure of the English commons, Locke’s ownership is about a 

‘world in common’ – ownership is derived from man’s claims on nature as a gift to ‘Mankind 

in common’ (Locke [1689] 1970 § 30, §35, §37).115 As Hannah Arendt explained, Locke ‘had 

to trace property to a natural origin for appropriation in order to force open those stable, 

worldly boundaries that “enclose” each person’s privately owned share of the world “from the 

common” (Arendt 1998: 111, see also chapter 1.4).  

Firstly, this sort of openness again applies to the colonial overtones to a ‘biodiversity 

market’ wherein Locke’s labor law of property is applied to patents – it separates man’s 

possession of his labor from what used to belong to everyone. Locke’s definition of ownership 

echoes in the proposals that would call for the information about biological entities or the 

design of synthetic DNA to be something shared among scientists and on behalf of mankind. 

The isolation of DNA is to be uninhibited by how it involves preexisting genetic material that 

used to be outside of market relations and by how it might become regulated as the possession 

of the inhabitants of a modern ‘world in common’. To put it more directly, similar to Locke’s 

‘world in common’, also ‘life in common’ is getting redefined in terms of property and labor 

laws.  

Secondly, Locke has argued that it is labor that allows men to ‘come to have a property in 

several parts of that which God gave to Mankind in common, and that without any express 

Compact of all the Commoners’ (Locke 1970 §25). This also applies to how genetic materials 

became patentable in the sense that a counterargument arose wherein it was asserted that those 

genetic materials were already owned as common properties of specific groups like farmer 

communities or indigenous peoples. More recently another counterargument has come in 

fashion – that patents should not frustrate the cultivation of the vast amounts of available 

information on DNA that are in the public domain. Also this counterargument involves 

redefining a commons – a very specific one, namely a research commons wherein complex 
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and fuzzy biological entities are transformed into well -behaved Lego-like parts – most 

explicitly illustrated by the BioBricks foundation.  

The business of synthetic biology easily coexists with its research commons as was 

explained in chapter six. Furthermore, it echoes how Locke’s labor and ownership are not 

derived from the English commons but from the ‘world in common’. Like Locke’s inalienable 

rights were natural rights that allowed man to become citizen, this is then the self-defined duty 

to work on nature in order to turn biological entities into civilized entities. How BioBricks are 

common to some is about their duty to put them to work and make them safe and when there 

is time left also to see to its duty to be humanitarian. It all too much echoes how Locke wrote 

of his natural man that: ‘when his own Preservation comes not in competition, ought he, as 

much as he can, to preserve the rest of Mankind’ (ibid: §6).  

Along the lines of Locke it can be made more specific how the involution of space into 

an intensive exploration of nature in modern genetics is not only about the strengthening of 

patents until these threaten research commons. On the one hand, Locke’s citizens and English 

commoners are under the duty to preserve themselves and mankind in the rest of the world; on 

the other hand the redefinition of synthetic life is under a similar obligation to embody the 

duty to preserve safety and to help others in the world. In line with early-modern imperatives, 

synthetic biology finds its moral identity in redefining ‘life in common’.  

 

Thirdly, Locke’s version of the state of nature also represents an additional shift in common 

property relations. Locke’s world in common, like that of Hobbes, is a positive community 

where everything is owned by everybody. However, he differs from Hobbes because of his 

defense of the existence of a natural right to property.  

With Locke the reason to leave the state of nature behind and to enter into a state of 

society is not the insecurity of life in nature, but the insecurity of possessions. He asks about 

this transfer from nature to society ‘why would anyone give up this Empire?  

 
For all being Kings as much as he, every Man his equal, and the greater part no strict Observers of Equity 

and Justice, the enjoyment of the property he has in this state is very unsafe, very insecure’ (ibid §123). 

 

On first sight Locke’s Empire is therefore notably different from Grotius’ communities of 

simplicity and Hobbes’s state of war-like American Indians – after all when self-preservation 

is guaranteed there is an obligation to the rest of mankind.  

Locke’s argument is that everything in the natural world belongs to everyone as a gift 

from god to all men and that therefore rights to property include several limitations. He writes 

that what: ‘give us Property, does also bound that Property too’, which refers to how god’s gift 

and its ownership come with the duties: ‘not to destroy or vandalize what belongs to God’ 
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(Locke 1970 §31, see Macpherson 1962: 256, 257, see Jolley 1999: 203). This is also a very 

familiar response that certain biologists have who are somewhat sensitive to the accusation 

that they are modifying god’s creation. They are neither playing god nor simply being creative 

with nature like a farmer, a metal worker or synthetic biologists – going out and transforming 

nature is not only creative, so the argument goes, theirs is an obligation that honors god’s gift.  

Like with Locke, the possibility of the transformation of the natural world is derived 

from a necessity for making good use of the gift; this has to be done responsibly, safe and for 

the preservation of mankind. However, the crucial aspect that such a viewpoint omits is a 

shadow that stays remarkably close to how Locke makes the move from a world in common to 

the obligation for its responsible transformation. Also in Locke’s natural world – wherein 

everything belongs to everyone because man is put on earth to cultivate the commons – there 

are American Indians as its main characters.  

On the one hand, Locke’s Indians do know a natural right to property because the 

 
“Law of reason makes the Deer, that Indian’s who hath killed it; ’tis allowed to be his goods who hath 

bestowed his labour upon it, though, before, it was the common right of everyone. And amongst those who 

are counted the Civiliz’d part of Mankind, who have made and multiplied positive Laws to determine 

Property, this original Law of Nature for the beginning of property, in what was before common, still takes 

place” (Locke 1970 §30, see also §26). 

 

On the other hand, the original inhabitants of god’s own country in Locke’s time where in 

Locke’s eyes not equipped to execute god’s command – ‘to subdue the Earth, i.e. improve it 

for the benefit of Life’ (ibid: §32). While Locke’s Indians personify that property exists in 

nature, it cannot be supposed he meant it should always remain common and uncultivated 

(ibid: §34). In specific they do not know rational cultivation, or money – he gave it to the 

Industrious and the Rational while with them there is still land lying waste which ‘can scarce 

happen amongst that part of Mankind, that have consented to the Use of Money’ (ibid: §45 see 

also §43- 48). These are characteristics of civilization as he makes explicit by arguing that: 

 
‘The greatest part of things really useful to the Life of Man, and such as the necessity of subsisting made 

the first commoners of the world look after, as it doth the Americans now, are generally things of short 

duration; such as, if they are not consumed by use will decay and perish of themselves: Gold, Silver and 

Diamonds, are things, that Fancy or Agreement hath put the Value on, more than real Use, and the 

necessary Support of Life’ (ibid: § 46). 

 

Consequently, only the labor of civil men is about things that are not of short duration. Also to 

things of value apply the divine restrictions of Locke’s labor law; however their accumulation 

is entirely in line with how property begins with man removing part of what was common out 
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of the ‘state Nature leaves it in’, ‘without which the common is of no use. And the taking of 

this or that part, does not depend on the express consent of all the Commoners’ (ibid: §28). 

 

Lastly, it is in it this specific sense that his labor theory is about a natural right of property – it 

is a mechanism whereby no more permission is needed to own what used to be common.  

This is not entirely the same as making Locke into the evil genius of capitalism or the 

origin of C.B. MacPherson’s ‘possessive individualism’; what matters is that Locke’s limits on 

property also apply to how he grounds his labor theory on the American-Indians. It is the 

American that was most bounded by the state of nature as a world in common. They are 

excluded from accumulation and bound to respect the property rights of productive settlers. 

Similarly the generation of wealth that is derived from the isolation of DNA is not undermined 

by the assertion that its property titles are conditional on their responsible usage – safe, 

humanitarian and so forth. This is how the respect for ownership is established, in particular 

when differentiated from a simultaneous story on the importance of indigenous and farmer’s 

rights. Their property claims are contained within their contribution to the conservation of 

biodiversity – their life in a world in common gets tied to the conditions for life in common. 

Furthermore, Locke’s civilized settlers are a model for the self-defined responsibilities of 

scientists who work on nature today. This work, after all, involves the transformation of 

biological entities that used to belong to everyone into civilized entities. These civilized 

entities are endowed with reason – a scientific reason that is also the ownership that is derived 

from the information economist’s stress on the utility of intellectual properties or research 

commons. These are not opposites but define what is common in line with scientific terms of 

engagement and in accordance with self-defined mandates to ‘life in common’. 

 

4. 
There are important differences between Locke’s state of nature theory, Hobbes’s escape from 

the state of war and Grotius’ definition.  

Not only do Locke’s settlers carry a natural right of property when in the state of nature - 

whereby to trade and to protect their possessions – they have a duty to transform nature and 

whoever obstructs their responsibility violates natural law. Similarly there is no hard line 

between the patenting of biological entities and a natural world that belongs to everyone. 

Whereas what belongs to everyone with Hobbes might involve scientists merely as agents of 

sovereignty – demands for access or the reward of a patent are then functions of social rule 

and regulation – with Locke the scientists themselves represent civilization independent from 

sovereignty. The contemporary analogy in this regard echoes Tuck’s ironic observation about 

Locke’s objection to Hobbes’s view of sovereign rule. Locke’s problem was that:  
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‘one of the chief things which was wrong with such rulers, in Locke’s eyes, is that they were behaving like 

wild Indians claiming rights which sober agricultural settlers ought not to acknowledge’ (Tuck 1999: 177 

also Arneil 1996: 154, § 148, Tully 1980, 1991). 

 

More specifically, Locke’s definition of the state of nature can be added to the list that was 

already presented earlier on: 

 

(1) Grotius’ state of nature: the natural right of property is unrestrained because what can owned in 

nature used to belong to no one. 

(2) Hobbes’ state of nature: there is a right to claim all what used to belong to everyone because 

ownership can only be guaranteed when secured by a sovereign.  

(3) Locke’ state of nature: everything belongs to everyone as a gift to men in common to be owned and 

transformed by civilized men. 

 
 

Before continuing with the contemporary side to the analogy, there is a last common property 

theory to discuss.  

It is derived from the thesis that Locke– in his second treatise – replied to Samuel 

Pufendorf’s criticisms of Hobbes’ and Grotius’s description of ownership in nature. As 

mentioned earlier, Pufendorf has largely been forgotten but his inclusion in the list is 

important as the exception within the doctrine of natural law. He was most aware of the 

absolutist ambitions of Hobbes and of the colonial implications of Grotius’ natural right to 

property. It was Pufendorf who wrote ‘the first philosophically serious discussion of Hobbes 

ideas’, noticing the aggressive dimension in natural law in the works of his predecessors (Tuck 

1999: 156). This makes his description of the state of nature notably different.  

For example, he writes: ‘we have not sinned against the law of nature in entirely doing 

away with primitive community, nor have backward peoples in retaining to this day many of 

its features’ (Pufendorf Book IV, Ch. IV.13 quoted in Arneil 1996:58). Moreover, his theories 

know no natural right to property: with him, property rights are artificial and contractual and 

as a consequence he rejects Grotius’ approach to unoccupied land or sea:  

 

‘if anything be discovered in such an area that is still without a private owner, it should not at once be 

regarded as unoccupied, and free to be taken by any man as his own, but it will be understood to belong to 

the whole people’(Pufendorf Book IV, Ch. VI.4 quoted in Arneil 1996:58).  

 

He doesn’t consider the natural right to life to imply that everyone can claim everything, like 

Hobbes. Not only do individuals in nature have claims on each other, they also know 

agreements and social duties; its consequence with Pufendorf is that his civilized men do not 

behave like natural men that are violent. Often, citizens and sovereigns live in peace. 
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This became such a utopian viewpoint that many later observers have concluded that his 

theory of the domestic state was analytically too unstable. He knows neither a strong 

sovereign nor ownership and advocated that natural law implied ‘a moral compulsion on men 

to unify further their convergent wills towards mutual safety, and (..) submit their wills to 

definition and execution by a single authority’ (Krieger 1965:125, see also Gozzi 2001, 

Oestreich 1979: 48). After a few centuries of renown, Pufendorf was forgotten because he did 

not draw a distinction between a state of nature and a state of society, which as a consequence 

restrains agency by making the state of nature a place where social behavior exits. As James 

Tully explains, if it is the duty of every man ‘to cultivate and preserve sociality’ then there are 

also no perfectly isolated principles of reason and no mythical contract uniting the sovereign 

with civil society (Tully 1991: xxvi).  

However, it was this view of sociability in a state of nature that was important to 

Rousseau, amongst others; as Tuck puts it, it was Pufendorf’s ‘achievement to have 

transformed the weak notion of sociability in the Grotian tradition into a much stronger notion 

of human mutual aid’ (Tuck 1999:165). He explains that Locke consciously accepts 

Pufendorf’s argument about the world as god’s gift to men in common – what he calls an 

Empire in his chapter on property rights. Usually the second treatise was thought to be a reply 

to Filmer or perhaps to Hobbes, but in fact Locke’s defense of the entire world as a gift from 

god, his world in common, is a point-by point answer to Pufendorf’s critique of the ideology of 

commercial nations’, in defense of Grotius (see Laslett 1959: 50-51, Jolley 1999: 194, Tuck 

1999: 181). Therefore the final addition to the previous list can be phrased as follows: 

 

(4) Pufendorf: everything is already owned, in nature and society, property is established by 

mutual consent. 

 

It was Pufendorf who no longer assumed that the ‘world in common’ was to be war-like and 

asocial. He argued that man was a social being, which is usually something ascribed to 

Rousseau’s savage, who is in fact isolated and hypothetical. For Pufendorf natural rights are 

not entitlements of individuals in isolation but always the result of individuals having claims 

on each other (Pufendorf Book IV, Ch. VI.4 also Arneil 1996:58). 

Lastly, it is against the background of these four observations on the transition from a 

state of nature to a state of society that it has become possible to question the escape to post-

humanity as a scientific paradise in Elementary Particles. More specifically the title of the 

chapter - ‘genetic information economics’ – can now be elaborated in analytical detail by 

concentrating on how various notions of common property are mobilized in the sweeping 

critiques of intellectual property in the sub-discipline of information law and economics. 
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Two: Information Economics  
 

1. 
The various state of nature theories and their interrelated definitions of common property are 

also an important perspective whereby to reconsider the ‘return of common property’ in the 

new biology. In that respect it is important to make a brief observation on what obscured such 

a perspective in the first place. Crucially this is about the difference of intellectual property 

from property in things – as it appeared shortly after Locke’s labor theory. 

Merrill & Smith, who are specialists in the history of economic theory, object to a decline 

in the rights of persons in things that are ‘good against the world’. In their view, it is a 

problem that ever since Samuel Blackstone this so-called in rem quality of property has 

continuously diminished in economics (Merrill & Smith 2001: 358). In contrast to the rights to 

the benefits of what is owned that are emphasized today, it used to be a characteristic of 

property to protect man against society. They argue that this was: 

 
“familiar to Blackstone, Smith, Bentham and their successors, but has been all but forgotten after 

decades of legal realism and under the influence of Ronald Coase’s revolutionary identification of 

transaction costs as the key determinant of the structure of legal entitlements” (ibid 398) . 

 
By now, the ‘legal relations between persons are only secondarily or incidentally involves a 

thing’. Property is different from other rights because it attaches privileges to things creating 

‘duties for everybody else’. Therefore property comes in a ‘fixed mandatory menu of forms’ –

Merrill and Smith warn – rather than as an ‘infinitely variable collection of rights, powers, and 

duties’ – as is discussed by them in terms of the influence of Coase over economical 

orthodoxy. They object to Coase’s understanding of rights as a bundle or collection of rights to 

carry out certain actions with respect to resources (ibid: 357-359, 367).  

They mention the ‘massive coordination problem’ of property rights like intellectual 

property – mentioned by them alongside real estate and personal property – in terms of the 

ability of property as a right that is ‘good against the world’. On the one hand, a proliferation 

of such properties and of the many types of property rights makes it more likely that such an in 

rem property rights are violated because a single intellectual property right can cover many 

things owned by many people. On the other hand, when there is a large class of people owning 

things with intellectual property rights on them, the duty holders, then more information 

becomes necessary about what exactly is protected. As they put it, the information-costs 

would quickly become intolerable – defeating the benefits of security, investment, and 

planning that these rights were meant to secure and imposing information costs on third parties 

(ibid: 387-388). 
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Later on this problem, which also applies to the customized provisions of open source 

licensing, will be discussed at length, but what is most notable about Merrill & Smith is not 

their critique of the notion of property in information law and economics, but how it takes 

Blackstone as its historical point of reference.  

Samuel Blackstone is a contemporary of Adam Smith and both are precursors of the 

political economics and the instrumental tradition on property of for instance Hume and 

Bentham. These did, indeed, focus on the protection of individual property rights that were 

good against the world, as Merrill & Smith put it. What is also important, however, is that it is 

erroneous to take Blackstone’s property as a point of origins; a beginning of a modern notion 

of property that has been separated from the naturalist tradition. It might be in line with 

today’s economics that it is an instrumental rather than a naturalist tradition – however, when 

Blackstone is at the origins of this distinction then it is obscured how his theory of property 

was defined as a state of nature theory.  

 On the one hand, Blackstone did declare that ‘all property is derived from society’ and 

can be revoked by society; on the other hand it is about a state of nature theory that he refers to 

the ‘sole and despotic dominion that one man claims and exercises over the external things of 

the world in total exclusion of the rights of any other individuals in the universe’ (Blackstone 

(no date) [1765] book 2 chapter 1). Blackstone’s view of property in a state of nature is a total 

exclusive right – a claim that is not even necessarily tied to labor as with Locke. It is property 

as an exclusive right to things whereby the individual can hide from the world, which is no 

more a world in common but is described with the observation that:  

 
‘had not, therefore, a separate property in lands as well as moveables, been vested in some individuals the 

world must have continued a forest, and men have been mere animals of prey; which according to some 

philosophers, is the genuine state of nature’ (ibid). 

 

If Blackstone’s view of property is a beginning – for example for the notion of property as 

good against the world – then it is also a historical ending: namely, of the moment when the 

attachment of property to things and its preservation become the sole motivation to escape 

from Hobbes’s state of war.  

Unlike Hobbes, Blackstone no longer refers to a literal “world in common” and similarly 

he also sets aside Locke’s empire. His state of nature theory was like that of Hobbes, who 

needed no naturalistic theory of property – property was what the sovereign decided it to be. 

Its crucial difference is that while Hobbes has man escape to a state of society of sovereign 

rule, Blackstone makes him escape to the state of the sovereign individual that can now own 

any thing in the world. While Locke carefully distinguished between the English commons 
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and how the savages lived in nature (with a natural right of property), this is no longer 

necessary for Blackstone – both are subsumed within how Blackstone propagates an 

‘enclosure of the commons’. No distinction with the English commons is necessary any longer 

when property is attached to things that need to be protected. It is this protection that 

motivates natural men to leave the state of nature behind, regardless of whether or not these 

things are made by man’s possession of the labor of his body – as Locke had argued.  

What matters here is that if Blackstone is made into the beginning of rights that are good 

against the world – as with Merrill & Smith – this obscures that he is also the end-point to the 

literal application of state of nature theories to the ‘world in common’. Blackstone’s emphasis 

on the thing-likeness of property also involves an economic calculus that depends ‘upon the 

(mis)characterization of the commons as empty and unproductive’ that is one among a greater 

variety. It is not only a beginning how his concept of “the commons” served the purpose of 

‘shifting the terms of analysis from a language of rights to a language of markets’, in this shift 

the question of property rights gets decoupled from the various literal characterizations of the 

state of nature as a world in common (see Travis 2000: 802-3). 

 

2. 
The typical point of departure when discussing the modern concept of common property is 

Garrett Hardin’s ‘tragedy of the commons’: where: ‘freedom in a commons brings ruin to all’ 

(Hardin 1968, see also Olson 1965). This might appear to echo Hobbes dictum ‘where there is 

no common power there is no law’ because also Hardin sees the commons in asocial terms, for 

instance when he emphasizes the depletion of common grazing lands for sheep, fish stocks, 

over-population or the pollution of the atmosphere and oceans. However, there is also a crucial 

difference. While with Hobbes the cause for war is that ‘everyone can claim everything’, the 

tragedy of Hardin’s commons is that they belong to no one – it is open access that allows fort 

the plunder of what is common and what requires the institution of public or private 

institutions. Against this background also “life in common” can be made to reappear out of the 

incredibly large body of studies from information law and economics that focus on an 

‘intellectual commons’.  

Most notable is a philosophy of intellectual property (1996) by Richard Drahos wherein 

he defines an ‘intellectual commons’ as an independently existing set of discoverable abstract 

objects which are open to use. The commons might not be accessible to everyone – for 

instance because it requires a certain type of knowledge or culture like those of a scientific 

sub-discipline or that of an indigenous village – still it is inexhaustible in the sense that its 

usage does not deplete the resource like the occupation of land. As information economists 
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might put it, all information is a non-rival public good whose marginal cost, once produced, is 

zero. Notably, Drahos also uses the term to distinguish between what belongs to no one and 

what belongs to everyone; however, the usual description of the intellectual commons 

describes it as being in between the formalized private property system and a free market for 

information (see Mandeville 1996, Benkler 2002, Hess & Ostrom 2003, Reichman et al. 2003, 

Rose 2003). The main point of departure is then that too many patent rights can fragment the 

circulation of information, delaying innovation. This is called the ‘tragedy of the anti-

commons’ (Heller & Eisenberg 1998, Rai et al. 2003).  

The real tragedy for information law and economics is when the focus is not on the 

‘synergy of knowledge’ in an intellectual commons or on the public responsibilities to 

‘enlarge and nurture’ the conceivable and accessible abstract objects (Rose 2003, also Drahos 

1996: 152, 153). Furthermore in one of the most sophisticated examples of information 

economics, Yochai Benkler introduces what he calls ‘common based peer production’. 

Whereas Merril & Smith lament the loss of ‘thinglikeness’ since Blackstone, Yochai Benkler 

celebrates – in an article that explicitly applies Coase’s theory on information economics to 

open source (its title is Coase’s penguin and the nature of the firm) – that the structural costs 

of the circulation of information are dropping. He argues that the ‘mainstream economic 

analysis of information production today’ only ‘very ambiguously’ applies to the production 

of goods by markets, property rights and its distortion by subsidies. Benkler argues that in the 

networked information economy a much larger role for non-market, nonproprietary production 

is emerging, to create and distribute goods ‘independent of the more commercially controlled 

distribution systems, operating from the edges of the network to its edges rather than through a 

controlled middle’ (Benkler 2002: 30). Elsewhere he proposes that these emerging of 

networks create and distribute goods as a third model of production’, which, he argues is: 

’sustainable and productive in the digitally networked environment without reliance either on 

markets or managerial hierarchy’ (Benkler 2002: 14). 

 

The table below gives a simplified outline of the various common property types that Benkler 

distinguishes. It is an addiaptaion of how Benkler explains ‘common based peer production’ in 

relation to the ‘value of the property system’.  

Firstly the top right (commons) demonstrates the sharing of resources in such a way that 

no single decision-making unit holds exclusive title. It corresponds to Hardin’s famous 

interpretation that common property is about open access. In line with Hardin’s argument it 

implies that all those that have access to a common resource get to use it as much as they can 

until they deplete the resource. 
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 Property system more valuable 

than transaction costs 

Transaction costs higher than 

value of property system 

Market exchange more 

efficient 

market  Commons 

Organizations more efficient 

than market exchange 

Firms (intellectual) 

common property regimes 

‘Peering’ more efficient than 

organizations or markets 

Proprietary ‘open source’ Non-proprietary ‘peer’ 

production processes 

Variation on Benkler 2002: 34, 35 

 

Secondly, however, open access can be juxtaposed to what Elinor Ostrom, in ‘governing the 

commons’ calls ‘common property regimes’ that regulate the ‘continuous sharing of many 

physical resources on informal rules and customs that are developed and adapted over long 

periods of time’ (Ostrom 1999, Hess & Ostrom 2003: 3, 4, Drahos 1996: 125). 

Commons are then unlike open access or markets. Commons are an institutional form 

that constrains property rights and Benkler extends it to information goods. For Benkler the 

tragedy is not open access or the overemphasis on over-population and the depletion of 

resources like the atmosphere and oceans, but the application of Hardin’s formula to the 

intellectual commons. These cannot be depleted or polluted – are not exhaustible – and their 

tragedy is then that Hardin’s formula does not involve the considerable ‘transaction costs’ of 

public and private institutions that enforce additional rules about rights and duties. It is as such 

that at the second level of Benkler’s argument the tragedy of the anti-commons reappears 

(Heller & Eisenberg 1998).  

Like patents in medical biotechnology fragment the circulation of information, Drahos 

argues, for example, that: ‘the very protection which encourages production at the same time 

thwarts the object of the exercise, namely, the diffusion of knowledge’ (Drahos 1996: 122). 

“Intellectual common property regimes” are then to be distinguished from open access as well 

as from how the relative efficiency of firms derives from their ability to organize research 

outside of the free market (as shown in the top left and left middle of the table). Innovation in 

the free market of economic theory, Benkler explains, takes place under conditions of free 

circulation of information; however innovation, as Coase’s transaction cost theory argues, is 

often achieved more efficiently by pooling information in companies and therefore outside of 

markets (Benkler 2002, see also Mandeville 1996).  

To put it differently, patent rights encourage innovation by keeping the free market at 

bay – they are property titles assigned to particular persons that grant authority over the usage 
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of interdependent information resources. For example the authority to decide over their usage, 

selling, giving away, exchanging and so forth. Outside of the free market, however, there are 

not only firms but also ‘intellectual common property regimes (second level). It is in regard of 

both of these that Benkler distinguishes open source and common-based peer production. The 

lower levels of the table (bottom left and right) are what Benkler calls a ‘third model’ and as 

such include the various examples from modern biology that have been discussed in previous 

chapters.  

Especially, the ‘voluntarism’ of open source – as opposed to patent incentives – is 

presented as achieving a higher level of efficiency as when the company would compete by 

doing its research itself. Each of the examples that Benkler mobilizes illustrates to him how 

information goods can be broken down into smaller components, modules of different types 

and sizes that can be produced independently and interdependently before being integrated 

into some overarching project. Potential contributors can choose what and when to contribute 

independently of each other, which as Benkler puts it is about how: ‘the number of people 

who can, in principle, participate in a project’ ‘is inversely related to the size of the smallest 

scale contribution necessary to produce a usable module’ (Benkler 2006: 101).  

The modules of these projects sometimes have a trivial magnitude, so that little incentive 

for its production is required, at other times their modularity is relatively large; while this 

means that the total amount of potential contributors decreases it might at the same time draw 

in specific type of contributions, either from more motivated or better skilled contributors on 

some specific component of a project. He uses familiar examples to illustrate the efficiency of 

a general collaborative turn in the economics, like Wikipedia - the online encyclopedia that is 

maintained and modified not only by countless users but also by a more select team of editors. 

Other examples are the ‘clickworkers’ project that got volunteers to mark and classify the 

craters of Mars, in a few minutes or hours at a time – and SETI@home project, which scans 

radio astronomy signals by breaking them down into a million little computations, running on 

idle personal computers that can download problems for calculation.  

Furthermore, he refers also to similar examples from biology, like ‘folding@home’ and 

BIOS which were discussed in earlier chapters. In line with these, he might have included also 

other examples discussed in part two of this dissertation as illustrations of the non-proprietary 

side of his ‘third model’. Also the countless examples from bio-informatics and systems 

biology could illustrate, for example, his intellectual common-based peer production (see 

chapter three). Some of these were also already discussed – for instance the programming 

language called ‘bio-lisp’ as well as the more and more complex and interactively represented 

models of cells like the Human Physiome Project, the Cellular Signaling Initiative, the E-cell 
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Project, the Yeast Systems Biology and the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase networks (see chapter 

3.4). 

 

Lastly, when considered in line with Benkler’s explanation, each of these examples is an 

illustration of the rise of effective, large-scale cooperative efforts. These reorganize 

information exchange as self-organized production of information goods. Indeed, it was 

described in chapter three that also the open source-like projects in biology involve 

researchers that pool their work around more or less flexible global standards and dynamic 

protocols. In addition Benkler’s approach shows that their ‘intellectual commons’ are 

maintained and cultivated as the result of making it possible for widely distributed and loosely 

connected individuals to cooperate with each other for a diverse range of motivations. 

Therefore these open source-like examples, in line with their analysis in information 

economics, could be considered as exemplary instances to illustrate the comparative advantage 

of sharing over the costs of intellectual property protection.  

However, when the structural costs of the circulation of information are dropping there is 

also a proprietary side to consider. Benkler’s model shows a proprietary and a non-proprietary 

examples involved in the production of information goods to illustrate the changes that are the 

consequence of the structural lowering of the costs of information exchange. Obviously, this 

comprises also the instances that involve genetic information. 

 

3. 
In a later work – called the ‘wealth of networks’ – Benkler explains that firms whose business 

involves them with information goods must do so without seeking ‘to take over the project; for 

to take over the project in order to steer it more “predictably” toward the firm’s needs is to kill 

the goose that lays the golden eggs’ (Benkler 2006: 34). For example, alliances of firms will 

need to manage their intellectual property as a mutual fund amongst a limited group or as 

some sort of more accessible information good if they are to allow for the self-development of 

information goods of some economic scale by drawing in a wider range of contributions from 

programmers, researchers or customers.  

Benkler illustrates this proprietary side with familiar examples like Amazon, Google and 

Ebay. While it is not possible to freely modify their exclusive business methods or their 

software programs – like for example with Linux – these firms’ business relies on the non-

market behavior of their customers. Benkler welcomes that this implies that the management 

of such a relationship with customers is much more tricky; from the standpoint of Benkler’s 

liberal information economics, the business models that rely on the communication of 

previously enclosed information and non-market behavior coincide with the production of an 
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‘information and cultural environment’ (ibid: 56). When a company, for example, manages a 

certain environment wherein its customers engage with what is their interest and with each 

other, it is this non-market behavior that makes this environment suitable to sell products.  

As such, Benkler’s ‘common-based peer production’ also applies to synthetic biology – 

both the open source-like BioBricks registry as well as those informatics and genomics 

corporations that support the scientific aims of the open source-like networks in bio-

informatics, synthetic biology and plant biotechnology. An open source-like approach to 

synthetic biology is, then, a cultural environment wherein innovation begins to operate 

differently as a consequence of how the availability of genetic information is less and less 

inhibited by patents or the costs of its circulation. What it does not address is its proprietary 

side: how open source is kept in close alignment with the synthetic biology business of 

making the price of building a gene drop rapidly (see chapter six). 

In an article called Synthetic Biology: Caught between Property Rights, the Public 

Domain, and the Commons, Arti Rai and James Boyle investigate the relationship of synthetic 

biology to intellectual property law and argue that the BioBricks registry is ‘caught in 

between’ patenting and a release into the public domain and as such it points out a tension 

between different methods of creating ‘openness’. Their advice to the BioBricks Foundation is 

to adapt the methods from open source software to ensure the availability of their tools for 

further modification. Rather than copyleft, which is not possible because there is no copyright 

for biological processes, it should consider using patents to ensure its self-development; 

protecting and expanding its ‘commons’ by holding patents and licensing arrangements with 

other patent holders (Rai & Boyle 2007).  

Many of the modules in the BioBricks expanding commons are already covered by 

patents that claim a much more general purpose. Rai and Boyle give the example of a patent 

on protein binding that claims basic algebra and storage capacity that could be useful for 

molecular computing. Elsewhere Kumar and Rai give more examples of patents on binding 

proteins that produce genetic regulation mechanisms such as multi-state oscillators, a genetic 

toggle switch and an adjustable threshold switch and they report there is a patent infringement 

case about the synthesis of DNA between Codon Devices and Blue Heron, two of the principle 

corporations in synthetic biology (Kumar & Rai 2007).116 

 Emphasizing the methods of openness whereby BioBricks might protect itself against 

patent claims is also considered in an article called the economics of synthetic biology by 

Joachim Henkel and Stephen M. Maurer. They argue that most synthetic biology companies 

‘do not want to split their earnings with any of the ‘industry’s parts monopolists’ and expect 

that companies will contribute to an ‘open parts’ collaboration in synthetic biology for reasons 
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that are similar to how the Linux General Public License does not require a disclosure of 

source code until devices containing it have reached a mass market. In software this leaves an 

18 months window in which the source code remains proprietary and similarly they advice 

that there might be sufficient property-incentive if BioBricks registry is open to any 

corporation that ‘promised to donate its own parts after some fixed number of years or perhaps 

royalty payments’. This allows a parts-maker in synthetic biology to earn profits while 

blocking the would-be monopolist with its library that is likely to outperform libraries offered 

by companies that are protected by intellectual property rights. Furthermore, the companies 

would benefit from the wider usages of their parts and collaboration on its improvement while 

companies could still patent the synthetic organisms (Henkel & Maurer 2007: 2-4).  

 

These examples of studies of synthetic biology illustrate how the BioBricks registry is 

understood in information law and economics as an illustration of different methods of 

openness, as an example of an ‘expanding commons’ or ‘common-based peer production’. In 

line with Benkler’s argument, BioBricks is mobilized to illustrate a general collaborative turn 

in liberal economics wherein information goods can be produced by non-market behavior. 

Firstly Benkler refers to this as a ‘loose communality’ which he thinks increases ‘the 

transparency of culture to its inhabitants’ and to open up a range of possibilities ‘for pursuing 

the core political values of liberal societies—individual freedom, a more genuinely 

participatory political system, a critical culture, and social justice’ (Benkler 2006: 8). By 

comparison it is commendable that Benkler makes his political position explicit – Henkel & 

Maurer argue in the beginning of their article on the economics of synthetic biology that  
 

‘responsible action must proceed from a deeper an more explicit understanding of how standardized parts 

will change biotechnology. The natural language for this inquiry is economics’  

 

They explain that their focus is not about ‘normative goals’ ‘that are beyond reason and 

evidence’ but on the appropriate ‘mix of patent and open source incentives is most likely to 

deliver the cheap and abundant part that synthetic biologists (and by implication, the world) 

needs’ (Henkel & Maurer 2007: 1). This might very well be – economics’ natural language 

might help delivering cheap and abundant parts – this, however, does not make it any less 

normative. Such an appeal to economics as a natural language leaves implicit the political 

values associated with the loose communality that Benkler describes in the wealth of networks.  

In fact its more detailed distinctions of methods of openness, what they call ‘reason and 

evidence’ are simultaneously too specific and too abstract. In contrast to the patent system, it 

asserts a more sophisticated mix of instruments, on the assumption that this deeper 

understanding would somehow result in more ‘responsible action’. While this argument is not 
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entirely without merit – there are plenty of problems with the current situation – such an 

approach is in too much of a hurry to show evidence of innovation models in biology that 

resemble those that they have been supporting in informatics. In the hurry to go beyond 

intellectual property and its many drawbacks, the economic excursion to biology forgets to 

question the self-definitions of the task-oriented biological modifications in synthetic biology 

and its biological characteristics. While it might acknowledge that self-regulation is needed in 

response to safety and biosecurity concerns, what its ‘information law and economics’ 

obscures are its ‘genetic information economics’ – the title of this chapter.  

Of course it might be that to have culture self-organize - to be more just with safer, more 

affluent and humanitarian citizens in the near future – requires an adequate mix of intellectual 

properties and other methods of openness to be found. This, however, is not possible on an 

implicit and uncritical assumption of an invisible hand – that of the ‘the wealth of networks’ 

for example. Also Benkler’s wealth of networks shows some indifference to his own liberal 

foundations – he never makes explicit how his title echoes Adam Smith’s the wealth of 

nations and its ‘invisible hand’. When comparing the various common property types that are 

distinguished within information law and economics and the state of nature as a common 

property, it becomes impossible to sustain the ‘return of common property’ solely in name of 

its greater efficient in a knowledge economy. It is also a highly specific ideological position 

within a political geography of patents, intellectual property, open access and open source. 

The alignment of protections and freedoms implies a normative view of the right equilibrium 

of supply and demand for information on DNA.  

By analogy, Locke’s reply to Pufendorf can be recalled. On the one hand, methods of 

openness and ‘common based peer production’ reappear as a highly specific redefinition of an 

intellectual commons that is closely aligned with intellectual property in order to intensify 

scientist innovation. On the other hand, such an alignment is also a way wherein to justify 

having ‘to obtain the consent of all the commoners’ (see Drahos 1996: 55, 56). In brief, those 

that live and work with its basic material – when it retained some of its thing-like 

characteristics as a common property – are like Indians of Locke’s Empire that have no claim 

over the English Commons, which is not in a state of nature. Locke differentiated between the 

state of nature as a common property and the commons within a state of society – which has as 

its analogy the distinction between a commons that involves genetic materials and a commons 

that allows those with the scientific expertise to share and labor on what has been translated 

into information goods as an exception for intellectual commoners. 
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4. 
Rousseau forcefully argued that the definitions state of nature theories are closely tied to the 

establishment of the respect for what does not belong to ourselves – this applies to the new 

economics of open, decentralized and self-organizing systems and in particular when this is 

illustrated with examples from biology – either as a science or as an engineering discipline. 

The intellectual commons is too easily presented as an improvement to the current social-

economical system or as an evolutionary approach to economics – more likely to foster bottom 

up control, coordinated change and cooperation among all elements. As a consequence, 

however, its technical and social elements collapse into information modules. The table below 

represents the state of nature as a common property in line with its previous discussion (in 

§1.1 till 1.4 of this chapter). 

 

Firstly, the columns are about the existence of natural property rights, the rows are about how 

social life in nature was assumed to be – differentiating Pufendorf’s more peaceful state of 

nature, Locke’s Empire, Hobbes’ fearful men and Grotius’ traders. The table as a whole 

demonstrates the variability of the transfer of natural rights from a state of nature to a state of 

society.  

 The state of nature as a common property  

World in Common Natural right of property   No natural property rights 

 

 

 Life in nature is  

 a-social  

 

Grotius: 

 

 The world belongs to no one 
 until appropriate by  
 ‘civil’ men.  
 

 

Hobbes: 

 

Everything belongs to  
everyone –  
To be secured by sovereigns.  
 

 

 

 Life in nature is   

 social 

 
 Locke: 

 
The world is common, it 
belongs to all men in nature – 
to be cultivated by ‘civil’ men 
 

 

Pufendorf:  

 
The world is common,  
jointly owned by all men.  

 

 The table does not propagate either more or less social views of nature. Locke illustrates 

how a more social view of nature does not necessarily have a more social state of society as its 

consequence. Neither does it intend to be conclusive about the early-modern doctrine of 

natural law: there are more theorists and it is also possible to design more definitions of the 

state of nature. For instance, Grotius’ idea that nature ‘belongs to no one’ is also possible 

without a natural right of property – it would imply something similar to how Hobbes and 
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Pufendorf argue respectively that it is the sovereign that secures what is property or that 

property in nature is a matter of mutual consent. Similarly ‘how everything belongs to 

everyone’ could also do without Locke’s view of property as a duty to cultivate the commons 

– it would simply be open for ownership or the distinction between civilized societies and 

nature could be lifted.  

Furthermore, the table also does not try to unify modern man with nature in any 

teleological sense; it is a critical background whereby to concentrate on an analogy with the 

various notions of common property that are important when considering the contemporary 

transformation of genetic materials and genetic information. Important in this regard is that the 

common property types in the table – regardless of whether the ideal typical positions are 

defined as inclusive or exclusive – are closely interdependent. As such they have a 

methodological objective; to allow for a critical methodology whereby to make the 

contemporary shifts in ownership more specific in terms of shifts in common property 

relations, such as those from information law and economics. 

Secondly, the approach of contemporary notions of property does not aim to provide a 

historical causality or a deterministic viewpoint. In particular, Richard Tuck’s historical 

survey of classical political theory of property has been used, but this is only one example of a 

political philosophical analysis that can be operationalized. As James Tully explains such a 

historical method in its generality follows Quentin Skinner’s historical linguistics and argues 

for a historical application of Wittgenstein’s method of dissolving philosophical problems. 

Like Wittgenstein’s ‘objects of comparison’ and ‘family resemblances’, the method tries to 

shed a more critical light on the unexamined conventions that governed the language games 

around the historical theme in which both the problem and the range of solutions arise. 

Language is a ‘vehicle for handing down fairly stable vocabulary of characteristic concepts 

but it is erroneous to think that words also perennially keep the same meaning’ (Tully 1995: 

110-116).  

Here, of course, there has been no such ‘patient weighing of minor and often forgotten 

linguistic facts surrounding the classics’. This is not the aim and also beyond the scope of this 

dissertation but it was possible to acknowledge that ‘a certain amount of historical knowledge 

of context is a prerequisite for understanding the range and depth of original meanings and 

intentions’ (ibid; see also Tully 1988: 10, 13-16, 30 and Wittgenstein 1976: § 67). 

 

Lastly, a focus on early-modern political theorists – state of nature theories and ownership –

makes it possible to begin engaging more critically with the convergence of biology and 

informatics. The table above does not show this contemporary side in detail but in chapters 
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three, four, five and six of this dissertation the linkage with such a background was kept 

explicit – by referring to Hobbes, Rousseau and Marx. In these more applied investigations of 

the contemporary translation of genetic material and genetic information there were various 

instances and sides of the common property theme that surfaced.  

Many of these instances have been mobilized again in the previous sections of this 

chapter when looking into their characterization as common properties in information 

economics and its celebration of the different methods of openness. The table with early-

modern notions of a state of nature as common property adds a more critical dimension by 

specifying in what ways these contemporary common property types tie ownership to genetic 

modification. Hence, the shaping and shared development of genetic information technologies 

in particular is not only an illustration of information economics but of its ‘genetic information 

economics’. It is in a highly specific manner that a bio-informatic transformation of nature 

makes possible and constrains changes in property relations.  

While the most sophisticated lens whereby to distinguish contemporary common 

property-forms has been developed in information law and economics, this approach obscures 

in its critique of intellectual property that it is itself already showing a political economy of 

common property relations (see chapter one). As such, it begins to be possible – against the 

background of the table above that showed the redefinitions of a ‘world in common’ – to 

distinguish a more various ability to define and redefinitions ‘life in common’. Instead of 

making it urgent that task-oriented biological modifications are enlisted within a liberal ‘third 

model’, this is about differences within the transformation that accompanies the self-defined 

biological characteristics – either as a ‘free market for genetic information’ or along more 

principled lines. 

 Earlier on it was explained how Chander and Sunder refer to the ‘romance of the 

commons’ to object to the representation of poor peoples’ knowledge as the raw material of 

innovation – ‘ancient, static, and natural – rather than as intellectual property’. This romance 

also includes what kind of ‘intellectual commons’ comes to be identified with what is 

‘modern, dynamic, scientific, and cultural’ (Sunder 2007: 100-107, see also chapter 5.2.1). 

There is no reason why the potential for open source-like projects in biology should stay 

committed to such a ‘romance of the commons’ – the one where the objectives of biological 

engineering after decades of intensive commodification are obscured behind its singular 

opposition to the inefficiency of patenting. Such exceptions to patents are caught up in what 

Merrill and Smith observed; they analyzed the decline of the rights of persons on things that 

are good against the world. Furthermore the decoupling from ownership from individual 

sovereignty could alternatively also be traced to the human body as the quintessential 
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foundation of labor. This sort of ‘genetic information economics’ invites again the 

paraphrasing of the dictum of Richard Stallman of the Free Software Foundation: that modern 

biology and biotechnology are neither free as in freedom, nor as in free beer.  

 Earlier a detailed proposal was already made for an open source equivalent to a ‘free 

operating system’ and a beginning could be made by redesigning the GPL as an ‘open variety 

right’ (see chapter five). It is in this capacity that the differences between the various state of 

nature theories that were discussed in this chapter are the more critical basis for further inquiry 

into the demise of property that is good against the world. For example, it shows the kind of 

theoretical background whereby to consider how farmers are not allowed to replant their seeds 

because of patenting and when considering free and open source positions that could go 

beyond romance and the variety of relative efficiencies. 

 

Conclusion 
Rather than echoing those state of nature theorists that celebrate civilization by having man 

leave behind a miserably state of nature or its inversion, as Rousseau would have it – it is also 

possible to depart from such natural teleologies. To that end this chapter has tried to elaborate 

a critical methodology.  

 

Firstly, is it not remarkable that Rousseau’s savage is near contemporaneous with 

Blackstone’s view of property?  

Their shared historical moment knows no more world on the outside of sovereign 

societies – with Rousseau the savages of state of nature theories have entered society while at 

the same instant exclusive property rights are decisively attached to things that are good 

against the world. Rousseau’s isolated and hypothetical man gets to enter society as the mirror 

image of how sovereign individuals can hide from the world based on property rights that can 

be attached to things. To put it differently, the disappearance of the outside of society that is 

represented by Rousseau’s savage coincides with the appearance of property as a mechanism 

to protect civilized man from society. It is through his properties that the sovereign individual 

is conceptualized as independent from the many dependencies of society that Rousseau 

condemned.  

On the one hand, the ‘world in common’ – from Grotius, Hobbes, Pufendorf and Locke – 

becomes hypothetical; on the other hand, there is very little need for also leaving citizen in 

possession of their bodies when these get to accumulate things that are good against the world. 

Indeed, without bodies as the foundation of labor, there is no more need to even question 

whether it is morally appropriate to accumulate things outside of society – in the colonial 
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overseas. This historical closure, however, was about a ‘world in common’ – not ‘life in 

common’ (see also chapter 1.3, 1.4 & 1.5). 

 

Secondly, the various definitions of a ‘world in common’ have been elaborated in this chapter 

as shifts in “nature-property relations”. In their variety this can serve as a template that allows 

for a more critical viewpoint on the convergence of biology and informatics.  

Think of Venter’s fishing trip for microbes that can be found in international territory in 

terms of how chemical compounds, microbes, genes etc. – no matter how interdependent and 

complex – are entangled with ownership on the assumption that, before there were patents, 

genetic resources ‘belonged to no one’. Since the extension of patentability to genetic 

resources, their status is no longer that of a common heritage that is beyond ownership. The 

counterargument would be to extend the sovereign jurisdictions of states; the price tag on 

genes instigated the regulation of genetic materials as scarce resources – to be conserved, 

saved, secured and so forth. It was as such that genetic resources have become claimed as if 

they belong to everyone – not only by all governments (in the CBD) also by a wide range of 

farmer groups and indigenous peoples with a difficult relationship with states.  

This is in line with the more elaborate discussions in chapter four on ‘gene regimes’, 

which was followed by the argument of chapter five on ‘open variety rights’. Both of these 

showed that there are other ways whereby biology and genetic materials could be tied together 

than by patents. The detailed discussions in these chapters reappear in terms of a ‘political 

economy of common property relations’ – they demonstrate how ‘life in common’ gets 

redefined as a shift from what belongs to no one into what belongs to everyone. What appears 

from the many examples of open access and open source that characterize the convergence of 

biology and informatics – which were discussed in chapter three – is that ‘life in common’ is 

also being reconsidered and re-established in relation to the scientific necessity to share 

genetic information. After the justification of intellectual property protection got undermined 

by how genetic resources were defined as something that belongs to everyone – in a 

biodiversity market – it is being redefined as a resource that has the infinite dimensions of 

those biological entities that are beyond the verdict that ‘everything under the sun made by 

man’ is patentable. This involves various kinds of common properties relations that coincide 

with a renewed justification of patent systems. The general rule (patents) needs to be justified 

by way of exceptions for DNA-computers, computer simulations of cells, as well as pre-

designed biological modules and circuitry.  

 

Thirdly, Rousseau’s critique of property focused on its naturalization. Property was inscribed 

into a state of nature theory so that it was possible to establish ownership in society as the 
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respect for what does not belong to everyone. In this regard the escape from Locke’s empire is 

most informative since it establishes property by acknowledging the duty to maintain enough 

of the basic resource. Locke’s state of nature theory is an escape from somewhere where 

property is too insecure, to elsewhere where it is respected. While already in Pufendorf’s 

theory it is nature that binds ownership, with Locke it is in the terms set by society that it is 

unbound. On the one hand, Locke’s return to the state of nature can be followed to a synthesis 

with modern ‘life in common’ – when open source-like examples in biology are indifferently 

mobilized as a third model of intellectual common properties with socially beneficial and 

humanitarian aims (as discussed above in §2.3). On the other hand, Pufendorf introduced a 

‘stronger notion of mutual aid’ that has been forgotten; he was the exception to the expansive 

approach to nature and ownership of his contemporaries. How he argued that nature is always 

already jointly owned can also be applied to the genes, microbes and so forth, that are being 

rendered as genetic information technologies. Also these could be assumed to belong to the 

whole of the people in such a way that patentability becomes the exception to what is common 

rather than the other way around.  

An open source philosophy can be conceived as a socialized view of ownership in the life 

sciences, meaning that what is social is something different than whatever is more efficient in 

biology and the humanitarian exceptions that happened to be feasible when patent economics 

are the general rule. It is crucial to recognize that shifts in common property relations that are 

being arranged could be arranged in various ways. At the moment the celebration of openness 

is presented as a Natural Empire (as with Locke) but its result is that in a decade or two any 

possible relations of man and nature turn out to already be respected as something that belongs 

to someone else. Instead there is then Pufendorf’s ‘stronger notion of mutual aid’ whereby to 

recognize that a state of nature made out of genetic information technologies belong to the 

whole of the people. Of course, this is a difficult position in between how Locke and 

Rousseau’s viewpoints would qualify how synthetic entities and new biological devices are 

becoming too civilized for their owners - both for the owners of the body or plant and those of 

the device.  

 

This “in between” is the last point, the theoretical basis of the argumentation in this 

dissertation about open source in biology.  

It is possible – in line with Pufendorf – to approach science and society as a single 

domain that was and is still about mutual dependencies. The point is not to have science 

become manipulated to suit social interests – especially not when this would make it identical 

to power and interests in a state of war. Quite the opposite, Pufendorf’s characterization did 
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not support Hobbes’s or Locke’s state of nature theories in his own time and it similarly 

undermines imaginaries about a collapse into a global war of all against all or the kind of 

evolutionary competition, differentiation and survival of the fittest as imagined by 

Houellebecq or other science fictions that dramatize a post-human future (see chapter seven, 

see also Latour 1993: 143). 

Consider how in the previous chapter, Herbert Marcuse’s observation was mentioned that 

‘critical theory today must become more negative and more utopian in its opposition to the 

status quo’ (Marcuse 1968: xii). This already indicated at a point that this chapter 

demonstrated even further: that nature is a blend of the technical and the social. On the one 

hand, Marcuse’s concept of ‘nature’ is a historical and philosophical category that is about an 

object of scientific and technological control as well as a vehicle and of social oppression. On 

the other hand, it is also a political category and as such ‘nature’ also becomes a feature of a 

political theory on the human self-understanding as subjects of political action that have as 

their task to redirect its construction as a social object in technology development.  

If this is the same as reviving a teleological conception of nature, then it is so by being no 

more or less unashamedly speculative than how bio-informatic datasets and biological 

engineering are being affirmed as common properties. In fact, it is as a reply to such 

speculations that science fictions are important. These can go beyond the ‘great divide’ of 

scientific and social representation and move in directions that do not propose practical 

alternatives for the dismal situation but affirm how this humanity would become 

unrecognizable and will be replaced by something entirely different. This show the flipside of 

any quick and ready ‘patch ups’ of science and society that would not have been able to 

concentrate on the specific characteristics of any alternatives.This flipside would, in effect, 

remain in line with how this chapter began by discussing Houellebecq in comparison to 

Huxley’s Brave New World.  

It has now, however, become possible to underline how Max Horkheimer commented on 

Huxley in Eclipse of Reason. This commentary also applies to the quote from Elementary 

Particles in the introduction of this chapter. Houellebecq’s character commented that it is 

hypocritical to accuse the Brave New World of an unethical synthesis of biology and society 

because when it is everything we want – health, old age, cheap food and so forth – it becomes 

an imperative that we use all means available to escape from this humanity and its 

individuality. By contrast Horkheimer observed about the Brave New World that not only the 

technologies of the brave new world but also ‘the intellectual processes connected to them’ are 

represented as ‘tremendously refined’ in the novel. He makes Huxley’s hero a ‘servant of the 

rejected tendency’, the terms of his choice are the last symptom of a tragic glorification of a 
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‘naive rejection of reason’ – ‘a historically obsolete and illusory concept of culture and 

individuality’ (Horkheimer [1947] 2003: 38, 39).  

Indeed, John Savage’s loss of his individuality stands for a synthesis of natural order with 

the brave new world’s scientific rationality. It does not stand for an alternative because he is 

unable to choose between nature and techno-civilization and nobody cares about his dismal 

death. This is exactly what also happens in Elementary Particles when man decides to escape 

from a miserable humanity to a better post-humanity. Also Houellebecq presents this post-

human science and technology as so incredibly sophisticated that any objections to such an 

escape from humanity are futile. One the one hand, it was explained earlier that it is not a 

counterargument to such a scientific ideal of perfect reproduction that it is inaccurate. This 

was discussed in the previous chapter – and, on the other hand, also the condemnation of the 

critical theory of the Frankfurt School cannot be dismissed by claiming that its thesis of a 

synthesis of nature and reason is a too abstract notion of science as a totality. Instead it is 

much more useful to recall that already at the very beginning of the dissertation it was 

mentioned that Horkheimer & Adorno wrote about modernity as a ‘retreat to the state of 

nature’ - a ‘calling of itself, as in its pre-modern-times’; whereby ‘enlightenment is more than 

enlightenment - nature, becoming visible alienation’ (Horkheimer & Adorno 1983 [1944]: 55).  

What this implies is (1) that early-modern conceptions of nature gave rise to necessary 

judgments whereby to determine ends, (2) these ends reappear when this is no longer the case 

for modern men who nevertheless still need to make judgments (3) this reappearance includes 

‘visible alienation’ when these ends are already given and are internal to the scientific and 

technological means.117 In brief, the ends given in state of nature theories reappear to end of 

the sovereign individual – either ‘his autonomy and things’ or as the ‘end in itself’ of Kantian 

deontological ethics. The point, however, is not to lament how its body and things are 

disintegrating (when, for example certain forms of thing-like properties are undermined) but to 

interpret this interpretation in such a way that the whole repertoire of common property 

relations that had disappeared is brought into view again.  

It is not necessarily Hobbes’s state of war or Rousseau’s savage that reappear with this 

‘retreat to the state of nature’ – what these would obscure is the critical differences that lie in 

between. It is the historical exceptions to these extremes that are crucial for a move from 

‘proto-nature’ to ‘post-nature’ that does more than shifting gears in its progress into some sort 

of capitalistic techno-paradise. In effect, the observation by the critical theorists meets up with 

Latour’s idea that the social and the scientific are not two separate domains but were always 

already one domain. This notion can be redefined in line with a critical methodology wherein 

the early-modern nature-property relations do not end ‘man’ but begin to make it possible to 
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concentrate in a similar way on the various ways wherein property is being redefined as highly 

interdependent with redefinitions of nature.  

Such an analytical lens is important as a starting point to mobilize the natural and social 

characteristics that are involved in the more complex and interdependent genes in 

contemporary biology (see chapter three). Such a lens to focus on the translation of genetic 

materials into genetic information and vice versa has informed each chapter of this 

dissertation. Especially useful about the specification of the various property-nature relations 

in this chapter is that it is able to circumvent that social analysis gets trapped in the close 

proximity of the scientific networks that are the object of empirical investigation in science 

studies and the scientific self-definitions of social purposes (see chapter three). Ultimately, it 

might simply take the addition of some forgotten early-modern point of view and some 

unorthodox futuristic imaginaries to make man’s relation to his post-humanity into something 

hypothetical – in Latourian terms the addition of some critical theoretical contrast might be all 

that is necessary to get specific about a “non-modern” view of “life in common”. Ironically, 

however, such a post-humanity would become optional – not despite of how nature and the 

body are becoming informatic but because of how nature and the body are becoming 

informatic in a great variety of highly specific ways that lead into a post-natural condition.  

Whether this is an escape from this humanity – its science or its society – is under 

negotiation; it could – despite the historical antecedents – be redefined as a political matter for 

humans to use the things they have some control over in such a way that it supports a 

meaningful natural world as well as life and work in it.  
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    Entities such as the fetus, chip, gene, bomb, brain, race, ecosystem, seed and database are partly   

    like Robert Boyle’s air-pump (..)  

 
    The air-pump was a device for establishing matters of fact, an instrument in a new way of life,  

    called: experimental, based on the laboratory as a theater of persuasion. The air-pump was part  

    of the armament enforcing the partition of the world into subjects and objects.  

                 
    Thus my hyper-text nodes and links or totipotent stem cells are also very unlike the air- pump  

    because they are all part of a material technology for tearing down the Berlin Wall between the  

    world of objects and the world of subjects, and the world of the political and the technical.  

     
    They all attest, witness to the implosion of nature and culture in the embodied entities of their  

    world and their explosion into contestations for possible, maybe even livable, worlds in  

    globalised technoscience.”    

 
 

 

                                                  Dona Haraway –   

                                     Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium.FemaleMan©_Meets_Oncomouse™ 1997: 270 

 

 
 
 
 
    The unthought (whatever name we give it) is not lodged in man like a shriveled-up nature or a  

    stratified history; it is, in relation to man, the Other: the Other that is not only a brother but a  

    twin, born, not of man, nor in man, but beside him and at the same time, in an identical newness,  

    in an unavoidable duality. This obscure space so readily interpreted as an abyssal region in man’s  

    nature or as a uniquely impregnable fortress in his history, is linked to him in an entirely different  

    way; it is both exterior to him and indispensable to him: in one sense the shadow cast by man as  

    he emerged into the field of knowledge; in another, the blind stain by which it is possible to know  

    him.                    

 
                                                          Foucault – the order of things 1966 (2002): 355, 356 
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Closing Remarks 
 

1. 
The image below indicates at a very different space of representation than that of Las 

Meninas by Velázquez and the reinterpretations by Salvador Dalí that were utilized in chapter 

two (chapter 2.3.2).  

 

                             

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It shows one of the principle examples of Picasso’s fifty-four reinterpretations of Las 

Meninas; a composition that is filled with what are almost cubist figures, which are 

nonetheless easily recognizable as the princess, the maids of honor, the incidental bystander 

and the reflection of the sovereigns from Velázquez’s original. Furthermore there is the 

mirror, the dog, the door, and the painter who is shown as a huge figure with a face that 

mirrors only himself. Each of them is in the same place within the composition as in the 

original but with a crucial difference: the mirror is not superimposed.  

 This was already the case with the reinterpretations by Dalí. The first of these showed 

only the princess with the painter in her shadow; she is on display for the observers of the 

painting who have come to admire themselves in the glory of the original (p. 47). In this Dalí, 

there is no more reflection of the Spanish sovereigns that are in the same place as the 

observers of the painting. In other words, there is no more space of representation without a 

superimposed mirror and representation no longer has the ability to draw the outside of the 

representation into the composition. This is even more explicit in the second Dalí, which 

showed only the strings of the canvas, its nails and a last windowpane that are just about to 

disappear into a vortex (p. 49). 

         Picasso: Las Meninas 1957 
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 In turn, the Picasso stands for another kind of representation that illustrates that what is 

about to disappear into the vortex is a specific space; the space that was shown in the painting 

that Foucault described as the ‘manifest essence’ of classical representation. The fifty-four 

reinterpretations by Picasso are exemplary for their ability to show the contours of a space of 

representation without any superimposed mirror. It resembles the original even though the 

reflection of sovereignty has become faint and yet it is still able – by way of its cubism – to 

draw the observer into the representation. Unlike the Dalí, it incorporates the distance in 

between itself and the original; therefore the representation of this ‘in between’ goes beyond 

the modern space that Foucault introduces with a celebration of las Meninas in the order of 

things.  

 Foucault, in its last pages, describes that the modern space of representation by stressing 

that the observer of Las Meninas had become the ‘enslaved sovereign’ and an ‘observed 

spectator’ who is ‘in the place belonging to the king as was announced in advance by Las 

Meninas’ (Foucault 2002: 340-351 see chapter 2.3.1). Until then, the order of things 

described the epistemological rearrangement in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

against the background of how the figures of the original represented ‘a scene of which they 

are themselves a scene’ (Foucault 2002: 16-18). At length and in great detail he describes how 

natural history became biology in parallel to how wealth became economics, and how 

language became linguistics. On the one hand, the mutual constitution of these 

epistemological terrains demonstrated what he calls a ‘modern space of representation’; on 

the other hand, what is ‘more’ about a ‘more than modern space of representation’ is that it 

represents the contours of how pre -critical naïveté rules undividedly (Foucault 2002: 349-

351 see also chapter 2.3.2). 

 To put it differently, the resemblance of the cubist compositions by Picasso to the 

Velázquez opens up the modern space of representation, which is to say that it shows how 

pre-critical naiveté rules undividedly over “post-critical naiveties”. What is post-critically 

naïve, for example, is the belief in the possibility of biogenetic solutions for climate change, 

food shortage, health problems, empty fuel tanks and so forth. What else than science fiction 

is such a desire for techno-scientific liberation? Furthermore, the imaginaries in the life 

sciences and the speculative fictions about it are a matter of where the stress is put: is it 

science fiction or science fiction. Especially, the imaginaries wherein biogenetics comes to 

overrule every other consideration (Houellebecq) and where minds, bodies and natural 

environments are turned into commodities (Atwood) are similarly unqualified in the signature 

that is put on the death certificate of life and nature.  
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 In such post-critical naiveties the relationship between modern science and modern 

society is singularly positive or negative. This shows in comparison with other science fiction 

imaginaries that are not so deterministic. Such science fiction imaginaries are much more 

indeterminate about what might count as life and nature in a world that is permeated with new 

information and biological technologies (Bear, Dantec and Stephenson). What these make 

possible is the much more indeterminate space of representation that is invaluable when 

studying the powerful artificiality that is being represented by the surreal imaginaries about 

life and nature as information resources that can be traded and programmed. On the one hand, 

it becomes possible to capture the post-critical naiveties that accompany the simulations and 

embodiments of the life sciences that subscribe to the pre-critical dictum that: ‘nature is the 

program; we replicated it; we own it; we are it’ (Haraway 1997: 8 see chapter three). On the 

other hand, there are no more mirrors to be superimposed over a biogenetic space of 

representation; for instance a mirror that only reflected the erasure of the boundaries between 

humans, animals and bacteria as it is managed by global capitalism.  

 Fortunately, there is a much more disorderly composition that can be represented; this 

composition includes the speculations with the evolutionary credentials of life and nature 

while retaining its ability to continue to draw its observers into the space of representation. 

The resemblance of the Picasso and the Velázquez is not possible despite of the cubism but 

because of it – and similarly the contours of the biogenetic space of representation are visible 

as a composition of science fiction imaginaries. Some of these imaginaries are associated with 

life sciences, some are noteworthy instances of speculative fictions and others contribute by 

showing the contours of the biogenetic space that enables the representation of the more and 

more life-like entities.  

 Furthermore, the more applied chapters of this dissertation – those of part two – were 

arranged to gradually move from science fact to science fiction. Also there the aim has been 

to open up the biogenetic representation to worldly and futuristic imaginaries without 

representing these as somehow so surreal that biogenetics is situated beyond the historical 

repertoire about life and nature. This historicity was incorporated by way of the variety of 

state of nature theories that could accompany how the fast-changing imaginaries in the life 

sciences are specifically naïve in regard of how its distributed and cooperative networks – as 

investigated in chapters three and six – are being arranged in line with the possessive 

understanding of bodies and plants that the life sciences have become notorious for.  

 As its consequence, the life sciences – with or without patents – continues to 

demonstrates its close correlation with the on-going readjustment of the structure of global 

capitalism by way of its disregard for less possessive imaginaries. The main characters of 
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such an alternative imaginary remain the same: it features the more cooperative information 

about DNA and the biogenetic information technologies that are being declared ‘to belong to 

everyone’ (see chapter 8) but without having these turn away from the identity crises and 

body-anxieties that accompany the increasing ability to monitor, program and engineer the 

human body and its environment.  

 Instead the dissertation made it possible to incorporate pre-critical and post-critical 

imaginaries in the representation of bodies, plants and minds that are being rendered into 

information resources. What this shows are the changing terms and conditions of ownership 

in the life sciences as a negotiation over the representation of life and nature. The applied 

chapters of part two, which were introduced against the background of a theoretical set-up (in 

part one), made possible the more comprehensive theoretical focus of part three. Hereby the 

desire to reorganize and redirect biogenetics towards different “ends” is no longer invisible in 

the composition that shows the biogenetic space of representation. Both the possessive and 

less possessive representations of life and nature that were there all along can be represented 

alongside each other within the contours of a much more indeterminate space. This was also 

already the message in chapter one, which stressed that open source in biology is – at bottom 

– about a desire for an alternative. To be specific it was asked, what open source in biology is 

and what kind of alternative it could become? (p. 23).  

 This has been answered at length in part two and the next section will present a brief 

synthesis of the discussions on open source in biology to highlight such an alternative as a 

less possessive imaginaries about life and nature as meaningful social objects that are ‘free as 

in freedom’.  

 

2. 
The life sciences are not ‘free as in freedom’. In fact, at the moment it is a science that is 

notoriously possessive because of its chase for intellectual properties, which includes the on-

going attempts to reform patenting.  

 More specifically, it is a regrettable mistake to conceive of open source from the 

beginning as an extra effort to support the balancing act of provisions that aim at a further 

liberalization of mono-crop agriculture. Quite the opposite: there is a set of international 

treaties that are themselves part of the problem that a copyleft scheme could circumvent. It is 

the tangled up mess of defective government regulations and treaties that suggests that an 

alternative is possible. However this only suggests that a more principled interpretation of 

open source is desirable; only in part does the proposal that was made in chapter five derive its 

appeal from the stagnation in treaty-mongering. Most importantly this proposal is 
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indissociable from the ones and zeros in programming that are converging with biology. In 

other words, it is out of this convergence – which already requires a more collaborative 

approach in the life sciences – that it becomes possible to use copyleft licensing to circumvent 

stagnation in treaty-making whenever there is any hint of any incompatibility with the existing 

commitment of states to mono-crop varieties and access to markets.  

 It is no astounding prediction that there will be even more confusion about intellectual 

properties in the life sciences in the near future. Hence there will also be a greater effort to use 

open source as a countermeasure against intellectual property provisions that are becoming too 

complicated. This is the premise that instructs the table below, which shows a very much 

simplified overview of some of the most different examples and concepts that were discussed 

in detail throughout the dissertation.  An open source interface  In biology a) genetic material b) genetic information  
 

1.  a pragmatic approach 
     
      to open source  
      in biology    
      & biotechnology: 

 
a freedom to operate  
on plant biotechnologies 
for humanitarian purposes.  
 

- e.g. BIOS, PIPRA &  
         the CG centers  
 

(see chapters four and five) 

 
open genetic code  
 
- e.g. Blue Gene/Linux,  
          virtual cell modeling,  
           the BioBricks foundation. 
 
           (see chapters three and six) 
 

 

2.  a more principled approach  
      
      to open source  
      in biology  
      & biotechnology: 

 

a free as in freedom approach  
to plant genetic material. 
 
- e.g. a copyleft license  
to, for example, guarantee:  
 
the breeders’ exception,    
open safety seeds 2.0  
&  
the Red Hat organic alliance 
 
(chapters four and five) 
 

 

A free interface 
for biological engineering 
 

- a copyleft and open source 
scheme that supports an open 
resource for breeding activities 
aimed at the further development 
of more diverse crops. 
 

Genetic engineers contribute by 
guaranteeing that the design of 
genetic circuitry will not run on 
organic materials (such as seeds) 
that are thereby translated into a 
worthless raw material.   

(see chapter five and six) 

 

Its main purpose is to indicate – by way of conclusion – at the different kinds of non-

proprietary interfaces that might be possible in the near future, which might be pragmatic and 

closely aligned with patenting as usual, supports a more principled interpretation or a mix of 

both. 
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 The top side of the table represents the existing a range of alternatives to patenting. It 

aims to demonstrate what is open source about the pragmatically arranged “interface” that 

arranges for the translation of genetic materials into genetic information (as explained in 

chapter three). The bottom of the table is not filled in with examples that already exist but with 

a few of the proposals that were made in chapters five (on open variety rights) and six (on 

synthetic biology). It represents the possibilities for a more principled interpretation of open 

source in biology and the need for a non-proprietary interface. 

 Firstly, the main example shown in the top left is BIOS by Richard Jefferson, which 

among other things offers an equivalent to an important plant biotechnology that is owned by 

Monsanto. It resembles open source because its technology is made available on condition that 

modifications made by those that use it are returned to the common pool. The idea is that this 

makes technology available to scientists in developing countries, which is an aspect that is 

very similar to other attempts at organizing biological innovation along the lines of a 

humanitarian exception to intellectual property protection. This example, as well as others that 

are comparable, were discussed more extensively in chapters four and five.  

 The top right box refers to the discussions of open source in genomics, systems biology 

and synthetic biology throughout the dissertation that involve the usage of copylefts and open 

source projects to alleviate patent problems. There are numerous examples in biology to 

illustrate a convergence with open source informatics in close correspondence with a changing 

understanding of biological life that demonstrates a change in the nucleus of ownership in the 

life sciences (see chapter 3). When biological traits and functions are no longer interpreted 

within a gene- and genome-centrist understanding, collaborative models become necessary 

that are at some a distance from patenting. This also comprises some of the most recent 

approaches to biological modification, as was discussed in chapter six on synthetic biology.  

 Consequently, open access and open source are not only about enabling and supporting 

humanitarian causes such as biodiversity conservation and plant breeding with crop diversity. 

Quite the contrary, such support becomes possible the very moment when it takes on strategic 

importance that the data (genetic information) and (genetic information) technologies are 

made available. This – in brief – is what was described throughout the dissertation as a ‘free 

market for genetic information’. Such a market involves a specific kind of interface; the table 

shows this interface as an alignment of the humanitarian exceptions with the changes in 

ownership in the business of selling seeds and medicines, trading in patents or service 

deliveries. In brief, a free market for genetic information operates on a charitable worldview 

that allows it to guarantee the availability of data and technology in a way that keeps in place 

commodification as usual.  
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 The problem with such an interface is not that it undercuts similar worldviews that have 

been in fashion in recent years. The expectation that the patenting of genetic materials would 

somehow generate income to use in conserving biodiversity is only one example of this. When 

considered as a worldview, what was called a biodiversity market is as imaginary as a free 

market for genetic information – however, they are much less imaginary when considered as a 

change in property relations. It is a problem that the new interface is not considered as 

political – its advocacy of being ‘open’ and giving away ‘access’ for all sorts of good obscures 

that the specific conditions of the life sciences are involved and that these requires a much 

more comprehensive response. Also this is what the columns of the top side of the table show. 

Access arrangements that are considered as non-political complicate the potential to interpret 

open source in biology in support of an open system. For this reason, the proposals in the 

bottom row show a non-proprietary interface that goes further than the open system that was 

proposed in chapter five.  

 

The bottom left row proposes that availability of crop genetic material and the further 

development of genetic techniques should be conditional on usage within a more open system. 

For example, a more principled licensing scheme would promote the access to genetic 

materials and genetic techniques on condition that their usage or modification does not inhibit 

the breeding activity that supports the maintenance and further development of more diverse 

crops. Without going into the same detail as in chapter five, this is about copylefting seeds that 

can be selected, replanted and used for further breeding by using the property rights that 

farmers or anybody else still retain over the crop material. Its aim is to remedy that seeds, like 

software, should never have been made into very scarce commodities in the first place and to 

achieve this aim makes use of the ability to duplicate seeds with little extra cost. Most 

importantly, there are no inherent reasons why it would not be possible to copyleft the 

provisions of any copyright, patent, plant variety right, geographical indicator or traditional 

knowledge protection.  

 This is not and need not be illegal – no different from when Stallman began to release 

software using the General Public License in the early eighties. In fact, the legality of the 

matter is of little significance when considering the convergence between biology and 

informatics as the basic condition for what is ultimately a very simply principle: any 

intellectual property right or provision can be used as a guarantee for a more open system that 

incorporates its own high-tech innovation bias. This bias is retained in most of the demands 

for reforms of intellectual property protections. Wherever the innovators are working on 

something high-tech that involves informatics and that attaches a humanitarian cause to 
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biotechnology some sort of humanitarian licensing is proposed. For example, it was discussed 

in chapter four how plant genetic material is generally being made available to breeders and 

geneticists (e.g. breeders’ exemption, FAO’s Seed Treaty). There is, however, no similar 

support for the usual suspects of food insecurities. This is tragic because the most needed 

support for innovations that conserve biodiversity, ensure food security, mitigate climate 

change is not about privileging life scientists. It is about those that live and work with 

biodiversity and who are regularly as innovative and in greater need of support.  

 Moreover, this line of thinking about an open system for crop diversity represents only 

one out of many that are possible. Many others might be proposed that would similarly aim to 

open up social spaces for direct involvement. There is – at bottom – no reason why inventions 

could not be made available under a copyleft in alliance with a range of social movements and 

in support of greater variety of causes. Furthermore these possibilities also include efforts to 

bring crop geneticists and life scientists into such a more open system. This is what the bottom 

right box highlights – there is no reason to reject biotechnological development as a whole on 

the condition that its usage is made into something that is free rather than voluntary in support 

of those who live and work with crop diversity as well as anybody else who wishes to 

contribute on their own terms.  
 

Regrettably, however, this is not the direction that is taken in biology. In effect, the possibility 

for an open system – the possibility to support it – is counterbalanced by a celebration of 

openness that is entirely uncritical in its critique of patents. In effect such criticism is kept in 

line with the surreal imaginaries about making human-made things become life-like and about 

engineering living organisms. Such an imaginary might negatively evaluate the effects of 

intellectual property laws on innovation in the life sciences while it equates its own efforts 

with a more charitable worldview that obscures its own embodiment of much less compelling 

narrations of the biogenetic future. 

 Especially the BioBricks example from synthetic biology – whose designs of synthetic 

constructs are seen as the biological equivalent to open source informatics – illustrates the 

urgency for a more open system. Its open source idealism about perfect reproducibility (like 

the DNA synthesizer and the minimal cell project) evades how synthetic circuitries and 

biological functions are much more likely to crash or interrupt their operations than the Linux 

operating system (see chapter six). Linux is not easy to use – the point is therefore not to have 

students design the BioBricks because this is easy to do but to design by equivalence to the 

robust and reliable operating systems and programs. Synthetic constructs that can be run, 

plugged and played are still incomparably messy in comparison to the kind of programming 
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whereby Linux that outperforms its proprietary counterparts. Open source is not a solution to 

the intellectual property and biosafety problems of synthetic biologists because they create 

their own problem; in the final analysis, synthetic biologists are designing even more 

complicated and unpredictable biological reactions.  

 Consequently, it does not suffice to propose that an open source approach to biosafety 

will generate enough voluntary contributions for a more efficient and self-regulated detection 

of mistakes in the design of the synthetic constructs. Instead the open source detection of 

errors (called ‘bugs’ in programming jargon) is illustrated with the image made with 

Photoshop that is shown in the figure below.  
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This image is loosely derived from the layout and language of the website one of the 

numerous ‘community developed’ Linux-based operating systems called Ubuntu.118 Its text 

deliberately does not use overtly informatics or biological jargon to highlight that this could 

have been part of the open source approach in biology. What this highlights is the importance 

of users in open source projects in informatics also applies to biology.  

 Open source informatics is about users not owners and – by analogy – direct involvement 

with the users of synthetic biology would mean that its reliability and its safety standards are 

not only decided by those who are biologists, becoming biologists or that analyze biologists. 

The production of freely available genetic constructs is not comparable to the programming of 

the various distributions of Linux because there is no ‘non-proprietary interface’ for those 

users who are not biological engineers, programmers, scientific experts or government 

regulators to be the ones setting the priorities about what is a stable release and what is not.  

Such priority-setting is not present with the collaborative and open designs with synthetic 

DNA nor when these would attain the ability to run biological functions like ‘energy’, 

‘medicine’ and ‘food’ on organic material. By contrast, anyone should be able to file ‘bugs’ 

and determine priorities about what ‘bugs’ the biological processes, interactions and reactions 

in laboratories, fields and bodies.  

 The point is not that everybody should understand the most complicated projects of the 

life sciences, but about a collaborative approach to setting the terms and conditions for the 

availability of the information it produces and its incorporation into products and 

commodities. In effect, the open source projects in biology have barriers that prevent users of 

the designs to collaborate. For example a ‘high priority bug’ does not necessarily involve high 

risks; also – as is shown in the image above – a high priority is given to bugs that have a small 

impact on a relatively large amount of its users. For example, when mild anxieties over 

possible bio-safety issues trouble many users a little then this ‘bugs’ the release so much that it 

becomes unstable. Similarly, any crop is to some extend ‘bugged’; a plant might not be 

resistant against a virus, require irrigation, particular soil types or specific climatic conditions. 

However, this does not necessarily cause instabilities that are comparable to the biological 

engineering of a new generation of mono-crops that requires more insecticides and that are 

protected with the same intellectual properties. Consequently, it would likely be a higher 

priority to debug the instability caused by commodified mono-crops than to biologically 

engineer more of these to improve food security. 

 Furthermore, the comparison with the performance of Linux suggests that a different 

approach to the design and availability of synthetic constructs could be possible. There is no 

reason, for example, why systems biologists and synthetic biologists could not begin 
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copylefting their datasets and genetic circuitries by declaring that their usage is conditional on 

the support of farmers’ rights. Such copylefting might prevent that all sorts of combinations of 

synthetic DNA and mono-crops will be forced into agriculture to produce drugs, hormones, 

vaccines or the basic materials of biofuels and biomedicines. This is what the bottom right box 

suggests: open source as a method that aims at a de-commodification of proprietary 

applications made in the life sciences by copylefting intellectual property provisions.  

 Although the change in propertyrelations that can be observed in the convergence of 

biology and informatics is heavily invested with existing arrangements that make the 

commodification of biogenetics possible, it simultaneously could also represent the possibility 

to decommodify how genetic materials are being used. In fact, if there are synthetic biologists 

who want to go in this direction, these would be invaluable for reverse engineering some of 

the possible commodities that are going to be made with the help of the synthetic DNA 

business and simplistic ideas about ‘booting up’ a cell with synthetic bacteria or 

bacteriophages. Less ambitious but equally useful would be to report its ‘bugs’ that can then 

be listed and assigned an importance that is relative to other bugs, alongside those that have 

been prioritized by the other users of genetic materials.  

 Such contributions by biologists would be crucial for the urgent necessity to arrange 

another kind of non-proprietary interface that can guarantee that biotechnology becomes a free 

choice rather than freely available. This requires, however, that its priorities are set by way of 

a non-proprietary interface that allows for direct engagement with the users of genetic 

materials. These users do include life scientists alongside the many other ways of living and 

working with genetic materials (as mentioned also in chapter one) such as those that might be 

growing it, eating it when hungry, when sick or with a healthy appetite and even with those 

that– by virtue of how their bodies are being made common – are it.  

 

3. 
The numerous instances of open source in biology were identified in the chapters of this 

dissertation are not necessarily interconnected in any practical sense. They are, however, the 

consequence of a similar problem with intellectual properties that have become an obstruction 

to innovation in the life sciences. Furthermore some straightforward suggestions can – by way 

of conclusion – stress that it is possible to support efforts to re-imagine the problems with 

intellectual property as a common condition – life in common. 

 Firstly, the wider adoption of open source and copyleft can be anticipated in various 

domains where incompatible formats, access restrictions and computation requirements are 

major problems. Whenever large infrastructures are required to map or model the behavior of 
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biological entities, there will be the option of open source to manage the data and the datasets. 

What requires support, however, are not only measures to alleviate patent-problems but also 

science policies to affirm that open source in biology is something that concerns biologists, 

their institutes or their universities might do. There is always some or other science policy that 

prescribes that the scientist is expected to try and patent their inventions and such policies 

cause confusion about contributions to open access or open source projects. Therefore, 

copylefting in biology needs to be legislated as an option that scientists can decide about for 

themselves without anyone’s permission being necessary.  

 Secondly, the demands for a “freedom to operate” are most pronounced wherever many 

biologists are trying to work on or contribute to humanitarian causes. Such high-tech 

interventions predictably suffer from a chronic lack of funding. This is not only because data 

and inventions are made freely available, but also because of their precarious relationship to 

intellectual property rights. Why not make it mandatory that these privileges cannot be 

asserted when there are humanitarian objectives involved? If it is too general to assign such a 

status to themes like food security, biodiversity conservation and so forth, why not create a 

special status for particular lines of inquiry that contribute to a more principled interpretation? 

Thirdly, two decades after Richard Stallman began releasing software with a copyleft, it 

is time to design a more open system that could become as exemplary for a less-possessive 

imaginary about innovation in the life sciences. As biological modification is speeding up, a 

more robust and reliable “open operating system for biology” could be possible when its 

priorities for innovation are set by its users. These users might be collaborating on the 

inventions as biologists or as students of biology – however, a more desirable alternative 

would not be restricted to the involvement of scattered groups of scientific specialization and 

government agencies in setting safety-standards, ownership or other design criteria. As 

highlighted in the previous section, life scientists would be invaluable in the efforts to lift, 

reverse engineer or invent around intellectual properties as well as to de-commodify biological 

engineering. This would make a crucial difference – it would make it possible to interpret the 

stress on freedoms to operate that can be anticipated in the near future to facilitate rather than 

foreclose the formation of non-possessive imaginaries about a more desirable alternative and a 

biogenetic space of representation that is opened up to local conditions and histories. 

 

Lastly, it would be a misunderstanding to see these practical suggestions as a straightforward 

affirmation that the latest realignment of ownership in the life sciences will be redirected 

towards other ends. Throughout this dissertation it has been highlighted that a concentrated 

effort is needed to prevent that the only replacement of a ‘market with patents’ is exactly the 
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same market but then ‘without the patents’. In other words, it is important to recognize that the 

discussion of what is feasible and practical about open source in biology ‘as a more desirable 

alternative’ quickly becomes self-referential.  

Here lies the role for academics of various disciplines; as users and contributors they are 

in the position to critically engage with the topic and identify the alternatives that go further 

than the exceptions to the general chase after intellectual property protections and business-as-

usual in the life sciences. A more pro-active and critically engaged support for open source 

projects in biology could signal a break with decades of insistence on getting intellectual 

property protections. This is a signal, however, that is closely correlated with how powers to 

innovate are distributed throughout networks that are at best pragmatic in their 

encouragements for cooperation rather than for patenting. There is no need to repeat the 

general and specific arguments about the possibility of a more principled alternative other than 

by highlighting again that copylefting is about a power to innovate as a counterforce to how 

high-tech priorities and standards are set and managed within the constraints of networks of 

experts: whether biological engineers, government regulators, venture capitalists or otherwise.  

This is important because a principle inhibition for such contributions is the specific kind 

of ‘information technology’ that academic texts are expected to conform to. It is a mistake to 

think that open source as a research topic is somehow separable from the academic rules about 

the products that are the outcome of the writing process. For example, if this text had been a 

website, a wiki or a blog, the readers would feel no hesitation to interact by clicking, copying, 

pasting, emailing, downloading as much as they would like. Such interactivity is still possible 

in an academic text because even its most dedicated readers regularly concentrate on the parts 

that interest them most while skipping the rest. Such commonsensical flexibility in the reading 

process, however, has no place in the writing process. The author of the academic text is 

expected to be the key to the knowledge that is being transmitted by working on the 

assumption that it will be read line by line, one page after another and from cover to cover in 

the designated order.  

This is not a problem in itself, except when such a centralized concept of authorship 

becomes an academic standard that knows no place for any of the complexities and differences 

between authors and readers. Paradoxically, the readers and writers of academic texts are 

themselves among the most active inhabitants of the non-linear styles of reading and writing 

of the informatic world. It is without a doubt most sensible to write a PhD that thins out the 

text until it is comfortably difficult to find fault with anything in it. However, this kind of 

writing limits a more critical engagement with topics in biology and biotechnology by its 

diffusion of an apprehension for any possibility of a misrepresentation of technicalities or 
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theoretical positions. When and where it happens to be the case that the minutest details of 

technical topics are made indistinguishable from theoretical arguments – like in the life 

sciences – the chances of misrepresentation increase and it becomes unlikely for the social 

scientist to avoid any disturbance in the text’s acceptance into the academic order of things.  

Unfortunately, it is the best strategy to avoid anything out of the vast expanse in between 

the technicalities of genome projects and the theoretical equivalents of a Dantean cosmos 

wherein everything and everybody is assigned its place. This is an increasingly acute dilemma 

facing PhDs that fatally undermines the assignment to accompany the intensification of high-

tech imaginaries with the critical task to ‘remap’, re-inhabit’ and ‘color into visibility’ the 

‘realms of self-defined extremes of objectivity, culture free natural law and empirical fact’ 

(Haraway 1997: 102). When writing a theoretically informed PhD about open source it 

becomes acutely noticeable that there is no corollary of ‘Linus’ law’ for academic writing. Its 

prescription that ‘many eyes lead to few bugs’ also comprises dissimilar reading and writing 

experiences with creativity, imagination and non-linear patterns of thoughts and association as 

goals and not as means. Regrettably this is a characteristic of programming source code and 

not of academic texts or critical analyses like this one.  

This text has not been an exception; it has not been written within a more flexible frame 

of reference that operates on the assumption that what is beyond the comprehension of 

someone might be more easily comprehended by another and written down better by the next 

– no different than how users of software programs might at other times be programmers. 

Unfortunately, this is the ‘border of the possible’ that is better not pushed. The author will be 

held responsible for flaws in the summaries, repetitions and variations on the central concern, 

when its words and sentences have not been strung together and made into lists of arguments 

that avoid other interpretations than those intended. Therefore it is impossible to advocate a 

more flexible understanding of writing because this quickly turns into a marginal problem in 

comparison to the inadequacies of the ‘academic thoughts’ in this text. It is a tragic mistake 

when the responsibility of the author for what is written is considered as a responsibility to 

bring interpretation of the text under control of the author in its entirety. What such a notion 

about text demonstrates is an academic possessiveness about how human consciousness is to 

be written down and how nothing is allowed except smooth surfaces that are beyond criticism.  

The problem with smooth surfaces is – essentially– the same as that of the sixteenth 

century airpump making it possible to establish the vacuum as a scientific fact that is separated 

from society. It is no different from the cracks in firmaments of the privileged relationship of 

the airpump to the natural world that were already there and that are there still in the 

possessive understanding of life and nature in biogenetics. What academic texts rule out by 
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showing nothing but smooth surfaces are the possibilities to engage with its scratches and the 

expanse of fractures and unevenness beneath their surface.  

In fact, it has been denied throughout this text that Hobbes is right, but it might therefore 

very well be that the Leviathan has the last word on PhD reading and writing. After all, no 

alternative is possible for PhD’s than joining in with Hobbes when asking the permission to  

 
‘humbly Dedicate unto you my discourse of Common-wealth. For I know not how the world will receive it, 

nor how it may reflect on those that shall seem to favour it. For in a way beset with those that contend on 

one side of too great Liberty, and on the other side for too much Authority, it is hard to pass between the 

points of both unwounded (Hobbes [1657] 1985 the dedication). 

 

Is it in the end Hobbes who has the last word on years of thinking up difficulties and writing 

these down as shortcomings? Hobbes is right about that passageway in between Liberty and 

Authority; because PhD writing is certainly somewhere where pre-critical naivety rules over 

how language is supposed to be written down. What better illustrates the rule of the Leviathan 

than the superimposition of its reflection in the mirror that governs the academic space of 

representation?  

 Nothing, until the last sentence has been written because, then, at that very instant – 

whatever happened to be decided – is when the rest of a life began. 

 
 
 

FINIS 
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1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/-omics  e.g transcriptomics, metallomics, Lipidomics, Glycomics and spliceomics and 
similarly there are speechomes, mechanomes, phenomes, Exposomes and so forth. 
2 The statement is not as difficult as some insist. It says  (1) that early modern conceptions of nature gave rise to necessary 
judgments whereby to determine ends, (2) these ends reappear when this is no longer the case for modern men who 
nevertheless still need to make judgments (3) this reappearance includes ‘visible alienation’ when these ends are already 
given and are internal to the scientific and technological means. I prefer not to write this down so extensively because it 
detracts attention from what matters most to my investigation: the further introduction of the concept of the state of nature 
(see also the conclusion of chapter eight). 
3 This refers to the much discussed case of Moore v. Regents of the University of California wherein the California supreme 
court upheld he university of California’s ownership of Moore’s cell line (see Boyle 1996 and Safrin 2004). 
4 The statement on “owning genes” and “owning source code” refers to an increasing scope of ownership and not that from 
that moment in time onward the entirety of natural phenomenon and mathematical principles have become ownable. In other 
words, it refers to subject matters that are no longer outside of the jurisdiction of intellectual properties as before. 
5 To put it in strictly economical jargon, a tragedy of the anti-commons can occur when too many individuals or entities have 
rights of exclusion to a given resource and are using these rights to veto the use of this resource, and in so doing waste the 
resource by its under-consumption compared with a social optimum (see Heller 1998: 677). 
6 The controversy can be traced back to the “New Atlantis” by Francis Bacon as Hans Achterhuis (2005) has observed. He 
mentions that the idea of nature as uninfluenced by society and as a passive object of study can already be found there. 
Consequently, Boyle and Hobbes are his inheritors – a single generation later. The former stands for the autonomy of 
experimentation, the latter for the autonomy of society and he even was for a brief time Bacon’s secretary.  
7 I am referring here primarily to the tension field between ‘constitutionalism’ and ‘politics of cultural recognition’ as 
explained in the marvellous: Strange Multiplicity: constitutionalism in the age of diversity by James Tully (1995). The pre-
modern contrast he draws is between the ‘ancient constitutions’ which recognized how the people are already constituted and 
modern constitutions that have their ‘roots in the contractarian tradition, and especially in the development from Hobbes to 
Paine’ (p. 59).  He emphasizes the contemporary limitations of this tradition in acknowledging and recognizing ‘cultural 
diversity’. This is about the self-rule and representation of, for example minorities, immigrants, feminists and indigenous 
peoples but crucially not about: ‘whether one or other claim can be recognized’. As he puts it, the question is different, it is 
whether any modern constitution ‘can give recognition to the legitimate demands of the members of diverse cultures in a 
matter that renders everyone their due, so that all would feely consent to this form of constitutional association’ (p.7).   
           In terms of this dissertation this struggle for recognition is also important for the analysis of intellectual property as 
well as open source, specifically when discussed in chapters four, five and eight. 
8 In addition to fragments from Las Meninas, the reinterpretation by Dalí also shows a fragment of another famous painting 
by Velázquez: from the portrait of Juan de Pareja that shows his manservant playing the mandolin. This portrait is in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York while the Dalí is to be found at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juan_de_Pareja .  
9 In the 1844 manuscripts Marx wrote: ‘do not let us go back to a fictitious primordial condition as the political economist 
does, when he tries to explain. Such a primordial condition explains nothing. He merely pushes the question away into a grey 
nebulous distance’ (Marx [1844] 1961: 94). What this quotation shows is that Marx’ critique of political economy retains a 
trace of the early modern state of nature theories. Of course it is very negative about the way that they can be found in the 
work of the economists. He argues that they explain nothing any longer, which is to say that Smith, Ricardo and Malthus end 
up explaining nothing.  
10  Arendt introduces her critical observations on Marx in a most remarkable and exemplary way: ‘in the following chapter, 
Karl Marx will be criticised. This is unfortunate at a time when so many writers who once made their living by explicit or 
tacit borrowing from the great wealth of Marxian ideas and insights have decided to become professional anti-Marxists’. 
Most appropriately in the context of this dissertation, she goes on to quote a statement that originally referred to those 
criticising Rousseau rather than Marx (made by Benjamin Constant): “certainly, I shall avoid the company of detractors of a 
great man. If I happen to agree with them on a single point I grow suspicious of myself; and in order to console myself for 
having seemed to be of their opinion… I feel I must disavow and keep these false friends away from me as much as I can.” 
(Arendt 1997: 79) 
11 A similar argument could be made in regard of the concept of the species-being as it was debated extensively by the 
members of the Frankfurt school of critical theory. I prefer Arendt’s view because it is the least likely to be misunderstood as 
too trapped in teleological view of an abstract nature and science. For example Marcuse found in the 1844 manuscripts a 
philosophical basis for the economics of Marx’ Capital demonstrating how essence and existence have moved apart too far in 
modern capitalism. Existence realizes man’s essence because man is never immediately one with his life activity, but rather 
distinguishes himself from it and relates to it (see Wiggershaus 1994: 102-104). Similarly Erich Fromm explained that the 
aim of Marx’ species-being is to demonstrate a commitment to ‘emancipation of the individual and the overcoming of 
alienation and the restoration of his capacity to relate himself fully to man and to nature’. The reason for such a restoration is 
capital, what capital does is to extend its control over nature and humanity is that it takes away: ‘the object of production 
from man’, as a consequence: ‘it also takes away his species life, his real objectivity as a species-being, and (..) his inorganic 
body, nature is taken from him (Fromm 1961: 13, 24, 49).  
           These views today appear very teleological – a restoration of nature that has an essence; however when considering 
these views in their context they are, like that of Arendt, in every way more historically and theoretically informed then 
singularly focused and detailed studies of some tiny part of science. The only thing to hold against the theoretical discussions 
that were the work of Fromm and Marcuse is that they were not anthropologists, like Latour. When reading their observations 
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within its theoretical domain than Herbert Marcuse, for example, is a theorists to whom ‘the blending of the technical and the 
social is not extrinsic and accidental, but is rather defining for the nature of technology’ (see Feenberg 1999: 164). In fact 
Marcuse in particular is someone with a theoretical perspective that might be very useful in studying science and technology 
on its own terms and as mutually constitutive of human relations. While he did not detail ‘science as practice’, many studies 
that do have such detail have not thereby solved the predicament that made that writing necessary (as also mentioned in 
chapter two). What they lack is a focus that theorists like Marcuse do how, which is a critical approach to the human self-
understanding as subjects of a mix of technical action and of social oppression. In other words: when showing and 
understanding the proliferation of techno-scientific artefacts does not solve the predicament with man and modernity that 
science studies are very well suited to show, than a critical tradition is needed wherein detail is not their for its own sake but 
with the aim of localizing theoretical and practical conditions for liberation. In that sense studying science and technology 
could learn from someone like Marcuse who observed some time ago that ‘critical theory today must become more negative 
and more utopian in its opposition to the status quo’ (Marcuse 1968: xii).  
      This same point will also be made further on and in more detail in chapter seven which is, however, about science fiction. 
12 To be precise, the longest observation on Marx – which is, in fact, the only substantive one – comes in two 
characteristically long sentences of terrific scope and two more that release its ironic tension.  
           It reads: “at the deepest level of western knowledge Marxism introduced no real discontinuity; it found its place 
without difficulty as a full, quiet, comfortable and, goodness knows, satisfying form for a time (its own), within an 
epistemological arrangement that welcomed it gladly  (since it was this arrangement that was in fact making room for it) and 
that it, in return had no intention of disturbing and, above all, no power to modify, even one jut, since it rested entirely upon 
it. Marxism exists in nineteenth-century thought like a fish in water: that is, it is unable to breathe anywhere else. Though it is 
opposition to the ‘bourgeois’ theories of economics, and through this opposition leads it to use the project of a radical 
reversal of History as a weapon against them, that conflict and that project nevertheless have as their condition of possibility, 
not the reworking of all History, but an event that any archaeology can situate with precision, and that prescribed 
simultaneously  and according to the same mode, both nineteenth-century bourgeois economics and nineteenth-century 
revolutionary economics. Their controversies may have stirred up a few waves and caused a few surface ripples; but they are 
no more than storms in a children’s paddling pool (Foucault 2002: 284-286). For a more specific discussion of ‘post-
marxism’ see Tormey and Townshend (2006). 
13 Compare with Foucault’s comment on Kant: ‘the Kantian critique (..) marks the threshold of our modernity; it questions 
representation, not  in accordance with the endless movement that proceeds from the simple element of all its possible 
combinations, but on the basis of its rightful limits. Thus it sanctions for the first time that event in European culture which 
coincides with the end of the eighteenth century: the withdrawal of knowledge and thought outside the space of 
representation.” (Foucault 2002:  263) 
14 Noble explains that unlike man-made mechanical systems that have some sort of rhythm that is generated by a specific 
component that oscillates – oscillations are a property of the system at the molecular level. It is a system that oscillates 
without a specific component that does the oscillation, genes for example; ‘the reason is that the rhythm is an integrative 
activity that emerges a result of the interactions of a number of protein (channel) mechanisms. The rhythm is a systems 
property’. As he explains, some ‘biologists have called these properties ‘emergent’ properties. I prefer ‘systems-level’ 
properties, but we are talking about the same kind of phenomenon’ (Noble 2006: 60). 
15 Compare also with Haraway 1997: 134 who writes in her characteristically personal style: “thus, the ‘selfish gene’ made 
famous by Richard Dawkins (1976) is a tautology. In this view, genes are things-in-themselves, outside the lively economies 
of troping. To be outside the economy of troping is to be outside finitude, morality, and difference, to be in the realm of pure 
being, to be One, where the word is itself. No wonder the pov of the gene makes me dizzy. God tricks do that to you if you 
are not used to the perspective. Or if you know the perspective to well…”  
16 I would argue, as does Pasquino,  that there is no cooperation possible in Hobbes’ state of nature. In my opinion the best 
illustration of a state of nature theory whereby to emphasize cooperation in nature and society would be that of Samuel 
Pufendorf.  This will be presented in more detail in chapter 8.  
17 See http://www.trilateral.net/tsr/tsr_2006/tsr_2006.pdf  for a breakdown of the overall quantity of patents, expenditure of 
patent offices and personnel increases. For example EPO listed 3555 employees and an expenditure of 1020 million euro, the 
USPTO gave 8189 employees and an expenditure of $1,697 million while JPO gave 2716 employees and 118,581 million 
yen.  
18 See http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/5/19/37569377.pdf  where it is mentioned that about 53.000 triadic patent families 
were filed in 2005 while 35.000 in 1995.  
19 See http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/IRGSP/nature436_793-800/nature05.html, where it is explained that on its website that the 
rice genome sequence contains 37.544 genes many of which are represented by two or more copies but that a total of 2.859 
rice genes could not be found in Arabidopsis. 
20 See http://www.hgalert.org/topics/personalInfo/hgdp.htm  
21 See http://www.genomesonline.org, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proteomics also http://www.hupo.org/, 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank and www.nlm.nih.gov/news/press_releases/dna_rna_100_gig.html  
22 Specifically GenBank in the US, the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) and the DNA databank of Japan 
(DDBJ). 
23 The case involved a device that used computer software to ensure the correct timing when heating, or curing, rubber. 
Although the software was the integral part of the device, it also had other functions that related to real world manipulation. 
The court then ruled that as a device to mold rubber, it was a patentable object. The court essentially ruled that while 
algorithms themselves could not be patented, devices that utilized them could. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diamond_v._Diehr.  
24 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gottschalk_v._Benson   
25 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1-Click  
26 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_software_patents  
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27 See http://www.ensembl.org/info/about/index.html on the ensemble genome browser and on the JVCI 
http://www.jcvi.org/cms/research/software/  for open source software like http://amos.sourceforge.net/, http://www.tm4.org 
http://cloe.sourceforge.net/   
28 bioinformatics.org is an open source repository dedicated strictly to bio-informatics projects (over 150 projects). www.r-
project.org is an open source language for data, statistics and graphics that is useful in a wide variety of areas including bio-
informatics. See also www.sourgeforge.net with over 75.000 projects some of which are biology oriented. See also 
http://genome.ku.dk/courses/biolinux/, www.dnalinux.com. The best known biology tool is ‘Blast’ see 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Education/BLASTinfo/information3.html.  There are also bio-informatics meta-search engines and 
portals like ‘Entrez’, also of the National Center for biotechnology information (NCBI), part of the National Library of 
Medicine and part of the NIH. Another search engine is the bio-informatics Harvester of the European Molecular Biology 
Laboratory; see http://harvester.embl.de/. There is also STING (Sequence To and withIN Graphics), a free web-based suite 
on protein sequence, structure, function, and stability. There are open source scripting languages such as Emboss 
(http://emboss.sourceforge.net), Bioconductor (http://www.bioconductor.org), BioPerl 
(http://www.bioperl.org/wiki/Main_Page), BioPhyton (http://biopython.org), BioJava (http://biojava.org/wiki/Main_Page) 
and Bioruby (http://bioruby.org/). For a more comprehensive explanation see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioinformatics.  
29 See Port (2005) for a listing of the world supercomputers, also it mentions that Blue gene has gone up from 187 to 367 
tetraflops. 
30 See http://oss.oracle.com. For comment from the open source community see:. 
http://oreilly.com/catalog/oracleopen/chapter/ch01.html. On HP see: http://opensource.hp.com/ and 
http://h10018.www1.hp.com/wwsolutions/linux/index.html. In 2002 Compaq led all vendors with 37% IBM with 29% HP 
and SUN with 10% and Silicon graphics had 7% (See Laird 2002, also Herper, 2001).  
31 As mentioned in 2000 in “by Paolo P. Saviotti, et al. in a Nature Biotechnology article called ‘the changing marketplace of 
bioinformatics” (2000) there are only few estimates of the bioinformatics market. At that time, these estimates predicted 2 to 
5 billion within the next five years. The expectation that this is a fast growing market is also acknowledged in the Nature 
editorial: “Human genomes, public and private” (2001). Elsewhere there are higher estimates. For example Licking et. al. 
(2001, see also 2000) mentions in Business week that pharmaceutical companies spend 4 billion a year on information 
technology, that this market grows by 2 billion dollar a year as well as mentioning lots of other numbers to show how 
exponential its growth is. To top it of is this message: “an internal study commissioned by IBM, for instance, predicts that 
when the markets for high-performance computing, storage, and e-commerce combine with that of data management, the 
worldwide market for IT products and services in the life-sciences sector will swell to $43 billion by 2004”.  This study is not 
freely available on the internet. Another comment can be found in Di Carlo (2000) who says that in 2000 IBM estimated 
conservatively 9,5 billion in hardware in 2003.. 
32 Srinivas quotes a survey by Optaros, Inc. that a multinational with a 1 billion dollar turnover saves, on average, 3.3 
million in 2004.(Srinivnas 2006a) 
33 See for instance Microsoft open licensing at http://www.microsoft.com/licensing/programs/open/default.mspx and 
http://www.microsoft.com/licensing/programs/open/overview.mspx   
34 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/-omics  as explained in endnote 1. 
35 See http://sciencecommons.org/projects/data/ The initiative appears to have become linked to the biological Material 
Transfer Agreement Project. See http://sciencecommons.org/projects/licensing/.  
36 Its website confirms Gramene is open source by writing that: “Gramene is a curated, open-source, data resource for 
comparative genome analysis in the grasses. Our goal is to facilitate the study of cross-species homology relationships using 
information derived from public projects involved in genomic and EST sequencing, protein structure and function analysis, 
genetic and physical mapping, interpretation of biochemical pathways, gene and QTL localization and descriptions of 
phenotypic characters and mutations” See http://www.gramene.org/about/   
37 Its website describes Bio-SPICE as open source by writing: “Bio-SPICE, an open source framework and software toolset 
for Systems Biology” see http://biospice.sourceforge.net/   
38 There are many more examples and the list was growing exponentially while writing this dissertation. Shortly before this 
text’s final draft, it came to my attention that Allarkhia and Wensley mention 16 open source initiatives that they associate 
with systems biology (Allarkhia & Wensley 2007). Apparently they found these by an analysis of 778 public–private 
alliances in the “Recombinant Capital Database”. The article contains a table that lists a variety of modalities that range from 
being public, private or public & private. It is notable that there are only a few exceptions to the examples of upstream 
research that aims to release its information into the public domain, which is to say also that there are only a couple of 
downstream products involved. Since each of these modalities are discussed in chapter one, which also shows the upstream 
focus, the list can be considered to underscore its discussion.   
        It might be relevant for specialists that the examples they include are: the cell research of the Alliance for Cellular 
Signaling, Biocarta, Cell Migration Consortium, Beta Cell Biology Consortium, the Consortium for Functional Genomics, 
Consortium for Functional Glycomics, Human Epigenome Consortium, IDEA Bioinformatics Consortium, International 
Genomics Consortium, International Molecular Exchange Consortium, International Regulome Consortium, MitoCheck 
Consortium, Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research-Broad Institute Alliance, Public Population Project in Genomics, 
Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics, RNAi Consortium, the SNP Consortium and the Structural Genomics 
Consortium. 
39 See www.gmm.gu.se/YSBN, www.signaling-gateway.org. The National Health Institute (NHI), Eli Lilly, Merck, Aventis, 
Johnson and Johnson, Novartis are mentioned.  
40 See also GenEthics News Issue 10 at http://www.hgalert.org/topics/personalInfo/hgdp.htm/. Included in the hapmap 90 
people from Ibadan, Nigeria; 90 Americans from Utah; 45 Han Chinese from Beijing; and 44 Japanese residents of Tokyo. 
See www.hapmap.org/abouthapmap.html  
41  For the SNP consortium and the international hapmap see http://snp.cshl.org/ – the public institutes involved are the 
Whitehead Institute for biomedical research Washington university school of medicine, the Welcome Trust’s sanger centre, 
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the Stanford human genome centre , and Cold Spring Harbour laboratory. Pharmaceutical companies: AstraZeneca, Bayer, 
Bristol-Myers Squibb, Hoffmann-la Roche, Hoechst Marion Roussel, Novartis, Pfizer, G.D. Searle, Smith Kline Beecham 
and Glaxo Welcome (later to merge into Glaxo Smith Kline) (see Sunder Rajan 2006: 294). 
42 On “seti@home” see http://berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2008/01/02_setiahome.shtml On its wikipedia site it is 
mentioned about folding@home that is was the first computer system of any kind to go above one petaFLOPs in late 2007. In 
comparison, Blue Gene at that time peaked at 478.2 teraFLOPS (1000 teraFLOPS=1 petaFLOP). See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folding@home; see also http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/ and http://folding.stanford.edu/. 
Interestingly, folding@home not only uses personal computers, it also uses the excess capacity of the playstation 3, which 
has 20-40 time more capacity then a typical PC. V.J. Panting, its protagonist explains that it can sustain 1.3 petaflops on their 
calculations – over 2 million machines have participated and some 250.000 at one time. See Futures in Biotech 27 – a radio 
program by Marc Pelletier at: http://www.twit.tv/fib8.  
43 See endnote 6. 
44 International undertaking on plant genetic resources for food and agriculture. Nov 23, 1983, Art. 11, available at  
http://www.fao.org/ag/cgrfa/IU.htm – Resolution 8/83 22d Session, Nov 5-23, 1983 hereafter Undertaking.  
45 See ftp://ftp.fao.org/ag/cgrfa/Res/C4-89E.pdf   
46 Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual property Rights, April 15 1994 Marrakech Agreement Establishing 
the World Trade Organization http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips.pdf  see art. 27.  
47 UPOV is the French acronym for “union internationale pour la protection des obtentions végétales”. See 
http://www.upov.int/index_en.html  
48 TRIPS art. 27 (b) see footnote 46. 
49 Ghijssen (2007: 87-90) refers to the Novartis case wherein a plant variety contained a patented gene. The final decision of 
the enlarged board of appeal of the EPO in 1999 rule that although the variety as such cannot be patented, because of the 
prohibition on patents for plant varieties of article 53b in the European patent convention, plants containing a patented gene 
will be patentable if the gene is not restricted to a particular variety. He also reports that the examination of a plant patent in 
the US has a lower requirement but a greater scope, in particular on ‘novelty or distinctness’. He makes the interesting 
observation that ‘the USPTO still grants broad process claims in the case of utility patents on conventional plant varieties 
which cover the method of crossing the patented plant with any other plant until the 8th breeding generation, which in fact 
block the breeder’s exemption on the patented varieties. This is the more peculiar in the light of the factual lower 
requirements for variety patents’.  
50 Kastler (2008) reports on a law that passed the French Senate whereby all crop species would follow the example of the 
collection of royalties on wheat - the Compulsory Voluntary Contribution (CVC). Compensation is then paid by farmers that 
cannot prove that they purchased certified seeds – that cannot show the receipt; seed companies pick up royalties collectively 
and split in proportion to their sales. The bill has not been approved by parliament yet but it might imply that ‘any French 
farmer saving seeds is now vulnerable to prosecution for violating PR, except where a CVC has been paid’ (p. 9).  
51 UPOV 1978 Article 5 makes the exception that authorization is required when ‘the repeated use of the variety is necessary 
for the commercial production of another variety’. See http://www.upov.int/en/publications/conventions/1978/content.htm.  
52 Hoare & Tarasofsky (2007) report that law on disclosure of origins took effect with the Andean community decision 486 
in 2000. Brazil passed laws in 2001, Costa Rica in 1998, Denmark in 2002, Norway and Sweden in 2004 and Belgium in 
2005. Hoare & Tarasofsky report that Norway, Switzerland, the European Commission and Brazil have submitted proposals 
to the WTO and WIPO on the disclosure of origins. Safrin (2004: 666) observes that Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, the Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, India, Peru, Thailand and Venezuela as well as the African Group, China, Pakistan, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe have at different times made similar proposals. See WTO doc. IP/C/W/403 & 404 at www.wto.org. 
53 Safrin goes as far as writing: ‘a rough analogy would be if sovereigns decided to take control of the removal of written 
words from their countries, under the theory of sovereign rights over the paper within their borders, so that information 
conveyed by those words could not leave their territory’ (see Safrin 2004: 664). 
54 Parry mentions an amount of $1.135.000 (Parry 2004: 216). 
55 See ftp://ftp.fao.org/ag/cgrfa/it/ITPGRe.pdf . 
56 The list seems quite arbitrary and I have tried to find out what made some crops be included rather than others. Of course 
it is sometimes explicit that certain crops were not included out of perceived national interests in trade but it is rather a 
mystery to me why strawberries are on the list. Perhaps it is of food safety interest in a way that I do not understand, perhaps 
it is the result of some political compromise. Nothing more specific is mentioned in the book by Coupe et. al with as its title: 
Negotiating the Seed Treaty. 
57 See “the FAO seed treaty: from farmers’ rights to breeders’ privileges” in Seedling 2005 at 
http://www.grain.org/seedling/?id=411.  
58 http://www.croptrust.org/main  
59 See Hisano (2005) for a more detailed discussion of various examples like Golden Rice, donations of western 
biotechnologies for African crops and BT cotton.  
60 http://www.goldenrice.org/Content2-How/how9_IP.html see also Kryder et. al 2000. 
61 ISAAA stands for the International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-biotech Applications; ETC Group - Erosion 
Technology and Concentration Group. See ETC Group 2000 at 
http://www.etcgroup.org/en/materials/publications.html?pub_id=307  
62 See the mission statement of the generation challenge program at www.generationcp.org/.  
63 The initial consortium consisted of: three CGIAR centres, (CIMMYT, IPGRI, and IRRI); two NARS (CAAS, China; and 
EMBRAPA, Brazil); and five advanced research institutes (Cornell University, USA; AGROPOLIS, France; John Innes 
Centre, UK; National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences, NIAS, Japan; and Wageningen University and Research Centre, 
the Netherlands). Later five additional CGIA centres were added to the consortium: CIAT, CIP, ICARDA, ICRISAT, and 
IITA as well as WARDA1 (sub-Saharan Africa), ICAR (India) and ACGT (South Africa), Centro de Investigación y de 
Estudios Avanzados (Cinvestav, Campus Guanajuato of Mexico), Instituto Agronomico per l’Oltremare (IAO, Italy), Institut 
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National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA, Morocco), National Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology 
(BIOTEC, Thailand) see http://www.generationcp.org/gcppartners.php?da=0646141.  
64 see http://www.ifpri.org/pubs/newsletters/IFPRIForum/IF200506.htm, 
http://www.cgiar.org/enews/july2005/story_14.html as well as http://www.ifpri.org/themes/ppp/SKEPCoverNote.doc - which 
is most illuminating on how negotiations between the CGIAR institutes and multinationals over secrecy clauses because it is 
available on the internet by accident and was intended only for personal use. 
65 see ETC (2008) Patenting the “climate genes”… And capturing the Climate Agenda. At  
http://www.etcgroup.org/en/materials/publications.html. 
66 See http://www.case.edu/affil/sce/BellagioDec.html for ‘the Bellagio declaration from the 1993 Rockefeller conference 
‘cultural agency / cultural authority: politics and poetics of intellectual property in the post-colonial era”.  
67 The term “traditional knowledge” refers to “the content or substance of knowledge that is the result of intellectual activity 
and insight in a traditional context, and includes the know-how, skills, innovation, practices and learning that form part of 
traditional knowledge systems, and knowledge that it embodies in the traditional lifestyle of a community or people, or is 
contained in codified knowledge systems passed between generations. It is not limited to any specific technical field, and 
may include agricultural, environmental and medicinal knowledge, and knowledge associated with genetic resources”. See 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/5/8, Annex, article 3(2) qt. in Leidwein 2006. 
68 Pires de Cavalho (2002) distinguishes traditional knowledge in ideas and expressions. The former is about ideas 
developed by ‘traditional communities and indigenous peoples, in a traditional and informal way, as a response to the needs 
empowered by their physical and cultural environments and that serve as a means of cultural identification’.  In addition 
‘expressions of folklore’ might be verbal, musical or active (e.g. tales, music and dance or ritual).  
69 Originally the G20 was composed of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, el 
Salvador, Guatemala, India Mexico, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, the Philippines, South Africa, Thailand and Venezuela. Its 
current membership is 21 and is made up of five countries from Africa (Egypt, Nigeria, sough Africa, Tanzania and 
Zimbabwe); six from Asia (China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, the Philippines and Thailand); and ten from Latin America 
(Argentina, Bolivia, brazil, Chile, Cuba, Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela) (see Taylor 2007: 155).   
70 See articles 11, 18 (2), 23 of ILO c. 107 at: http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/newratframeE.htm.  
71 Art 1b2 and 1b3 ILO c.107 see Sanders 1983: 19 at: http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/newratframeE.htm. 
72 See articles 11, 18 (2), 23 of ILO c. 107 at: http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/newratframeE.htm. 
73 For example there are people in the Amazon that do not identify as a single group or people among other peoples but are 
still considered indigenous peoples on the basis of sharing  common beliefs about culture, an ancestry and religion many 
indigenous peoples in Africa and Asia have not been colonized and sometimes indigenous peoples have moved or were 
moved. Rather than defining indigenous peoples with any strict or universal criteria, the moral and liberal philosopher Will 
Kymlicka’s refers to ‘an intergenerational community, which is more or less institutionally complete, occupying a given 
territory or homeland and sharing a distinct language and history’ (Kymlicka 1995: 18). Alternatively, the working definition 
the first special representative at the UN, Martinez Cobo acknowledged at the start of the UN Decade on Indigenous Peoples 
that any definition should include a ‘determination to exist’ and others have called this the ‘wish to retain a separate identity’ 
(Martinez Cobo 1983: § 379 Kingsbury 1998: 238 & Meijknecht 2001: 87). Its definition reads: ‘Indigenous communities, 
peoples and nations are those which, having a historical continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that 
developed on their territories, consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing in those 
territories or parts of them. They form at present non-dominant sectors of society and are determined to preserve, develop and 
transmit to future generations their ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their continued existence as 
peoples in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social institutions and legal systems’ (Martinez Cobo 1983: § 379). As 
Kingsbury argues: ‘not only must these criteria be interpreted flexibly; they should be regarded as indicia whose presence 
strongly supports categorization as an indigenous people’ (see Kingsburry 1998: 455). 
74 See James Boyle, a manifesto on the WIPO and the future of intellectual property Duke L. & Tech rev. 0009. 11 
http://www.law.duke.edu/journals/dltr/articles/2004dltr0009.html.  
75 Treaty on access to knowledge, preamble at http://www.cptech.org/a2k/a2k_treaty_may9.pdf  and 
http://www.sitoc.biz/adelphicharter/adelphi_charter_document.asp.htm.  
76 For what is copyleft see www.gnu.org/copyleft/copyleft.html.  
77 see http://creativecommons.org/about/legal. 
78 http://creativecommons.org/ does texts, images, audio, video productions and protein databases. Architecture at 
http://www.openarchitecturenetwork.org/. 
79 For the GPL see www.fsf.org, for copyleft licensing see www.creativecommons.org/, www.sciencecommons.org. For 
examples of other domains then software see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons  For the developing nations 
license see: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/devnations/2.0. 
80 see Benjamin Mako Hill (2005) at http://mako.cc/writing/toward_a_standard_of_freedom.html. 
81 See ‘the libre society manifesto’ by David Berry and Giles Moss Version 1.62, at http://www.libresociety.org. Also “Free 
as in ‘Free Speech’ or free as in free labour by David M. Berry, ‘Art, Creativity, Intellectual Property and The Commons’ by 
David M. Berry and Giles Moss, and ‘The Politics of the Libre Commons— David M. Berry & Giles Moss at 
http://firstmonday.org/htbin/cgiwrap/bin/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/1403/1321  
82 See for instance Microsoft open licensing at http://www.microsoft.com/licensing/programs/open/default.mspx. 
83 www.grain.org/seedling/?id=327  the original reference to farmers’ rights is FAO resolution 5/89. 
84 BiOS stands for several abbreviations, most usual is biological innovation for open source. The website gives as its 
definition: BiOS ['baI os] noun 1.(from Greek, βiος) life; 2.(acronym)  Biological Innovation for Open Society; 3.(acronym) 
Biological Open Source; 4. Biological Innovation through Open Science; 5. an initiative of CAMBIA. 
See www.bios.net. 
85 Gus concerns a blue-staining enzyme that when co-expressed with a chosen gene, highlights the gene’s expression pattern 
in plant tissues. The invention is one of the most widely used in plant molecular biology (see van Dooren 2007).  
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86 See http://www.bios.net/daisy/bios/1374/version/live/part/4/data. 
87 Michaels, Tom. (1999). General Public Release for Plant Germplasm: A proposal by Tom Michaels, Professor of Plant 
Agriculture, University of Guelph, v1.1, 26, February 1999,  
http://www.oac.uoguelph.ca/www/CRSC/pltag/1998-99/gnucrop2.htm  (not working any longer on file with the author, see 
also Kloppenburg 2008) 
88 See “futures in biotech nr. 8” – a radio program by Marc Pelletier at: http://www.twit.tv/fib8  
89 See http://syntheticbiology.org and http://openwetware.org/wiki/The_BioBricks_Foundation.  
90 To put it in strictly economical jargon: a tragedy of the anticommons can occur when too many individuals or entities 
have rights of exclusion to a given resources and are using these rights to veto the use of a given resource and in so doing 
waste the resource by its under-consumption compared with a social optimum.  (see Heller 1998: 677 and also endnote 6) 
91 This refers to the discussion in chapter three of the many straightforward examples of open source bio-informatics 
mentioned also in endnote 29. See also endnote 36 on the ‘neurocommons’. 
92 See endnote 43 on folding@home and seti@home 
93 See Port (2005) for a listing of the world supercomputers, also it mentions that Blue gene has gone up from 187 to 367 
tetraflops..   
94 See http://www.diversa.com/  and http://ir.verenium.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=81345&p=irol-IRHome  The announcement 
reads: Verenium was formed in June 2007 through the merger of Diversa Corporation, a global leader in enzyme technology, 
and Celunol Corporation, a leading developer of cellulosic ethanol process technologies and projects. It works on subsidized 
ethanol plants in the US and Japan  
95 On the like-minded mega diverse countries see http://lmmc.nic.in/  
96 See for instance the description of Shaman Pharmaceuticals as well as the Merck-In-bio agreement in B. Parry (2004); 
also Hamilton (2006) for more detail on bio-prospecting and bio-piracy. See Brush 2005b for more details on one of 
Diversa’s experiences with bio-prospecting. 
97 The relationship of TRIPs to other treaties has been studied extensively in many legal studies. For its relationship to 
farmers and indigenous peoples in the treaties of the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plant, the 
agricultural mandates, the Convention of Biodiversity and at the World Intellectual Property Organization see for example 
Pires de Cavalho (2000), Gepts (2004), Safrin (2004), Brush (2005), Dutfield (2005), Louwaars (2006).   
98 See chapter four on ‘access and benefit sharing’ and ‘disclosures of origins’, also Safrin 2004 (p. 643 -7, 679). 
99 See Rob Carlson’s map of commercial DNA synthesis companies at 
http://synthesis.typepad.com/synthesis/2005/07/global_distribu.html The main companies are Blue Heron, Coda Genomics, 
DNA2.0, Codon Devices (all US) and GeneArt in Germany (Rathenau 2007).  
100 An example is the ‘Cellular Signalling’ initiative that was discussed in chapter three - see www.gmm.gu.se/YSBN, 
www.signaling-gateway.org . See also the human physiome project a quantitative modelling of the approximately 200 cells 
of the human body in virtual representations (Noble 2006: 31).  
101 See http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/ . 
102 See the press release on the synthetic bacterial genome at:  http://www.jcvi.org/cms/research/projects/synthetic-bacterial-
genome/press-release/. 
103 US Patent application number 20070122826 and international patent application at the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) number WO2007047148 see www.wipo.org /  
104 The press release mentioned that one of the genes knocked out is crucial to M. genitalium's ability to stick to mammalian 
cells, and thus become infective (see endnote 103) 
105 See http://partsregistry.org/Main_Page   
106 see ETC Group ETC Group (2007) – Extreme Genetic Engineering: an introduction into synthetic biology at 
http://www.etcgroup.org/en/materials/publications.html?pub_id=602 The scientists is called Christopher Voigt – see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_biology  for his presentation at synthetic biology 2.0 wherein he mentions the 
invention see http://webcast.berkeley.edu/event_details.php?webcastid=15766/  
107 Paul Crutzen suggests that emissions of nitrous oxide (a greenhouse gas 296 times more powerful than CO2) from 
nitrogen fertilisers wipe out all the carbon savings biofuels produce. Before you take the changes in land use into account, the 
release of N2O from agro-biofuel production negates global warming reduction by replacing fossil fuels (see Crutzen 2007).  
108 “Codon Devices and Agrivida Enter into Development Agreement for Biofuel Applications”. At: 
http://www.agrivida.com/news.html/  
109 See http://www.ls9.com/ for commentary see http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/122/fueling-the-future.html 
“fuelling the future” by E. Svodoba (2008)/  
110 See http://www.ekac.org/move36.html/  
111 These are quotations from Kac’s website. See endnote 110 
112 See http://www.grain.org/seedling/?id=316   
113 On Venter’s ocean trip see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Ocean_Sampling_Expedition  
114 So far Venter says he will not attempt to patent the results of his expeditions, which makes little difference, however, 
when the synthesized version or some part of it can be patented as if it were entirely unrelated to the original entity . Compare 
with the earlier explanation  in chapter six.  See p. 179 
115 In §37 Locke writes: ‘for I aske whether in the wild woods and uncultivated waste of America left to Nature, without any 
improvement, tillage or husbandry, a thousand acres will yield the needy and wretched inhabitants as many conveniences of 
life as ten acres of equally fertile land doe in Devonshire where they are well cultivated? (see Locke 1970) 
116 Rai and Boyle’s example is called ‘molecular computing elements, gadgets and flip flops’ which is US patent 6774222 
while the article by Kumar and Rai are US patents No. 6,737,269 – 5841376 & 6828140 (see Rai & Boyle 2007 and Kumar 
and Rai 2007). 
117 Compare with endnote three – the three elements are defined in an identical way. 
118 https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Bugs/HowToFix. 
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch) 

 

Gedeelde Genomen:  

Open source in biologie en kritische theorie voorbij het patent.  

 

Onderwerp 
Allerlei intellectuele eigendomsrechten zijn in de laatste decennia ingevoerd of uitgebreid, zo 

ook voor broncodes en genetische codes. Een groot verschil tussen de informatica en de 

biologie is echter dat kort na de invoering van het intellectueel eigendom er een wezenlijk 

alternatief ontstond in de informatica. De open source beweging heeft vanaf de vroege jaren 

tachtig aangetoond dat innovatie in informatica mogelijk is op basis van het delen, 

distribueren en verbeteren van de broncode van software programma’s en 

besturingssystemen. Een vergelijkbare ontwikkeling voltrekt zich in de biologie waar het 

intellectuele eigendom in toenemende mate op gespannen voet met de veranderende 

opvattingen over wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar genen, genomen, proteomen, cellen enz. 

Enerzijds verwijst de titel van het proefschrift –Gedeelde Genomen– naar het steeds grotere 

belang van ongehinderde uitwisseling van wetenschappelijke informatie in gedistribueerde 

netwerken; anderzijds verwijst het naar de invoering van open source in de biologie.  

Er is echter een belangrijk verschil met de informatica. Een veelheid aan uitzonderingen 

in de biologie op het intellectueel eigendom zegt nog niets over open source als 

maatschappelijke benadering. Een belangrijke doelstelling van dit proefschrift is dan ook om 

de condities te onderzoeken op basis waarvan open source ook in de biologie kan worden 

begrepen als wenselijk alternatief voor een als maar verdere uitbreiding van het intellectueel 

eigendom. Echter dit vereist een genuanceerder onderscheidingsvermogen dan kan worden 

ontleend aan de tegenstelling tussen de invoering van open source in de informatica en de 

uitbreiding van het intellectueel eigendom naar aan de biologie verwante velden zoals de 

plantenbiotechnologie, de plantenveredeling en de bescherming van biodiversiteit. 

 

Theorie  
Zoals de ondertitel al aankondigt is verdere theorievorming onontbeerlijk.  

De informatisering van de biologie kan niet worden gereduceerd tot een nieuwe 

paragraaf in een lange, omvangrijke en uitermate grondig bestudeerde geschiedenis van het 

intellectueel eigendom. Wat betreft de invoering van open source in de biologie ligt de 

kwestie andersom: het is vanuit de informatisering van de biologie dat de moderne 

geschiedenis van het intellectueel eigendom benaderd moet worden. Bovendien komt de 

informatisering van de biologie in feite neer op een verandering in de wetenschappelijke 

opvatting over leven en natuur. Het betreft niet allen een verandering in onderzoek maar 
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eveneens ten opzichte van het maatschappelijke debat. Terwijl er een bonte veelheid aan 

scheidingen en vervlechtingen van natuur en wetenschap is, wordt deze geïnterpreteerd 

volgens de enkelvoudige tegenstelling tussen tegenstanders van ingrijpen in wat ‘natuurlijk’ is 

en voorstanders van futuristische oplossingen van ziekte, honger, klimaatverandering en 

andere natuurverschijnselen.  

Het uitgangspunt van de theoretische benadering in dit proefschrift dat de 

onophoudelijke nadruk op ‘natuurlijkheid’ geen unieke eigenschap is van genetische 

modificatie. De verhouding van levenswetenschap tot het ‘natuurlijke’ wordt benaderd vanuit 

een veelvoud aan beschrijvingen van leven en natuur uit het werk van politieke denkers zoals 

Thomas Hobbes, John Locke en Jean Jacques Rousseau. Veelal worden deze klassieken 

opgevoerd als bron van de nog altijd als modern opgevatte noties van soevereiniteit van de 

staat en het individu. Veel minder aandacht is er voor de nadruk op ‘natuurlijkheid’ in de 

politieke theorie. In dit proefschrift is deze ‘natuurlijkheid’ niet van belang om tot een 

definitie te komen van de juiste inrichting van de samenleving (het sociaal contract) maar 

omdat de verschillende definities als kritische methodiek kunnen worden gebruikt bij het 

onderzoek naar de informatisering van de biologie. In het laatste hoofdstuk van het 

proefschrift wordt de analyse (deel twee) gekoppeld aan de grote rol die eigendom speelde in 

de discussies in het natuurrecht.  

 

Opbouw 
In het eerste hoofdstuk worden de grote lijnen uiteengezet wat betreft de bestudering van de 

informatisering van de biologie als een herdefiniëring van eigendom. Eveneens wordt de 

politieke theorie benadrukt die in het tweede hoofdstuk verder wordt uitgewerkt; het betreft 

een korte periode van samenhang tussen ‘natuurlijkheid’ in het natuurrecht en ‘natuurlijkheid’ 

als onderdeel van de oorspronkelijke legitimering van wetenschappelijke kennis. Na deze 

periode verdween deze overlap - wetenschappelijke kennis werd in toenemende mate opgevat 

als gescheiden van maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen.  

Deze theorievorming maakt in deel twee van het proefschrift een groter onderscheid 

mogelijk wat betreft ‘natuurlijkheid’ bij het bestuderen van de herdefiniëring van eigendom in 

de levenswetenschappen. Ten eerste wordt door de benadering de scheiding van 

levenswetenschap en maatschappij opgeheven. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om de nauwe 

vervlechtingen van levenswetenschap en maatschappelijke overwegingen te analyseren als 

een herdefiniëring van eigendom. Dit wordt beschreven in de biologie (h3), in relatie tot de 

internationale verhoudingen rondom biotechnologie en planten veredeling (h4 en h5) en wat 

betreft de open source benadering van biologische modificatie in het splinternieuwe 

deeldomein van de synthetische biologie (h6).  
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Tot slot maken de analyses uit deel twee een herinterpretatie van het theoretische kader 

mogelijk. Twee hoofdstukken besluiten het proefschrift. Het eerste is een bespreking van 

veranderende opvatting over leven en natuur door de informatisering van de biologie in 

science fictions (h7). Het laatste hoofdstuk ontwikkelt een verdere toespitsing van de 

theoretische benadering. Het bestudeert de opvattingen over eigendom in het natuurrecht als 

achtergrond voor de herdefiniëring van eigendom zoals is geanalyseerd in deel twee (h8). 

 

Analyse (deel 2) 
Hoofdstuk drie benadrukt de herdefiniëring van eigendomsverhoudingen in relatie tot de 

informatisering van de biologie. 

 Met de informatisering van de biologie is er ook een verdere toename van het aantal 

patenten. Het gevolg hiervan is dat het patenteren van genexpressies op gespannen voet komt 

te staan met veel van het onderzoek naar de interacties die bepalen wat genen doen. Voor 

verder onderzoek is het wenselijk dat de vele andere biologische mechanismen met invloed 

op genexpressie toegankelijk blijven. De simulaties, modellen en kaarten van deze 

complexere opvattingen over biologische reacties zijn gebaseerd op enorme hoeveelheden 

data. De belangrijkste achtergrond voor de invoering van open source in de biologie is dan 

ook het belang van beschikbaarheid van allerlei types data in nieuwe subdisciplines zoals 

genomics en systeem biologie.  

 Enerzijds betreft deze invoering simpelweg het vele gebruik van open source in de bio-

informatica. Allerlei types hardware- en softwareontwikkeling zijn nodig om databases 

toegankelijk te maken voor downloaden, uploaden, kopiëren, modificeren en analyses. Dit 

heeft een levendige handel tot gevolg waarin informaticabedrijven nauw worden betrokken bij 

de levenswetenschappen. Bovendien spelen voorbeelden van de open source beweging een 

grote rol in deze handel in software en hardware. Het meest aansprekende voorbeeld hiervan 

betreft grote informatica bedrijven die de krachtigste computers op aarde ontwikkelen voor de 

levenswetenschappen en deze uitrusten met Linux, het open source besturingsysteem. Met 

andere woorden, open source in de informatica is ook handel en het zelfde geldt voor de 

biologie, ongeacht de steeds maar verdere bescherming van en toename van patenten. 

 Anderzijds brengt de informatisering van de biologie een significante verandering in het 

onderzoek met zich mee. De invoering van open source in de biologie is niet alleen kwestie 

van computer capaciteiten. Zo zijn er voorbeelden waarbij maatschappelijke doelstellingen 

het succes verklaren van projecten waarbij op vrijwillige basis ongebruikte computer 

capaciteiten worden benut. Bovendien zijn er grote overeenkomsten met open source in 

projecten die computersimulaties maken van levende cellen. Deze projecten zijn van een 

dusdanige omvang en complexiteit dat een open innovatie traject noodzakelijk is om de 
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samenhang van de vele types biologische databases te garanderen. In navolging van het 

vrijelijk delen, distribueren en verbeteren van broncodes, is het dus niet mogelijk om 

bijdrages te patenteren in projecten waar een complexe opvatting over leven wordt 

ontwikkeld op basis van de samenwerking van allerlei types levenswetenschappers.  

Samenvattend: er is een enorme toename aan specifieke uitzonderingen op het 

intellectueel eigendom en deze toename hangt nauw samen met de informatisering van de 

biologie. Er is een toename van het gebruik van informatica als mede een invoering van open 

source modellen die samenhangt met een veranderende opvatting over onderzoek. Bij elkaar 

tonen deze uitzonderingen het ontstaan van een flexibelere ordening dan in het recente 

verleden. Het is onderhandelbaar geworden ‘waar’, ‘wanneer’ en ‘of’ data patenteerbaar zou 

moeten zijn in de levenswetenschappen. Des te opvallender wordt het echter dat er geen 

vergelijkbare mogelijk bestaat op allerlei maatschappelijke terreinen.  

 

Hoofdstuk vier beschrijft de internationale verhoudingen rondom planten genetisch materiaal 

in verhoudingen tot de mogelijkheden om uitzonderingen te maken op en tot hervormingen te 

komen van het intellectueel eigendom. 

 In de jaren tachtig en negentig is het intellectueel eigendom uitgebreid en is het erkend in 

het internationale recht dat genetische materiaal onder de soevereiniteit van staten valt. De 

laatste jaren ligt de nadruk ook op de toegankelijkheid van het genetische materiaal van 

planten. Veelal wordt dit gezien als een breuk met het recente verleden maar daarbij wordt 

voorbijgegaan aan het gegeven dat slechts om toegang tot genetisch materiaal voor 

wetenschappers gaat. Er vindt slechts een koppeling plaats van intellectueel eigendom en de 

‘toegankelijkheid’ die als voorwaarde wordt gesteld voor verder onderzoek naar 

voedselonveiligheid, klimaatverandering en een hele serie aan andere catastrofale 

gebeurtenissen. Zo worden enerzijds genetische eigenschappen die beter bestand blijken tegen 

mogelijke catastrofes gepatenteerd, terwijl anderzijds de diversiteit aan gewassen wordt 

opgeslagen en toegankelijk wordt gemaakt voor verder onderzoek.  

 Ook wordt er toegezegd dat intellectuele eigendomsrechten niet zullen worden gebruikt 

om toegang te ontzeggen van de armen tot verbeterde gewassen. Deze ‘donaties’ van 

intellectueel eigendom veronderstellen echter de wenselijkheid van het verbouwen van nieuwe 

gewassen. Met of zonder een humanitaire doelstelling vereisen deze donaties allerlei 

aanpassingen van lokale omstandigheden, bijvoorbeeld irrigatie of dure chemische 

bestrijdingsmiddelen. Vaak leidt de invoering van nieuwe gewassen ook tot een verlies aan 

diversiteit zonder dat er een vergelijkbare bescherming bestaat voor hen die leven en werken 

met zeldzame variëteiten. Dit soort hervorming van het intellectueel eigendom wordt bij lange 
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na niet even voortvarend aangepakt als de uitzonderingen die worden gemaakt ten gunste van 

levenswetenschappers.  

 In feite is intellectueel eigendom een mechanisme dat privileges toekent aan de kennis 

van sommigen en niet aan die van anderen. Sommige wetenschappelijke kennis en innovatie 

wordt ondersteund door middel van privileges en andere niet en evenzo wordt de ‘traditionele 

kennis’ van hen die leven en werken met zeldzame gewassen niet beschermd door enig 

intellectueel eigendom. Het zou een misvatting zijn om traditionele kennis over gewassen voor 

iedereen toegankelijk te maken aangezien het niet te verwachten valt, bijvoorbeeld vanwege 

patenten, dat het door allen in gelijke mate benut zal worden. Het is dus niet het geval dat 

intellectueel eigendom niet zou kunnen bijdrage aan het beschermen van zeldzame gewassen. 

Het betreft immers een beschermingsmechanisme dat privileges toekent op basis van een 

sociale doelstelling – bijvoorbeeld het beschermen van zeldzame gewassen. Dat er geen 

vastomlijnde definitie bestaat van traditionele kennis kan geen bezwaar vormen; het is immers 

ook niet nodig om te definiëren wat een uitvinding is en wat innovatie is om patenten toe te 

kennen.  

 Tot slot, het probleem is dus niet dat bescherming van traditionele landbouw onmogelijk 

is. Het is mogelijk maar het gaat niet gebeuren omdat het niet samengaat met de internationale 

onderhandelingen over bescherming van het patenteren en liberalisering van de landbouw. 

 

Hoofdstuk vijf gaat over open source als maatschappelijke benadering. Het stelt voor om 

zogenaamde copyleft licenties, die aan de basis staan van open source in informatica, te 

gebruiken voor plantenveredeling en voor het regelen van toegang tot het genetische materiaal 

voor planten. Copylefts herinterpreteren bestaand intellectueel eigendom.  

In tegenstelling tot internationaal beleid, vereist een copyleft geen toestemming van 

overheden of internationale organisaties omdat bestaand intellectueel eigendomsrechten wordt 

gebruikt om de beperkingen die deze mogelijk maken op te heffen. In de informatica schrijven 

deze licenties voordat de broncode die is vrijgegeven niet in een product mag worden verwerkt 

als het gevolg is dat de broncode dan niet meer beschikbaar is. Dit speelt zich af op allerlei 

terreinen, zoals muziek, beeldrechten, architectuur enzovoort en er bestaan al pogingen om 

biotechnologiën beschikbaar te stellen op voorwaarde dat aanpassingen ook beschikbaar 

blijven. Echter deze voorbeelden gaan over biotechnologie terwijl er nog maar enkele 

verwijzingen zijn naar de mogelijkheden om op dezelfde wijze de clausules van intellectueel 

eigendomsrecht op planten genetisch materiaal te herinterpreteren.  

In eerste aanleg is het een simpel principe: elke gewas dat de uitkomst is van kruisen met 

een variëteit die vrij toegankelijk is gemaakt moet weer beschikbaar worden gesteld onder 
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dezelfde voorwaarden – dat wil zeggen zonder beperkingen. Dit was al zo in de 

plantenveredeling voordat patenten op gewassen mogelijk werden. Het inbrengen van 

genetische expressies die gepatenteerd zijn schendt de voorwaarden van de copyleft. Het 

beperkt de toegang tot het genetische materiaal en beperkt de mogelijkheden voor verdere 

veredeling. Als veredelaars dit zouden willen voorkomen zouden ze hun intellectueel 

eigendom op conventionele gewassen en kruisingsmateriaal beschikbaar kunnen stellen zolang 

het onder dezelfde voorwaarde beschikbaar blijft. Eventueel kan toestemming gegeven 

worden voor heffingen op de reproductie en distributie van het gewas, maar dit is optioneel.  

De achterliggende gedachte is een vergelijking tussen zaden en de ontwikkeling van 

software door de open source beweging. Waarom zou je betalen voor software als het vrij 

gedistribueerd wordt? Waarom zou je voor zaden betalen die van de plant afvallen en waarvan 

de genetische informatie al vrij toegankelijk is gemaakt om te worden gebruikt, verbeterd en 

gekopieerd? Als het over veredeling gaat zijn heffingen gebruikelijk zijn maar niet alleen het 

intellectueel eigendom op nieuwe gewassen is van toepassing. Er zijn allerlei types 

intellectueel eigendomsrecht die betrekking hebben op het genetische materiaal van planten. 

Een koppeling tussen plantenveredeling, levenswetenschap en een maatschappelijke 

benadering is gewenst voor omstandigheden waar heffingen niet wenselijk zijn. Met dat doel 

voor ogen kunnen verschillende intellectuele eigendommen worden geherinterpreteerd om tot 

een verankering te komen van de vrijheid om zaden te bewaren, te selecteren, te 

vermenigvuldigen en te gebruiken voor een nieuwe oogst. 

 

Hoofdstuk zes gaat over open source in de synthetische biologie, een nieuwe discipline die 

zich ten doel stelt om biologische onderdelen te maken op basis waarvan natuurlijke systemen 

kunnen worden herontworpen en nieuwe apparaten ontwikkeld kunnen worden. Van belang is 

dat het een open source benadering kent waarin wetenschappers meewerken aan het 

toegankelijk maken van deze onderdelen over het internet voor verder distributie en 

verbetering.  

De belangrijkste eigenschap van synthetische DNA is dat het direct vanuit databases 

wordt samen gesteld voor gebruik onder laboratorium omstandigheden. Vrij veel 

wetenschappers kunnen al enige tijd zelf DNA synthetiseren maar dit is tijdrovend en een 

kleine en snel groeiende sector heeft zich gespecialiseerd in het samenstellen van complexe en 

steeds grote stukken en het optimaliseren van de biologische reactie. Zowel bij de bedrijven 

als bij het open source model wordt veelal de beschikbare informatie over genen en genomen 

gebruikt (zie h.3). Met andere woorden, zowel bij de publieke als de private benadering 

binnen de synthetische biologie speelt het oorspronkelijke genetische materiaal geen rol van 
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betekenis meer. Beiden zijn volledig gebaseerd op informatie over genen en genomen die in 

digitale vorm toegankelijk is gemaakt en patenten spelen maar een beperkte rol.  

Ter verduidelijking kunnen de ‘minimale genoom’ en ‘minimale cel’ projecten met 

elkaar worden vergeleken. Het eerste project is van het onderzoeksinstituut van J. Craig 

Venter en betreft pogingen om een gesynthetiseerd genoom in een gist cel te laten 

reproduceren. Zoveel mogelijk genen worden verwijderd uit de bacterie voordat deze in een 

cel wordt gestopt. Het nog niet behaalde einddoel is een cel die zich gedraagt naar opdracht. 

Zoals een floppy een computer opstart zouden allerlei genetische functies kunnen worden 

ingeplugd. Het tweede project is van dezelfde groep onderzoekers als bij het open source 

initiatief. Niet alleen wordt geprobeerd zoveel mogelijk genen te verwijderen uit het genoom 

en de synthetische variant in een cel in te brengen, er wordt geprobeerd ook zoveel mogelijk 

complexere combinaties van genexpressies en reguleringssystemen te ontregelen. Met andere 

woorden, er wordt een grotere mate van controle over de reactie tussen de bacterie en de cel 

voorgesteld. 

 Beide projecten delen de doelstelling dat biologische modificatie naar een hoger plan 

moet worden getild. Dit lijkt verwezenlijkt te worden aangezien het is gelukt om synthetische 

micro-organismen samen te stellen en onder gecontroleerde omstandigheden in een cel in te 

brengen. Bovendien kan worden gesteld dat beide celreproductie idealiseren. Enerzijds 

probeert de open source benadering verder te gaan in het onder controle brengen van 

biologische complexiteit; anderzijds zullen onbekende functies van genen en onvoorspelbare 

reacties onderdeel blijven uitmaken van biologische reacties – ongeacht deze controle. Deze 

idealisatie betreft ook als open source benadering overwegingen over veiligheid en 

humanitaire toepassingen; niet alleen techniek. Wat betreft veiligheid wordt samenwerking bij 

het ontwerpen en programmeren van gemodificeerde organismes gezien als een controle 

mechanisme; openheid als preventie van defecten of kwaadaardige bedoelingen. Bovendien 

zijn allerlei humanitaire projecten gekoppeld aan de synthetische biologie die zijn gebaseerd 

op het optimaliseren van biologische reacties met behulp van computer simulaties.  

 De identificatie van open source in de synthetische biologie met veiligheid en 

humanitaire doelstellingen is echter niet representatief. Terwijl toegang tot informatie over 

DNA wordt geregeld voor levenswetenschappers is hetzelfde niet het geval voor de 

toepassingen die voortkomen uit de synthetische biologie. Los van de humanitaire bijdrage die 

de afzonderlijke projecten willen maken wordt vaak niet benadrukt dat het onvoorspelbare 

biologische reacties zijn die worden ingebracht in organisch materiaal zoals gemodificeerde 

gewassen of restafval. Dit geld voor van humanitaire toepassingen en voor commerciële 

projecten om hormonen, vaccines, plastic en diesel te produceren. Met andere woorden, er 
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bestaat geen duidelijk verschil tussen de commerciële toepassingen en het open source 

initiatief – allerlei toepassingen kunnen met of zonder patenten op de markt verschijnen. 

Bovendien zou een analogie met open source iets anders kunnen betekenen: open source in de 

informatica resulteerde in een betrouwbaarder en robuuster besturingssysteem voor 

gebruikers. Het gaat dus niet om toegankelijkheid voor wetenschappers maar er lijkt 

vooralsnog geen synthetische biologie te gaan ontstaan dat zich richt op openheid wat betreft 

de onvoorspelbare biologische reacties, het hacken van gepatenteerde gewassen of het 

versterken van de lokale eigenschappen en omstandigheden waarin gewassen worden 

verbouwd.  

 

Hoofdstuk zeven betrekt science fictions bij het onderzoek naar de informatisering van de 

biologie.  

Science fictions bieden tegenwicht aan even fictieve verwachtingen wat betreft 

miraculeuze gewassen en wonderlijke medicijnen. Ze betrekken andersoortige onderwerpen 

bij vragen over betekenis en consequenties van de informatisering van de biologie. Onder 

andere komen ter sprake: de grens tussen mens en computer, egoïstische en coöperatieve 

genen, onzekerheden in de evolutieleer en de invoering van open source als geopolitiek. Het 

meest effectief is echter de suggestie dat de moderne biologie een einde aan menselijkheid, 

samenleving en natuur ten gevolg zal hebben in de nabije toekomst. Dit onderwerp komt in 

alle besproken science fictions ter sprake op een andere wijze. Enkelen blinken uit in utopieën 

over een nieuwe mens in evolutionaire zin of dystopiën over het leven als koopwaar. In deze 

beide gevallen is voor een enkelvoudige relatie tussen wetenschap en menselijkheid gekozen – 

dan wel positief (utopie) of negatief (dystopie). Echter andere science fictions zijn niet zo 

deterministisch en vaak zelfs bewonderenswaardig nauwkeurig wat betreft technische 

ontwikkelingen in de biologie.  

Ook dit soort science fictions dramatiseren de spanning tussen de toegenomen controle 

over informatiestromen en een angst voor een verlies aan integriteit van het leven. Bovendien 

is het dramatische effect nog altijd afgeleid van de consequenties die worden verbonden aan 

de steeds radicalere biologische cycli van productie en functionaliteit. Echter het grote verschil 

is dat niets definitiefs op het spel staat in een steeds overweldigender kunstmatige wereld 

doordrongen met nieuwe informatie en biologische technologie. Dit is cruciaal wat betreft 

eigendom; als eigendom voorkomt in deze verhaallijnen betreft het nog altijd een nauwe 

vervlechting met de informatisering van de biologie maar zonder dat er een consistent of 

oorspronkelijk mens- of wereldbeeld op het spel staat. Op deze wijze komt ook de vergelijking 

tussen patenteren en open source aan bod: er zit voldoende dramatiek in toekomstbeelden 
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waarin de ontwikkeling van informatietechnologie in de biologie zich kenmerkt door 

willekeur, onmacht en onverantwoordelijkheid. 

Op deze laatste wijze is de bespreking van de science fictions in hoge mate vergelijkbaar 

met de politieke theorie uit deel één. Het betreft wederom een alternatief voor al te eenduidige 

breuk tussen of vereenzelviging van wetenshap en maatschappij met eigendom als 

belangrijkste aandachtspunt. Het einddoel van het hoofdstuk over science fiction is dan ook 

een bespreking van verhaallijnen over de informatisering van de biologie als bijdrage aan de 

kritische benadering van de herdefiniëring van eigendom die in deel één is ontwikkeld.  

 

Hoofdstuk acht is een herinterpretatie van het theoretische kader uit deel één op basis van de 

analyse van de informatisering van de biologie. Het hoofdstuk bestaat uit twee delen: de 

vertaling van genetisch materiaal in genetische informatie (h3 t&m h6) wordt benaderd vanuit 

een nadere bestudering van gemeenschappelijk eigendom in het natuurrecht. 

In het natuurrecht hangt eigendom nauw samen met definities van leven en natuur (zie h1 

& h2). Bij Hugo de Groot, Thomas Hobbes, Samuel Pufendorf en John Locke ging het niet 

alleen om een mythische oorsprong van de maatschappij maar ook om het definiëren van 

gezag over de enorme ‘natuurlijke wereld’ die steeds verder in kaart werd gebracht en 

veroverd. De politiek denkers uit het natuurrecht definieerde de inrichting van de ruimte 

buiten het handjevol ‘beschaafde’ samenlevingen als een gemeenschappelijk eigendom. De 

Groot staat aan het begin van deze discussie met zijn ‘recht over de zee’. Hij claimde dat er 

vrije toegang is tot de zee omdat die niet in zijn geheel door staten of individuen kan worden 

bezet en verdedigd. Er is, met andere woorden, vrije toegang tot de zee als een 

gemeenschappelijk eigendom van niemand. Enerzijds beweerden Hobbes, Pufendorf en Locke 

het tegendeel: de wereld is een gemeenschappelijke eigendom van iedereen. Anderzijds 

verschilden zij van mening over de exacte inrichting van de natuurlijke ruimte en de 

consequenties wat betreft eigendom.  

De vier opvattingen over gemeenschappelijke eigendom maken een nauwkeurig 

onderscheid mogelijk dan gebruikelijk in juridische en economische beschrijvingen van open 

source in informatica en biologie. Veelal wordt dit onderwerp benaderd vanuit informatierecht 

en economie waarin de aandacht uitgaat naar uitzonderingen op het intellectueel eigendom. In 

de haast om een alternatief aan te wijzen is het niet belangrijk dat de nadruk op openheid in de 

levenswetenschappen nauw samenhangt met de bescherming van het intellectuele 

eigendomsrecht. Er is geen oog voor de specifieke vervlechting van technische en sociale 

elementen wanneer de informatisering van de biologie simpelweg wordt weergegeven als een 

efficiëntere uitwisseling van informatie die wordt begrepen als een terugkeer van het 
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gemeenschappelijk eigendom. Echter dit is een gemeenschappelijke eigendom dat alleen 

toegankelijk is voor levenswetenschappers en die volgt op een periode waarin patenten werden 

uitgebreid en staten de soevereiniteit over genetische materialen claimden. Het is, met andere 

woorden, niet langer het genetische materiaal maar genetische informatie dat als het 

gemeenschappelijke eigendom wordt aangemerkt.  

Dit is de vergelijking met de politieke theorie – de patentenrace lijkt op de Groot’s 

opvatting van eigendom, de soevereiniteit over genetisch materiaal past bij Hobbes en Locke 

benadrukte dat degene die de natuur het meest bewerkt de toegang en het eigendom niet kan 

worden ontzegd. Degene in het natuurrecht die aangaf dat dit soort opvattingen afgeleid 

werden van een herdefinitie van gemeenschappelijke eigendom was Pufendorf. Hij was de 

eerste die benadrukte dat er geen eigendom kan worden afgeleid uit opvattingen over leven en 

natuur. Deze slotconclusie vanuit de politieke theorie – hier zeer summier weergegeven – is 

van groot belang als achtergrond voor de verdere ontwikkeling van open source als 

maatschappelijke benadering. Het is – bij vergelijking – de taakverdeling van wetenschap en 

economie die ter discussie kan worden gesteld. Samenvattend: er bestaat geen opvatting over 

leven en natuur die zo innoverend is dat op die basis informatie kan worden ontvreemd uit een 

gemeenschappelijke eigendom. De uitwisseling van informatie over genetisch materiaal blijft 

onderdeel van een gemeenschappelijk eigendom dat altijd al van iedereen was.  

In de afsluitende opmerkingen wordt deze conclusie uitgewerkt voor open source als 

maatschappelijke benadering. In hoofdstuk één was al aangekondigd dat open source in de 

biologie over een verlangen naar een alternatief moet gaan en in deel twee werd in detail 

uitgewerkt op welke wijze open source ook in de biologie, net als in de informatica, gericht 

kan zijn op gebruikers in plaats van eigenaren. Enerzijds gaat dit over 

wetenschapsontwikkeling waarin betrouwbaarheid en veiligheid niet alleen gedefinieerd 

worden door biologen en beleidsmakers; anderzijds is een open systeem vereist als 

voorwaarde voor de beschikbaarheid van genetisch materiaal en voor verdere ontwikkeling 

van genetische technieken. In hoofdstuk vijf is een voorbeeld gegeven van een dergelijk open 

systeem door het herontwerpen van copyleft licenties voor planten veredeling en ter 

ondersteuning van hen die leven en werken met biodiversiteit. Dit open systeem wordt 

nogmaals benadrukt in de slotopmerkingen van het proefschrift: open source gaat over een 

herdefiniëring van eigendom waardoor het mogelijk wordt om de informatisering van de 

biologie op te kunnen benaderen vanuit een minder bezitterige opvatting over leven en natuur.  


